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A hook is the most varied product in the world. Its physical aspects are second-
ail, to the range of thoUghts and images it attempts to transfer to the mind of
thes.reader. In this respect , a book is like a piece of row.% it takes on meaning
only in connection with the things it holds together. What is carried by the
hoek is nothing less than the life of the mind.

Norman Ccousins. 1953.

This hook is a sampler. It is varied in its content and is held together brthe
theme of the teaching of English as a foreso language, a topic that the 12th annual
TESOL convention fix ussed on in its Mexico City venue. April 4-9,1978.

A book the sim of this cannot possibly capture the breadth and depth of the
scholarly presentations at the wnvention%. it can, perhaps, portray the diversity
of interests characteristic of the wnvention and of the TESOL organization itself.
And .dthough the surface comerns of the articles herein are many, the underlying
theme of each is the hulls on the benefit of English learnersour better
understanding of how they learn our increased proficiency in teaching them,
and our improved application of theory to these concerns. These articles, then,
reflect part of the wllective mind of TESOL.

Part I consists of the plenary addresses, alt of which were invited. The first two
(Crvmes and Brown) survey our profession from their vamage points as editors
of the two leading Americ an journal% in our field and begin to braid the rope
whose thematic strands the reader will find woven through many of the subse-
quent selections The next finir (Campbell. Rutherford. Finocchiaro, and Wid-
dowson). dealing with the notional-functional syllabus, are a step toward
familiarizing an American audience with curricular innovations emanating from

*The TEM )1. '78 ( :onvent ion Program. including abstraitsof 243 of these presenta.
tams, is a%ailabie. while the supply lasts. from the IT.S01. Central Office, 455 Nevils
Budding, Georgetown University. Washington. DC 20057. Price: $2.50 ($2. to mem-
bers), pn-panI
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Europe and worthy en our attention. They indicate a tnodel for developing
!iyllabus based on sociohnguistic research. Curran's paper represents a relatively
trw approach to language tratigig/learning and illustrate.% the humanizing of
the EH. venture Viiut tontributes an approach to language instructitm that
has divorced itself from a slavish insistence upeni immediate student response.
FinallY, Eta-told H. :Wry. the first president of TESOL in 1966-67, traces the in-

. consistencies of our national policies id priorities regarding the teaching of
English abroad, and in so doing urges us--you and rueto voice our concerns to
!Jobe y makers.'

Part II contains papers that wilco a diversity of professional concerns. Judd
presents a number of variables that must be considered in cnnstructing a viable
program of language. instruction. Moody, as an adnnnistrator. proposes a model
tOr realistically identifying goals for English achievement overseas. Based On re-
cent trips, Light's article sketches a picture of foreign language teaching in the
People's Re-public of China: his information may be extremely valuable in the
near tnture as exchanges with ale PRC become more frequent. Diaz, Adams and
Torrano picivide a curriculum for maximizing the efketi.eness of 1(.2k-hers whose
Enghsh is hes than proficient, while Buch and de Bagheera report on the efkc-
tiveness of a teacher retraining pTogram in Canada. The. advisabdity of transla-
tion .e.s a part of language training is revived in Foltz and Henderson's paper, and
finally tn this see tion, Dubin tackle's the problem of designing classroom
ntaterials that not calk work but also derive from what the profession is learning
about language from sot iolingnistics and about teaching from less dogmatic ap-
proat hes.

Various aspet ts of c lassroom practices are coven.d ;n Part III. Madsen and.
Bowen suggest wave to adapt materials that are already in print and inap-
propri.m. fur a particular settingthose that a teacher is -stuck with.** Di Pietro
otters some classpiom activities that will clearly illustrate to students the various
registers of l.mguase use From her experience in Africa, Taska smigests ways to
melt cam the drawbacks of huge c lasses. Stickman and Kleinmann present some
interautions to prepare students for r Kroll extends our understanding of
modds for teaching writing Martin's syntax paper gives insights into differences
between will mid b ottig to which should keep teachers from saying they're inter-
changeable Abalii and Best illustrate ways to wean students away from dic-
(tonal.% reliance ..ind tiii.tlly . (;anegno provides a way to assess student progress,
not by !Ormel tests but by more accurate observation and attention to the
students thei wide ve

Part IV, Experimental Research, is an integral part of TE.SOI., a source of in-
spiraiion for what we do in classrooms. By providing anecdotal observatigns of
two different ESI. learnele. K.:c.nia and Krashen not only develop the monitor

" I o .essisi. I Est n is reprinting dui. :mu It wparatels tutu' whit he en.

iitsrd III 1 Irttrt ft% timt 'tittle., mai be ,,brtincd tit prn (ht. I F.S(

pr hmoni ite ) Single plet, nit I hat ge mull! pirs. II IC .ic h.
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throrY, but aim ikmon st rate the importance of acknowledging different learner
strategies. Fathinan looks at learners us two settings ("informal" and formal")
and identities eer ath similarities and differences in oral proficiency. Gaining
data kola students ot French as a second language, Bialystok provides a new
perspective on the relationship between learner characteristics and second
language achievement . Carrdll disc overs simdarities in the interpretive abilities
of both native speakers and learners of English indicming possible universal
language-processing strategies Fin.dlv. Selinker and Luiwnddla reexamine the
conrept ot fossthiation met point inn several areas for research in which
classroom teachers contributions will be essetuial.

in acknowledgment. this volume could not have appe erect without the
resiies at ion of the authors. the support of TESOL's Executive Secretary, ames
E. nd Administrative Assistant, Carol LClair, 'and the work of Harry
Baldwit, amf Ron Parrish whose time and expertise. rased our task.

Ibis is A part of the rope hraidee in 1978. its end is not knotted and its fibres
are ready fisr kngtlwning. WI at strands You chonse to weave in the future is the
challengr

Charles H. Blatchford
Jacquelyn Schachter

lions shah* .usel I .os Angeles
September. 1978
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The Developing Art of TEgot:
ThEory and Practice

Ruth Crymes

In this assessment of the developing art of TESOL I have chosen tolocus on
one elenwnt, and that is malerials, instructional materials, in order to tface what 1

I think has been one of the significant recent trends in our profession. And, as
will become apparent shoc,tly. I have also chosen to deal with theory and practice
in a particular way. taking theory to comprise the set or principles that we follow
and practice to refer not only to applications deriving from the principles but also
to the conditions under which we practice, the real world conditions.

Thr trend that I refer to is the trend away from attention to language in itself
and towards attentimi w language in use, to language as communication, to
functional language. that is, language which is functional ?tom the point of view
of the learner, whether it occurs in a poem or in playground talk or in a technical
treatise. This trend is reflected in the shift, over the last decade or so, from
linguistically based to communication-oriented materials. I will document this
shift from the pages of the TESOL Quarterly, But I don't want to stop there. I want
to,go on to suggest that this shiti is still evolving, that the trend toward attention
to language in use is moving u away from contrived materials towards natural
text., as the primary in-class vehk ;rs of the language data on which we base our
instruction. I want to argue for the validity of this trend, suggesting that under-
lying it are, first, our increasing involvement in real world language problems
which pushes os to ask why people are learning English anyway, and. if they de'

.
LA English. to ask what kind of English it is that they need, and second, our in-
c sing understanding of what it means to know .a language and of how people
learn a second one So both practical and theoretical forees are converging to
bring real language into the classroom.

1. Linguistics and materials development

Some years ago it was primarily theory, specifically linguistic theory, that
determined the content of instroct;onal nawrials. My own introduction to TESOL
materials was twentv-tive years ago, when I arrived in Bangkok, Thailand, ts an
untrained Eel teacher. I was scarcely off the plane before someone thrilst Charles
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C Fries's Ttadtmg and Learfung Enkloh av a lineign Langwige into my hand, an in-
sightful and thought-pro% oking book both then and pow . That book character-
ized the scientific.dfv constrw tett vaterials whit h were the distinctive feature oloy
the oral approat h. haws( 1945:5) argued that people rmtrained in language anal-
ysis would at hest be uneconomical and inefficient and at worst misleading in
helping foreigners learn a toreign language. lie argued that liar an ad.+ to learn
a foreign Idilgatagr -most tpii"cidv aml easdv he must have she really importaut
items ot the language. selected And arranged in properly related sequence with
special emphasis upon the e hief trouble spots.- The techniqttes of descriptive
:tridysis developed by linguAts in the twenty years preceding publication aids
hook had, he saiti, revealed **the signific ar,. matters of structure and mrund
system mind t lw 'hew tittering mass of detaik ts tau li constitute the actual rumble of
speech.** Hy se ientifically constructed materials Fries tneam materials that were
"based upori an atiequate des( nptive .malvsnc of hoth the language to be studied
anti the nxive language of the student:- that is. they were buts! nn contrastive
analysis
. 'rho: basis bar materials is one which, over time. we became dissatisfied with.
We Are Lumbar with inn profession's general disenchantnwm with elintrastive
analysis, which Ronahi Wardhaugh (1970:129) prophetically suggested was
"dur tor .1 period eel tiniest emir .** Through the 19:-Ars and into the early 1970s

imderwent an unsettling period of uncertainty and self exannnation. (See, tin-
exampl;., Wardhaugh 1969 aml 1970.) Rut ready or not we continued to tackle
pressing real world problems not only in familiar domains abroad and at home
but also in ne ree ognized domestic domains, such as English as a second
d,.de t, ust m aq nucatic an, and Est in bilingutd education (Rohinett 1972). It
was. yens will re:, tither...what Hanalei R. Allen, the first president of TEstei.,
called the "Elio:mug esensele ausness- of these chauestic needs that inspired the
creation of ti.'stsi in the first place (1967:4).

Uhmiatelv. we toilful our disciplinary hmmiations not only in contemporary
linguistics. an articular transformational gifatimiar, but idso in psychology,
sociohigv, anthropologl in their various hyphenated, compounded.. and
derivative t ms. 111.111% of whit h in recent years have been extraordinarily
vigorous .thel hien u mute Listic (See..fiar example, Rower 1970; Wardtiaugh
1972: flannel / 197 t: (;rmishaw 1973) . Further, an increasing number of Est
specialists, drawing ii the insights of these arious disciplines. have becomi field

resean hers and are ontributing from within the prokssinn to our theoretical
understanihngs. espy, ialiv in the areas of second language acquisition research
and. more ret-entlY in conversational and discourse analysis.

Rut in tinulatr 1960's arid early 1970's it was still primarily theoretical
linguistics that' we looked to for input to materials. The early pages of the Quailed)/
show efforts to apply trantOrmational grammar to the preparation of language
teaching'matrrials tither directly, by incorporating new genenchzations about
syntax amrphonology into drills (De Camp 1968; Rutherford 1968) or into ex-
'simian:ens (Catupbell 1970: Di Pietro 1970). or indirectly. ley suggesting that

z
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transtOrmational grammar could provide .1 ¶ratnewm If. t.r comrastive analyses
that woidd contrast diffrrent surface matiitestaions of underlying linguistre uni-
versals and wOulci htuwe be nitii:e valid thau the Mier strut tura! cmitrastive
;utalyses (Rutherford 19b9. Bowen and Moore 1960. A maim problem. how-
ever, was, and still is. that the findings A the, ,%ognists are often very cliftkult to
interpret. Witlians Rutherford's iserforn.ative an.dysis of suburdinatioa in 1969
and Walter Cook's explicatiiin of soot anti epistemic modals in 1978 are examples
of the kinds of interpretations that we need. Also Betty Wallace Robinett has re-
minded us that we can find einy insights useful to Est in older grammars as well
win current ,,nes (1973.42n) Recent!), Wayne Dickerson (e.g. 1975)/has been
%smirking on incorporating imights front generative phonology into drills and ex-

,planations for teaching prom:no:4 on.

2. The shift to comm'unication-oriented materials
t )tr Work could not wait. of coursc on otir findirw applications of transfor-

mational grammar to teachnig, and we c. e te have the eourage of our Own in-
tuitions. What we did in our teat hing was ',emphasize the importance of mean-
ingful, cont-xtualized materials See. for exampk, lmhoof 1973.) We also
talketI about situational in contr;,-% to linguistic sequencing (Bolinger 1972:118).
We did this. I suspect . mit of common sense in the face of practkal cir-
cumstances. though in tact the emphasis on enntext was consistent with the in-
creasing attention by linguists to meaning (Bolinger 1972:119; Wardhaugh 1969:
109) ;mit with the view of psychologists that appropriateness to the situation is
turf of the granimatic.dity of the utterance (Carroll 1971:105). We had thus be-
gun to cmcern urselves with language as cmnmunication and had declared the
aurontenv of language Tea, sing. placing linguistics in a supporting but not an in-
tervening nth. (Bolinger 1972).

'onununication as the instructional goal for the language learner is of
cnurse tnta h more aminttoti: cm mastery of the sound and structure system
within a limited vocabittaus . which vas the goal that Fries hal set kir the first
Aage of language learning. which is the only stage that he was explicit about
(1945.3). 'Ibis expansion ot t he goal of language instruction required exioiina-

... tion of the relationship hrtwiri drill, which had been the stuck in trade of the oral
approach. and spontaneotts language use. Wilga Rivers (1969 and 1972b) and
Christina Paukton (1971) developed somewhat different frameworks, but ones
which were similar overall, for sequencing drills from more to less controlled,
drifts that would lead the learner through manipulative and meaningful practice
to first simuhned and then real communicative use of language.

We are still struggling with the role of drill in language learning. One of tile
marked differences between the so-calkd unconventional'approaches to language
learning, such as Ctint nunity Language Learning and the Silent Way. and con-
ventinnai approaches is HI the attitude, toward drill (see, for example, La Forge
1977:373).01)rilling gas somethiag to do with establishing habits; it also has
'smirching tn do with gaining insights into language through the manipulation of

1 )
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lagguage. If habit plays a role in leatrning a stcond language, And I believe that it

does, it is functional habits that learners need to acquire. Functional habits,-as
John Carroll has described them (1971:11 I), function hi avtual language be-
havior. The question that nerds to be raised is whether or not the establishment
of finwtional habits might be promoted by havink learners ithserve the manifes-

tations of those habits in natural texts. ;hen having them work through related,
manipulative drill to encourage insights into langaage, and finally allowing them

to drill themsdves in their own way by providing opportunitief for real commu-
Meation. (cf. Stephen Krashen on learner involvenwnt 1976a:165.) It is the role

of teacher-ditet ted repetitive drill that I think is in particular need Of\re-
examination . \Re that as it may, it was the case that by the mid-1970's we were attending t

commtMication. We believed that drills should be meaningful and that there was .

a plat... 'for spontaneous use of language in the classroom. It was about this time %
\

that we became aware of sociolinguistics, particularly of Dell Hymes' soKio-
linguistic notion of communicative competence. as expli .aed and explored, for
example. by Christina Paulston (1974). Now we had a theory to support our in-

. tuition that linguistic competence was necessary but insuffkient for communka-
lion, that we must help learners acquire the social rules of speaking also. And we
began to learn something of the complexities of the rules of speaking (Grimshaw

1973; Appkgate .1975).
We are now in a phase of developing communication-oriented materials, us-

ing both linguistic and sociolinguistic input, as we have that input available.to us
(see, for example, Paulston 1974; Holmes and Beown 1976). recognizing also
that in the area of communicative conipeience the teacher needs, as Paulston has
suggested (1974:356). to become an anthropologist . As the content of communi-
cation-oriented materials approximates more and more closely the real uses of
language which are the goals of a particular course, the materials can be called
fuhctional, and if the real uses are very specific ones, the materials may be for
FAglish for Special Purposes (ESP). We-are at present exploring the possibilitieN

of a functional or communicative syllabus and assessing its strengths and weak-

nesses. (See StrattOn 1977.)
Concurrently. then. is an intense examination going on of language in use.

aS exemplified by current work on the functional syllabus. just mentioned,
especially by the British, and by pedagogically inspired conversational and dis-

course analyses. Earlier analyses of discourse had been primarily rhetorical and
had f(Mussed on explicit relationships. &nue present analyses are still rhetorical,

but focus now more on implicit relationships in special uses of language, such as
the language of scientific And technical written English fe.g. Selinker, Trimble,
and Trimbk 1976). and some are sociological, emphasizing the role of context

and interaction irerhe4scourse (e.g. Borkin and Reinhart 1978).

3. The practical push towards natural texts as materials

All this analysis of language in use which is going on within a pedagogical
franiework indicates that we are looking more and-more closely at learners' ESL
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goals in order to rrlate the instructional means to those goals. We are asking why
students are kazoing English and what kind of English they need. These are
complex questions that have to do with the function of language in society. But to
the extent that learners' ESL needs can be identified, our role, it seems to me,
should he supportive, and one way to be supportive, I would suggest, is through
the use of natural texts that are representative. of learner goals.

It is easier, of course, to determine and meet learner ne,-ds in contexts that
are relatively neutral socially and politically than in context!. 'tut are socially and
politically sensitive. The teaching of English for special purposes. for example,
does not reverberate to the social and political tensions located in the present and
past relationships of the people involved in the way that teaching English as a sec-
ond dialect does. Nor does the teaching of English as a foreign language do so in
the way that teaching English as a second langUage does. The contexts for
teaching English for special purposes and teaching English as a foreign language
are, .relatively speaking. not socially and politically loaded. The contexts for
teaching English as a second dialect and as a second language are. Teaching
Ettg lish as a second dialect has been a touchy subject for a long time, and this
touchiness probably accounts for the fact that very few articles on the subject
have been submitted to the TESOL Quarterly in recent years. There is somewhat
of a counterpan. situation abroad, and that is the status of the various Eng fishes
in areas whew English is being used as a secisnd language. Only one article in the
Quarterly. by Braj Kachru (1976), has addressed itself to thisitirobkm. Yet it is of
crucial importance to deal with if we are to meet the needs of szudents. What kind
.of English do students in these parts of the world need to know? Theie own na-

*Iona! version? If so. don't we need to develop the same tolerance for variatiohs in
communicative competence across the different varieties of English as we have
developed for at least sAnne of the variations in linguistic competence (cf. our
toletance for some of the. variations in pronunciation, vocabulary, and sometimes
even synta..t)'

It is also easier to identify what kind of English students need when- these
needs are specific rather than general. Again English for special purposes, in-
cluding. for examlile. English for science and technology and English for aca-
demic purposes, provides an example of specific needs. So in some cases does ESL.
in adult education. What language must adults command for survival in their
particular envinmments or for whatever special purposes they may have? ESL
adult educanowteachers commonly use natural texts for materials, such as apish-
mtion forms, instructions, and labels, and they could make good use of tran-
trribed authentic oral interactions if they had them available. ESL in bilingtial
education also provides in part an example of specific needs. The ESL component
should support the English part of the curriculum. If there are pull-out ESL
classes, these should support the content area classes. But figuring out ways us
which FM can support the English part of the bilingual curriculum is not the real
problem. The. real problem is figuring out ways that the total school experience
can support the child. This is a social and political problem, tile complexities of
which arc still unfolding.

1
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Where student needs are genet al. as in cases where secondary students are
studying F.nglish to fulfill a foreign language requirement. it is more difficult to
identify language samples to support their goals. We need here to look not only at
the language that young people read but also di the things that they talk about
and the language th a. they use when they talk. We :wed to find language samples
that fit their inter

The use of t aral texts as instructional materials is in sharp contrast to the
use of the scieni..:. based materials of the oral approach. But in both cases the
materials "1:11: ot,:" (tithe goals. In the oral approach, the materials "fell out" of
the structural linguists' understanding of what it means to know a language, and
it was limited to the "first stage" of mastery, as they perceived that mastery. In a
communicative. or tUnctional. or inwgratise approach, it is natural texts that
"fall out" of the goal.

4. The theoretical bases for using natural texts
The use of naturattexts does not mean that we do not concern ourselves with

what it means to know a language and with how we learn a second one. It means
that we recognize how limited our explicit knowledge is of language and language
use. The use of natural texts can allow us to incorporate into our instruction what
we do know about language and language use as it is exemplified in the texts and
at the same time can present us from depriving our students of input For them to
process as they are able.

The use of natural texts is consistent with our perceptions of the nature or
language use as pato-ante and of the nature of language learraVtg as approximatim
and as both imitatur and ereative. i.et me touch briePy upon each of these chirac-
wrist ics .

We first talked about language use as integrative in connection with testing.
hi the late 1960's, people. using John Carroll's labels, started to explore the in-
wgratiye versus the discrete point approach to testing (e.g. Spolsky 1968). The
integrative approach tested ability to funciion in the language in particular situa-
tions whereas the discrete point approach broke down language competency
(typically linguistic competency) into its parts and tested the parts separately. To
function in a langnage. to use it, the speaker most integrate not only the linguistic
components of pronunciation, grammar, and vocabulary, but also the rules of
speaking, the discourse rules. Natural texts, of whatever variety of English, by
their nature reflect the speaker or writer's'integrated competencies. Even those
with performance errors reflect the competence of the listeners or readers who
understand them.

Fries argued against exposing learners in the early stages to "the bewilder-
ing mass of details which constitute the actual rumble of speech" (1945:5). But
we have learned a lot in recent years about the approximative stages by which
language learning proceeds. Le.arners will not proceks all that they are exposed to
at any given time. They themselves are doing the sequencing of what they ac-
quire, not the materials writer, at least not yet, not until we have more insights
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into the nwure of this sequent: nig ihan we have now. Judgment must of course be
exen ismd in sekctuig natural texts for particular learners.

There is also evidence that language accluisition is both imitative and
creative. It ntq Involve not only hypothesis making and testing hut also the at--
quisition of unanalyzed whole- ,which the learner later breaks down but which he
may initially imitate Is a mans. ot entry into interactkcn with native speakers, as
lily Wong Fillmore reported in .1 course which she taught in the 1977 I.SA Sum-
mer Institute, drawing on her doctoral research. (See Fillmore 19M.) That is,
communicative cotupetence may sometimes be prior to linguistic competence.
Ttw use of natural texts can provide opportunities for learners to at least
c.avesdrop on native speaker interactions.

3. Conclusion

The suggestion that natural texte. bw used in the classroom does not imply
that systematized materials he abandcmed. The argument is only that systematiz-
ed materials should fall out of natural texts and not out of our incomplete
understanding of how language works. I think that-the idea of using natural texts
is no longer even a little bit revolutionary. ' as Earl Stevick suggested that it was
when he proposed using them in the first volume of the TESOL Quarter* (1967:8).

Sortie may say that teachers do not have time to create materials bawd on
natural texts, but in m% experience one of the characteristics of ESL teachers is
their predilection to prepare their own materials. The real materials need at this,
time is, it seems to me. ficr archives of natural textstranscriptions of oral in-
teractions as well as samples of written forms. As teachers, once we have the
natural texts, we need to learn to respond -to the language in them, to perceive
system to the extent of our knowledge, and to develop materials compatible with
the texts, materials that tit our students' nerds. herein lies the art.



The Development of TESOL:
Sizing up the Elephant

H. Douglas Brown

Three years ago at the 1975 mot. Convention in Los Angeles I gave a paper
on what I described as a revolution in language teachMg methodology, a revolu-
tion which was due on that year, according to the twenty-five-year cyclical
timetable of language teaching revolutions in the last century. It is now plainly
evident that that revolution is here. We are experiencing a revolution in all its
fervor and hope. One glance at the TESOL program for the 1978 TESOL Conven-

tion provides a convincing overview of the shape of this.revolution: Community
Language Learning, Suggestopedia, the Silent Way, NOtional Syllabuses, Bilin-
gual Education, and ESL in United States foreign policy.

What led up to this revolution? Where will it lead us? These are the ques-
tions I Will attempt to answer today in examining the development of the TESOL

profession over the past three decades. In so doing I hope to avoid the pitfall of
subjectivity. It is difficulty to make an assessment such as this without being quite
opinionated. The subjectivity of human judgment was rather painfully brought

to my attention yesterday as I arrived at the Mexico City airport and, in my ig-
norance of the value of the local currency, asked the porter at .the airport how
much an average tip was. The kind gentleman, with great politeness answered,
"Oh. I think about fifty pesos', Senor." Though that seemed a bit steep, not
Wishing to be an ungracious guest in this country I obliged with a,fifty-peso tip.
Mereupon the delikhted porter said. "Why, thank you, Sefior, you are the first

person who has ever come up to the average." The subjectivity of the porter's
conception of an average tip was suddenly made quite clear.

I hope I can also avoid the pitfall of overlooking the variability of.a phénom-

enon by making erroneous generalizations. Sometimes we gloss over variety and
diversity in people and in organizations by using labels or statistics which focus

on only one aspect, a mean, or a midpoint. The danger of that' kind of blindness
is aptly illustrated by John Godfrey Saxe's poem "The Blind Men and the Ele-

phant:

I . fl United States euuivaletu is about V.50.
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THE BLIND MEN AND THE ELEPHANT

A stIMINJO FABLE

It was six men of Indostan
.' To karning much inclined,
Who went to see the Eleph4or

(Though of them were blind).
That each by (Ibsen ..tion

Might satisfy his mind

The hnt appro.whed the Elephant.
And happening to fall

Against his broad and sturdy side.
At once began to bawl.

"God bless me! but the Elephant
Is very likr a wall!"

The Seevrtd. feeling of thr tusk ,
Cried, "Ito! what have we here

So very round and smooth and sharp'
To me lip. mighty dear,

This wonder of an Elephant
Is very like a spC art

Thr Third approached the animal.
And happening to take

'the squirming trunk within his hands,
Thus boldly up and 'wake.

'I see,':,quoth he. "the Hephant
Is very like a snake '"

The Entoth reached out an eager hand,
And telt about the knee.

"What must this wondrous beast is like
Is mighty plain," quoth he;

" `Tis dear enough the Elephant
Is very like a tree!"

The kifth who chanced to touch the ear.
Said: "E'en the blindest.man

Can tell what this resembles most;
Deny the fact who can,

This marvel of an Elephant
Is very like a fan!"

The Xixth no sooner had begun
About the beast to grope,

Than, seizing on the swinging tail
That fell within his scope,

"I see," quoth he, "the Ekpham
Is very like a rope!"

And so these men of Indostan
Disputed loud and long.

Each in his own opinion
Exceeding stiffand strong,

Though each was Partly in the right ,
And all were in the wrong!

Moral
So oft in theologic wars.

The disputants, I ween,
Rail on in utter ignorance

Of what each other mean,
And prate about an Elephant

Nat one of thern.hat tern'

John GodfreV Saxe

Today, with eyes wide open to the diversity or TEEM., 1 will sketch the
development of research on learning within the Trsot. organization.' To do BO, I
have Chosen to use. the analogy of human'ego development. We are all familiar
with ego development to st.me extent, and the analogy seems particularly ap-
proptiate in this case.

2. Ruth Crvmes. who shared the plenary session with me and whose paper appears
in this %re mon, dealt more with the development Of nun in terms of teaching and materi-
als dew fopmem

I L)
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We will consider three stages in the. development of tre rgothk. very young
the pre-adokstent, and the mature, adsth

1. The try _raung chik At this stage the human organism has little self-. .

awareness. Ego boundaries we not clear, the.distinction between self and others
is blurred. Tht, child identities with parents and other models, engaging in a
great deal of imitative helm-view. At this stage- the child is very uninhibited; there
is high permeability with few defenses.

2. The pre.adoleseem At this point there is growing self-awareness, increased
identity as a separate person with the growth of mote definitive ego boundaries.
Parental identification decreases. ,But with the increased self-identity of this
stage, the pre-adolescent experiences insecurity, lack of self-confidence, amide.-
fends his ego with a compkx array of defense mechanisms. The fragile ego is pro-
tected by impulsiveness and criticism of others.

. 3. The mature adult: The mature., healthy adult is secure in self-awareness and
self-knowledge. Knowing "who I am" also means.knowing the limitations of my
capacities. While in the truly mature adult there are fewer defenses, there is
nevertheless a compkx network of affective systems interwoven in the fabric of
personality. With little need to lash out defensively, empathy and acceptance of
others increases.

We can now apply these stages to the developmmt of the rEsot. organiza-
tion. We will accordingly look at three time periods.

I. Period One, ea I9661 In the late 50's and early 60's we find a very young
rEsot , with. Est .. still very much an infant in our schools and universities. There
was little self-awareness or separate Est. research. Research on karning sm. was
still a part of language teaching in general, or a subset of linguistics or psy-
chology. Pedagogical, psychological, and linguistic theories were modeled and
imitated; witness the wholesale acceptance of behavioral psycLology and struc-
tural linguistics. There were few defenses at this time, little questioning of para-
digms of learning and teaching. It was a stage of naive dependency for TESOL.

2. Period Two. ta 1970. The late 60's saw TESOL as a pre-adokseent. At this
time the rEsen. organization itself was founded, the first public declaration that "I
am a person . . . " With growing specialized research on learning English as a
second language, TESOL began to distinguish itself from psychology, linguistics,
and modern language teaching. But there w4s the defensiveness of pre-adolescent
insecurity as we lashed out in harsh criticism of theories and methods around us.
In the last issue of Lanoage Learning in 1969 and the first in 1970, siime four such
criticisms appeared: "In defense of pattern practice," "On the irrelevance of
transformation grammar."*The failure of the discipline of linguistics in lan-
guage teaching." and 'The role of linguistics in TEFL methodology." Contras-
tive analysis was passe, cognitive approaches were put forth to combat behavior-
istic approaches, and even the relevance of teaching was questioned! It was a
period ot defensive justification in TESOI..

3. Period Three, ca. 1980! Today MUM. is approaching mature adulthood; it
has a distinct self-awareness and self-identity in the merginy of three com-
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portents: (1) secood language leartnng, (2) English, an imernational language,
and (3) teai-hing approaches. methods, and techniques. The first ccmponent
the topk of this addressmanifests the Sante mushrooming complexity of
systems which is found in a mature adult. Consider the topics of risearch that
have been represented in the pages of Langtoge Learning recently, for a mind-
boggling sampler of this research: memory, aptitude, intelligence, strategies of*

learning, simplifecation, overgeneralization, transkr, avoidance, forgetting a
second language; affective variables, empathy, social distance, hypnotism, the
good language learner, immersion, critici; age, lateralization; error analysis,
fossilization, morpheme data, index of development , .presuPpositicm, implica-
tional scales; input, language and society, discourse analysis, notional syllabuses,
pidginization, pragmat ks;, doze testing. aptitude testing, proficiency assessment,
passage dependency. And one could go on with even more topics.

This third period of ev.sot. is marked by intense, complex, but non-defensive
research. The research is creative and researchers are aware of the limitations of
research. An interdis(iplinar) perspective is present as we have at last learned
that second language acquisition is not hound to.one discipline; rather, the best
theories of second language acquisition require the intelligent integration of the
best of all the disciplines which study human behavior.. In mature, self-confident
achievement, we have moved beyond the stage of pre-adolescent lashing out to
protect a fragile ego against the "infidels" of other disciplines, and ironically, in
some cases we are seeing that the tables are turned.

TEAM'S ,sdulthood has brought with a a difficult question: is TESOI. a
discipline? A discipline is a branch of knowledge or learning with defined limits,
with some 'distinctiveness, and usually with a body of scholarly research sup-
porting it . It is difficult to know.how to defide TESOL in these ternis, but there is a
sign of Our times. And that sign materializes when articks, research reports, and
dissertations are read tty the linguist who says there's too much psycholov in this,
thç psychologist who says there's too much education in this, and the educator who
says there's too much linguutics in this! Like the elephant and the blind men, the
research is there for all to see, but no one can quite identify it. So I thini, we need
not quibble with questions about whether Ts..scn. is a discipline or not Rather,
knowing that vast unexplored territories lie ahead of us in researa on second
language learning, let us be about the business of engaging ourselves seriously in
this specialized area of scholarly research, an area that transcends the bounds of
traditional disciplines .

..Where are we going? Where will this revolution lead us? Within the scope of
,research on the learner. I think there are two directions of inquiry wh;ch will be
evident over the next decade: focus on the lenrner and focus on the interaction
between learner and teacher.

1. Focus on the framer.: Research on the learner has shown us that the ESL
learner is a whole person, whose cognitive, affective, and physical self is centered
on the act of learning another language. He is not a compartmentalized organism
with a language channel that operates separately from others. We will probably
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never be able to isolate the ingrediems of successful language learning to find one
or tWo variables or even a formula whjch captures the phenomenon. The com-
plexity of human befiavinr and thr complexity of language merge in second
language learning to tbrm thq most mystifying and elusive of behavioral phenom-
ena. Teachers and researchers will need to develop an integrated understanding
of that learner and of that process of learning,

2. bias oir thr utteraaion brtwan frowner and teacher. Language is not learned in a
vacuum. Meaningful comexts of human communication give birth to language.
The interaction between the learner and the teacher is the single most important
facet of such meaningful contexts. The 80's will hdp us to understand how to
facilitate that learning process by developing interpersonal relationships between
learners and teachers.

This, then, is the "elephant" called TESOL. the elephant that moves and
broods in the confines of universities, public schools, community colleges, in the
oil companies of the Near Fast , and in the factories in Japan. Severs/ thousand of
us have come to Mexico City to examine this elephant, and so I think it is only
appropriate to end with iu own version of John Godfrey Saxe's humorous verse:

It was six teachers of Esi
By objectivity much enticed.
Who did 1d3Sellie rEsoi
Though all of them were biased.
That each might ckarly state
What is the TEsOt

The FMt approached the beast
And happening to tall
Into the Applied I .inguistie s group.
At once began to bar!. 'God bless me.

hut this hunch
Has pnwed hypotheses null

The Second lAlio chant ed upon
Est in the Universitv.
Cried, 'Ho. whathavr we here.
Burpeople of scholasticitv
Witfrgrim determination.
Teaching Est

The ihrrd, in scan h of answers
To quelstions. oh tki t
Fecund teachers of Bilingual Education,
Working for the miracle

Nilfequality of opportunitv
In .:1-svst'em frightfully politic.d.

The Fourth reached out an eager hand
And found a group called ESO.
And said. "E'en the most biased person
Can see with certainty,
That this TESOL giant

, Has cultural diversity."'

lite Fifth had nn sooner begun
About TESOI. to feel,
Than some English Teaching Abroad
Specialists he did reveal:
Quoth he. "This matvel organization
Has international appeal."

The Sixth, in a large assembly hall.
Did thi; Legislative Assembly see.
" 'Tis mighty plain." he said, "that resin.
is very like a bureaucracy..
Hut with Alatis and President Knapp.

ruled with efficiency."

And so these teachers of Est.
Disputed loud and long.
Each in his own opinion.
Exceeding stiff and strong.
But each was partly in the right
And none was really wrong.

H Doug/as &MR



NotionalFunctional Syllabuses: 1978
Part One

Russell N. Campbell

In his excellent book, Memory, Meaning and Method: Earl Stevick (1976) pro-
vides us with a brief autobiographical sketch, He reveals there that for some
twenty-five years he resided in the land of Audiolinguia. In more recent times,
although he stilt, had many friend:, in Audiolinguia, he moved to the land of
Cagnitia, but even before being granted citizenship in that interesting and dy-
namic land, he decided to leave Cognitia to explore Terra Incognita. As far as we
know. Earl still resides there, and fortunately we hear from him quite frequently
so we know that he is alive and well in Terra Incognita.

By recounting this small part of his personal history, Earl made an itxtreme-
ly important point : namely, otii thinking about Unguage teaching and language
teaming need not be limited by the boundaries of the so-called audiolingual-and
cognitive approaches. There are other lailds that bear exploration, lands that
may have much to contribute to our widerstanding of language teachink and
language learning.

Une of the things that struck me about Earl's autobiography was the name
he bestowed upon the third land in which he took up residence; namely. Terra
Incognitathe unknown land. It occurred to me that such a name would have to
he given by an outsider since for the residents of Earl's Terra Incognita their land
certainly is not unknown. They know their land perfectly wellit is only un-

,. known to those of us who have not had or have not taken the opportunity to be-
come acquainted with its inhabitants, their beliefs, and their accomplishments.

For many, perhaps most, American Tzsot. scholars, there is a land that is in
many ways Terra I cognita. This land is known to the aborigines as Terra Bri-
tannica. It is our in4mtion here to assumr the role of returned explbrers to reveal
to you some of the ñlore exotic feiturcs of this land .

The suggestion that we are generally ignorant of the contributirs of British
scholars to the field of modern language teaching is, of course. exaggerated.
Neyerthel..ss, a perusal "of.the most popular methodology texts used in our
university TESL/TEFL programs or, of the ESL/EFL textbooks produced by Amer-
icans, or of papers delivered at our professional meetings, or of the publicatiotts
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in our journals, reveals that if we are aware of the sulistantial body of literature
on an 4ppruach which is varkiusly referred to as the Notional or Notional- Fund:and
Approoth, we have 9,0 permitted this awareness to influence our theoretical posi-
tions or out professional practices very much.

This approach. which I will refer to hereafter .its the Notional-Functional
(N,F) Approach, has been a topic of heated scholarly debate in Great Britain and
in other European countries tOr at least the past six years. Furthermore, the ap-
proach is predicated on assumpthms aboot language and.language learning that
have been discussed for well over a decade. In the sixties and early seventies,
Hymes. Labov. jakobovits. Scheglaf. and Saki in the U.S. and Firth and Halli-
day in England have been telling the community of linguists and language teach-
ers that verbal communication is dependent upcm a host of smiocultural variables
over and beyond the formal, linguistic aspects of language, and that these must be
accounted for if we are to thoroughly understand what are sometimes called com-
Munk ative acts.

if 'these debates of the N-F Approach had remained purdy on the theoretical
plane. were simply esoteric discussions far removed from the world of teachers
and students, perhaps we might have felt less compulsion to bring them up in a
forum such als this. But a's a matter of fact . many" of the assumptions and
hypotheses associated with the N-F Approach have already been adopted by
some textbook wt ;tees and translated into published texts which are currently be-

- ing used in various countries around the world..For those of us responsible for
teacher training, or thase of us who are required to choose or prepare or use text-

. books, it seems important that we be prepared to understand and judge the
strengths and weaknesses of this approach.

What then. are the theoretical underpinnings of the N-F approach? The
following qu'otation from Widdowson gives us some insight:

"A new 4IrthOChlisV is emerging which defines the 'content' of language
teat hing in terms ot.fusi nos rather than.form and wl)ic h represems the learner's
ternan.d behavior as iyorranuniiatict rather than grammaival competence. (Wid-
dowson 1973)

To be sure, language teachers on both sides of the Atlantic have become
more and more conscious of the communicative 'aspects of language learn-
ing. Witness .Prator's (1972) early article, "Developmem of a manipulation-
communicatUin Jakobovits' (1970b) paper, "Prolegomena to a theory of
-vommunicative competence:" Savignon's (1972) monograph. "Communicative
competence: An experiment in fbreign language teaching;" and Schumann's
`(1975a) article, "Communication techniques for intermediate and advanced ESI:
gudenk and dozens more. However, there arr several features of the N-F ap-
proach that in most cases are not apparent in the publications cited. In general we
feel that these differences are worthy of our attention.

To begin with. the N-F approach does not takeas its point dr.departure the
rejectir of grammar based or situation based approaches. However, both of
these are deemed inadequate as bases for the development of language programs.

2t1
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The former. the grammar based appniach. besides otht i. weaknesses cited in the
N-F literature, is qiiestio....ale Since, to quote David Wilkins:

1.4n when wr hinx described the giammatét4 (and lexical) meaning of a
srmente vbe havr not a4 4 (Punted for the tvity it is used ims an utterance . . . The
fact is that sentences are not confined in use to the functions suggested by the
grammatical labels that we give to them, nor dors one me of language require
the selection (done particular grammat kis! form." (Wilkins 1976.10)

Widdowson (1971) points out for example, that the imperative, a linguistic
label, may servt the semantic functions of an instruction, an invitation, advice
and a prayer in sentences such as "Bake the pie in a slow oven," "Come for din-
ner tomormw," "Take up his offer," and "Forgive us our trespasses." Rut each
of these functions could Aso be served by non-imperative sentences.

The situational approath, characterized as -alri approach which takes sit'cial
srttings such as "at the bus station" as focal points for an instructional program,
is also seen as overly simplistic. Clearly, over and beyond the special vocabulary
.related to the physical trapping and the limiter) special processes related to situa-,
tions, it is impossible to predict what the interlocutors might in fact wish to com-
-municate to each other. Wilkins makes this point when he says " . . It would
be naive to think that the speaker is somehow linguistically at the mercy of the
physical situation in which he finds-himself" (1976:17). In any situation, say at
the bus station, depending upon the speaker's intentions and purposes, in addi-
tion to, or even instead of buying a ticket, say to Cuernavaca. he may wish to
complain, suggest, invite, deny. argue, or expreu any number of emotionyhat
in fact are not peculiar to thisoni situation, but rather are functions he might
wish to fulfill in almost any situation .

repeat. however, that there is no survestion in the N-F literature that
either grammar or situations are unimportant. dr are to be neglected in the
design of instruetional materials. The mks of both are fully appreciated and are
to he incorporated into N-F syllabuses. Their status however is to be subservient
to and governed by prior determinations of the communicative functions the
learners will be expected to carry out in the target language. Three short quota-
tidns, two from Wilkins and one from Widdowson, will permit us to better grasp
this last point:

The whole basis ot a notional approach to language teaching derives from
the conviction that what people want to do through language is more impor-
tant than mastery (lithe langtsage as an unapplied system. (Wilkins 1976:42)

The essence of a notional syllabus will be in the priority it gives to the
semantic content .iflaruage learning. (Wilkins 19M.:55)

There seems no reason at all why we should not for example say "For this
course %iv will select undertakings, prmuises, warnings, definitions, classifica-
tions." and so on rather than-J.:kr this course we will teach thr simple present
tense. esent continuous, count and mass nouns," and so on. (Widdowson
1471 :3q)
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Although it has been said that sonw textbooks which are touted to have an
N. ccrientation are little more than " . ..soucturid lamb served up as notjonal-
functional mutton ,'' the tenets of the. N-F approach-have been and are being in-
corporated into the design of textbt5oks fiir tiq' in teaching English as a second or
foreign language. Of potentially much greater impact on our profession however
is the product of the combined work of Wilkins, Rung, Rich.terich, Trim, and a
number of other Fairopean scholars i* a"publication entitled Thrrshuld Level in q
klroperoz Aut-Crrthr Sy.qrn Int Afmktti Language Learning Atiults edited by j. A. van
Fie ( I975); a work that takes as its bask theoretical position the itmumptions of
the notional-functional approkh. This pimayring work, in addition to' providing
it tentative definition of "threshold competence" in a secorikd language, otters
selected inventories of utuaiinto, funaiont, general and ipetilk nOioto (that is gen-
eral and specific concepts); and typical gram:I:anal strings that can be empl.,ved
in fidfilling the functions selected. Very briefly, the major categories of functions
are:

I. Imparting and seeking factual information
2. Expressing and finding out intellectual attitudes
3. Expiessing and finding out emotional attitudes
4. Expressing and finding out MOM attitudes
5. th-tting things done (suasion)
ti. Socializing
Each of these is subdivided into many sub- and sub-sub-categories. Both the

categorization of the functions included in van Ele's work have re-
ceived serious criticism from several reviewers, the most serious claim being that
there are no principled reasons for the inclusion or-exclusion of items ih the in-
ventory. Yet, the least that can be saidis that a beginning has been made towards
thr codification of font-toms and this Ix-ginning is worthy of considerable praise.

,et tue conclude my iltroductory remarks to The following articles by
-sithout discussion, a few observations and opinions that 1 have about the

N-1 woach: .

fact that our attention has been drawn to the multi-functional role of
syntactic strings should result in substantial modifications of the content
;of future instructional programs.

2 rhe recognition of an additional, if not an entirely diflerent, focus for the
development of syllabuses, that is, language functions instead Ifilanguage
form, constitute's a major breakthrough in our fieldone that is worthy
of our most serums ceinsideration.

.

3 It is apparent that the identification and categorization of 'functions say
little ahem either teaching methods or testing functions. Strategies for
both of these are yet to be-thoroughly understood or developed.

4. The assignment of a particular utterance to a particular function depends
upon its position vis-a-vis other utterances in discourst.. Therefore, the
relevance and significance and importance of-research in discourse and

Ilronversaticmal analysis looms larger and larger as the viability of the N-F
approach increases.

p
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5. The last point I want to make is ticis For both theoretical and practical
pUrposes the N-F appmach must he seen to he in its earliest,. stages of
development anti application. The theoretical reasons are found-in the
hut that we do not have a complete undmaanding of thy functional
system of any one language much less understanding of the differences in
fundional system.% acmss sot-to-cultural boundaries. The practical reason
lies in the usual reticence on the pirt of educators, tvcchers and students
to accept drastic departure's from tlic teaching/learning strategies with
which they are familiar.

My hope is that applied linguists, researchers. methodologists, textbook
writers and teachers will continue testing the assumptions of the N-F approach.
The,result% of such Otitis will result in the resolution of the questions I've raised
above and will contribute a salutory advance in the field of modern language
teaching.
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NotionalFunctional Syllabuses: 1978
Part Two

William E. Rutherford

Communication is a qualitative act; the construction of a syllabus is a quan-
titative act. The scope of the one is infinite; of the other, finite. Any syllabus,
14tatever else it does, must inevitably. comprise a quantification of laiguage data.
Whether it is a "synthetic" syllabus (having as its points of organization, for ex-
ample, features of language form) or an -"analytic" syllabus (having as its points
of organization, for example, features of language function)the terms are from
Wilkins (I476)the compiier will select samples of the language and display
them for the purpose of revealing some kind of generalization. All syllabuses in-
corporate generalizations of one stirt or another, all generalizations must be
drawn from inspection .3f a finite srpling of language data, and all of these data
have the potential for constituting communication. A citiantificationagain,
whether formal or functional- -will be made to yield a qualification, as it werr.

.What kind, or kinds, of quantification.then do we consider? More specifical-
ly, what quaruification themes.do we take as principles around which to organize
the language content of a syllabus?

For discussion of language teaching content in general, it has for a long time
been customary to resort to a framework of binary oppositions: for example, the
either/or characteristics of form vs. function, structural vs. notional, synthetic
syllabus vs. analytic syllabus, and so on. And since it would be far more sensible
fiir me to make use here of the existing framework than to strike out in some new
direction, I shall pursue the more conservative course.

I believe it is fair to say that language.forms are not difficult to identify and
enumerate. Pressed to cite examples of English structure, for instance, teachers
would very likely respond with things like sentence, noun phrase, relative claqse,
complement, past tense, etc., though of course no two lists would be exactItthe
same. The table of contents of any informal or pedagogical grammar would con-
stitute a list of structural feature designations that most teachersacould con-
ceivably be comfOrtabk with. (I leave open for the moment, however, the ques-
tion of whether syllabuses are to 'call attention to features of language form, and if
so which ones. I shall return to this later.).

11,
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\ In attempting to cite examples of functional features, there would be far less
tasammity, 1. would venture to guess, and indeed one can easily imagine that for
some individual lists there would be no overlap at all. But this is not surprising.
Ahhough we all have periodic recourse to one or another of the many informal or
pedagogical grammar* that have been published over the years,- we would, I
thialt, find it not so easy to cite a non -technica/ reference work containing gener-
alizations relevant to functional, notional, or semantic categories.- Handy gram-
mar books abound handy function books do' not , to my knowledge, exist .

. The comparative difficulty that wr have in talking about language function.
is 1-1.1ated, .I believe, to the question of what we mean when we talk about func-

, don rake, for example, the ' otterance ' 'This chair Makes me uncomfortable."
The LK( that the phrase Ihis chair" functions here as subject of the sentence has
been cited as an instance of "const ructional function." With reference to the syn-
tartic and semantic relations obtaining between the vrrb "make" and the
associated noun phrases, where -"this chair" would have to be identifi, ed as the
agent, we c an, in Halliday's terms, speak of the "participant role function." If
we look at the utterance as one possible instance of the arrangement of a certain

,,
bit of informationprrterring, according to the conventions of "given" vs.

1Ww." "theme" and "theme." etc., to say "This chair makes me uncoMfort-
able" rather than "I am made uncomfortable by this chair"--then we may want
to speak of "rhetorical function." The use of the utterance to convey to some
hearer the fact drat the utterer ii feeling uncomfortable might represent its "com-
municative- Innction." And if. as seems ver plausible, the ultimate intent of the
utterer was to get the hearer to do somethis,n namely, provide a more com-
efortable 'ehairthen we mav properly speak of. tier want of a better term,
"perkicutivnary function." There seem to beand not surprisingly .1 thinkas
many functions as there are kvels of language analysis.

Now if wr look at the van Ek corpus. which is the most elaborate and most
systematic imentory of notional/tOnctional parameters that we have to date, we
find that the kind of function tabulated there is the above-mentioned tom-
munkative variety. But the question has recently been raised in several quarters
of whether or not this kind of fnnction is quantifiable at all, or even whether at-
tempts like those of van Ek are in any way useful. This is the tack that has been

nil IA. a in much of the criticism of the van Ek corpus (some of it unduly harsh and
misdirected, in my opinion), if communicative function is so open-ended. in
other words, what basis is there for singling out any such functions for incorpora-
tion into a syllabus? As one proceeds down the lists of function-types cited earlier,
one moves from the closed-set variety of subject/object to the infinite-set of possi-
ble thing's that caw be accomplished through language. It is this essentially un-
quantifiabk lower end that 'the functional syllabus seeks to enunierate and
specify,, anej therein lies one of its major weaknelses.

There is another ay.pect of the functional syllabus in which problems or
potential conflit ts might be predictod. This has to do with the as yet relatively
unexplored interrelation of language form and language function and the posse-
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bk effects ulion learning strategies of that interrelationship. For example, in-
humes of language use in particular social situations turn out sometimes to be ir-
ritating counter-exampks.to the neat formal generalixations that many textbooks
push and many learners icrave. The English determiner system will provide a
simple exampk of this. The MAMA name, addresi, age, and occupation are all count
nouns. Which means that when they occur in the singular they must be ac-
companied by a determiner of some kind, for exampk, a. the illy, this, etc. (One
does not say,, for example, Rhea is ao of this monument? Teaching is good occupation,
and so on .) But what happens to the learner's noun-countability hypotheses when
the syllabus, in order to tract the "function" of imparting certain kinds of in-
tinmation, displays for him the "natural" use of these nouns in the familiar
interview-type setting where the determiner is not called for: Name?Addiess?Age?
aeupiition? And So on. A rule for language use has come intO conflict with a rule
of language form and it is language use that wins out, so to speak. Does this kind
of cohtlict have a detrimental effect upon learning strategies? Where are other
sudi points ofccintlirt Lu tw found? Should the teaching of this kind of function he
delayed ' At our own institute we noted one effect of this form-function clash in
the syllabus for written English. Where practice in writing topic outlines (in which
determiners are typically dispensed with) carried over detrimentally into the
writing of the full composition, where the now obligatory determiners were still
missing. My point here is not that because of, these observations, syllabuses
should be constructed on this model or that model, but rather that .much more
needs to he known about the interplay of formal rules and functional rules before
we c an begin to say with any assurance that one particular WA. )0 selecting, ar-
ranging. and presenting language data for pedagogical purposes is best

should like. now to return to the question that I raised earlier concerning
language syllabuses and the teaching of language form. D. A. Wilkins has this to
say I'm the subject: "It is taken here to be almost axiomatic that the acquisition of
the graminatical system of a language remains a most important element in
language learning. The grammar is the means through which lingo irtic creativity
is uhimately achieved and an inadequate knowledge of the gramn tar would lead
to a serious limitation in the capacity for communication. A notional syllabus, no
iess than a gramniatical syllabus, must seek to ensure that the grammatical,
system is propc-rly a imilated by the leiiiner" (Wilkins 1976:66). Whatever the
kind of syllabus theil. grammar must be learned. Does it follow from this that
grammar must, he tau* r To those of us who would answer "yes," it is

necessary to ask what grammar, and how should. 'it be presented? Should the
selection simply be a consrquencr of the.language choices made at the situational
and fumtional levels? Are whatever structures needed at these levels the ones to
he displayed? Given this constraint, can meaningful generalizations still be
drawn.' Is it possible to prevent the selected facts of grammar in any kind of se-
quence? Does it matter? In other words, is grammatical decision-making, to
quote Wilkins again , "still subjective?" Rather than, try to answer, which I'm
not sure I (ould even if I had the time, I prefer th raise yet one more question.
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This one has to do with the "functicm," so to speak, of grammar rules themselvel
or, more specifically, the encoding of discourse function into grammatical struc-
ture- We. ,olten ask hulk a ride marks; we seldtnn aik why we hate it. We tire rou-
ts-riled to identify, for example, existential constructions with there is/there.ari: we
seldom inquire as to what we toe them for. But the fart that the grammatical ac-
counting\ of the construction stops short of a specification Of its use does not pre-
vent the learner from finding a use of his own. Recent research by some of my
USC colleagues suggests that the reason Chinese speakers produce so many more
sentences tivith "existential" there (e.g. "there are many Taiwanese live in this
area")'is that for them this construction serves exclusively the function in English
of introduCing into the discourse what is to become the new fopic, which, is a
reflectirm in English of the fundameotal organization of their native language.
English existentials can support that function, but of course they have other uses

. as well.

Understanding Al the function of grammatical rules is also crucial for the ap-
propriate .arrangement of inkirmation within sentences, in order that discourse
now freely and communication be thereby facilitated. It is hot enough to know,
for example. that English has rules for ninving sentence elements to the front, or
to the bac: it .is necessary to know what discourse functions are being served by
Such rulr.s. Among the quantifications of form and function yet to be compiled
then, one might hope to see more,evidence of what our grammatical construe-.
tions are designed to accomplish, of how grammar encodes discourse function.1

information of this kind, it seems to me, might ultimately prove more useful to
the compilation Of syllabuses than some of the functional inventories of the van
Elt corpus

Whatever the shape of the syllabus, therefore, it should, I believe, take
serious note not just of language as. a vehicle for personal expression but also of
language as rule-governed behavior, and it should be a refiettion of whatever
knowledge stbo t the interrelation between the two the current state of our profes-
sion ran provid . The syllabus can therefore he at least arkindirect product of the
ultimate goal th t even now is being suggested for the field of linguistics, which is
to achieve a scie Mir understanding of how people communicSse.

"-\
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Part Three

. Mary Finocchiaro

..lf I may adapt Shakespeare, .1 should like to begin by saying that "I come to
praise the rotional-fufictional syllabus and not to bury. it ." I am really excited by

this new concept in language learning, which has been developed by the Council

of Europe and has taken Europe by storm but which is virtually unknown in the

United States.
I want, however, neither to prbselytize nem to iry to convince you to cast

aside the many excifient materials you have been using inorder to adopt this ap'
proach in its entirety at the present moment. Any such attempt on my part would

he dishonest for several reasons: the syllabus contains a number of ambiguities; it

has not gone into methodological problems in any depth; it ignores reading and
writing; it is not as yet supported by results of experimentation with varied
populations. It is still the center of controversy.

Nonetheless. I am optirnistic about the functional-notional approach. Living

in Europe as. I do, I have read everything published by the Council of Europe; I

have listened to numerous speakers and participated in disctissions in four coun-

tries; I have watched superb demonstration lessons in Holland and Spain; I am

doing research w;th actual materials and students which have stimulated me im-

mensely because I realize that learners are motivated by the cone*. Further
reasons for my optimism are:

1: The syllabus sets realistic learning tasks in whiCh either full ass or in-

dividualized instruction inay be utilized.
2. It provides for the teaching of everyday, real-world language,4ise in socio-

cultural situations in which items of phonology, lexicon, grammar and culture

are selected and graded and yet intermeshed meaningfully from the first lesson

at the first level of learningin, order to serve the learneri'-immediate com-
municative purposes. Expressions such as. I'm sorry I don 't remember, What do you

call this?. IThat does _ mean3, areintroduced during the very first day.
3. It eniphasizes the need for numerous receptive (interpretative) activities

before pushing karners into premature performance.
4. It recOgnizes that while the language used in any speech act should be

3
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based on the situation or setting in which it occurs. and be grammatically correct
and semantically appftyriate, the speaker must, above all, have a real purpose
for speaking and something to talk about.

5. The. act of communicationeven at dementary levelswill be intrin-
sically simply because it expresses basic; universal communicative
timctions of language and because it makes use of notions (the term used for the
wmantic themes and languaKe items) which are most appropriate tucomplete he
specific function or functions being expressed.

Let us take a brief look at some sociolinguistic, psycholinguistic, and
linguistic features in the syllabus which also contribute to my optimism. First and
ftweinost, eflphasis has shifted from preoccupation with structure and setting to
the communicative purpose ofTthe speech act. Neither grammar nor situation are
neglected but the unit and lesson content stem specifically from the integration of
the specific function and the socio-cultural.situation.

Since a speech act --conununicationtakes place in definite but varied
sociolinguistic situations, both linguistic and extralinguistic factors have been
taken into consideration. The syllabus takes cognizance ,,f the fact that the social
roles and psychological attitudes toward each other of 'the participants in a,
conversationemployer-employer. teacher-pupil, doctor-patient , parent-child,
for examplethe place and time in stnich the communication act is taking place
and thr activity being discussed will determine to a large extent the form, the
tone and the appropriateness of any oral or written message.

In words, the syllabus addresses itself to the question of who the speakers
and hearers or readers and writers in the communication are, and more impor-
tant , it takes into account what the purpose of the communication is and what the
persons invoked are trying to say to each other.

And here of course, we come to the heart of the notional-functional
concept I he !Unctions. Communicative language functions are generally sub-
sumed under five broactcategories: personal, interpersonal, directive, referential
and imaginative. The personal function refers to the speaker's or writer's ability
to express his innermost thoughts as well as the gamut of emotionslove, joy,
disappointment. distress, anger, frustration, annoyance at missed opportunities,
sorrowwhich every human iieing experiences. The interpersonal function
enables us to establish and maintain desirable social and working relationship.
Within this category are included expressions of sympathy, joy at another's suc-
cess, concern for other people's welfare, the making or polite breaking of ap-
wintments , apologizing for errors or for eummitmenol not met, the appropriate
language neeeled to indicate agreement or disagreement or to change an em-
harassing subjectall of which we Use in everyday situations and which help
'make living with others possible and pleasant. The language used in the directive
function enabling us to make reques.ts or suggestions, to persuade or to convince ,

is also treated extensively in the ,syllabus. The referential function of language
the one which has been the most frequently practiced in language; classes in the
past is concerned with talking or writing about the immediate environment and

4
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talking about language itself. Some writers call this latter function the meta-
linguistic function. I would include translation from one language to the other
under this function. The imaginative function refers, of course, to the ability to
compose rhymes, poetry, , essays, stories or plays, orally or in syriting.

Under psycholinguistic bases, I would underscore that the notional-functional
syllabui has taken cognizance of the basic needs of all human beings. It makes
pnwision for teaching the appropriate language needed at the five levels of
human needs recognized by most psychologistsbeginning with the need for
survival (exemplified by the Threshold LeVel of the Syllabus) to the most.elevated
needof manthe peed for self-realization or self-actualization:

The syllabus is self:motivating since it is specifically designed to serve the ac-

tual social, cultural or vocational needs of learners as they perceive them.
Moreover, the materials that are appearing have had written into them an
awareness that each human being hits adifferent rhythm w paee of learning as
well as a different mode or strategy for acquiring knowledge.

The unit organization of the materials, the multi-Media and cyclical or spiral

approach advocated and the alternative linguistic forms ranging from the very
simple to the extremely complex permit karners of varying ability and at dif-
ferent learning levels to express all the communicative functions of language, in
harmony, however, with their personarny, their immediate social or vocational
needs, and their intellectual or linguistic capacity. For example, a directive may
'die forms such as the following: (non-verbal) gesture toward thetwindow ac-
companied by one of opening; (linguisticranging from the simple to the mare
complex) please open the window. Wotdd .vou open the window, WoUld you please open the

window, .14Oul d you Mind opening the window, I wonder if you would mind opening the

uindow. I 'd be crateful ifyou opened Mr window, etc . ete.
I like to emphasize that one need not Nan kir advanced learning levels to

teach suggestions such as I wonder if you would mind, etc. or even the present
perfectconsidered the bihe noire of,language learning.

Let us move qUickly to linguistics and by linguistics I simply mean what a
person must know of the language system when he is a native member of the
speech community or when he wishes to become a functioning part of a foreign

speedi community .
The tem notions which I have mentioned would be placed under linguistics.

Notions may be generalreferring to universal themes such as time, space, mo-

lion, matter, , case specific, that is, the structural and vocabulary items which
would be found within the general categories and which are needed to complete
the various functions of language. (We regret somethingwe disagree with someone-
or with wmf opinion.)

Allow me now to rush on to the educational principles which underlie the

structure of the notional-functional syllabus. I shall merely list, in no particular
order, several which I consider paramount, however, since each is important in

the learning-teaching process.
1 . The individual learner is at the center of the learning process All the
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msourres available in the school or community are deployed to serve his present
communicative needs and purposes as weU as his fc.reseeable needs.

2."The syllabus is divided into units. The functions 'and notions the learner
would need or wrsh to express form the nucleus of each unit arid serve as the
fulcrum around which the situation, the dialogue or reading passage, the struc-
tures and the learning activities are developed. The starting point is always the
communicative function and the social purpose of the utterances. This makes it
imperatiye that vocabulary and structural items be centered around a tlieme
complimenting sometine, exampk which wesild make immediate com-
municatfon of meaningful messages possible. The title of the unit is always ex-
pressed in functional ternis so that learners are given the necessary mental set or
ivadiness essential to learning. Most imponant, the specific notions within eich
ur t (e.g.. structures, verbs, nouns, adjectives, adverbs, function words) result
from the integration of the coinmunicative function(s) and the social situation:

3. The specific linguistic eibictives of the unitalthough its starting point
may be to learn how to make suggestions, for exampledependof course on the
events, the persons involved in the events, the time and the place in which the com-
municative act may be oceurring...lt is obvious that real-life socio-cultural situa-
tions, structures and vocabulary play.an-important role in clarifying and com-
pleting the function(s) being emphasized.

4. The learning objectives for each.unit in niaterial currently being prepared
specify the content7notiOnal-functional and semantico-grammaticaland the
socio-cultural circumstances which make the verbal behavior of the speakers ap-
propriate. They indicate also the performance criteria whisch the learner is ex-
pected to meet before he or she is encouraged to move on to the next unit. (The
next unit of a 4extbook or of a curriculum, in harmony with the spiral or cyclical
approach, may be a more advanced presentation of the same (unction
apologizing, for example, within another social situation, or a different function
altogetherfor example, requesting someone to do something.)

5. Attention is given to ways in which the Student's knowledge oehis native
languagecan be utilized in the presentation of the new material. In any opinion,
this facet of the syllabus still preseuts problems which will require further
research. For example, will the expressions of functions and notions which con-
trast markedly in LI and L2 be deferred to a higher level? In my work, I generally
cki not defer items which are considered difficult. Often, however, I present them
for recognition only and not for (learner) production .

6. The performance objectivesin other words, the terminal behavior ex-
pected of the learner upon completion of a unit or leveldo not demand absolute
mastery of any corpus of linguistik items. The aim is rather to develop a potential
of communic ative competence in the learners, always in einsonance with the
learning resources available and with the social or vocational situations in which
the learner may be expected to use the language. There are provisions for two
major streams in the material: socio-cultural and socio-vocational.

7. Emphasis in the syllabus is placed first on giving the student awareness,

I.
f.")
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and then on enabling him to perfortn correttly and appropriately in the functions
and within the complex, diversified language situations we use in our daily lives.
The people involved, the time, the place, the communicative functions to be
ftdfdled and the notions to be referred to are exemplified in such a way that the
differences they may bring about in language fornis and utterances Fr made.
crystal clear to the learner and, let us not forget, to the teacher.

8. Acorn:wit core of grammar and vocabulary is presupposed. It is general-
ly thought desirable to ,introduce the syllabus at intermediate or advanced levels
but material is now being readied for lower schooli.

9. The pedagogical strategies and means for developing receptive or inter-
prettitive ability and performance ot the learners are explained but frankly,inuch
remains to be 'done in this arra. As you will note ir the next section, however, the
strategies of presentation and practice do not differ td any great extent from those
used by gond teachers ib the past to develop competence and performance in.

students.
10. Flexibility is encouraged. The learner is free to follow the units he or she

needsguided of course by an instructor orother resource person. The units,
however, are identical in terms pf the types of terminal behavior which will be re-
quired. Functions, notio;ts, social situation appropriateness, fluency and com-.

prehensibility are specified.
11. Five levels of learning in consonance with Maslow's hierarchy ofhuman

needs have bees envisaged: the threshold or survival level which uses a
vocabulary of 750 to 1500 words, a basic level, a general competency level, an ad-

vanced level and a professional levelthat leading to self-realization or actualiza-
tion. The syllabus at each level makes use of the language learned at each preced-
ing level. This spiral or cyclical approach is a cardinal point of the format.

12. Since it is patently impossible to teach all the language in any one unit,
year or level, selection and gradation- of language items or notions within the
communicative functions is imperative. The selection will depend on such factors

es the functions and notions to be expressed, the linguistic knowledge the student
already has, the compiexity.of the grammatical structure,.and the length of the
stretch of speech needed to express one's ideas. Often learners are given only a
passive or receptt awareness of a:.frnative forms used in expressing the same

function .

13. It is important' to emphasize (hat in each unit and at each level the
.

learner is helped, through oral discussion with a teacher, where feasible, or
through an introductory paragraph in his native language, to understand the
social role, thepsycholagical attitudes and thus the rationale for the formality or
informality of the language and its appropriateness in the particular situation.

14. In addition to the fact that its starting point is always a communicative
function and not a situational topic or a structural item, the functional syllabus
differs from the structural and the situational syllabus in several respects, For one

thing, the title of the unit always makes reference to the communicative function

to lie emphasized. For another, in the functional syllabus as in real-world corn-

A
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munication, the structures in each utterance of a dialogue may be dissimilar. For
example, a suggestion such as Let go ova tho 'engine may elicit a/reactian of dis-
agreement followed by an alternative suggestion, such as I don 'tied like it now.. It's
late and l 'm sure it's too complicated. Wecan do that wily tomorrow. Further, ilia func-
tional syllabus, a number of different functions may be clustered in one unit, For
example, an invitation mny be extended, accepted gracefully, arrangements
made about time, place and transportation and thaaks extended before cqnven-
tional parting remarks art made. A refusal of the invitation would force the use of
an entirely different range of functions, structures and notions.

Finally and most important, grammatical structure and function do not
overlap. A function may be expressed directly through ate use of any number of
la.erent structures. There is no obligatory one-to-one retationship between
.4.ucture and fonction . For example. a request may be worded as May I have a
/au of cold water?, Could I have . . , Would you get me . . I wonder if I might
have , The same function (of requesting something. ) may be expressed indi-
trot'''. but with the same meaning, in a question iuch as Is there (or Would there he)
a glass of cold water?

ay the same token, a directive might be expressed as 114 up you coat and put it
away, or (in an angry tone) if that ydur coat on thefloor?an interrogative which ob-
viously does 'not ask for ibformation . And conversely, the saine structure may he
used to caress more than one function of language. An utterance such as You
don't Maly like . , may be used to find out aboutsomeone's moral or intellectual
attitnde.;'or to persuade someone to change his/her mind.

It is the skillful blending in the syllabus of the interdisciplinary approach
(psychological, sociological, anthropological, finguistk and educational) and con-
cern for the basic an munication needs of all human beings w6ich gives great
hive that the notional- tional syllabus will sustain the motivation of learners.

And rinw what are t ponsibilities of classroom teachers? Teachers
should help learners:

1. Recognize and disc s communicative functions, formal and informal,
appropriate and inappropriar, acceptable and non-acceptable speech in listening
and reading activities.

2. Gain insight into all aspeeis of the culture system of the foreign language
including the paralinguistic (gestures, intonation, etc.) featuresof language.

3. Use appropriate paralinguistic features and pataphrases to get meaning
across when they are at a loss for particular siilicture or vocabulary items. a

4:Gain a conscious awareness of the rechtndam features of language as an
invaluable aid not only in listening and reading courrehension but also in speak-
ing andin writing.

5. Make use of contextual dues in listening and in'reading.
6. Grasp every new meaning ofa familiar word as it is heard or read in a dif-

ferent context or situation .

7. Monitor their own speechobtain feedback, in oiher wordsby learning
to liztm to themselves and hr watching the reaction of their listeners.
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8, Become aware of agnates in Li and 1..2.
9. Recognize language varieties and he able to..discuss the reasons for their

use, f would recommend as does the notional-functkinal syllabus, that except for
high frequency formulas and expressions, these be introduced after a basic corpus
of linguistic material has been learned. The time will depend, of course, on age,
school level, stutWnts' socio-cultural or socio-vocational needs and other socio-
ctiltural factors.

You will have noticed that the notional-functionid syllabus ensures that
recognition and conscious awareness always precede production. This remains a
problem, however, in some of the materials I have examined. For one thing, very
little has been said about the reading skill in the syllabus. This is due to the fact
thaionlyihe first level, i.e., the threshold or survival level, has been cqmpleted,

Additional activities to bring about awareness which I have found helpful in-
clude the following:

1. Simplifying listening and reading passages at two levels of difficulty
before asking learners to hear or read the original version, and asking different
types of questions for each version: for example, yes/noquestions for the simplest
version, 141- questions for the second version, and these plus inferential ques-

..

dons for the original version.
2. Preparing brief statements incorporating one or more functions within

one social situation or work activity and asking the students whether the speech
they hear or see is formal or informal and what the primary purpose of the
message is.

3. Readitig or having students listen to brief conversational exchanges
within one functional category and asking them to indicate whether the second

utterance is appropriate or inappropriate, of the same level of formality. socially
acceptable or not . .

4. Describing a situation which highlights a functional category very briefly
and eliciting whether the short conversational exchange which follows it is ap-
propriate or not.

5. Listening to or reading a conversation and helping learners indicate either
where it is taking place or the social role of the speakers or their attitudes to each

other.
Oral and written activities to elicit learner production may include asking

students to:
I. Transpose a prepared dialogue centered around one or more com-

municative functions to a formal or less formal style.
2. Diamatize a dialogue illustrating (through different intonation patterns)

varying emotions; for example, Is that your mu) car?, in anger (parent-child) or as a

compliment . .
3. Ask for information at a museum, railroad, post office, etc. in the native

or foreign langoage (where feasible) and to report back to the class in the foreign

language only, of course.
4. Paraphrase sentences or short passages using appropriate alternatives in

the same register. .

t
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Prepare and create appropriate alternative utterances in a dialogue main-
.. tinning the *AMC functional and notional core .

6. Add one or more comment or sequence sentences w a statement or quest
tion; for example, It's very hot Lses go to the insch . or I'Veirild you like a &Ts of
leraosadi?

. Match utte.-?nces exemplifying the same function.

)? example, Yes, fuer gone to Paris may have been preceded by I haves 't seen, Carew. a
:event.. tell what statement or questidn could have preceded a given response; for

B. Formulate appropriate rejoinders to statements or questions and, in

art* or w. Ifas he left;
9. txploit previously learned dialogues. Brief dialogues are excellent

vehicles for production. Two diabogues can be recombined; the original dialogue
snuation can be changed; a familiar dialogue can be expanded with newly -ac-
quired language material adding appropriate utterances before the beginning or
at the end; questions and answers of all kinds based on the dialogues can be for-
mulated by one group of students and answered by iithers; original dialogues can
be prepared by a group or a pair of students centered around a function but,
based on a given situation, the Aialogue can be changed to reported speech or
vice versa:. Any oi these dialogues can also be dramatized illustrating different at-
titudes or emotions.

In conclusion, I would like to discuss how the teacheror materials writer can
incorporate some of these ideas in.a lesson plan. Let us Make the assumption that
the learners have acquired a basic common core ofgrammar and vocabulary and
that you, the teachers, will present the material live to an entire class. The possi-
ble steps in a lesson plan built around the function of making a suggestion follow.
Please notice that this procedure is exactly what we havebeen doing in thevast:"

1 . Presentation of a brief dialogue, preceded by a motivation and a discus-
sion of thr function and situationpeople, roles, setting, and the informality or
formality of the language which the function and situation demand. (At begin-
ning leVels in whichall the learners understand the same native language, the
motivation can well be given in their native tongue.)

2. Oral practice of the dialogue (entire class repetition, halfclass, groups, in-
dividuals).

S. Questions and answers based op the dialogue itself. (Inverted or
questions, inferential questions, open-ended questions.)

4. Questions and answers related to the students' personal experiences but
centered around the dialogUe theme.

5. Study orente or two of the basic structures in the dialogue which ex-
emplifies the- function. (The teacher'wili give skeral additional examples of the
structure-with familiar vocabulary .)

6. Generalizatinn or rule underlying the functiovai structure. This should'.
include at least four points: the oral and written forms, position in the utterance,
grammatical function and meaning.

I. Oral recognition activities (two to five depending on the learning level,
the'language knowledge of the students and related factofs).

WO%
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H. Oral production activities proceeding from tightly controlled to freer vont-
muni(atiim ACE MI les with emphasis on role playing.

9. A brief summary .

10. Sampling of thr written homework assignment. it' given.
Finally. let me summarize the highlights of the notiemal-functional ap-

fproach. Learners develop a sense of security and more positive attitude toward
the foreign language and its spealters as they realize that all human beings share
universal common needs. It is only natural, therefore, that the communicative
hinctions they may wish to express exist in their native tongue and can rind
counterparts in any language they may-wish to learn. The concepts arr already
there.. We are merely enabling them to cloak them in different words. The fact
that the functions and notions exist in their native language and in the target
language is highly stimulating and encouraging to learners.

For this and other reasons mentioned throughout this paper,' the notional-
, functional syllabus gives promise pf becoming a colwrem, logical instrumem to

ensure authentic communication)from the first day Of instruction. It is my
earnest hope that you will wish to incorporate some of the ideas it contains not
only informally in your daily contacts with your students but also more widely in
course revision. I can assure you that this will be an enriching experience both for
you and for your learners.

sa
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NotionalFunctional Syllabuses: 1978,
Part Four

.1 I

Henry G. Widdowscin

Notional syllabuses are represented by'their proponents as an alternative to,
and an improvement on, structural syllabuses. How do they differ? And what are
the grounds for believing them to be better? The two types of syllabus differ most
obviously in the manner in which the language content i defmed. In the struc-
tural syllabus it is defined in formal terms, as ksical items and grammatical pat-
terns manifesting the system of:F*06h, in the motional sylhtbus, language con- .
tent is defined in functiorwi (rink. as notions which are realized by formal items.-
In both cries the essential design is in inventory of language units, in isolation
and in abstraction. In the structural sxllabus the inventory is ordered by refer-
ence to grading criteria.. In the optional syllabus (at least in its most familiar
form) it is not .

The quesTion then arises: what are the grounds for favouring a .functional
rather than a formal definition of language content? We can, I think, discern two
arguments in the supporting literature. One refers to linguistic description. The
other, to learner nee&

The first argument rests on the assumption that descriptions.provided by
finjuists capture the "real" nature of language so that units for teaching should
cot mpond with units. of linguistic description The ssructural syllabus was
developed at a time when lingUtists conceived of language in terms of the distribu-
tional properties of surface forms. So the subject matter for teaching language
was similarly defined. The notional syllabus is being developed at a time when
linguistic interest has shifted to the communicative properties of language, when
meaning has moved to the centre of the .stage with speech acts, presuppositions,
case categories, conversational implkatures and what have you all dancing atteny
dance. It looks as if linguists have now decided that language is "really" cont-
munkation. As before, the syllabus designer follows the fashion.

If you do not believe that we progress towards the truth of things by recur-
. rent revelations, or if you do not believe that there should be necessary cor-

respondence between units of linguistic analysis and units for language teaching,
then you will not be impressed by the fact that the notional syllabus can druni up
current linguistic support. So we will turn to the second argument, the one

t
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relating to learner needs, The question to consider here is this: what kind of
knowledge or behaviour does it learner need to have acquired at the end of a
course of instruction ?

Proponents a the structural syllabus will argue that the learner needs a basic
knowledge of the language system, of, lexical and grammatical forms, constituting
a core linguistic competence and that this will pnwidethe essential basis for com-
municative behaviour when the learner finds himself in a sit4,tion which re-
quires him to use the language to communicate. The belief here is that whaPhas
to be taught is a knowledge of thr language system: its exploitation for com-
.municative purposes can be left to the learner. Proponents of the notional sylla-
bus will argue that the learner needs to learn appropriate behaviour during his
course since one cannot count on him learning it later simplY by reference to his,
linguistic knowledge. l'he belief here is that communicative competence needs to.
be expressly taught: the learner cannot be left to his own devices in developing an
ability to communicate.

Both types of syllabos recognize that the karner's goal should be the ability
to communicate. They differ in the assumption of what needs to be actually
taught for this ability to be acquired. In both cases there is a gap between what is
taught and what is learnt; both leave something for the learner to find out for
himself. ibey ditler again in their awareness of this fact.

The structural. syllabus quite openlybrazenly you might sayleaves the
learner to realize his linguistic competence as communicative behaviour when the
occasion arises A tall order..

The notional syllabus, it is daMwd, develops the ability to do this by ac-
counting lOr communicative competence within the actual design of the syllabus
itsdf. This is a ddusion . Because the notional syllabus presents language as an
inventory of units, of items for accumulation and storage. They are notional
rather than structural isolates, but they are isolates all the same. What such a
syllabus Clues not door has not done to clate(an important proviso) is to
represent language as discourse and since it does not it cannot possibly in its pres-
ent form account for communicative competencebecause communicative corn-
petence is not a compilation of items in memory but a set of strategies or creaiive .

procedures for realizing the va-lue of linguistic denwnts in contexts of .use, at
ability to make sense as a participant in discourse, whether spoken or written, 4y
the skilful deployment of shared knowledge of code resources rules of lan-
guage use. Thr notional syllabus leaves the learner to develop the4 creative qra-
tegies cm his own: it deals with he campanenii of discourse, not Jwith discoUrse
itself. As such it derives from an nalyst's and not a partieipan s view of lan-
guage. as does the structural syllabu. Neither is centred on the I guage user.

The fix:us of attention in the notional syllabus, then, is on ems, not straw-..
gies. on components of discourse not jhe process of its creationnd in thi,s respect
it does not differ essentially from the dtrurtural syllabus. whic also deajs in items
and components In both cases what is missing is an appeal o cognition, to the
language processing ability of the learner. For example. in a notional syllabus
functions of different kinds are correlated with various linguistic forms. But the

4
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relationship between function and form is not just fortuitous: the form itself has
what Halliday refers to as "meaning potential" and it is this Which is realized on
particular communicative occasions. This realization of meaning pokntial de-
pends on a knowledge of the conventional code meanings of linguistic items and
of the ways in which these meanings can be conditioned by context. A not ijkal
syllabus presents certain common formal realizations of a range of communica-
tive functions but does so statically without any indication of the dynamic process
of interpretation that is inyolvel. There is no demonstration of the relationship
betwoeft tom) and funcnon, of the meaning putentiarin the language forms
which are presented. And so there is no attempt to develop an awareness pf how
this potential is realized by interpretative proceduree which provide linguistic
items With appropriate communicative value. But what is important for the
learner is not to know what correlations are common between certain forms and
functions but how such correlations and innumerable others can be istablished
and interpreted in the actual business of consinonicative interaction.

It seems to me, then, that the focus of the notional syllabus is still on the ac-
cumulation of language items rather than on the development of strategies for
dealing with language in use. And in practice once you start writing materials or
applying trashing procedures it may turn out not to make much difference
whether you define their items as formsor functions.

I have spent most of my time pointing out what I see as the deficiencies of
the notional syllabus, as it has been developed to date. I want to end on a more
positive note. What the- work on notional syllabuses has done, I think, is to
sharpen our perception of what is required of a syllabus if it is to develop com-
municative competence in learners. It is an attempt to look afresh at the prin-
ciples of syllabus design and it thus directs us to a re-appraisal of these principles:
I have said, for example. that the notional syllabus, in its present form, does not
develop an awareness of meaning potential. But then how does one go about
developing such an awareness? This question might then take us hack to the
structural syllabus to find out if there are not ways of reforming it so that there is
an emphasis on the meaning potential of forms and the varied ways in which this
is realized in contexts.

We can now return to the two questions I posed al the beginning. How does
the notional syllabus ditTer? Its proponents represent it as an alternative to the
saructural syllabus. forcing us into taking sides. This is unfortunate. The work on
notional syllabuses can best be seen I think as a means of developing the structural
syllabus rather than replacing it and. if it were seen in this light, the extent of dif-
ference between them would become clear and we would be less likely to be de-
luded by false visions. which we are all rather prone to be. How far are notional
syllabuses an improvement? In the attempt rather than the deed, I think. They
are the first serious consideration of what is involved ;n incorporating communi-
cative properties in a syllabus. We must give full crediofor that. Work on the no-
tional syllabus opens up the horizons and does not confine us to a creed. It is
liberating and developable. It indicates a direetion to follow and ground to ex-
plore. But it is a starting point not a destination.



Lingt4stic Model for Legining
and Living in the New Age of the Person

Charles A. CusTan

We can tiegin with a conceptual model drawn from the familiar experience
we have all had, of dropping or throwing a stone into a pool and watching the rip-
ples or circles slowly move out from the center. For our purpose thtsistone will be
sten as the teacher-karner relationship in the process of which people learn to
speak a second language. The circles radiating out from the center will represent
our present new age with its overlay of influimices from the previous age just
recently ended.

We will therefore talk about these two circles. The larger of -the two
repments the previous agefrom the seventeenth century until now. The inner
or smaller circle, We can consider the new agethe age Of the personinto whkh
we have now entfred. We have entered into this new age, however, with many
carryovers. many unanalyzed models from the earlier age. Later, after the
analysis of these two circles, we will come back to the stone itself in the center,
namely, the personal relationship between the knowel. of English, or any other
language. and the learner, who is a speaker of another language.

I. Astronomy: The ideal model of science
Many of the unconscious as well as cimsci'ous modeli of our present age have

their origin in and are related to the concept "scientific." This has been thr
dominant model throughout the last four centuries. Obviously the word "scien-
tific" can mean many things. It can mean genuine openness to new ideas, an en-
quiring mind questing for whatever is valid and helpful; freedom from bias. Such
concepts we want, of course, to retain. But if I were to ask you to free associate
about the origin of the word "scientific" and if your free associations are
similar to mineyou might quickly see somebody looking out a window through
a telescope and the familiar picture of Galileo looking at the stars and moon
would come; you might see various instruments for calculations, say, figures on a
blackboard with an analysis of the planetary system.

Our outer eirck, then.: represents the scientific age in which astronomy has
been seen as the ideal model of science since the srventeenth century. This model
is objective, impersonal and mathematical and it stresses the great value of the

4J
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observer -positionremoved and uninvolved. Without question, this model has
brought enormousebenefits. But it has now reached the point of diminishing .,

mums, with the overwhelming threat of the power of the hydrogen bomb that is
hanging over us now like the sword of IYamocles. On the positive side, however,.
14 enabled us to go to the moona goal that mankind has had since the beginning
of time. So we can see how fitting the brilliant sunset of this age has been, par-
ticularly in enabling us to achieve this unbelievable feat of going to the moon. It
Irgan by observing the moon from afar, and ended by going there.

If we look carefully at this obwr circle then, we can see that much of who:, we
are now doing, even though we have moved into the age of the person, is inter-
woven with attitudes and values which flow from this model. What the scientific
age and the-model of astronomy stressed most was the way in which the knower,
through his instruments, stood off and examined wfiat was happening "out
there" and then calculated from what was obsei.ved. These observations were put
into a mathematical fomula; they were turned into a series of problems, worked
out and answers arrived at . To have "answers" ended the process.

The astronomy Model also puts the knower totally in charge of the process.
What is "out there" can be figured out and predicted. We know from our own
experience that this is exactly what happens when the scientist, using careful
calculations, accurately predicts an eclipse and it takes place exactly as predicted.
According to this ideal model, the knower, then, if he makes the right formula-
tion of the problem and figures it out properly, will come up with the right
answers and "things out there" will happen just as the knower has concluded

).1they sho muld. The astronothy odel, then, puts all the emphasis on t e knower. It
also highlights the point that the uninvolved, 'the distant position, e observer,
the unengaged. is the one who is apt to yield the most accurate answers to the
problems and even produce the most accurate formulations of the problems.

2. Problem-solving model

Now it is not hard to jump into our own time and realize that without the
word "problem" we would be rather lost. You cannot pick up a newspaper
without reading about international probleMs, personal problems, business and
economic problems. If we move to language teaching, we almost immediately
think in terms of grammar problems, pronunciation problems, vocabulary prob-
lems. In most textbooks, the process and exercises by which the students are
helped to focus on these problem areas are thoroughly spellrd out to both student
and teacher.

This is not intended to be a criticism of linguistic textbooks no more so than
one would criticize the calculations that had man landing ,n the moon safely. But
if wr are not consciously aware of when the problem-solving model is or is not ap-
propriate. we can unconsciously be affected by it to the point of conceptualizing
almost all personal relationships basically as problem-solving ones. We have so
many different adjective's that we can put on the front of the word "problem"
and we do it so easily that wk hardly even hear what we have said.
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This analysis of the hidden model implications behind common words such
as the word ''problems" we have called "Linguistic Value Analysis." This pro-
cess enables us to see that common words we use tic us unconsciously to ways of
thinking and acting in relation to ourselves and one another.

You ran test this influence of "problem-solving" in yourself. If someone
makes an appointment to see you and in some way they have implied they want
to talk about some personal thing .or some learning situation and Wafter a few
polite exchanges there is a silence, you will probably have a strong urge to say,
"Well, what's your problem?" This suggeststhat the only way to get to the nitty-
witty of sinnething is to formulate it into some kind of problem. Then we can
proceed to some kind of answer, We see here a mathematical model unconscious-
ly determining our thinking process and our relationships.

Another dynamic that seems to follow from a problem-solving model is a
"selecting-out" process. The way it works is that we tend to select out or not hear

goer modds of relationship that out-language still suggests to us. We ha* tested
e in tbeir reaction to the following type of sentences. Again if your reaction

is similar to theirs, you will see that in some measure,,you have largely "selected
out" what the sentences in their totality, imply. The sentences might go:

Our intention in this paper is obviously not to come up with any final answers
to anything Thr problems are far too vast for that but hopefully we can come
up with some new ways of looking at these problems It is nOt that these new
ideas will he fruitful immediately, but hopefully, cncr a period of time, they
will have sunk in and taken root, eventually bear fruit in your own experience
when you havc had tinie to put them into practice.

Now, if somw , - later someone were to .ask you what I had said in those
sentences, you mac.. .y . if your reaction is similar to others who have done this:

Well, he said we are going to take a fresh look at some particular areas of prob-.,
lems and come up, not with any tinal answers, but with answers that, at least,
in some practic al way. will be helpful and then we would have a chance to try. .
these answers and various solutions and see how they work out for us.

If in hearing this, you say to yourself, "Yes, that's about what I thought he
said," then you will have illustrated how deeply the outer circle age has embed-
ded itself into our model of thinking. While it is true that the first part of the
sentences talked about problems and answers, the second part talked about ideas
sinking in, taking root, and bearing fruit. Two totally different models were
presented. The one, from the mathematical notion of problems and their answers..
in the back of a book and the other, from an agrarian model of seed entering soil.

3. Agrarian model
- The agrarian model suggests a very different dynamic than the problem-

solving one. In the model of seed entering soil, there is an equal stress on ger-
mination as well as insemination with all the nutrients of theisoil coming forward.
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First the soil must open up to let the sera enter. Then the soil must bring all its
cooperation for the seed to have any hope of being .fruitful. So while the first
model puts the, focus, on the knower-person and almost like the stars in
astnino(ny, considers the learners merely objects of the predictions and answers
of the knower, the second model has the learner deeply engaged and.responsible
for bringing fruit out of this seed that the knower has planted.

So we can see that, in a certain sense, we have moved from the outer circle
the scientific ageto the inner onethe age-of the personby looking at an
older linguistic model, seed and soil, which we still use. What is interesting,
though, is how seldom we reflect on this earlier model in itself and how we can
select it out in a series of sentences and interpret it accordingto a problem-solving
one.

We can now come at this somewhat differently and also move into the inner
circle by looking at what has happened in the last fifty years, in all the basic
sciences. The present knowledge of science has found great difficulty with such a
depersonalized model, even though, in fact, it proved so valid and rich until the
first part of the twentieth century. At that time a change came about in science
led by new knowledge in physics., as no doubt many of you would know. This
change was due to the realization that predictability and therefore the problem-
solving model no longer held when one got to individual particles and individual
instances. The purely observational relationship was no longer possible.

One of the leaders in this awareness was Heisenberg. His famous summary
of the issue was called the Uncertainty Principle and was presented as an alter-
native to the scientific notion of rigid predictability and depersonalization. :A
quote froin Heisenberg and then we will go on:

Natural silent e does not simply describe and explain natureit is part of the
interplay between nature and ourselves. h describes nature as exposed to our
method of questioning. Tkis was a possibility of whkh Descartes tOd not
have thought hut it makes the sharp separation beween the world and the "I"
impossible

Said in another way, in many instances the "I" has to get involved, much as the
seed must enter the ground and the two must become engaged if the concep-
tualization of fruitfulness is to emerge. And this "I" is not an abstract intellect
but an emotional, instinctive and somatic being as wellfilled often with anxiety
and anger as well.as positive feelings and urges to learn. To discuss this further
would lead us much too far afield. But I simply want to suggest that this
awareness was the beginning of the break that leads us from the outer circle to the
inner one and introduces us now to the age of the person.

4.. Key and lock model

So let us look directly now at our present age. We can see clues to the inade-
quacy of the problem-soking model if we notice howin a kind of folk-
wisdomthe substitution of one word for another can give rise to a new model:
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This is what has happened with tfraommon and often unnotked snbstitution of
the word "key" for the word "answer.".There is revealed in the way people use
words the mysterious process by which a people begins to sense the inadequacy of
models which have been set up by certain words. So, more recently, we have
been talking about the "key to the problem" its well as the "answer to the prob-
lem."

The phrase "key to the problem" creates a quite different operational rela-
tionshiP than "answer," If one pauses to reflect, one can see that this phrase
relates more to the "seed-entering-soil" model than to the "answer-in-the-back-
of-the-book" model. We can be profoundly grateful for the great achievements
and gainsrof the previous age that allows us to solve problems, predict going to
the moon and finally walking on the moon. But if we are-to remain true and
responsive to this new age of the person, we neectto see that putting a "key" in
the door and opening the lock does not end a process as does an "answer" to a
problem. It rather begins one.

In other words, we need to recognize that when we have the "key to
language learning" or the "key to proper pronunciation," for examples, we are
not at the end of a process. One 'cannot rely on the predicted oOtcome as in the
problem-answer model. Each key has a particular lock. It is in this senst. then,
that certain witrds and phrases can imply a totally different operational system_

Let Lis look further at this relationship between she key and the lock and the
process that is inherent in that model. No matter how valuable, well constructed,
or accurately cut a kev is, it will only be effective if it has the to:al cooperation of
the lock. A rusty lock, one with a damaged tumbler system or simply a key that
looks like it ought to fit but does not for some reason, can all cause non-entry into
the roont or whatever the lock is locking.

So' with this shift in modality, we are no longer talkiog of teachers who
would solve problems, offer the right solution, and then expect learners to cc-
spond in a predictable way to those solutions. We are saying, rather. that if' we
use the problem-solving model, we nerd to consciously recognize that having ar-
rived at crtain keys to various problems, we are still in need of the committed
and involved cooperation of the learners. A key does not give answers but enters-
in.

We can see, then. that moving from the **answer'' to the "key'' to the prob-
lem. we have come to the same conception that Heisenberg has given us: namely,
that the "I" is in every rdationship and no matter what problem-solving process
we may go through. we come filially to two persons relating together. The person
cif the knower who has some keys to some problems and therefore is absolutely
essential aml the person of the learner, whose cooperation is letting these keys
enter. submitting to the aggression of the key-turning protess of the knower, and
then in turn actively being aggressive to pull th :. bar in the lock, are equally im-
portant to the entire process.

Therefore. in so understanding this mutually cooperative and responsive
process, we have not only a model for the knower-learner relationship, but, in a
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basic sense a model of what science is now maintainiOg. That is, we can have the
objectivity elan observer up to a point but beyond that point we enter into an in-
terpersonal relationship where the "I" of the knower and the "I" of the karner
are equally and intensively intenwined as are the key and the.lock. If both are to
be effective in what they are trying to do, they must work closely, sensitively and
graciously together.

3. The adult teaching/learning relationshi
This leads us then to the stone itselfthe knower-learner relationship and

particularly the knower-learner relationship as conceived under the acronym
mein. To have two persons deeply engaged with one another at the level of corn-
pkxity and subtlety of their whole personalities is a totally different relationship
than for one simply to provide answers.to the other's linguistic problems. It is far
more cornlex and far more challenging than the simpler astronomiCal model
drawn of the knower as observer problem-solver.'

Here, ove might take- a look at some implicati. e n the acronym TESOL.
What we see is a name which intriguingly catches the person not only of the
knower but also of the learner. Lues look carefully. "Teachers of English"it
coUld end there, couldn't it? Most of us would have no difficulty in understand-
ing teachers of English meeting together to discuss their problems and coming up
with better answers<nd hopefully better ways of teaching.

Now look at the rest of the acronym. "To Speakers of Other Languages." If
wr put an equal emphasis on the word "speakers" then we suddenly realize that
we have two experts in ts rdationshipnot just one. In using the word "ex-,
pert" here what we mean is that we have two persons quite experienced in their
own languages. Therefore, we are talking about adults: an adult-knower/al:hilt-
learner relationship. We could twist the relationship around, assuming that some
of our speakers of other languages are native Italian, for example, and change
TESot. to tisoc. All rdationships would immediately be reversed. The speakers of
other languages would become teachers of Italian, and the teachers of English
would become learners of Italian. This is to remind us all elbow totally adult and
expert in his own language the learner, who is a speaker of another language, has
to be considered.

An adult or adolescent learner, as we know, is not simply a per-son who is
passive and who is going to be automatically receptive to the suggestions,
answers, and solutions we, as expert teachers, have worked out. He or she is an
emotionally charged, intensely conscious adult aware of how much they already
know in their own language. To take on a whole new communication systemto
learn to speak Englishat least in the first stages of this process, means to have
this competence and confidence threatened. While we all know that this is, in
most instances, not traumatic for the child, since the child seems not that invested
yet in self-identity with his own language, for the*adolescent or adult , it ran be.

Going back. then, to the acronym TESOL, we can see that it implies another
arronym to express the other person in this relationship, namely, mot.
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Learners of English as SPeabers of Other Languages. So what we are kioking for
in the key-and-luck or agraiian model, is the fruitful inter- relationship and con-
structive cooperation between TEWL and t.Esot.. t.s.soi. must willingly accept . the
seeds of knowledge that t eiot can offer if there is to be an entering into the target
language. In like manner, in the las.r stages, must willingly accept the
learning aggritssiimpulling the bar in the key-and-lock modelthat brings
tisot. ideally to know English as wrll as TEAM.. So Gar ultimate aim is that Lysol*
become TESOL and in this sense, TESOL ceases to be needed.

We know that this ideal is not always achieved; it is nonetheless, 'like 300 in
howling, the ideai. gcial iS this creative learning relationship. We might say,
however, that thr rraliz dam of this ideal is furthered to the degree that there is
delicate, and sensitive understanding ot both the teacher-knower and student-
karnr

6. The Ave stages of human creative learning
Let us now,look at a way we can combine the agrarian sowing seed rin.del or

what wehave cailed the "inseminational-germinational" model of learning with'
ch'r more mechanical but similar model of the key entering the lock. In the begin-
ning of the agrarian model, the seed enters the soil and is totally encapsulated by
it. We have called this Stage I. In the huthan moael, one can talk about the em-
bryonic position. Here, because the self of the other person who is the speaker of
another language. is so inadequate in the new language. he or she is seen as total-
ly dependvnt on the knower of the target language. So iii Stage I, the understand-
ing skills in the knower enable the learner, often in a state of anxiety and threat,
to make a commitnient to the knower in security, confidence and trut.

The adult and adolescent learners are self-conscious of identity with their
own language in contrast to the pre-adolescent child who seems able to inter-
change grammatical constructions and language sounds without 'resistance. The
self-conscious adult, therefore, must be encouraged by the sensitive and skillful
understanding ot the knower if the knower's seed is to be given a chance to take
toot or if the key is to function successfully in the lock

In Stage IL one se,.s beginning attempts toward separation from the knower
but still there is a great deal of dependency. As we move to Stage III, especially
toward the end of Stage III, we see ambivalence and ambiguities.. To help im-
agine this, think of a circle with a line through the center and make one half of the
circle black and the other half, white. The black indicates how much, at the end
of Stage III, the learner has already absorbed. The subtlety here is that now the
learner is in a crucial position. He can now "get along," have a job and enjoy a
certain level of wage-earning and personal success in English. The danger now is
that because the immediate pressure is off, the strong motivation to move into the
white part of the circlethe refinements of Englishis not there. So if we meet
such students ten years later, they may he speaking much the way they did ten
years before. even though previously they had made noticeable and in some cases
remarkable progress up to that point .
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Therefore, at this point in the process, a whole new relationship has to
emerge. Going back to our analogy of the key-and-lock, we would propose that
here is where we begin to get a reverse process. The huk, now, must respond ag-
greuively and begit to Put pressure on the bolt to withdraw the bolt so that the
lock triay be opened. Looking sit the *nsitive and complex personal relationihip
involved, this point in the human learning prucess is crucial for both knower and
learner.. The learner, now quite.conscious of what PI knows, can become increas-
ingly resistant to what he still does not know. The knower, on the other hand, in-
creasingly conscious of the learner's resistance, the learner'S pride in what he
already knows, is apt to begin having difficulty in offering corrections, or, in our
terms, filling out the white side of the circle.

Stage IV cotliC.9 about when this ambiguity has been resolved constructively;
when. the learner's anger, aggression. Intense struggle to work out for himself his
achievement in .he target language has been quietly encouraged. This is done not
so much by overt appnwal but by an obvious willingness on the part of the
teacher to leave learning space. So the end of Stage .IV, the learner is secure
that he can be Self-assertive, committed, even angry in the new language, much

. as he is in his own anti in no Way will this assertion ofself be misunderstood or in-
terpreted negatively by the knower or other members of the learning commutiity.
At the sane time, the learner is sure he will receive the knower's.necessary cor-
rections and precisions.

This leads, then, in our experience, to the creative relationship where at the
second half of Stage IV, the beginning of Stage V and beyond, minute discrimi-
nations and corrections can be made and absorbed. At this point there ran be a
total investment to. the learning self in all the fine discriminations, idioms,
subtIeties 4 construction, and better style that the knower can still give. But, for
this to be best fulfilled, the learner's defensiveness Must give way to open under-
standing of the knower's hesitancy and insecurity in making such corrections.
The Understander now becomes the learner in this subtle aspect of the relation-
ship.

. As we can see here we have moved from the model of the knower who has
the "key" to linguiStic "problems" and the learner who is seen as the coopera-
tive lock, to a more human creative learning model. In this creative relationship,
a new learning self is born through the delicate union between a sensitive knower
and equally sensitive leathers.

Before we move on to those conditions that most favor this kind of creative
growth of a new learning self, let's look at one further point about the speaker of
another language. One can still remain somewhat of an observer in studying
grammar. vocabulary and in i:arning to read another language. While it is less
true in writing because one's knowledge of grammar Ind.vocabulary is in some
measure on the line, yet even in that cast% there is usually a chance for correction
before we makt a total commitment of ourselves in writing.

It is when one speab another language that one is linguistically !faked. One is
vulnerable to the skilled knower who can immediately catch the mistakes. It is
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this speetal risk in being a speaker. the. sot. person, that heightens the necessity
for an atmosphere of personal security permeating all tive stages.

7. Mutual security for both knower and learner
To t atch the conditions that seem, in our experience over twenty years of

researth, to be necessary to best produce this creative relationship, we ha,
devised thr acrOnym saw. 'Ile "S" is this mutual security that both learner and-

knower have with one another. We have found this best -Ighieved by imitating
tounseling and psychotherapy in the relationship of deep understanding between
karner and knower. We wish to arrive at the same kind of commitment and
methodic feast that the client has towards the counselor and in turn the 'same un-
conditional positive regard on the part of the counselOr towards the client. This
srems to result in a Creative security equally shared and mutually supported by
both knower and learner. This does not mean the knower, needs to be a
ptychtitherapist or even a skilled counselor. But certain unde'rstanding skills that
bring this knowtfr-learner security caribe learned by practice and effini.

There are a number of subtleties in how this secyrity is produced. But in our
experience two.bask attitudes held by the knower-teacher seem important. The
first is an attitude of total trust and confidence in the learners. Along with ibis
must go a non-judgmental attitude about the person of the learner. In this kind of
atmosphere. learnecs can kt the sounds of the target language as they conie from
the knower-teacher flow through them in total and relaxed imitation. 'Are might
aVld here that'this total trust may he especially difficult in our time because of
adirtising and similar daily barrages that tend to force us to tontintue skep-

4
ticisiti and doubt . But unless the learier trusts the teacher, he will tend to filter,
distort\and even misunderstand. Sti, confusedly, the learner proves his doubts
right when, in fact, in .m attitude of doubting resistance, he never clearly heard

: and So nes er learned what the teacher had really said.
While there are manv ways in which this initial trust and nonjudgmental at-

nxtsphere tan be brought about, we have found one of the best ways is to have
learners begni speaking the target language in small groups (4-7) at a time
through a skilled language counselor. The same trusting atmosphere can be
generated in larger groups Out of this sense of support grows the independent
knowledge of the learner, as we have described earlier:by reason of a slowly
assertive independence. These conversations, recorded, played back, and put in
writing. c.ui serve as a text, if desired, for grammatical and vocabulary reflection.
We will say more about this when we talk about reflection.

The second attitude whit h is basic to security has to do with the teacher see-
ing himself its giving "seeds of kno s e" which must have their unique ger-sItt.t
mutation in each learner. This view is i contrast to the model "knowledge is
lower.' The giving up of teacher power is crucial here and not easy since power
brings status and self-set urity. hut the knower's willingness to give this up is a
major factor in student growth.

In the agrarian seed model. then, power is not an issue at all but it is rather.
an entering in piss ess. If there is to be ;t harvest, the farmer must put seeds into

. 51.
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the,ground, tocer them up with din And dwn depend on the soil And the natural, '''

process to do us work t hurt- plants begin to enitate the farmer must then do
other things dim) he yul at the beginnMg, it thgy. ete t ontMue to gni% mturdy
and strong. -

Learner securitsseruss to emerge Eft much thentainr way. When learnerei
have tested the teat her by openly imitatinft the strange sounds or later, snaking
uy phrases and seltences by themselves.' and they disctwer total acceptaiwe
through the nonjudgmental attituile c'sf The teacher. the learners Seetwao gain
confidence, oillittente grosivs and takes . on A difkrent. valt;e;sespeciaVy in
Stage III, wbre the learners feel that they,can be aggressive and a . Tliey cani*
even protect this On the knower, as a surrogate 'f or what they e hostile It in
thetnselvesnamely, the mistakes they tontinue to makeand yet still not be re-
jected by the teacher or die other group members. ,

Once tins kind Of sectwiq htt.s been established and affirmed, the learnei;
seems increasingly motivated to, work on his own vocabulary lists and grammar
struclures and able to sort out what he knows and what he still needs to know. It
is in this sense that he is tiering himself more and more from a depensfency on the
knower. In this way too the teacher grows more confident and ireure making

, e

discriminated corrections. It is this mutual confidence and security then which is
characteristic of Stage IV However..it is at this point in the rdocess. as we have
indicat earlier, that the learner begins to recognize that his very confidence
ma 1 urn, begin to threaten the teatter. If it is so. the teacher may, in fact,
say this, \

This is a pivotal point in the rtlanonship. It has been our experience, that in
proportion as the learner takes the respons;Nlity of making it easy for the teat-her
to make these final corrections.. give idiom: ..,ct different subtleties of expression'
which could not be given earlier, a final mutoally fulfilling creativelearning ex-
perience occurs 'All thest t hanges in the learning process we have placed under
the heading of security

The second letter in the acronym SARI? can be understood as anention-
aggression . While it is tnit that the word ','aggressionin poptdar parlance has a
pejorative tone, we mean* ti.Lsignify an ealive posture on the part of the learner
in contrast to a more passive on r

. The very fact that learners in this process begin
by cps-a:1w puts 'them in an assertive or aggressive positim. It also puts them in
An attentive position As the learner speaks and hears hack his own sentences, as
well as thnsr of the tether learners in the group. he is constantly made aware that
he is guiding the conversation, not the teacher. It is in this sense that attention
and learner aggression coincide The more actively involved the learner, the
greater the attention. This can also he helped by the use of playing cards, as we
cis with many of our groups; some type of conversational script can be helpful
here too, when conversation bogs down. But any activity that can be the occasion
of active particepat ton on the part of the learner heightens attention.

Moving to the -II- of saan, the core element here -is the concept of rare-
tient. Whik retention flows from reflection and is also represented by the "a,-
for our purpose in this paper we will talk about two types of reflection. One we

,e
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win call "text reflection" and the other "experience reflection." The text reflec-
tion can be carried out in a number of ways. One way we have found quite
helpful is to listen back to a tape recording of the conversationin the target
language. The learner partly by guesswtnk, partly by memory, and partly by
recognition, realizes that he has understood almost all of its contentsin the
target language. This is a prat satisfaction.

This experience alone, which can occur in one of the first sessions, becomes
one of the most important of all security sources by way of .efleetion. The learner
can say to himself, "I understood that and it, was all in the target language.'"
Even though he had said it originally in his native language, having now heard
himself speaking English, his English self -is already beginning in be born. This
initiates the process through which this new English self (NES) steadily grows to
'finally become a confident adult in English as he or she is in his or her own
language.

The second type of reflection, reflection on the learning experience itself, is
also imporiant . This is where the teacher needs. Rune special skills in
p sychological understanding. The learner often needs time to take counsel with
himself around his conflicts, anger, anxiety and general emotional states brought
about by the learning experience. We have found it extremely valuable if the
teacher or another skilled person who can speak the native language of the
learner, is able to allow the learner to clarify his anger, discouragement, or alter-
tiatively, ferhngs of encouragement and hope and similar reactions, even if that
exchange is only two or three minutes.

This exchange. however, is best carried out if the teacher has acquired some
skill in 'understanding both affective and cognitive communication. This 4tind of
romMunication can bring forward remarkabte gains in self-awareness and can
kee the learner to go on unimpeded by a certain emotion, conflict, or self-
accusation This kind of understanding seems especially to help the learner over-
tome an urge to withdraw in shame and embarrassment at making mistakes.

While it can be extremely demanding on the teacher of English who works
with multi-language students and who does not spvak their native languages to
attempt this kind of reflective experience, the very nature of the struggle, painful,
slow, And inadequate as it might appear to be. can be significantly freeing to the
learners. We are not proposing that reflective undersianding demands a complex
and esotcric psvchotherapeutic skill. Rather, we are saying that such understand-
ing can be learned, with effort by any dedkated and sensitive teat-her.

'the last letter in the acronym SARD is related to dicannisaition. We feel that
one of the most common reasons.why learners do not discriminate in a language
and therefore contMue all their lives to make the same mistakes, is that they were
never totally secure and so never completely attentive. Consequently they never
had a chance to reflect on what the exact sound, spelling, grammatical construc-
tion. was. In she rare instance when they had a chance to do this, say, after ten
years of speaking English, they are amazed that they never knew that the word
sounded like that oven though they may have used it thousands of times.

5 ti
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The adult language learner is, at first \ often impatient with the minute
details of pertectMg the target language. We \propose. therefore, like the small
child, the adult learner is allowed to be secure in the first three stages as long as he
or she Can he understeod. But we are not suggesting any neglect of precision.
WammaticaI accuracy anti careful pronunciatinn. Rather fwe are Suggesting

o waiting fur an adult learning readiness for this kind of discrimination. We are
suggesting that we wait until ,a stage of adequate. learning secunty has been
achievedin our process, Stages III and IV. It would be at this time that precise
discrimination in various areas would emerge as part of the creative pews&
growth. Ry this time too, the learner is secure enough\ to concentrate on and so
many hear these discriminatitms.

Now that we have discussed those conditions contained in the acryowynr
sasu. you may be saying to yourself, welt this kind of model for learning
demands far more advanced psychological skili than the ordinary teacher would
have. Our experience has been the cohtrary. This is part of the reason for enti
thng our talk. "A linguistic tnodd for learning and living in the new age of the
person " We are in a new age, an exciting new age. We can begin to consider
now mit only 'methodologies aifned at helping teachers to be more skilled
teachers, but also methodologies aimed at helping learners to be more skilled
karnm. These turhodologies also further those deep personal relationships that
we bave called frtunimunity learning." The acquiring of this kind of creative
skill is not beyond the ability, understanding and degree of commitment that any
dedit'atedteacher wouid normally have.

We are not minimizing that this does demand training and skill. From our
expeiriences with teachers, however, we are proposing that it is most valuable
trairling and skill not obis, for learning hut for living in lig new age of, the person.

8. " Yoin"
Wr rrturn nt,w to the modd with which we beganthe sione dropped in the

pool. The Japanese use this to illustrate what they mean by yom. in the concept of
,yomone cif the most seirsitive relationships among cultured .ar I educated
apanesea knower delicately suggests only the minimum of what he thinks an
enquirer would need. The enquirer, hen, is left on his own to pursue in his own
uniqueness. fineness, and sensitiviti. all that this quest would lead him to. The
height of yoga is for the knower to hold back and in no way enter this sanctuary of
the learner's quest

This, perhaps, is what we in the West are beginning to learn now itNiis new
age of the personsomething of the apanese conception of yoin. Or stated
another way, we are beginning to understand the conditions of fineness between
persons who are in a deep e ive relationship. Whether it. is the creative rda-
tionship of having child. ). in love or producing a manuscript together. or
knowers and learners deeply engaged together in the language learning process,
the conditions that tainvalidate each one'l worth seem to be the same.

This is the heart of Counseling-Learning/Community Language Learning.

54i
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We are proposing that 4 min( treative learning relationship, like any creative
relationship, must give evidence pot only or insemination, as most basic and
essential, hut also germination and a continuing ddicately detnanfling roopera-
non together. What we art- talking about then,if I may use the word, not sen-
eijnintafly but in a Construc'tivrly creative senseiS a love relatioriship between

sin and I.V.S01., giving.birth to a whole new English self in the Speaker of,the
-*her Language, or what we might cdll NESSOI..

To truly learn something then, is to grow a new selffrom infancy
adulthood. This, we know, is best accomplished in an atmosphere suffused with
mutuAy reflected fineness, worth, consideration and deeply shared regard.

c-



Comprehension and Language Learning

Harris Winita

4

With the de;elopment of modern linguistic theory a reassessment of the
psychological processes which underlie linguistic functioning was unavoidable.
Not only were traditional concepts reassessed, but the psychologies offered in
their support were labelled as simplistic and at times scorned. Throughout the
histoi.frollanguage teaching, langtiage teachers and psychologists have worked
together to advance their understanding of the language learning process. This
point was recognized by John Weigel in his review of Carl Krause's book on the
direct method. His comments appeared in the second volume of the Modern
iongLage Journal and are still relevant 61 years later. Weigel (1917:86) said. "We
must . support him [the psychologist 1 when he is right and set him right when
he is wrong. But to do that, let it be repeated, we shall have to debate' with him on
his grounds, i.e. in spific. definite and objective terms. That must be the next step in
out field."

Language teachers because of their tradition and experience are generally
cautious in their aceeptance of new teaching approaches. Recently Diskk urged
conservatism and illustited her position with the following passage:

Hurry. huffs . toiks, step right up Take yer places now. Bandwagon leaving
every ten years ,just few seats left. Be the first in your school (Disick
1973 248)

Disick does not have a clog d mind, but like many other language teachers exer-
cises caution when there ar plotnises ofeasy and rapid language learning.

At times psychologists have recommended to language teachers that they
break with tradition but ofte have not offered substantive replacements. For ex-
.arnple the psychologist Leo4 Jakutxsvits (1970a), writing on foreign language
methodology, urged foreign 'language teachers to abandon the past by doing
away with behaviorism .audic\-lingual drills. He recnmmended instead "tran-
fiirmational" drills. jalcobovits\ tranformational drills are, in reality, substitution
drills, commonly used by teachers since the introduction of the audio-lingual
system. Jakobovits failed to Provide substantive methodological changes in
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language instriu tion simply het Anse he was unable to olwraticinaliee two major
philosophic al gretnises held by tiantormational grammarians.

The two Oreimses to which I refer as will as a third one trinn the discipline of
child lattguageshall serve to explain the origins of the cinnprehensimi appioach
to foreign language instria tion. As I have said on other occasions, our early
research activity in this area Was begun belOre we were aware of the writings of
James Asher ( 1%5; 1977). 1.0 him tribute must be given for conceiving and
developing the comprehension system which riv has called the "strategy of the
total physical response.

Prior to my discussion of these three premises a brief description of the
language teaching system: which we call the comprehension method, will be
given. "The learner is a.sked only to look at pictures and to listen to sentences. In-
itially single words are taught, then short sentences are imroduced through
careful sequent ing of semence patterns. Each sentence corresponds to a picture
as illustrated m Figutes I through 5.

These figures are taken from our language program entitled ne Ltarnabkv.
Figure 1 presents the first tOur items of lesson 1. In Figure 2 Noun-Verb-Object
sequences are indic ated fkah the subject and object nouns were initially in-
troduced as single items. Figure 3 illustrates a sequence in which the relative
clause is introduced (lesson 24). Right embedded rather than center embedded
clauses were used to reduce the initial uompkxity of these structures. In Figure 4
the fem.( al item "tiirgot is taught in the context of a story sequence (ksson 28).
The turn-reversible passive is introduced in picture hirm in Figure 5 (lesson 34).
In our iltustration -meat could not be iden6fied as the grammatical subject,
because the sentence'the meat ate the dog'' is semantically anomalous. The
conditional is introduced through a story context (lesson 37) and is illustrated in
Figure 6.

The first premise of the comprehensioi approach is that language should be
understood before it is spoken. Often comprehension has been regarded as a
passive inoess .md speaking as an active process. This tenet is in sharp contrast
to a basic belief held by transformati<nial griumnarians (ChoMsky 1957; 1965).
who regard the grammar for listening and the grammar for spealng as the same.
Speaking is a pertrirma»ce function which utilizes the same grammar that enables
the listri.i to understand spoken sentences. Speaking is made possible.by certain
encoding plot esses, but these should not be confused with the hnguisac, systems
tradnionalic identified as semantics, syntax and phonology, It is uhknown
whether pi (Kim tion, the conversion of an abstract grammatnal string\ipto
speech. c an be taught tlowever, it seems reasonable that this process could not

1 The pu tures .ind sntene es on pp. 51-53 are representative of lessons taken from
Ihe tearnablet. published by International Linguistics Kith picture corresponds to a
word, phrase or semen. r The subiect listens to an utterance and hsiks at the appropri-
ate+. designated pit ture. Fhe words and sentem es which are brat keted in Figures 1-6 are

not shown to thr sublet t thrv re presented here lor illustrative purposes only.
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take plate without grsunmatical knowledge. It should be no surprise, then, to
'observe that advanced theories of speech prot.essing are predicated on the belief
that listening (or amdysls) presupposes the generation of an internal speech-like
process (or synthesis). Understanding takes place when the perceived sentence is
bt-lieved to have the satne interpretation as the internally generated sentence.

ly should be emphasized that the comprehension approach does not
discourage speech; it simply does not use speech as a medium for language in-
struction. Speech, it is believt-d. wdl develop witimut any direct training (Winitz
And Reeds-1975; Asher 1977). rather spontaneously as it does in young children
as they learn their.native language. In one article (Winitz 1973:586) 1 posed this
question. " . speech production not taught at alP Our answer to this ques-
tion is an emphatic ve's

A second premise held by transformational grammarians is that gram-
, matical knowledge is tacit knowledge (( lonisky 1965). The native speaker ac-

quires his language by haying contact with a variety of ,sentence patterns from
which he deVelops or di.- .iwers an abstract set of grammatical stnwturrs. These

' internalized-rules are not e licitly available to the speaker-hearer. Surface strut-
lure is critical input tOr the aHs1tion of deep structure, because the speaker-
hearer apparetuly derives deep structure meaning by applying behavioral
strategies to surface structure strings (Bever 1970).
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Rivers (1972a) distinguishes, As-Choinsky and others have, between a
hnguistic grammar and a pedagogit grammar. Yet she fails to take the final
plunge: eliminating explicit instrtwtion in grammatWal rules. Dulay and Burt
(1973) and Winitz And Reeds (1975) have taken the positjon that explicit instruc-
titill grammatical rules shotild not be used as a language training routine.
They give three masons: (1) language iicquisition is an implicit process. (2) the
granunaticAl relationships currently used to destcribe sentences .are incomplete
and in many instances wrong, and (3) rules are derived from experience with
sentences ixt me explore with you these three reasons further. First, it is
generally believed that the native language learner through contact with the
sentences of a language establishes underlying relationships. He is not taught
these relationships explicitly. thm is by being given explicit grammatical rules.
Rather he processes lanpage data covertly from his contact with the sentences of
a language. He is given some help along the way, but it is not of the variety found
in language classes. The initial sentences he hears are simplified, somewhat
slower aml repeated (then. As the child shows understanding of the sentenco ad-
dressed to him, his parents gradually increase their complexity. It should be
recognized that only the overt semence patterns are manipulated by the child's
parents. No grammatical explanatIons are given, no audio-lingual *ills are
memorized, no speaking practice is insisted upon, and the memorization of
grammatical paradigms is not urged.

A seiond consideration is that the grammatical constructions which are
usually taught in standard first-year foreign language texts are poor approxima-
tions of generative gramtnars. Most rules are of the surface variety. Rules of r
transformatiomd grammars t an be taught, although it can be quickly recognized
that if transformational grarmnar is stre-sed in a language class a large majority
of students will fail to understand the material not only because of its complexity,
but also because of their unfamiliarity with the second language. It is therefore
not ret ornmemled that the set ond language learner be introduced to transforma-
tion:d grammar as a strategy for language acquisit Wm.

The third reason and, perhaps the major difficulty with explicit instruction,
is that there is good reason to believe that language acquisition is an implicit pro-
t ess. underlying rules are internalized by contact with sentence exemplars
(tilobin 1971. Winitz and Reeds 1975). This pcisition is in t. ..tradiction to the
convention that sentilnces are generated after rules are instantiated.

Asher (1965; 1977). Winitz and Reeds (1973; 1975) and Dulay at Burt
(1973) have dl advocated that a second language is leIrned by listening ."
sentences and abstracting rules according to a process that is essentially the same
as that of first language learning. Dulay and Burt confine their remarks to
children learning a second language.; nonetheless they question whether syntax
can 1W i.tught explit itly They phrase their question in the following way:

"Should r tr.0 h hddren svmax The avadabk t e.aan h tndit ;nes,
**Nu idtho.tath %se believe that an I teacher shoal / 411ininlie to thaenme
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childrett's 1, syntax. our findings supwst that we should leave the learning to
the children and redirrt t our ti.ahing elliirts to other aspects of language.
(Butt and Dulay 1973257)

It has been advocated before. Adherents of the natural method as it was practiced
in medieval Germany (Purin 1916), postponed statements of grammatical prin-
ciples until late learning stages. I am. of course, recjinmending that grammatical
principles not be taught at all as part of the language learning process.'

The th. I preniise pertains to an often unchallenged principle of foreign
.1anguage instruction which I have callel the principk of linear language learn-

ing. &cording to the principle of linear language learning, each language exec-
,cise or set of rules is to be mastered before another grammatical rule or paradigm
is introduced to the student. Those who utilize this principle of language instruc-
tion assume that language is acquired in discrete steps and that mastery of A
natural language involves the cumulative total ofall discrete steps.

Language mastery is not linesein form. The structures underlying language
are too complex and intertwined to be isolated into discrete, putatively sequen,
tial, surface units, like a textbook in social studiei or history. Correct mastery of
discrete lesson units. such asthe past, the futura, the subjunctiVe, contractions,
relative clip markers, embedded clauses, etc. coul.d only be possible if a natural
language w .ompused of a set of phrase structure rules.

In point of fact language is a-set of base rules and transformational rules, of
which the exact form' has not been determined.. It is, therefore, impossible to
isolate units of instruction which will teach errorkss learning in usage. This prob-
km is specific only to output (writing or speaking) and not to comprehension. As
an example consider the following set of sentences, comributed by Belasco
(1965). which might turn up in a student's text in a unit on objects. pronouns or
verbs:

ming at to him
am sending n to holt

I am telling at to him
I .un saying it to him

The next three sentences might also appears but the last one will not . because it is
ungrammatical:

I am writing him to do it
I am sending him to do it

41,1 telling him to do it
el am saving him to do it

AhhouF,h this last semen( r will not appear in the lesson a.s incorrect, its omis-
sion and the student's ability level at this point will probably encourage its allow-
ability

Belasto's example cogently and forcefully confirms that lessons or sets of ex-
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ercises cannot Irad to correct usage, lwcause correc( usage is tied to an under-
standing of the entire grammatical system mid its interlocking and ctmtrastive

parts. To insist that individual lessons should result in corm t grammittiCal usage
is to believe that language consists of a set of isolawd phrase structure ocnunars.

From an instructor's perspective non-linear learning means that errors" in
speech or composition are to tw accepted. The,cennprehension approach handks
this problem well because speech or writing is not demanded, and, therefore, er-
mrs in these modalines'are ignored. Only. comprehension is taught and only pro;
gress in comprehension is iosessed. The learner simply ewts out commands
(Asher 1977) or listens to sentences anel observes their meaning thnmgh pictures.

1 do not have space here tit giVe a detailed description of the teaching pro-
cedures of the comprehension approach, nor is there spare to summarize the ex-

, perMiental findings evaluating this approach. May I refer you to rekrenees con-
tained within this paper

tJ



The Teachieng of English as a Second
Language and U.S. Foreign Policy

Harold B. Allen .

In this paper I shall be talking about the role of the teaching of English in the
foreign policy of the United States. It is a role that manifests first a promising rise
to importance. Here is reveded a tragic situation for us who believe in the
significance of the teaching of English in the international fieldindeed, for all of
us concerned with the teaching of English to speakers of other languages, any-where.

It is. coincidental that this paper was first given in Mexico City, for it was
there, forty-tive years ago. that the United States first established an English-
teaching operation in another ctrintry. You might well say, "That is where it allbegan."

In 1933 President Franklin Delano Roosevelt described to the members of
the Pan-American Conference the principks of cooperation that became known
as the Good Neighbor policit. In anticipation of the increased concern with the
teaching of English in Puerto Rico and the' Latin American countries, the
American Council on Education asked the late Professor Charles C. Fries of the
University of Michigan to undertakea preliminary investigation, which he made
on a grant from the Carnegie Foundation. By this time the interest of the U.S.
Department of State in teaching English in Latin American countries was so
great that, with the cooperation of the Rockefelkr Foundation, it promoted a
crucial invitational conference at the University of Michigan in the fall of 1939.
The purpose of the conference was to decide upon the ideological basis for such
teachingas it turned out, to decide between the Basic English with pictures pro-.
posed by I. A. Richards and a linguistieally based approach advocated by Fries.
The upshot of the conference was a grant to Fries to develop teaching materials
km the intensive course in English that was experimentally offered in the trial
summer program for Latin American students at Michigan in the summer of
1941. It was so successful an experiment that it led to the formal establishment of
Michigan's famous English Language Institute with State Department support
and helping funds from the Rockefelkr Foundation. .The following year the

6*
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Ikpartnion of State, through the Otike of the Coordinator of inter-Atnerkan Ea-
fairs, took a signifit ant first step. It provided a gram to the Institute to traM a
sets% t group of I. S. teachers for English-teaching posts in South Atnerica and at
the same time invited eighteen Latin American students to enroll in the intensive

course in Ann Arbor
One year later. in 194$, the. United Slates for the first time in its history

moslqt through the Department of State to set .up an ongoing English-teaching
program abroad. It provided a. grant to the Michigan Institute to support for
eighteen months the English Language Ikistittite .at the Benjamin Franklin

Library m Mexico City Fries sent the late 'Albert H. Marckwardt as the first
director.

That action affected my own life, too. It developed that Marckwardt was
needed tOr the full eighteen months, before the Institute was placed under the
sptinsorship of the Insettuto Norteamericano de Rdadones Culturales. When he
learned that he could not MIMI an obligation to serve as visiting professor of
phonetics at Mills College's own English Language Institute, he recommended
me fOr the position. That's how I first became involved in teaching English as a
liireign language.

After the Second World War the United States found its international rela-
tions go greatly expanded as to extend its English language concern to other parts
of the world hesides Latin America. Because these interests were sometimes
political, sometimes economic, and sometimes educational, governmental atten-
tion to these needs developed independently in several different departments and

agencies. There witS no single over-all plan or direction. Inevitably, duplication
and overlapp .g resulted In Beirut in 1959 William Stager and I 'found two
parallel English teartung operations carried on by two different U.S.. agencies
with no coordination between them and with no awareness on the part of their
directors that in nearby Cairo were Smith-Mundt professors available for work-

shop or onsultation .
By tkit time, however, the problem had become apparmt in Washington.

In that same year. 1959, the then assistant secretary of state for educational and
cultural .aniN created an inteiagencit ,working group to exchange among tht.
agencies mtiirmation about What eadi Was doing in the field. In countries where
several genties operated parallel programs coordinating committees were set

up. although not always with complete communication between them, and the
central coordinating committee met regularly in Washington.

But since the infonnamm was exchanged only among the concerned agen-
cies without reference to equally concerned nongovernmental groups or in-
dividu.ds, a certain need still seemed to exist . That is why an ad hoc conference in
Washington in 1961. sponsored by the International Cooperation Administra-

tion and the CcInter tOr Applied Linguistics, recommended the appointment of a
small pertnanent nongovernmental group with two major functions: to assist in

promotmg the cksirable interchange of information among the relevant govern-
ment agencies, and to provide those agencies with impartial professional counsd

64)
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lions aeidemic specialists. This grtliup, the National Adisory Council on
Teaching English as a Foreign Langu4e (NACTER ). met first in 1962 and semi-
annually or annually thereafter until 1975. At its meetings the Council received
increasingly frank reports from the vatious agencies and prepared for them con-
Onsctive decisions reflecting the Council's reaction's.

What agencies have been providing these reports about America's English-
teaching activities overseas? It has been ansassorted group, indeed. In England
the slow expansion of English-teachini operations since the days of the Empire
allowed growth of a single semiautonomous agency, the British Council, with a
variety of tasks. But the rapid expansion in the United States spread these tasks
among levers' governmental bocfies, not always with clear lines of demarcation.
They are the4State Department's Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs
(eu), the Agency for International Development (am), the United States In-
formation Agency (ust,i), the Office of:Education (new), the Peace Corps, and
the Department of Defense (non).

After the first tentative beginning in Latin America, the English-teaching
activity of the United States increased tremendously in various agencies and de-
panments until it reached a pr,d, just before 1970. Then began the serious

- downward trend that reduced the activity to its present sad plight.
As our teaching qf English overseas burgeoned in the 1950'i and 1960's, the

lack of such s central focus as in England inheres in the ,British Council was at
kast in pall provided by a series of high-level polky statements. In 1961 the ad
hoc conference called by the Center for Applied Linguistics agreed that .the
teaching of English was of such critical international significance as to requite a
sustained national emphasis. The conferenGe.concluded that the government
should take the steps needed to formulate long-range strategy and policy. One
year later, in 1962, Philip Coombs, the then assistant secretary of state for cultur-
al affairs, responded by telling the participants in the initial meeting of 'NACTEFL
that "the problem of English as a foreign language is crucial and hence has prior-
ity in the government." Because of the tremendous motivation for learning En-
glish, from that of the elevator operator in the Istanbul Hilton to that of the
school club in Africa seeking to use library books and listen to the radio, "a mas-
sive effon," he said, "is required of the United States."

This high-level support was repeated a year later, in 1963, when Coombs'
successor, Lucius Battle, addressed the second meeting of NACTEFL. Members of
the Advisory Council heard from him that Secretarrof State Dean Rusk was
spearheading a new awareness of the important role of the English language in
United States foreign policy, both economically and culturally. He went on to
salmi the need for coordination and unity, through his example of no fewer than
seve-steen different American governmental and private agencies engaged in
teaching English in Ankara, Turkey.

But the most important policy statement was that signed by President Lyn-
ckm B. Johnson on June 11, 1965, enunciating the official U.S. position. It read,
in part. as follows:

Ir
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The rapidly growing interest in English cuts across ideological lines.
Demands for learning English are widespread. The United Stats ought to re-
spond to these demands. English is a key which opens doors to scientific and
technkal knowledge indispensable to the economic and political development
of vast areas of the wodd. An increase in the knowledge of English can con-
tribute direcdy to greater understanding among nations. . . Thk United
States government is prepared. as a major ptolky, to beetif active andifriendly
assistance to couturies that desire such help in the utilization of English.

How did the achievements match these statements of need and polky? They-
are so many and so varied that here I can only sample and generalize. But as I
describe, them, remember always that behind the figures are people, on the one
hand dedkated teachers and government professionals contribnting to what they
considered a noble cause, and on the other, men and :vomen, boys and girls,
eager to learn English.because it can offer a channel of communication to new
knowledge and new opportemktes.

I used "dedicated" and "cause" deliberately. Of course, I know that there
have hien those who accepted overseas assignments just because of the chance to,
travel or the need for a job of some kind or the opportunity of a rich experience
for their children. I know too, that some governmental motivation was not par-
ticularly ethic-al. Yet most of the people directly involved in the teaching were
reallydedicated to a cause . They believed that .the teaching of Englisli is a definite
step toward the kind of international understanding that must be the foundation
of world peace. I can say honestly that when I went to Egypt in 1954 and again
for a second year in 1958 I was driven by the thought that somehow by helping to
prepare teachers arid textbooks for that country I was doing my small bit, for the
cause of peace Many of you can 'offer similar testimony about your own commit-
ment . It is idealism, yes, but idealism with a very practical motivation. It is the
idealism, at a lime when American materials for overseas use were generally in-
adequate, that led the executive committee of the National Council of Teachers
of English to accept a proposal of the United States Information Agency te plan
and produce a series that eventually became the English for Today textbooks. I
know that you understand this for it is that same idealism that led also to the
founding of the rEsou organization itself.

Welt, here then are thc government agencies through asiieh these d.-t fted
people have offered their sivcial professional competenite to the peace.
activity of teaching English and preparing teachers of English outside fhe a,.ted

States.
I. Department of State. Since its first attention to Englislmeaching in I. atih

Atherica nearly forty years ago. State's Bureau of Educational PoIrcy and Cultur-
al Affairs (ct,), has sponsored many programs to stfengthen patterns of informal
communication abroad. Its announced purpose has been twofold': to influence
the environment in which Americartioreign policy is carried out, and to enlarge
the circle of those able to serve ak miluential interpreters between the United
States and other nations.

6 V
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Afte; that beginning in 1939, State steadily extended in Latin America a
frogram for sending American professors to Latin American universities. Sup-
port fttm the Congiess allowed it to briqg teaChers and administrators to the
'United States for.development programs in English. It also prepared English
orientation programs for students heading for graduate work in American
universities. These programs were particularly successful in Brazil, Colombia,
Ecuador. and Mexico:

In the 1950's the activity expanded greatly in order to accommodate the na-
tional involvement overseas. Through the Teacher Exchange Program, the In-
ternational Educatiemal Development Program. and the grants provided by the
Fulbright Act and the Smith-Mundt Act, teachers and exchanges were provided
for Japan. Thailand, Indonesia., ,etnam, Iran, Turkey, Greecn, Italy, Spain,
Portugal, Lebanon, the U,S.S.R., Poland, Romania, Yugoslavia, Czechoslova-
kia, Egypt. Syria, and several African countries.

A The grants for all this activity varied according to the countries involved.
One country needediteachers of advanced methods, another needed specialists in
materials preparation, and yet another required specialists in applied linguistics
to provide thibretiral background. The time of the academic year and the
availability of possible grantees, 'especially in the senior categories, were other
Critical variables. Sis some American lectyreis were abroad for a half year and
some for a whole year: some specialists could take time only for short-term
seminars; classroom teachers normally received grams for a full school year. The
grantees coming to the United States under the International Education
Development. Program usually were researrh scholars for a semester or an
academic year, teachers for three.- to sixenionth training courses or for educa-
tional travel for one or two months, foreign students for graduate work in TE.FI. or
applied linguistks. or educational leaders for two- to three-month visits their
oppositc numbers in American institutions dr school systems.

Recent specific actions through the State Department are the 1970 agree-
ment sending twenty-five American TESL teachers to Spanish teacher-training in-
stitutes and bringing twenty-seven Spanish secondary school teachers of English
to the United States tor a year of advanced training:Vie 1973 agreement with
Hungary that has brought three graduate students to the University of Min-
nesota tiir the M.A. degree in teaching English as a foreign language; and the
1975 arrangement with Egvpt by which on a five-year contract the University of
California at Los Angeles is providing staff in the faculty of education of 'Ain
Shams Universnv in Cairo in order to improve the quality of English teaching in
that country.

2. United States Information Agency. Within the USIA a minimal portion
of the time and effort of the Voice of America has been apportioned to teaching
Eriglish-"--so minimal, indeed, that one Agency staff membir described it as
-mickey mouse." It is true that between 1963 and 1969 the Voice did profit by
English specialist guidance in the production of useful English teaching materials
for radio instruction. but since that time nothing professional has been done. 1

60
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should mention that the recent beaming of English lessons to the People's Repub-
lk of China brought numerous requests for advanced tentintoks in English.

But the strength of usta's activity has been in what is now classed as Us

English Teaching Staff. In the most recent report Available to me. that of March.
1977, it appears that in FY 1976 the USIA was able to supixirt direct teaching pro-

grams in 61 binational cultural centers with ttsta-approved directors. These cen-
ters that year tam& 183.000 students. The figures do not include former centers
still operating in various courtries without any Agency-approved personnel, that

is, with only indigenoatis te;.:hers and directors.
During that same fiscal year usiA, with the help of the Washington-based

consultants who travel six to nine months a year, offered more than 100 teacher-
training seminars to more than 4,600 teachers.

The English Teaching Staff is 'also responsible for publication in the rEsi.
field. It issues anr...tated catalogs of the commercial products available, prepares
supplementary elassroom materials, and compiles reference documents. Best
known of the last group is at English Teaching Forurn, a pedagogical publication
issued quarterly, with a present circulation of about 70,000. Last year the staff
compkted two half-hour television programs treating varieties and levels of
American English, and al third is scheduled for completion in June, 1978.

If your own work is only within the United States, you mav never have
heard of The Enghsh Deselung Forum, despite its value for you. The reason is to be
liquid in the Smith-Muadt Act of 1948, the kgislation tha created the USIA in the

first place. One clause prohibits the distribution of USIA publications within the
United States. Preposterously, this clause applies also to this qu'.e non-political
publication, The Forum, which was not established until 1961. After NACTEFL

complained about this to vsus for several years, it became clear that any action

would have to be initiated outside a government agency. So recently I went to my

own congrrssman, Rmald Fraser, who agreed that the situation doesn't make
sense. He h.us assured me that he will seek to introduce wording into the next ap-
propriations bill so as to make Me Forum available to Est. teachers and students at

home a% well as overseas.
Incidentally, some hint as :0 the effectiveness of the teaching in the bina-

tional centers appeared during my visit to a high.school in Tehran five years ago.
Only two students in a third-year class in English could converse with me during

An attempted class question period. After class they acknowkdged that their abili-
ty resuhed from their studying English after school at the Iran-American Society

Center.
3. Agency for International Development. AID, although without its own

English teaching speci.dists\ has an imposing record of past accomplishment
through its establishing language laboratories, offering intensive English lan-
guage programs to middle management in various countries, helping to prepare
textbooks and other teacher-training materials, anti making a long-range plan for

six regional English Teacher Training Centers throughout the world. In 1970,
flit- example, Congressional appropriations enabled am to provide textbook
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paper, books. and mann n1 s in Indoesia, send 400,000 English textbooks to Viet -
nam. oiler in Kenya both preservit e and inservice traiMng for dementary teach-
ers and supervisors, give Nigeria books and grants to improve Faiglish instruc-
tion AS with a new langUage laboratory at Kano, continue some support fin. the
first regional training cemer in Beirut , and timd the final .!4eps in constemetion of
the center in Singapore.

The Singapore center is housed in its own eighteen-story buikting that was
dedicated in 1972. It hal a staff of twelve and two language. experts each from the
United States, Australia, and New Zealand. It has traihing and research facili-
ties., A library, research Old publicatitms units, a thirtv-ltost language laboratory,
tutorial rooms and classrooms, and srlf-supporting ofii(e and hotel accommoda-
tion% intended to tinante the building operation without further funding. The., ..

center provides A one-year diploma course, a four-mo h certificate course, and a
three-month specialized course, all cif which have 1 en taken in numbers by
teachers from the countries of Indonesia and Southeas Asia.

And the demands cipon Am t nntinued. In 1972 Afghanistan requested a
seven-month national siarvey of English teaching ne4eds and resources, Senegal
sought an English-teaching wemer, and Yemen ..tski.cl for English teaching help
through the new am miasions there. /

,

Most recently A10 1as been able to grant Gesita,retown University a five-year
contract to set up and s all in Damascus an intens vr English teaching center for
a limited number of Syrian governmental offkial and graduate students intend-
ing to study in the Unit&I States. The total obligat on will be about $1,000,000. ,

/4. Health, Education, and Welfare. Alth ugh not authorized in its own
right to function outside the United States, the ( lice of Education has served as ;

the contracting agent fcfr the Department of Sta4 in administering the Interna- '

tional Development Program. This is the progrim. by which, as I have already '
(*scribed, tOreign students, teachers, and scho ars have been brought to the /
United Stacrs for study, research, and consultatio

5. Peace Corps. When the Peace Corps was established in 1961, it was not
considered primarily as 'on English teaching enter rise. Under the first director,
Sargent Shriver, its naive position was that if any Volunteers were called upon ito
teach English they t ould,do very well simply becausk they were native speakers of
the language, The fact , of course, was that most Vo unteers did find themselves
teaching Englishwith zeal but with no preparatio , no experience, and often
with no teaching materials. Eis' 1964. however, tepe ed suggestions from NY:-
Tin led to at least some acceptanc e of the view that a vrtain measure of profes-

\ sionalism was required. Most of its 10,000 trainees thi t year participated in 35
programs with atloast a minimal EH componen

By 1970 the Peace Corps had five professional En. lish language teaching
specialists. By 1974 the number had grown to seven ind he Ea.stern Africa. pro-
gram had become largely concerned with English teaching There were then 378
Peace Corp Volunteers teaching in schools and preparing teachers in teacher-
training inst.' awns in thititeen French-speaking countries ir Africa. The Peace

i
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Corps was also teaching English in six other countries there that had been British
Monies. In achlition there were 650 English-teaching Volunteers in Afghanistan,
Iran, Korea, Tinusta. Yemen, and elsewhere, besides special workshops con-
ducted in Eiji; Thailand, and Malaysia. An oft-repeated suggestnm from siAC-
TERI. led to the creation of a Peace Corps English-teaching clearinghouse in
Washington in 1975 m order to:reduce some of the excessive duplication in ma-
terials preparation that since the beginning had characterized the operation.

6. Department of Defense. Quite different from the other agencies is the
Defense Language Institute ot the Department of Defense, charged as it is with
providing specifically targeted intensive English instructioni for foreign military
personnel. 'the numbers of participants ;ire staggering in this largest single inten-
sive English program in the world. In 1964, 100,000 military personnel studied
in t!:is program either while temporarily in thr United States or in their own
countries. With the current trend toward local country instruction the number
brought to the United States has diminished, yet in 1976 more than 6,000 mili-
tary personnel studied in this country, most of them at the Lackland Air Force
Base in Texas. Some received !nether instruction intended to prepare them as
teachers of English in their own armed forces.

Once in Tehran I shared a taxicab with an army officer. After a silent half mile
during which he sized me up as an American he suddenly began talking to me in
yery good English. Sewn I learned that his fluency had been gained in his courses
at Lackland Air Force Base.

7. Foundations. Not to be overlooked in this broad picture of English as an
active element in American foreign policy is the value of cooperation provided by
two kinds of sources. One is the British Council itself. Since 1955 the Council and
the United States have held ten joint coniferences. both in England and the
United States. in addition to their joining in the Harper's Ferry 10th anniversary
celebration of thr Center for Applied lAnguistics, American participation first
was under the aegis of the rsis but in the early 1960's responsibility was assumed
directly by the assistant secretary of state for educational and cultural affairs. The
Council and the i.stA jointly produced the twelve Marckwardt-Quirk dialogs on
American and British English for the Voice of America and BBC, dialogs then
published and distributed throughout the world. Beginning in 1974 the Council
and the Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs cooperated with the Ford
Nnuidation in supporting and staffing a linguistic institute in the Near East, first
for three years in Cairo and now in Tunisia. They have joined in support of a
program at the Universits of Leeds to train African specillists in teaching En-
glish. 'throughout the world they have consistently cooperated in iboutafifteen
percent of the short -term English training courses of ust,x, especially in countries
without institutionalized courses. They have worked together in several ways in
India, as in the regional centrr in Hyderabad.

The other cooperating resource has been the foundations, chiefly the Ford
linindat ion and the Rockefeller Foundation, but also the Asia Foundation with
its grants tier American linguists and specialists to mnduct seminars in Japan and
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with its current assistance in defraying the eost ot attendance cif foreign students
at FE.SOI conventions The Ford Foundation has undertaken several major pro-
.jects within the framework ol Ainerie an foreign policy, notably long-term
teacher-training and materialslireparation in Inchmesia and the operation of the
Cornell UniversitY Center in Rotor. Besides its aid for the linguistic institutes in
Cain) and Tunis, Ford funded a significant Cairo conference in 1%9 for the
preparation of Faiglish teachers UR the Arab world and supported the comprehen-
sive English teaching survey in Jordan in 1974.

The Rockefeller Foundation backed a long-time tni.jor teaching and
teacher-training project directed by the Uni% ersity Of California, Los Angdes in
the Philippines. Rocketelkr, and later the Ford Foundation, jnined tht Depart-
ment of State in enabling nine Egyptian ciille;4c. teachers of English to o tain the
Ph.D. in linguistics at three American universities, and twenty niembers of the
English inspecntrate in Egypt to get the M.A. degree in linguistics at Brown
University

Clearly the demand for English on a world-wide. scale has grown steadily.
Even in a huge area wkcere we have no responsibility, the , the demand
is tremendous. Last September. at the University of Samarkand in Uzbek in
Central Asia. I fOund a seventeen-member English staff preparing 200 English
teachers and translators each year Last year more than 1,100,000 students in the
U . S. S. It were studying F.nglish .

I really would hke to leave you convinced that the United States is meeting
its responsibility in teaching English overseas. But the picture, unhappily, is not
complete unless it includes a rewrd of the discouraging downward trend of the
past eight years. Up to this point I have been talking about the remarkable
de% elopment of America's English teaching activity as an integral foreign policy
component realized through support by the Congress of the United States. But to
tw honest with you I cannot omit the tragic decline of that concern since the ad-
ininistraticin of President Johnson.

You will recall that in 1965.fohnson accorded overseas English teaching high
priority milting the nation's world responsibilities. Since then, not one American
president has made .1 similar c ormentment not Nixon, not Ford. and, at least to
date. not Carter You will recall that in 1962 and 1963 high officials in the
Department of State also pledged high priority in their statements at the annual
meetings of the National Advisory Council on Teaching English as a Foreign
Language. Up to the most ref, ent meeting of NACTEFt in 1975 not one of their
successors made a sinnlar commitment.

Furthermore. even though in 1965 Johnson had lent his official suppcet to
English teaching, it was during the latter half of his administration when the drop
in congressional appropriations began. For example, the money i,ssigned to the
Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs declined' from $53,000.000 in
FYI966 to $31,000,000 in FY1969. In March. 1969, a Cultural Affairs represen-
tative testified before the House Appropriations that the teaching of
English would he seriously fected by this reduced budget. It is true that other
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non-war-related departments also took a cut because of the expense of the Viet-
namese war and it is also true that subsequently c:c's allotment increased to
$45,000,000 in FV1973. But this increase was not accompanied by a correspond-,,

ing resurgence M Enghsh-tiriented concerns.
The appropriation provided in FY1966, its best year. enabktf.the Depart-

ment of State to provide 603 grants to Americans going abroad and to foreign
students and teachers for a yen to the U.S. But for FV1969 only 297 grants were
budgeted, a drop of more than fifty percent in three years. Such a sharp decline
drew the attention cif the United States Advisory Commission on International
Education arid Cultural Affairs. which in its report to Congress in January,
foho, deckred bluntly: "These fluctuations. . . show the lack of a firm belief in
Gmernment-sponsored international and cultural programs which is unbecom-
ing a great nation ." Because I have been unable to obtain direct comparative fig-

ures for recent vears, I c.annot offer evidence for a percentage decline. but I
would pomfoot that, with the omission cif grants for hireign students, the figures
for 1975-76 do not look very em.ouragthg. In that 'year only 103 Americans could
be given hinds to go abroad in the English field and only 36 from other countries
to visit the United States, at a time when the demand for grants and grantees had
exceeded all expectations.

have earlier referred to the U.S. ()ilice of &location as a grant ad-
ministrator of Department of State funds for two related programs, the Intel na-
tional Mutational Development Program and the Teacher Exchange Progi
It may be that these figures are embedded in the larger totals I have just cited fin
Departmem of State grants in 1966 and 1969. Nevertheless, taken specifically,
they have their own message to impart. During the 1960's the International
Fahicational Deyehipment Program brought to the United States between 110 to

130 teachers each year, about 90 in the six-month schedule and about 40 in the
90-day summer schedule. The decline in grants began in 1970. at a time when
oral and written reports expressed keen enthusiasm for the programs' effec-
tiveness. But by 1976 the number of participants in the six-month program had
dropped to five (three (coin Finland and two from Turk..y). Only two projects re-

mamed in the summer arrangements; they had sixty-two participants, forty-two
from western Europe and twenty from eight African countries. Incidentally, all
those from Africa and two from Greece were supported by regional funding, that
is, by allocation from loc.d country embassies. No regional funding at all was
available this past year.

The Teacher Exchange Program likewise has been hurt oadly. It is true that
some of thr appropriation that might have gone into it was diverted for other
English language purp .es withinIthe Department of State's general program. It

is not clear whether those uses entirely justified the situation apparent in the ob-
vious decline. Fifteen years ago ninety such exchanges occ urred each year. In
1972 there were only twenty-nine. in 1973 sixteen, in 1974 ten, and in 1976 only

kiur. For American exchange teachers going overseas the grants dropped from
151 in FV1963 to only twenty a yearagoand nineteen of the twenty went to
West German.
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The Fulbright-Hays program, however, does not seem to be useful for
evidence of a decline, at least not recently. In 1969 the Cinumittee on Interna-
tional Exchange of Persons, the contracting agency, stated: "A decrease is evi-
dent in the numbeni os- overseas posts in linguistics and TEFL largely as a conse-
quence of cuts in the Congressional appropriations for the past two years." Only
thirty had been granted for that year. But now a gratifying shift has occurred. In
FY1974 the total had dropped to twenty-five, but a year later it was thirty-seven,
a year after that forty-three, and for the current year it has moved up to forty-
eight .

It is when we turn to the Agency for International Development that we see
a really critical situation True, a decline in concern with English had been
manifested early because of the general decrease in all foreign assistance from
three percent of thc GNP under the Marshall Plan to only .25% in 1976. But in
1973 and 1975 Congress amended the Foreign Asistance Act to redirect the func-
tioning of win. The main purpose of the amendments was to benefit the poor in
less developed cbontrirs. The emphasis was to be upon agriculture, rural devel-
opment, population planning, and education. This last included provision for
bilingual education with the national language as the target tongue far speakers
of local languages, such as Quechua in Peru and Guarani in Paraguay. This
otherwise commendable emphasis, however, overlooked the fart that even in
such programs supervisors, foremen, and others above the manual labor level,
miuld profit from some ability to read English directions and instructions and to
annmunicate with English-speaking consultants. It also overlooked the need ex-
isting in Ato's Office of Science and Technology, which is busily occupied pro-
viding technical documents in English to people who cannot read English. The
result of this congressional action, of course, is that am projects for teaching
English asa foreign language have disappeared, an.i %if not reappear without a
thange in the attitude.of Congress itself. For years sun has always had a represen-
tative at the meetings of NACTEFI . When the last one retinfd last May 30, no one
replaced him. There were no English projects for such a replacement to look after
and report on.

Even AID'S involvement with projects already begun has vanished. Only two
of the magnificently planned English teacher-training centers were even estab-
lished; and m,.v the only support given to them is some deficit financing for that
in Beirut and, in FY1976. $70.000 to that in Singapore for scholarships to
teachers in Malaysia and South Asia.

Nor has the Peace Corps escaped the attrition attacking programs in English
teaching. Even there the position of English has been downgraded. In a letter to
me on February 6. 1978. the acting director, Gretchen Handweger, wrote:
"While the Peace Corps continues to assign Volunteers to varions TEFL pro .
grams. we are c urrently deemphasizing this area of programming in an effort to
address the food and health needs of the rural poor." The figures tell the story. In
Augt;st, 1967, there were nearly 3,000 Peace Corps Volunteers assigned to teach
secondary school English abroad. They constituted twenty-eight percent of the
total of more than 10,000. Ten years later, August, 1977, there were only 553
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Volunteers teaching on this level. a mere nine percent of the total of more than
5,700.

Let us turn to the ISIA. At the Washington joint conference with the British
Council in 1959. Ambassador George Allen, then the esta director, said: "If any
members of Congress wanted to up our programs by $50,000,0003uring the
next year, would say, 'Yes, I can use that. I could use it on, English language
teaching.' "

But despite the importance Ambassador Allen perceived, English teaching
has not otherwise been viewed as more than a peripfieral Area within the Agency.
It has been viewed as bearing only a supporting rok in USIA'S concern with the
arts. American culture, and.what is sometimes called "The American message."
It is not unfair to suggest that its fortunes within the Agency have fluctuated not
only in accord with legislative funding but also in accord with the personal enthu-
siasm and whims of whoever might be the director. Thus a recent director
thought so little of it that by personal fiat he simply abolished the Agency's pres-
tigious English Teaching Advisory Panel, a panel composed of several leading
mot_ members and chaired by the late Albert H. Marrkwardt. In 1974 the direc-
tor actually downgraded the English Teaching Division within the governmental
hierarchy by demoting it to staff status. A staff is only one of geveral subordinate
units withiti a division.

Furthermore. although the Agency itself has suffered budget cuts. the
English Teaching Staff has been weakened out of all proportion, since its share of
the appropriation is allocated by the director within the Agency, where it has
become low man on the totem pole. That share has dropped steadily each bien-
nium from a high of nearly $3.000,000 in FY1967 to only half of that in FY1975.
And even that million and a half includes all attributable costs such as one-tenth
of the saliiry of a cultural affairs officer in an embassy if he reports that one-tenth
of his time was spent on English teaching concerns. Yet, since these figures ig-
noce inflation, it appears that actually English teaching has experienced a much
greater reduction percentage than the State Department itself suffered. On top of
this is the additional sad fact diat, lx-cause the Washington headquarters person-
nel could not easily sustain a severe cut, the most stringent decrease was abroad,
with a drop from $2,250,000 in FY1967 to'less than $1,000,000 in FY1976.

Inevitably. the USIA personnel situation overseas has become tragic. In 1952
Bangkok's binational center had four Agency English specialists for 800 students:
teday it has only one Agency-assigned specialist for 6,000 students. In Latin
America the mid. 50's total of ntore than fifty base-assigned English teaching
specialists had already been sliced to twenty-two by 1961: in 1965 it was twelve;
in 1969 it was four today there are none at all. Altogether now there are just
nineteen such specialists, only six of whom are overseas and not one of whom is
in Latin America These six serve as directors of courses in Tehran (twe there),
Bangkok. Rabat. and Kinshasa. and as the English teaching officer in Warsaw.
The thirteen others are based in Washington.

In a desperate hold-the-fort attempt to retain a minimum of consulting im-
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pact, five of these thirteen are ass;gned as traveling consultants who spend about
seven months a year traveling from post to post. This is a heaV y SChedale Since
each must plan the visits carefully in advance and then prepare follow-up
materials as well.

lithe usta, or its successor, the new International Communication Agency,
had the $50.000,000 (now more than $100,000,000 because of inflation) that
Ambassador Allen fantasized in 1959, it would not bi hard to suggest how the
new director might spend it. For one thing, he could hire eighteen Englislt
teaching specialists to fill what is almost a void, specialists who would be prom-
ised tenure positions with promotion in the English teaching field just as in the

_ British Council. Then, with the binational center system in mind as a close prece-
. dent, he could set up a number of resource centers around the world. Such

centers, unlike the sieenvisioned by AID two decades ago, would begin on a small
workable scale. Each would have probably only one English teaching officer, with
program money for books and audio-visual aids:.and with funds also for visiting
American specialists. Later, the inevitable success of these initially est2blished
centers would kad to their expansion through congressional appropriations.
There could be residence facilities for visiting specialists, programs for demon-
stration teaching, and programs for materials development, all within the host
oountry fr. mework and all consistent with the local culture. The centers would be
located where the need appears, in South and Central America, Europe, the
Maghreb and the Arab Middle East, EaSt and West Africa, South Asia, and East
Asia.

The new director might even hire an associate ediror to relieve the now
harassed single editor of The Forum!

Hut I, too, fantasize.
I am also going. to insert a relevant parenthesis. For me, as the chairman of

NACTEri, the climax to this sequence of bad news came last fall, when a telephone
call from the Center for Applied Linguistics reported that the financial plight of
the Center forbade further support for NACTEFL'S annual meeting with represen-
tatives of the government agencies. Ford Foundation grants over the years had
supported these meetings But reduction in the annual grant to the .Ceoter, as
well as the increase in the general expenses of the Center, led to the decision to
give up responsibility for the Council. Whether present attempts to obtain an an-
nual grant elsewhere will succeed I cannot predict. But NACTEPL is t00 valuable to
he allowed to disappear withotit a struggle.

Perhaps we should spare ourselves further details of this pessimistic scene, of
this failure on the part of the country to bear our part of the burden jointly
assumed with Great Britain. usta's six specialists stationed abroad contrast only
MO sharply with the British Council's forty-two. The Council is able to outspend
the USIA by a ratio of four to one in maintaining its own overseas English pro-
gram. But our competition is not really with the British. They are our colleagues.

Where wr fail, and where private school operators and contractors, some
good and some unconscionably inferior, only partly meet the need for an interna-
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tional language, other countries take over. France has greatly accelerated its
French teaching operations abroad, rspecially in East Asia and Latin America.
West Germany is likewise moving ahead with the teaching of. German, par:
ticularly in LIM America and western Europe, with plans now to extend its
(kiethe Institutes into East Asia. Russia is stressing the teaching ofRussian as a
medium of international communication. Five years ago in Varna, Bulgaria, the
U.S S.R. organization of teachers of Russian language and literature brought
together kir A conference 1,500 such teachers from fifty countries., and the
organization itself now has more than one hundred chapters in thiny countries.

Will the United States meet this challenge? Will Congress and the ad-
nunistration act to reverse this tragic downward t rend in support for the teaching
of English? Perhaps in pan we in the profession are at fault for not helping the
agencies isy kitting s.tur lrgislators learn how important the overseas English pro-

grams ari.. Last year I gave the late Senator Humphrey a resume of much of
what I have said here this afternoon. He replied that he himself was strunpy in

favor of the FSI prog-ams and would support them through the foreign relations
committee. His death now deprives us of his powerful assistance, but there are
other influential members of that committee whose understanding arid help can

be sought.
In antkipation of this meeting today I sent an abbreviated advance copy of

ihe talk to eac h of two officers of the administration and asked whether tit*
com provide an encouraging reaction. One went to President Carter. He did
not reply. I am not sure how much one should infer of his basic position because
of his agreeing last July 26 with Premier Andreotti of Italy upon a mutual pact to
assist in the teachingof Italian in the United States and of English in Italy. I
suspect that that was an ad hoc agreerient from which not very much may be in-
ferrecl.

The other copy went to Ambassador John E. Reinhart, then the director of
the USIA. who two days ago was sworn in as the director of the new International
Communication Agency. This agency, created in accord with President Carter's
reorganization has merged the usta, the Department of State's Bureau of
Mucational and Cultural Affairs, and the Voice of America. Although much
planning must occur during the coming year before the lines of merger are dare-

fied, it is already known that the English teaching concerns of qte Department of
State i,,nd of the English Teaching Staff of the USIA will be the direct charge of the
associate director of the new agency, Dr. Alice Stone lk hman, who will be com-

ing to the new agency from a position as dean of women at Wellesley College.
To what extent these concerns will be reflected in the overall activity of the

new agrncy may appear in the letter Ambassador Reinhardt sent me in reply two
weeks ago. Reinhardt, himself a former professor of English, encouragingly
referred to a just completed study of the post and future role of English in
American operations abroad. He then added: "Though it is too soon to project
the new Agency's riorities in specifics. I feel confident that English teaching will

occupy a significant role overseas. '
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That was a heartening response, hut HT cannot' yet ivore ihe basic part
played by Congress. Although the Agency will allocate the funds, it is Congress
that outlines comprehensive policy and it is Congrewthat provides the funds. If
this new Agency receives only Madequaw funding for English teaching overseas,
then you and I are the last recourse. We are A recourse that admittedly has been
unaware of its own role and of its strength. Through our organization, TESOL, we
have the means to inlitrm and guide representatives and senators. It is unrealistic
to ripect them or their staff mend ,ers to become familiar otherwise with such in-
kirmation AS I have presented herr today. We in TESOL are the true believers. The
time is at hand for us to turn belief into action. TES01 from now op must be alert
in determining how best it can yersuade Congress of the value of TF.SOL as a
peace-directed activity in the foreign policy of thr United States. If we don't
speak up, Congress won't hear us. If Chngress doesn't hear us, English is likely
to remain as a concern with low priority in our foreign policy. ! urge TESOL tO ac-

cept this charge!

POSTSCRIPT
At the conclusion of this address a member of the audience who is on the

staff of the new International Commimication Agency told me that at the
swearing-in ceremony in Washington two days earlier yresident (Aier had
definitdv included English teaching overseas among the responsibilities he
assigned to the Agency. . As vet the full significance of this intramural statement is
uncertain .
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Language Policy and TESOL:
SocioPolitical Factors and Their`

Influences on the Profession

Elliot L. Judd

The author argues that tEsta programs are always influenced by the language
policies of the countries in which they funt;tion. In such programs language
policy affects the attitudes of the students toward English, the reactions of na-
tive Fug IA speakers to mot students and the attitudes of the mot. instruc-
tors and administrators. Further, language policy influences such things as the
number of instructional facilities available fbr TESOL instruction, the amount of
financial rest airces allocated for -mot programs, the selection-or stattients in
nun programs And the hiring prat t ices fir mot_ instructors.

Case ttitiirs are presented to illustrate the author's main Contention that
'language pc ,licy directly affects mot- The sensitive and controversial issue of
politics and us effects on trscn ought to be discussed in professional forums
since language policy, in part. will shape the instructional strategies and mate-
ricils that will be unplemented in rESOL. programs and the failure to evaluate

factors may diminish the effectiveness of many mot. programs.
Theouthor oncludes with several suggestions for the incorporation of a

lan\oage poluy link As part of the regolar teacher training program for pro-
spet nye TESOL instructors as well as some general suggestions for additional re-
seaik-h on language policy and its effects on TES01. .

It is obvious that in order to achieve maximum spccess in any TESOL pro-
gram. one should examine the student, teacher, course and community variables
which can \influence the program. Without such scrutiny the instruction of eset.
may not achieve its intended results and negatively affect all those involved in the
learning process. The focus of this presentafion will be on language policy and its
impact on rEsot. programs Little has been written on how TEsot. is affected by
language polkies and such neglect should cease for decisions made in language
policy will undoubtedly shape the success or failure of TESOL programs in terms of
thevariables mentioned above.

1. English language policy: In brief

Language policy exists in every teaching situation. In some countries the
policy is articulated formally, in terms of officially promulgated national
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language or languages. giwernmem documents or through sta tements by various
politicians or educators, In other areas., the policy has never been officially stated '
yet is understood through tradition and/or through unofficial consensus. Ex-
ampks of the first kind art. countries like Canada, Switzerland, Bdgiudi and
Tatuania where ;Me can find statements as to exactly whafthe official language/s
is/are. The United States, on the other hand, has no official documents proclaim-
Mg that English is the language of the country; yet. this assumption is unques-
honed lay most of the populate.

In terms of multilingull political entities where English instruction exists,
the decisions of what languages are to be used vary tremendously. In some situa-
tions, only one language i tolerated for all official activities at the national level.
Such is the case of countries where English is the ntother tongue, as in the United
States, Australia, the United Kingdom, New Zealadd, Parbados, Jamaica ?end
Trinidad. In these cases English can be considered the native tangnage of the vast
majority of the native speakers. In other cas eTtaglish is the only oflicial

Ahsnguage but is hot the native language of the majority such as in Bptswana,
Gambia, Ghana, Liberia. Mauritius, Nigeria, Uganda and 2aiibia. In all these
cases, except ohe. English was the language of the former-chloniat power, Great
Britain; Liberia, the one exception, was under American influence (Fishfitan eC
al. 1977:7-10).

Other cases exist where English has been designated one of several co-official
languages. Such countries are Ireland. Canada, Cameroon, India, Lesotho,
Namibia, Nauru, Philippines. Singapore, South Mica, Swaziland, Tanzania,
Western Samoa, Puerto Rico and Guyana..in still other countries English is
given special status but is not an official language as in the case of Burma.
Ethirpia. Israel, Kenya, Malaysia; Pakistan, Sri Lanka, and the Sudan (Fish- ".
man :t al. 1977:7-10),

ih most of the'est of the world, English is taught.as a foreign language. In
some places it is the major foreign tongue being tau* in the schoors, as in
Japan. 'Brazil or Mexico other countries it is only one of many foreign
languages being learn, p

Regardless of the ase or the motive behind the way English is considered,
the teaching of English as a native, foreign or isecond langeiage is a reflection of
language policy. Stated in another way, English language instruction is influ-
enced by the policy th4 any country makes 'and ittk.aching must be viewed in
this light.

2. ESOL student variables
.

Students in any 'sot. class arr motivated and influenced by many factors, all
of which might affect their learning. When ,viewed from the language policy
perspective, an esot. instructor is faced by a variety of positions on the part of tite
students. One student variable to consider is why the student is learning English.
In some rases that decision was not by choke and reflects the language policyOf
the native country This factor may affect the student's performance dependihg
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on whether he/she agrees or disagrees with that policy.. In addition the student's
view of English speakers in general may be seen as part of a scicio-political,stance.
Are English speakers tOrmer colonials who might represent a repressive past or
are they present or future allies? Are English speakers pushy tourists or proles-
Sional co1kagues:1-ikse. and other, views are brought Mto the FSOI. classroom
and represent language poky decisions. As Joshua Fshman (1977) points out,
there is a diffeirenfe between knowing, using and liking English.

Furtherninre, we must consider what specific skills are deiireci by the stu-tdent and these too are representatiVe of language icy decisions. Some students
desire oral ability, others reading and/or writing a lity and many would like all
of these skills. This may be viewed as reflecting language policy, for in some
places English is viewed as A device for wider communication in scientific and
tedInkal areas where reading and/or writing may be sufficknt. whik in other
places English is viewed as a medium of interaction with other English skakers
in face-to-face commuMcation, in which ease knowledge of listening and speak-
ing are vital. These facteirs skould also affect the instructor's choice of register in
any Mit- classroom.

Depending on the country. English may be viewed as either a mass language
for all to knew or a language of an elite who represent those of the highest social,
politiCal and economic status. Such Views of English will affect a student's at-
titude in Estn. as well as his view of English speakers in general and, like the other
areas previously mentioned, is a reflection of language policy.

3. ESOL instructor variables
The FS01 teacher is also dire( t ly influenced by language policy. On the most

obvious level, the FSOF instructor is the one who must implement the language
policies, even though he was not consulted about them. The fact that the same in-
struetor may also be employc.1 by the Ministry of Education or a state, provincial
or local educational institution which makes policy decisions also affects that
teacher's behavior. Whether or not the teacher agrees with the stated or unstated
language poky will affect classroom performance.

The Emit instructor is also a visible representative of the English speaking
world and as such is treated both in and out of the classroom in ways that mirror
prevailing language policy.. Doc that specific teacher symbolize past inequalities
or future, aspirations:1

Which teachers are hired often reflects language policy as well. Does one
, choose an outside, native speaker of English or an inside, nonnative speaker of

English? Such decisions mav entail.political as well as nonpolitical motives. The
outsider may represent a fOrmer or present colonial power: the insider may be
viewed as an individual who has "sold out." E;ther decision can affect the &SOL
program and either indirectly nr directly reflects language poky.

Furthermore, the teacher's attitude towaid English, like those of the
students, mar be shaped hy the country's language policy. The teacher may view
English as a means for political, economic and social advancement for all or for
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ittst A few. Thai instructor may be virwed as perpetuating the status quo or as
!. anging the society tor the better. Whether the teacher feels that English should

taught by itsdf or with other languages also may reflect language policies.

4. ESOL course variables
A program design in ri:soi ven either be supportive or nonsuppouive of

overall language policy. If the materials in a program, for instance, stress reading
skills and English is viewed by policy makers as a device for acquainting stWents
with scientific and technical materials being used throughout the world, th,.ri "we
can say the program is congruent with language policy. If oral skills were to br
dressed, then they would be ni conflict with policy. As with the other variables
cited, it can be seen that language policy and YEsen. interacy.

Another F.sou course- variable is time. If the national goal oral fluency in
English, then the course design must allow enough time for this to occur. lksides
nme factors, it is necessary to evaluate fiscal resoui res. Does the program receive
,mough financial support to achieve the country's desired aims in terms of being
aisle to affOrd the best teachers and materials, and to support students who need
scholarships? If the desired goals conform to financial realities, then there is a
better chance of success in TESM.

3. ESOL community variable.
In looking at the community in which ssot. classes must function, weoft tit

see disparity between language policy and TESOL. For example, many com-
munities may not support government policy with regard to English language
policy. Ifthey disagree- with such decisions, the climate for ESOL Mstruction will
no doubt be affected

In other cases a community may view native English speakers with hostility
but not necessarily dislike English language policy per .se. A program with or
without native speakers might encounter success or failure based on this variable.

It is difficult to convince a community that learning English, even if it is a
stated national goal, is a realistic aim when everyone realizes that there is little
likelihood of their children's ever encountering English speakers; and the EMIT
teacher will be caught in the middle of such a dispote.

6. The variables interacting
So far language policy has been discussed in terms of four separate variables.

While these serve a useful analytical purpose. they should not be considered as
mut,tal!:. -xclusive. In fact many of the fartors must be viewed as parts of a
whole. For instance, when English is one of many foreign langtiages being
taught. tI course is designed in a certWn t. tf y , the teachers who instruct in it act
in a certain way and the students who study 4ie language behave in a certain
way. Conversely, if !English is viewed as a medium for scientific and
technological knowledge, then we would expect this factor to ;nfluence student,
teacher, course and community variables in a uniform manner.

8.
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Often, however, such views on language policy are far from harmoritious. A
government may decide that English is the only official language and teaihers in
public instituttons may design courses to reflect this goal. Yet students and com-
munity members; may teel that one or more indigenous languages should be
granted coequal status In such a case the English cLssniom may become a focus
of a langnage policy debate Students could resent the English instructor and.cur-
riculum feeling that they are repressive and discriminatory and amp stucknt per2
formance in English will be affected.

Another dikmma may occur when teacl--rs and students feel Oat oral
English is ust:iess, even if it is government policy. The instructors ai.e faced with
the choice of impkmenting a polit y which they consider worthle ..; ihus-risk
alienating their students or refusing to follow such a policy an ' Jaring tti alienate
the administrators, with possible loss of employment. The ....oke for seudents is
equafly hard: adapting to o. learning situation .which is viewed as irrekvant but
which may mean future economic and social prestige, or challenging ihe policy
and jeopardizing future opportunities. The situation can be extremety difficult

,fiik all.

7. Two case studies

7.1 17ic United .1latex.. The official language policy of the United States on the
rPational level is seen by Most &I recognizing English. as the sole official language
of the country. Yet other languages h ve been accorded equality in certain educa-
tional programs as well as in other 4tivities on state, local and national levels
such :LS voter registration or obtai mg a driver's license. The question of
language policy in the United States may be viewed. therefore, as in flux. De-
p9nding on one's interpretation of such policy, it is possible to argue that bi-
liTgual education in the United States is either compatible or incompatible with
die language policy. Obviously, if one feels that the English language is or should
be the sok official language. then bilingual I-ducat:ion, except perhaps as a transi-
titinal education strategy, is an unacceptable policy. On the other hand, if one in-
terprets the language policy of the United States in a different light, then bi-
lingual education becomes part of a pluralistic view of the country, Without go-
ing into further depth, the continuing debate over bilingual education versus
monolingual English instruction may be viewed as a process of deciding the pre-
'sent and future langGage policy of the United States. In the absence of consensus
on such a policy, the arguments will no doubt continue and will affect ESOL in-
struction in the United States for some time to come.

Before leaving the topic, some comment should be made from an historical
perspective. It should be remembered that in the United States, as in other parts
ef the, world, language policy has been maCe by politicians who have little
background in the day-to-day operation of schools and who have very little
knowledge of educational, research, curricula and methodology (Mackey 1972).
Thw vagueness of the first federal Bilingual Education Act pays ample testimony
to that (Judd 1977). What is implied is that politicians who make language policy

6
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in the Unneef Slates are often unaware of the results of their decisions and, in
most cases. make et ision tOr reasons including but not limited to educational
considerations (Tauli 1974.65) In fact , this author would say that the majority of
the pdit icians who voted on the Bilingual Educatun: Act have no deep knowledge
of what bilingual education entails or whetfter or not it is beneficial from an
edut ational standpoint

7.2 Afalatma In discussions with both Malaysians and former Peace Corps
Volunteers. an interesting and complicated picture emerges about ESOI. instrut
lion and how it is influenced by language policy. Following independence English
was used as the language otInstiuction beginning in primary schools.and contin-
uing through the university level. The use of English as a medium of instruction
was to last for ten years anti was motivated by several factors. First it was the
language of the colonial power arul immediate language shift, it was felt, would
cense governmental and educational chaos. Second, English, viewed as a
language ot wider communication, was needed to keep up with scientific and
technological advances.in the world. Third, English was politically neutral. Since
Malaysia is composed- of three ethnic groups each speaking its own language
Malays who use Malav Chinese who use Mandarin and Indians who speak
Tamilthe choice of English was seen as unlikely to offend any group and Plus
lead to greater intern.d stability on the political as well as the economic level.

After several delays, Malay waF gstally given preference in education,
replacing English as the primary langt a 1 instruction. The decision led to riots
and tlestructwn in many arets and h cs . ,sed hostility among Chinese and In-
(flail groups. Others fear that many sians will have troubles entering for-
eign universities. mainly British and = erican institutions, since their English
language proficiency will drop because of the change in educational policy.
Malay speakers have A linguistic advantage in education since under the new
policy there is also the potential for continued unrest in the Chinese and Indian
commuMties. On the other hand, supporters of Malay claim that the language
policy shift represents a redress of past social and economic inequalities and gives
Malay speakers more equal opp)rtunities in society.

Currently also, the Indonesian and Malaysian governments are embarking
on a plan to add more scientific and technoh)gical terminology into their
languages and to form a sort of **linguistic merger" between the two languages.
One obvious goal of this plan is to h we less reliance on English as a language of
wider communication .

The change.: in language policy will no doubt have great impact on ESOI. in-
struction and lime changes in both curricula and the rationales for learning
F.nglish At present it is too early to assess the exact changes which will emerge;
however, it is sale to assume that language policy will tremendowly alter ESKA. in
Malaysia.

8. Language policy, TESOL and the future
All the data presented so far in this paper have supported the contention that

language policy exerts strong influence on F.S0I. instruction. No longer can we in

Sti
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the profession view rEsot. as a monolithic giant which is to be uniformly applied
in every teaching situation Each run. learning environment is influenced by dif-
ferent policy decisions and, in each, efforts must be made to design instructional
strategies which are suitable to the particular Estn. situation. Failure to do so will
lead to ineffectual instruction and possibly resentment against the ernire field of
TBSOL.

There are several possible ways of incorporating language policy into TESOL.
First is the need for more public discussion in professional forums on how specific
ram programs have been influetwed by language policy decisions. This case
study approach, if not overgeneralized, can serve to acquaint others with specific
problems and possible ways of devising solutions.

A second strategy is for ES01. teacher training programs to introCluce to
future teachers units of language policy in order to acquaint them with the large
numbers of variables which might influence thei: future Escit, assignments.
Whether part of the traditional methods course or as part of a sociohnguistics
course is unimportant and merely represents stylistic differences; however,
somewhere in a teacher's preparation, an introduction to language policy is
crucial. We, as professionrils, can no longer perpetuate the myth that one method
will work in every.situation with equal success. Past experience proves otherwise.

Third, Esot. professionals must seek to establish closer contacts with those
who make language policy decisions. People in ESOL ean provide decision-makers
with information tin the practical workability of proposed policy andfor the suc-
Mis or failure of existing policy. We are the o must live with and iniple-
ment the policy decisions once they are made it would behoove us to make
the effort to present our views to those who enact language policy. To be sure, we
cannot expect that we will always alter or affect policy, hut if we achieve even
modest successes, the time will ,iave been well spent (Noss 1971:31-32).

Finally, we must continue to encourage more research on language policy in
general as well as' studies pertaining specifically to ESOL instruction. Much addi-
tional knowledge is needed and the field of language policy stoxly is only in its in-
fancy. As others continue to research, we will'continue to benefit from their ef-
forts as well.

In dosing, I think that Frances X. Karem's words on language policy should
be rem- mbered by ail interested in language policy and TESOL :

Language planning ntav br thought of as the management of linguistic innova-
tion. however, this managenwnt is probably more of an art than a science
(Kamm 1974 Ha)

We all need to know a lot more about language policy and TESOI. and now is the
time to start these investigations.

9



Conditions for Effective Language
Learning

H. L. B. Moody

In many developing countries, very substantial resources (administraticm, ma-
terials, pupil-hours, teacher-hours) are often devoted to TEFL, in both more
and less formal Institutions, with little significant or lasting result. The lack of
achievement is due to multiple cause-,., and remedy involves action of various
kimls. To enable administrators, both national and institutional, to decide on
ihr extent and nature of their investment in TEFL a learning-model for effec-
tive language learning is proposed. based on four principal considerations:

Otytaitec must be conscious. realistic and rekvant to the needs of specific
groups or categories of karners, and include both short- and long-term inter-
ests Target -levels of learner performance should be specified.

Performance Models fit a credible kind must be available. These include au-
ditory and visual mairoais as well as teachers who exhibit the skills to be
taught

TnAhtnet-tarning Proadurel Effective models must he developed exploit-
ing not only teachers' ability to teach but learners' ability to learn.

Notre Learners must be able to practice thr skills they learn not only
within the:institution. but as a form of spontaneous social activity. Where few
naturaf opportunities exist, special situatms can be developed.

This will be basically an essay on curriculum, and an attempt to formulate
some very basic considerations about foreign language teaching, "steadily and is
a whole. it springs inimediately from experiences in a particular Latin
American country. but the ideas developed may have relevance to ocher situa-
tions. This may seem. especially at a gathering whete so many are concerned
with ihe latest methods and techniques, to be rather unexciting. However, I am
unrepentant about tins approach. for a great weakness of foreign language
teaching. whether of French and Spanish in Britain or of fnglith in Latin
America (etc has been its preoccupation with the Como? rather than with the
Que.', with questions of techniques and means rather than with conditions and
ends. The problem for consideration is what can be the place of foreign languages
in a mass education system, and on what conditions can they be included.
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Foreign languages in the past have held a time-honoured i.osition in the cur-
ricula of many elitist secondars education systems. Perhaps this was bee ause
memberi of sofial elites always hail aCt ess to foreign travel anti foreign culture's,
or, as some other authorities would suggest. because the study cif foreign
languageswhich is 4 very difficult thingwas one cif the best ways of keeping
elite systems elite! lloweves, about fifty years ago Alfred North Whiteheiut that
thoughtful mathematician and phihisiipher whose observations spanned both
sides of the Atlantic, was denouncing "thr fatal ifisconnection which kills the
vitality of our modern urrit ultirn!''.

'Mere 1.4 only one subtect -matter for edit( mum, and that is life in all us mini-
lestatams Instead of this single unttv we offer t hildren. Algebra. from which
nothing follows. I ;eograph% . front whit h nothing follows, History, from which
nothing tolling's. !isuple if LailokAges, server mastered. .

A good deal has perhaps been acumnplished in recent years towards
coherence and relevance th public secondary education, but Whitehead's corn-
nwnt or the success of foreign languages ("never mastered") would not be easy
to refute. Wye recently the whole tabrk of formal secondary education has been
under severe scrutiny, on the one hand from the Deschoolers, and on the other
from the educational economists, whose systems-analysis invites us to compare
the considerable "inputs" with the very meagre "outputs" of many formal
systems, whether in developing or dimeloped countries. A foniori the general ef-
fectiveness of tbreign language teaching is open to question, and as teachers of
foreign languages we have a special need to reflect on what we are doing, and on
whether it can be thme much better.

To justify MIS' educational curriculum, or even any part of one, it is
necessary to establish first that it is devirable (which involves ques.ions of the aims,
aspirations and needs of the particular society), and seceindly that it is feasible. If
any part of a curriculum. however des able is definitely not feasible, there would
seem to be no case for regaining it . Offitiei curriculum-builders usually have little
difficulty in presenting a good ase for foreign languages at secondary level.
Here, for esainple, is a sonic what cautious suggestion fir the aims of a Primer
Idioma KrtraTero in proposal tOr a new curriculum for Educaci6n Media Voca-
l. i mai in Cohnidna:

Los obirtivos gcnrrales tcir 1-1 aliment, debr haher lisgrado al final:tar la
educacisin media eix At tonal son los sic:meows:

Apret iar el nlionta est raniero rlegido climo mrdio de vomunicacnin y como
instrumento de dquisu ii*in de tient ia, teinologia v t isitura.

Intetesarseixir tint inuar el estudio dci idiuma elegich)
I.:mender un testi, est in had() %Are un tiuisa Mt) d c ual este= famillarizado el

estuthante
Mantlar oralmente en fOrma inteligible las estructuras y rl vitt abulario

estudiados
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- Caput d sentido general de un texto escrito gue comenga estructuras
fathiliares, aUIi cuandti no Lock& el %' tabuLirut sea

Repruducir (urrectamente pur escrito h apreddido tiralmente .

i:onocer critic amente algunos aspectos de ki cultura y t iiiItititn rxtran-
jeras, fontenidos en d material lingufsticti.

Againct this, however, we have to face empirical data such as the following:
"Aiin despite% dr iris arlos de bachillerato y cincode universidad, queda
daft ii ' casi no se yen alimmos que 'leen, escriben y comprenden' ums
lengua extranjrra Icomnient by a teacher reported in Report on a Se' ries

of Regional Seminar /Wilks hops, The British Council. BogotA, 1977)

2. T Any,
Student Ranking of Subject by Preference and Grades Received

Must Prefrred Rest graded

. Biology Socia/ Studies
2 . Mathematic. Biology
3, Chemistrx Spanish and Literature
4 Physics Mathematics
5 Spanish Atid literature Chemistry
h Sec la! Studies Physics
7 Foreign Languages Foreign Languages

i( :harks W Stansfidd Jr 1973, The teaching of English in Colombian secondary
schools Unpublished doctoral 'dissertation. Florida S U.)

The discrepancy between the ideal and the real in the context of foreign
.language teaching' is clearly very great, and the conclusion is almost inesclpable
that in spite of the great conceptual revolutions (linguistic and psychologkal),
abundant methological innovations, and increasingly sophistk ted technologies
of recent years, the teaching of foreign languages in general education systems
throughout the world has not been conspicuously successful.

There seem to be two alternatives open to educational administrau rs.
Either the attempt to teach foreign languages to mass school population should
cease, and the considerable amount of time and other resources therel: fteed
should be devoted to more manageable, useful and feasible objectives, or, f there
is a strong conviction that all members of a mass sellout population should have
the opportunity of acquiring some proficiency ia a foreign language, then any
society taking that decision must accept th. necessaty conditions of effective lartuage
learning and see that they are systematically provided. No responsible educators,
no self-respecting human beings, can be content to operate ineffective systems
suc3 as are implied by the "facts" quoted in the previous paragraph.

The principal object of this paper, then, is to state a set uf minimum aad
necessary conditions for the effective learning of a foreign language within a
general educational system. It may not be too pretentious to think of this set of
conditions as a learning model, which can be 11resented dirgrammatically thus:
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OBJECTIVES

PERFORMANCE
MODELS MATERIALS

10...0111.$ wwwwww=

TF.ACHING/LEARNING PROCEDURES

-
The learning model, which shows the interdependence of all the factors in-

volved in a langliage learning process, needs to be kept in mind by all who have
an interest or responsibility in this field. By all, we mean not only teachers, but
politihans, administrators, teacher trainers, materials producers, ex-alumni as-,
sociations, parentspressure groups of all kinds, not excluding pupils and stu-
dents themselves. Language learning is a complex and artdicial affair, and it is
not beyond the scope of human resourcefulness to create the conditions in which
it can proceed effectively. However, the arrangements available in many public
education systems around the w-irld are only a veritable shadow of what is need-
ed. Before we decide to scrap the whole business, it is a challenging exercise to
consider what has to bc provided if a reasonable degree of success is to be en-
sured.

1. Objertwes. It is not enough to say "We want our students to learn a
foreign language.' We have to arrive at a dear and agreed 'ilea as t2 why they
should learn a foreign language: the reasons may of course be diverse Also, we
need to have a clear idea of which foreign languages and which parts of which
languages. What do we have in mind as terminal behavior? Is it to be the same
for all students, or can we specify different groups of skills for differeat groups?
Much progress has been made in academic circles in the description of "corn-
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muMcation steeds," but MI the whole the process soli has to be extended to
weetid-witle Mut ath nutl communities.

The determination of obiecoses is not only the essential first step in any pro-
cess of rational planmng: it has other consequences. Oncr objectives have been
determined, it is possible to make decisions on such important matters as sylla-
buses and programmes of work , materials required (textboo6 and other teaching
aids), methods ot instructitms to be developed, relevant types of assessment, etc.
Too often. exkting systems of instruction prove to be no more than a rag-bag of
.\ndds and ends, obsoktr and irrelevant textbooks, irrelevant and non- productive
taelting procedures, tests which are unrelated to any worthwhile. communicative
axtivity, and so on.

The planning of a programme based on realistic objectives is of great im-
portance.in relation to questions of interest, motivation, etc. which are so often
absent in large-scale systems. When once a planned programme of languageN
learning has been set up. based on rational objectives and furnished with appni-
pciate materials, the attitude of students is likely to change significantly. To
achieve this, cif course, all parties to the learning process must know what the ob-
jectives are, sei that maximum collaboration is ensured.

)bjectives, of course, need to be set out, hierarchically: termina l behavior
what students will be able to do at the end of their studiesis fundamental, but it
is also important to set intermediate targets, so that students have a strong sense
cif piogressing stage by stage towards their ultimate goals. So there should be oh-

. jeclives tOr each year. semester, term, unit of studyaccording to the way that
the time available is to he organin-d.

A practical point of some Miportance is that if a whole language learning
programme is to be controlled Lw objectives, which have to be widely pmclaimed,
it is very desirable that the official objectives have received the assent of as many
of those involved as possible, Hence- the desirability of widespread consultations,
espt.ciallv bctween officials, academies, materials producers, test writicrs and
classroom teachers. brtOre the objectives are finally accepted as the basis for'
many vther decisions.

2?. Perturtnana Model% An important question is the quantity and quality of
exposure to the target langaige which is available to the learners,A language
learner needs a rich and attrZet ive experience of waat the language sounds like,
what it looks like, what rewarding opportunities it can bring, what it has been
ustd for (literature. etc ), and what it can he used fnr (science, technology. ea..).
There Are various ways in which models of a langoage can be made available: the
visuai range, which includes books, newspapers, periodicals, preferably with pic-
torial reinforcements: and the audible range, including records, tapes, and radio
with the film and TV combining the two. Many mass education systems are
unable to providc as much as is desirable in these forms, and the principal per-
formance model is in fat t the teacherand it is the quality and capacity of the
tea( her whidi decides, especially for adolescent students, whethet the ler.rner will
"take to the language he is to learn, or whether he will consciously or un-
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consciously frith it. It is precisely at this point that many educational systems
WI. Teachers of English, for example. are often rductant to express themselves
in English except in the set phrases and exercises of the textlxxik. It is often only
too clear to the students that they have very limited ideas of how to organize a
tearhing/learning routine. And worst of all they convey no pleasure or enthusiAsm
in the language they try to teach or hinany of the things with which the language
is associated. It is not appropriate to blame such teachers, who are usually doing
their best : they are the products of particular systems which offer very inadequate
opportunity. Usually they are very aware of their deficiencies, and awaitand
wrkomeany attempts to help them .

Before committing all the students in a mass education system to the learn-
ing of a foreign language. it is essential tOr the responsible authorities to make an
AMS te appraisal of the pertOrmance models" available, and of all possible
amrces of supply. An important corollary is to look carefully at the arrangements
tOr the training, retraining, and supervision of language teachers. No doubt it
takes a long time to build up an effective teaching force, well equipped in all
respects. It would be wise pot to attempt more than can be reasonably certain of
success.

3. Trathing/Lcurnong Proeedure5 The basic question here is how to promote
the maximum learning of the target language in the time available, 'which is
usually rather limited. For the teacher who consults the ELT journals there is a
multiplicity of advice, especially on techniques and other specific topics within
the field. For the teacher who does not have riccess to soch sources of information,
there is little conviction as to Low to proceed, and usually a number of antedilu-
vian rocaines, are employed to keep a class going.

In devehpping teachingflearning pnwedure. the language teacher needs fel
work from a deep understanding of the underlying principles which govern the
acquisition or any language, whether the mother tongue or a foreign language.
These are: presentation. explanation, practice, and application. There may be
variations on this, but too rarely does the average language lesson reflect this ba-
sic learning,sequence.

Another very important aspect more often honoured in the breach than the
observance, is the question of progress. Too often the development of
teachinglearning o4r, say, a six-year period represents only a very flat spiral. In
a frerz of despair teachers are apt to hammer away at the elementary aspects of
a language (often of little real relevance, e.g. question tags), unwilling to move
on if all their students have not fully mastered what they want to teach. Teachers
of foreign languages in secondary education systems need to be more aware of
what students are doing in other parts of the curriculum, and then ask themselves
if what is offered in the language classroom makes anything lige the same intact.-
mai, social or human appeal. Probably kr the present time more attention should
be paid to the content of language lessons (reflecting aspects of the objectives)
than t9 the mere mecoanics of the language. It is hOrrifying in visiting classes in
English for students at tiliversity kvel to find them still being drilled on the same
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books AS were used at the beginning of secondary kvelsometimes, of course,
because teachers just do not know of any better maierials. It is advisable in all
education systems to define, along with objectives at various levels, performance
kvels so that students do consciously advance year by year. When remedial work
is necessary, this should be provided, but not made an obstacle to systematic pro-
gress in terms of e ontem

If we are concerned to maximize the learning of a language, consideration
must be given to best use of all the available resources for learning. These may be
listed: the teacher. teaching materials, the student fellow students, and the exter-
nal environment.

Too ofien teachers monopolize too much of the teaching 'time, and fail to
give sufficient scope to the learners' readiness to learn or to help each other. In
many classes, teachers appeffr to be the main interrupters of learning, and their
excessively technical explapations often ,act as a co-asiderable brake on the learn-
ing process. How often does'one notice teachers who, intent upon putting over
what thry know about a language, are quite.insensitive to the efforts being made
by their students. The word "teacher" is one off the semantic traps in the English
language: we need A word which indicates certainly 'An authority.' but otherwise
one who is chiefly 'an organizer of learning.'

Joshua Fishman.'s article on Knowing, using and liking English as an addi-
tional language" (1977) reminds us how rarely the teaching/learning procedures
currently in use do actually call forth a positive or collaborative response on the
part of learners. Perhaps th- greatest deficiency in language teaching routines is
the failure to develop learning from significant "wholes." I should like to see
every language ksson begin with the presentation of a substantial learning ex-.

perience , from which necessary analysis and drilling can be developed. One
suspects that the image of language learning which exists in the minds of many
students is of an endles; network of baffling and conftming items from which, in
Whitehead's words, "nothing follows.' '

4 Practice Colombians apologizing for their own or their students' poor
command of English frequently say "but we have no opportunity to.practice."
This is true up to a certain point. English is very definitely i foreign language in
Colombia and fiirms only a very small part of the ambiente, and presumably most
Colombians are not aware that such key words as gol (goal). show (de las estrel-
las), even sexv.strip, are'derived from English. It is very possible that English Is
presem in the eiwironment to a greater degree than is commonly supposed, and
more practice could perhaps be had from the actual environment, if teachers
studied this possibility:

Readingof graded readers, magazines. periodicals. The only English-
language newspaper in Colombia The Chronicle is kiimed at tourists and expattiate
readers: it would not be an impossible schemei given techniques available in the
country, to produce an English newspap'er geared to the interests of tfiekstudent
populationjust as Fd (.ampesino (in Spanish) is geared to the needs of ?fie rur
population undergoing alfabetizaciein.

.1\4.- -
cb.
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WritingThis is lin art radio poorly des eloped even in the mother
tongue, where so ono Ii tesotsg is done by rutting tic ks in boxes. Realistic pral
dee could hr provided by letter writing, either of a social kind (and whv not with
real pen friendslor in answer to advertisements in the press. Nor would It be im-
possible to organize concursos' for stories, poems. or tidier written assignments
on an institutional, inter tiptt nut ion.d , regional or national twits..

Speaking Evers- learner c)f higlish Mould lie rovickd with basic
equipment of speech in English ( 'for survival purposes.' ) to be able to counnuM-
tate way with dui regular speakers ol English who arrive in the country. Basic
tasks would include to introduce °newly, to ask tourteolts questions about yisi-
tors, tecgive %Mirk inforntation about the localits: (whether touristic, industrial,
agricultural). tticone of this can legitimately be brought into the tiirmid curricu-
lum, but in the interests of greater realism, more could be clptie on a social basis
through the c,!rgatu.cation eel English clubs or circles. iit which eveey attempt
should be made to bring en native speakers of higlish-who happen to be avail-kir

Vioti Visits tc; F.nghish-speaking countries are expensive, though not
beyond the limits of human ingenuov. Howes-et:. visits to iilaces or institutions
where-Kflkhsh films part ed ncirtnal tOncticnting could be iilanned much more
frequently
- In brief. those who "profess" the teac-hing of English. and those who
cirganiee them, need to act as though perfiirmance in English cattlx. taken AS a,. .

pareof everyday twain%
It is important that the right attitude to English es adopted: not as a foreign

language, which ccatici in mv t itc tintstances take the place of (:astellartv, but as a
%Try useftd additt4in.d language which enhances everybody's range "ol.4`life-
cham-es.-



Foreign Language Teaching in
the People's Republic of China*

Timothy Light

st LI mid Ettotianort31 lac kgtomul to the present venial oat ill elk:mime in
( :hula ts ',tit hue& rhe maws goal% of foreign language tea( !nog in China ore
leartf I ow, lit if m in the Linktuagr of the c tnintries with which (hina ha:: re-
Lotions. 2) 1.i tufo. tutu isitelluirto s .uut translators; 3) training the general
fit)) 511.11 4 in the i rAdireg *it 3 tin eign language; nd 4) pre ivittttig bilingual Matt-
ing tot loop ow! i ut [Fru .1nd /fan. ituens wcLrkins in if:Outfit v area% The
multi tr. der! ,titc. tut e vigil language war

j1 bet wt esi the Alb Mu II'S Os and thy gcml% j do..
ft; is dem rilied and the ret

e t.nglish is the' inost widely taught language in the People's Republic- of
( hun.t PR( and dug Engluili language enterprke in China is important and
grow ut Faighsh teat hing t,s a pail of an energetic , nationwide program in
language te.0 lung 4..ind as with other languages, the struczure of English teaching
eau be most caulk itlese I died as a facet of fOreign language teal Ling in China in
L:ent:t il hi this 'Opel I shall dese rthe the goals and orgimization of language
tea; Wig us ( :hula

!fosse-vet . am; desr riptiiin of educatiollal condition% in the PR:: requires a
teci words regarding tee ent pohtival developments and their ettect on education
Proms the h.ari,bn4 tit the PM', mud I bIt. China's educational enwrprise ex-
panded enortnousli I. (Tsai primary rim int' became a top prim ity, and ex-
tensive: strides welly made towards near realization of' that OA. %Videspread
liter,ecx wj.. Am. (IA Lard a natieni.d t sI. .rnd classes were instituted around the

Thoi .irtn le ii a ,ornipirtri% revised v rt suns of a Imper given at the OM n.scit c on-

ventit 41 .111(1 i based Lig"ls im the author.% experience as a member of th.. C.S. Applied
langtust it % Orli-garb n to the People's Republic f Chitta (October 5November 4.
1977t And as a met& itt the Lmx-eesit r eif Ariz. Mei Delegaillin te, the People's Republic

of ( hinaljune 11--. uk 2. I 97h) *Flie two nips afforded an opportunity.' to view Mut a-
ctors Isab betoie and ,efter the WI if the "(;ang cif Four I hiring the preparation of this
mink the aothi a is s supported bv a grant front the National Endownwnt fOr the flu-
islailit res, lot Ah It la II 111k% are ret wiled here
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country for ,44ults beyond the age of fintnal rduc mum. Popularization of
hitorighua (Mmularitt). the tandard language of China, was yet another goal,
and beginrung to MO fitrmal schooling began to hw conducted in that language
in all pb...-es except those wherr there were not teachers able to teach, in anything
but theic native dialect Along witfCrathcal changes in social itttl ecomnnic strut.-
ture, access to further edut ation was broadened. Private education (formerly a
very significant sector in set ondarv and higher education t was eliminated. and all
students were fornially .uhnoted to spet ializrd schools and all tertiary institutions ,
through examinant nts

Despite these changes, in "'Ititt si signititIt sector of the population felt that
rmal educatam nt China was serving to perptuate a new elite of intelligentsia, .

Communist l'41-1% memlwrs. and government hareatu rats. This view- of educa .

lion was parall led by similar opinions on the ntructure of management and deci-

was Comnnii st Party Chairman Mao Tse-tung. In 14)66, Mao launched the

sion making i the goyernme it and party. "lbe kading critic of the.status quo-
t. .

Crew Noleolian Cultural Revolution. a.' swrepthg rathcal ,:eform movement
dim io tatty litre veal s sta, ( eef..t.i in toppling the,other party leadership. A peat
dral of the t,. eminent leadership re-oriented thk. Itanagement of ipdustry and
ctnupktely restructured c:,cision making proceSses on all levels t I institutional

*hie throught tut the t omit t.
As major t,.f.,,ets t 4 the ( 'ultural Revolution reit tuns. secondary schools and

oniversiiies wer,. cioArti down fin perunh of up to four years. When they re- ,-

opened. some extraordmart c hanges had lwenanade. The curriculum was great-
ly tuttroAtoci Pt.utn i 'inflects wYre emphasited. and anything that smacked of i
"Isom towt.:- an was nth: tiled ,md bandoned, Work in most of the social :

stictu es ...id maim .tre.ts .st the huntamties was so branchli, anti teaching and
pubrcatic in were eftcctively stopped in linguistic's. st nit elogy. psychology. and
anthropology --est ept tor au h teat hing and pnbhcation that could by shown to ,.
have dam tly aPplu able tisettilne s The p.:ght of students from worker and peas-
ant backgo tuts attempting to copipcte will. oudents frmn privileged families
was cps en -.erit,tus attention and standards in .,nany subieuts were dehberately
lowered to create more reitialav Ex; mntations were generally branded as a tool
tisf rePrussion of the underprivtioged Normal universny entranue examinations
were abetlished. and tests .0 ult . a levels bet ame deemphasized. The practical
wisdom ot workers and pea,siou-s was exalted, mid "Open Door Schooling" was
instituted. Under this slogan. the door was open to bringing into schools and
universities tartners and laborers who tenild instruc t "theoreticians" in the
realities of their subject . Seeking instruction from the practically skillful but un-
tutored extended to cm having farmers talk to agriculture students on the prt;c-
tical effects of tee hnt clogl. to having groups of laliorers help students and faculty
annotate editiods of the Chinew cla.ssirs. Under this slogan the door was also
open to kning facult and students gain practical experience of their subjects and
of labor on school tittle. Whole classes would leave campuses for long periods in
order to work in factories and on farms. Teachers would accompany such groups,

.....__..
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Anal ay( mid atT!' tat p.o t lane Hist! tit I fl in aa adenni sublet s ihe
labor est,* rience

t :hinese as.essittem 11 the Culttind Revolution vary. Km educators that
have met seem to agree that the positive effects ma hided at least the following:
sprawling of opportunity tor advancrment anumg groups which would not pre.-
vioush. haa,e had that opportunity . pi oviding a path for interchange between in-
telligentsia and workers and peasants; and breaking down the rigid barrier be-
tween student and teat her which had been carried from tradition right through
the Ca nummust Retolutuan th.0 lett to the fitunding of the PM:.

At the same time. moSt educators haVe been quite willing to acknowledge
attiring the last year And a half that the Cultural Revolution was hallowed by some
egregious errors iwrpetrawd in the nanw of Cultural Revolution rerms. Under
the guise of making it easier for underpriyikged students to get ahead. standards
were dripped to ,ut unai ceptable level of tiwdiocritv. Deterioration of quality in
language arts .ind science classes have been particulark mentioned in this regard.
The ylimination of examinations led to strong social pressure for automatic pro-
motion, furthering the decline in standards. University admission of students on
the basis of good inienship rather th.m ability or mademic achievement resulted
in the graduation ot students quite incompetent in their fields of speeiahy. The
open door Was grossiv abused An c-xcess of school time Was spent requiring
relit( t.:nt waorkers aml in-asants to lecture on subjects they themselves would have
been hapin to be students of. and unreasonable .unounts (if time (up to eight
tnt mths wilt of a ten-month school Year. according to sources in sunw places) were
spent in lac tories anti on farms. Perhaps most shocking of all. Chinaa nation
with virtuallv no delinquencybegan to experience discipline problems in the
schist!. and even hcooliganism and %.andalism.

The post-Cultural Revolution excesses are now identified with the rule of'
the "( ;ant; of Virtu.' a group e onsisting of Chairman Mao's wife (now widow)
.uld three t lose suppa niers The ,mimosity which they fostered against themselves
miong both seasoned pa aliticians and militarists as well as edtwators resulted in
their rapid retooval from p twer and arrest one nu anth afier Niao's death. The
chtwnfall ot the Gang. of Four was Inflamed by intensive efforts to return educa-
tion to normah v Regular administrators removed by the Gang and their
foll-twers ha% r been returned' to autlibrit v UtilverSity ergrance examinations
have been it-instituted. ond regular testing is again a standard part of the cur-

ulinn Reseat u h and teat !ling iii linguistics and other sot lal stiences have been
reinstated Discipline has been re-stored to the st hook. Standards on all levels
have been dramaticallt raised, a. i t977 university graduating classes were held
bat k tot an estto %car ot inst run !Um bra ause their preparatimi was deemed to be
too weak

Fc 'reign language teaching was serit ausly. affected by the post-Cultural
kutoltition dr% elipments FiktrIgn language standot ds dna lined with those of
at het l III soffit' .11 C.f.: aif tht* t oainurv it Appv.11 that over/ealems reformers

t (insult-red lot (Agit language instil us titan among the irrelevant subjea ts to be
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downplavett to eliminated In du ts arras where the disruptions ot normal educa
ttuft were the innst severe apisuenth little hweign langilage instruction was au-
tually possible. In other areas the situation was more favorabh to foreign
language instruction, but there were probknis (11 continuity, particularly in the
movement trout sect oidat higher edut anon so that a *Student trained in one
language in secondar% s boo! :night end up in a tOreign langlige institute begin-
ning a wholly new tongne tvit h the exix-ctation that he oe she would have to per-
lot io in that Luiguage atter a tnt-tV three ve.ws instruction which was interrupra
bv overly heavy doses of Politics. 'extensive trips to tat-tory and enlintryside. and
general attent U orl WI the re wilt erns of the ilultnellt

Given these tontlitions. toreigr. language instruction was ripe for major
upgradmg alter the fall ot the G.mg of Four. Moreover, foreign languages
became doubly iriquirtant Itec.mse of otlwr changes in Chinese priorities after
1476. In the past two rears China has indicated an inteatii increase the speed of
economu development and consequently had indirectly signalled a willingness to
depend int reasnigly on certain tvs nf foreign technology and foreign trade. At
the same tim. (lima has set in tutItinn pint:4 for a vastly expanded tourist
business. Foreign trade and tourism both require very large numbers of foreism
language sprualists. for China must expect to deal with foreigners in the
foreigners own I.mguage or in a non-Chinese lingua franca. The demands for
pecipk trained in toreign languages have therefore grown dramatically, and in-
tensive and extensive tOrrign language training has become a major priority in

:hinest- (-ducat ion
Current 011t y oil tt 'reign language teaching is directed to tot-et the anticipated

needs ed the ne.0 and distant futnre. Because of the recent changes just outlined,
the t urient policy is new in the sense that it revives interest in foreign languages
in a most dramant SS.t Vserthvirss. all tlw parts of the poliey and all of the
types ot institut it ins expected no implement the polit y have been around tOr some
time, and the new pill, s is essenthtlly built on a base which already existed. hat
polu.% an best he tle,iussed in terms of its goals and in terms of the types of in-
qit ut inns h exist EU Hirer flu Ise goals .

China's aims in It 'reign language instruction Can he enumerated as follows:
Pro% tiling instrsit t son in the national language nf every t ountrY with which

alma has diplotnatit ;datums. prodming an .unple supply of interpreter-. and
translators to %mists nit leasing foreign lat.guage needs. 3) enabling all educated
people to lead at least one toreign language so that China's total ability to learn
(non other countries will be int leased: 4) enabling all I :hinese citizens who
natively speak non-Ilan (I 1' Mow( hinese ) languages to learn Standard
Chinese. and to enabk edut anonal and atImMistratiye personnel working in
areas where the matorns language is not Ilan to learn tnat language.

All "mi. tit ttrm.d edut atu.n have a part in trying to meet these goals. For-
mal edm at u :hina uilsis's I It elementary, secondary, and tertiary institu-
thins Prim to the Cultural It.e%olution. the years devoted to each level were
Ilementaiv ti Set ondar 3 3. Tertiary: 4, a.system historic ally related to that
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in the U.S. 'Fite post-Cultural Revolution relOrms reduced elementary and
secondary to five years each and mnversity leyel to three years. Now tertiary
education IS Iti tlw process.o( 1-evening to four years. As in the U.S.,'rktnentary
and secondary st hooling.M China is comprehensive in curricular scope and
rather uniform ar.ound the country; there are bilingual schools in minority areas,
and in major unit-% there are schoIls associated with foreign language institutes
which begin tbreign language instruction in the later grades and continue
throughout sec ondars sc hoot. In ordinary sulasils foreign language instnwtion is

standard part of the secomtary urriculum and is required throughout secon-
dary school c.;ener.dly each school offers only one language, a limitation that is
presainably dictated by econotnic necessity and a shortage of fin-eign language
teachers. At present hireign language inr.truction is generally rare in elementary
schonl, though it is now policy that tiireign language instruction will begin in
titiel-elementar,s school as soon as there are sufficient numbet:s of teachers
available to makethat possible

The thruVon of normal elementary and secondary instruction in tbreign
languages is to achieve the most modest of the goals listed above: providing a
populace which can read a foreign language. For pedagogical reasc ms, classroom'
work contaMs a guod deal of oral exercise and recitation. Rut r realistic expec-
tations of standard school language classes are limited to the pioduc ts having an
ability to obtain knowledge through the written form another language. A
similarly modest expectation is held 'for th fin-eign language course that majors
in other subjects at university level may ucke.

Muth higher expeilations are held mit tbr products of university foreign
language major courses and foreign langw.!-,e institutes. The mission of universi-
ty tOreign language major courses and foreign language institutes is to meet the
country's heed for interpreters and translators. Both university language major
cmirses and institute courses are very intensive, though it appears that, because
hmgnage teaching is their.sok task, institutes find it more convenient to create an
immersion annosnhere An apparently typical breakdown of courses for the
three-year higher education course at one institution (the Shanghai Foreign
language Instinne)i. as ticllows:

E-ar T ).rar 2 /Tr 3
Enghsh F2 hrs Wk English It hrs/Wk. English R-1 0 hrs/Wk.

( 1u hest. 2. In s.-Wk Chnwst 2 hrs/%Vk Chinese 2 hrs/Wk.

Pohncs 1 Ins Wk Pobtirs 2 hrs/Wk, Politii s 2 hrs/Wk.

l'In... 1:41 I. hrsiwk Mr. ifki I. 2 hrs/Wk.
Hist 1;eog. I hisWk [list iGeog. I hrs/Wk

This currichlum is based on a three-Year university course and will be revised
and strengthened when universities revert to fiiur years. It is intended that formal
work in translation and granunatical analysis will be adder: in the fourth year.
The figures that are given merely indicate the formal class hours that arc held.
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Kirinal classes are given in the morning ite !luny ,..,itittitions and are sup-
plemented the rest of the day by tutorials discussions, field trips. en so that the
total expnsurr time to the target language is considerabh greater than the
numbers would seem trrindtrate Exposure thin, to the target language is. also
enormously greater than it is feri Anwritan reign Linguage majors, -foras is
the L'atit" elsewhere in Asta and Europestudents enter thei major department
when they enter their university or institute and t011ow a set curriculum
thnnighout their untversity sears. The number of formal t lass hours reduces in
the final year because thiol vear students are expet fed to spend 'increasing
amounts of thin; in indepetulent st ud .

Aithotigh there is not much functional difference between a university
Wrist) language maim course and an institute course, there is an important
distinction between "national schools and local (provinclid or municipal) ones.
Familutr names oniong those which serve the whole country and whose student
mid imludes all eligible students in China are Peking University, Fu Dan
University (Shanghai), Chungshan University (Canton). the Peking First
Fure;gti Language Institute. and the Shanghai Foreign laaguage Institute.
These insritutiims,generally have their choice of the most promising students in
the country, and their products are most- likely to be placed in foreign service
%suck. translation for publication. guiding important visitors throughout the
country or teaching at (he tertiary level in jobs of natinnal signiaance. In addi-
tion, it is the Peking First Foreign Linguageinstitute which aims to 'Offer instruc-
tion in all the national languages of China's diplomatic partners. In contrast.
provincial and tntmicipal institutes and universities draw their students from
within their own boundaries and generally send their graduates to woll at local
tasks. Because the nunthers of foreign visitors to China are increasing very rapid-
ly, the 'need tOr bilMgu.d guides is particularly acute in major cities and places of
visitor interest. ConSequemly. local training of foffign language specialists is
treated a.s a major effort.by psi wincial educational authorities.

The high level of expectation that is held for products of tertiary level foreign
language programs is demonstrated by the fact flue, Ilium graduation, language
specialists are immediately placed in responsible jobs which require use of the
language of concentration. Interpreters-and guides with whom I have had contact
seem to fulfill this expetation. When asked for his own evaluation of his training,
one very able interpreter .iaid that after his three-year institute course he felt con-
dent of his atuotuatit command of English grammar and phnnology. but that
his vocabulary was very small. He said that the five years on the job after gradua-
tion were mainly used to increase his vocabulary. Other interpreters and teachers
have both agreed with this characterization and illustrated it in their work. In-
dividuals naturally vary in their attainmems. Some interpreters (especiak local-
ly trained ones) speak rather flawed English and sometimes make it ever Jifficult
for English speakets to follow what they say. Rut, on balance, the foreign
language sfandard attaMed at the tertiary level i,rt China is notable. It is especially
notabk when one recalls tha in recent years there have been few native-speaking
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wachers. in China, that The tattle ational systran was disrupted .by currents de-
ribed-,ebove, .anel that wse 41 the distmbances. many tnreign language

speciAms wt're kir to begin their language s.t tidy only when they started their
three-Year Histittite or university

An em*.e ration of language-competerr graduates .;INO governs one other
type of institution. natnigy thoSe sitoolS and institutes whose smdents are
mirrarity c Miens of China o 11.ui Chinese preparing fin work in minority areas:
The U .sk Applied Linguist its Delegation visited the famed Central nstitute for
National: NIinorities in Peking and were abie to talk with Uighur Students who
had had hut two years eft tierm.11 instructora M Standard Chinese Even granting
that there Iowa be at leaSt some Chinese language intim-tor in edominamly
Uighur Xiniiang (Sinkiang), the fluetwy and polish of these udents was

.minarkable and it appeared that the inmiersion environmem of Pe 'ng's out-
skirts is put tn good advantage by the Institute. The Applied Linguistic. Delega-
tion also visited bilingual Kt avan-Chinese schools in Jilin (Kirin) Province. The
standard resembled that of good bilingual programs in the U.S. Also familiar
were des4riptions of ctual language use M the cities of Changchun and ilin,
both of which have subst.mtial Korean popUlations. Ir areas wherr Chinese is the
dornmmt language-, Kore:m is not maimainedin most homes, and children are
not seta to bilingual schools. but in areas where Korean is dominanyand where
kmsledge of, Korean is important in children's future careers. bi ntual schools
are used. and Korean is fluently spoken by all generStions.

Outside of formal education, foreign Ltnguage instruction is ered in a
variety da adult educational programs. Most popular and most raus are the
fineign language bunackasts u major cities, especially Peking and Shanghai. The
miterial ic prepared and read on the air by professional language teachers.
peci.d texts are published to accompany the radio programs, and opportunity is
provided for listeners to. meet with tutors involved in the programs for sup-
plememaia help.

It is diffienh to gauge either the expeetations that authorities bave of such in-
tnrm.d predgrafris, or the results produced by such programs. At the very !east,
however. the numbers of radio te.as that are sold (hundreds of thousands i and
the estimated numbers of listeners o radio language courses (certainly millions)
a. dotiuent testimony to the seriousness ,and enthusiasm regarding foreign
language learning in China today . The sprjonsness with which language learning
is viewed is obvious trom frequent poglic exhortations on the value of all
nine ated people knowing a titreign latigisage. concern is evident, too, from
casual visits to bookstores, which are stocked with foreign language texts, reading
materials, and dictionaries. The geniune popularity of foreign language learning
is brought home to the foreigner in conversations with average people who in-
evitabk turn to tomes concern -I with language teaching anti learning.

Nonetheless, thc enthteniasm for language is accompanied by a realistic mar-
sh.dhng ot resourc-s While exposure to fbreign languages and the opportunity to
begin the study ot a language are given to all citizens. and while all school
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children Will soon have had mAnv years .of language instruction prior to com-
pkting secondary school, intensive instruction with the hrst qualified teachers is
reserved for that tiny. minority who t.ill ,i cl.pected.to put .their language to
usein a lifetime career in thus dividing types of language instruction and the
anovatio.n of rrsOurces At vording .to expectations ot pertiinnance 'and estimates of
national need, China has math. a dear strategic decision . Thr trsuhs of that deci-'1r sion are ..dreatly bet outing evident in the numbers of ft/reign language stiecialists---
that China is now .able to produce each year, eVen though she stattediroin'a Very
small bAse . Clana's strategic derision Pi certainly worth careful and serious study,.
ind it may he worthy of adaptation by other countries ouch as the Uni,rd Suites)
where foreign languages are not popular and where the able workers in most
languages are hard to .cenur by ,

Rolerente Note K. aclei who wish hirther b,u kground tin language traclung in the People's
Kepubh. tit ( :tuna are urged to .4 tttult the following:
Janneson. John t , ed (Mirth*. Arming ). Reprirt of the U.S. Applied Linguisiics Mega-

.te,qt to the People's Republic of China To be published iy die National Academy
cif Sciences

lehtnann, Winfred P ed. 1971 Language anti linguistics in the tes Republi. of
China Austin University of Texas Press. (Repeal ot Linguist it s Orkgation
tn the People's Republic nt China. 197,4

light, fimoths 1078 U S Applied linginstics lk-legation to the People's Republic' Of
China. A ir port 1he 1.trzgurar, Reporter 20, 7 .

Ai;soing 1'171 The principle ot practice in teaching Chinese as a foreign language:
"lona nots on teat hing Chinese to hireign students (translated by Ta-hsta kuo).

_ lourruil ot 4.1unew bingnace 7-ra.-hert Reweranon, X, 3.
Ntihon, Vayid And Nan. s Nhltoti lto7u. The wend rord not tubudr. New York: Pantheon

Rooks (An act omit twii Americans of their experiences its English teachers in
China kern PRA to Ic.h-i9)

Rit hter. U.ee :LW. 14+77 rile teaching ot (liinese to foreign students at Nankai Universi-
tv journal of the Marco I ar guage Trathert toriatiem XII, 3.
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In&rvice Teacher Training
krt allird World country

4a

Mane la Me Zubieta
Gloria Tortano jessurm

Leslie Adams

ibis. fiver .fela nbes anii.,- .ervice w ciuatiwr-training crse which was put nto
effect ,i, year and a half ago in Mexico City. Tfw authors begin with a de Tip-
ton' of te.whing eomht ions at secondary levfisund the average levd of English
and training of secondary teachers. Tliey go on to describe how these condi-
4 iems have influenced tbrir detisimis regarding rourseorontent and design.

Prerequisites fin selection and course requiremems and duraUon areizm-
hued. as well 4.4 the course content, and riasons for the exclusion and/or indu-
sum of spei ific topic s are given .

l)et ailed des. riptions of pattern analysis, practice %es-skins and workshops
.u-e inchnh:cl, as well as sample handouts fin anieysis.and lesson planning.

A great deachas been said lately about the use of "real" texts, the abandon-
ment of rattern drilling, the advantages of a notional as opposed to a structural
syllabus. ..lid The appeal to students' natural acquisition abilities through ex-
posure to "real" language in its'dynamic processes.

It is assumed that teacher training programs in the United Stafes and Britain
will lie obliged to alter their content somewhat in order to reflect Sese new
developments, and that the focus oilhl courses will shift from emphasis upon
teaching English structures to emphasis upon collecting suitable materia/s and
organising- classroom activities for exploitation sof these materials. The gram-
matkal element of the notional syllabus may in fact be more difficult for trainee/teachers to master than that of the structurally ordered one, and, equal, even dis-
tribution of practice time may be more difficult to insure in any systematic way.
Generally. however, the task of training teachers to design and organise activities
which canse students to engage in longer ?nore realistic discourse will not be an
overwhelming one...as loni.as the trainee-teachers have a near native grasp of
English. and as knig as the socio-ruhural environment .i.t. similar to those which
exist in the United States and Brhain. Here, in Mexico, neither of these two con-

,
ditions pertain .

A year and a half ago, teacher trainers in our institute decided that the
teacher training courses which we were offering did not do much to alleviate the

10,



mos! pressing Problems of witching English in MexicO, that is to ray, the ,prob-
!ems faced by the secoodary schoOl wachers.

For one ,thing; the. .institute's admission requiretuents regarding English
.

were too high for: them, arid .14 another. many of the tevemiques and. activities
which student teachers were tranwd to uza., were inapplicable to conditions in the
secondary schools. The soluti.cn, it seemed, was to create a Basic Training
course, especially designed icor, in-scrvweIr4imngoE sectindary scholl teachersi
whose own proficiency in English is generally low. The purpose was to consider
realistic-idly what these people were able to do in the dassniomin terms first of
their own abilities, and second, the conciitions they had to work, in----and'then to
adapt inaterials and activities,which might be servieeable.

The basic procedures of the structural-situational method, which is the
method used in all of our train ..11.4 courses, were retained'. The method makes use
of a structural syllabus, that is to say. one which presents language.structures se-
quentially, arranging-them in an order which moves from relative simplicity to
-rdative difficuhy . The method also requires that each new English "Structure be
presented to the students in a meaningful and true context or situation, (thus the
name, structural-situational tnethod) and that this context be a usual one, one
which would be likely to occur in :real life." The ronditiops of true and mean-
ingful mean that when students ;we, asked to repeat or to substitute, theY are mak.
ing a true/statement or ii!tking a meaningful question.with regard to a visual cue,
and not simply substituting words in slots.

Before going into A more detaikd description of the course itself, six limiting
or affecting lataors need to fie mentimwd.,

incecondaty tchooA
vat, The teacher is usually the students' tmly informant .

a. 'the students have no means tif evaluating the model which is provided
for them.

b. They will reproduce the teacher's pronunciation. intogation and stress
.1/4 patterns in their own speech.
c. Thee have neopportunitv to practice outside the class.

2. The teacher's language is limited and often :ncorrect .

a. Ile or she cannot handle unpredictabk combinations of language
strlic't ure5;

b lie or slw cannot deal with a range of tolloquial or dialectal idiosyn-
t rac.ies.

c. He or she often c annul evaltiate the correctness of students' original
comb; :at ions of language structures.

3. The teadier has little contact with native speakers of the language. He
must rely heavily on his dictionary, his textbook. and whatever teachers'
notes the textla NA provides for him.

.D 4

4. .the traditional cultural roles of teacher and studeret are confining.
The teachk Mil: come from a different sodo-economic background
nail) that of his students.
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b. The students may be either uninriMed or overly inclined to question
bis competence and authority.

5. Teaching,conclitionentay be poor.
6. English is irrelevant to students' immediate needs. Therefitre, all mo-

Owning factors must be pnwidedwithat the classmom.
The activities student teachers are trained-to engage in are meaningful and

2,-""
related to realistit. situations, and the course reflects a preference for natural
langnage-whkh .4-an he transferred tit real-life situations. However, since our
teaChers' competenCe in the classrobm is very depetident upon, their ability to
prepare and predict ah5ad of tune whaetypes of prOblems may arise during a
given class, it is felt that a structural syllabus imposes an order of teaching and
learning which is necessary and accessible for them. The official government
secondary school syllabus is also a structural one.

. With regard to the recent trend to do away with pattern drilling, it was -
pointed out earlier -that rneaninglt:ss pattern drilling k not included in the

-methodology. However, chitral -repetition and substitution drills which relate to
Visual cues continue to be employed in our training-course because;

1. they ensure equal and!even distribution of practice.
2. die size of a class is usually large.
3. no other type of early practice functions as efficieruly in the same amount

of time!
The educational authorities in Mexico find it necessary to employ people

with no training in TEFL. at all because tlfere is a shortage of teachers of English at
the seconslary level. There are about 10,000 teachers of English in Mexico, hut
less than half have had some type-of training. Out of these 10,000, about 1800
have heen trained at ihe official teachers' college, over the last thirty years. The
teachers who graduate from this college are officially recognized as secondary
teachers, specialized in TF.Ft., after a fouf-year pan-time training course. Private
institutes have produced perhaps twice as many teachers in about 15. years' time.
Unfortunately, these teachers are usually accepted only in private schools, at
primary level or in private institutes or comtnertial schools. Very few manage to
get,bs in oflkial secondary schools.

1. The student population

a

The vast majority of thit student population attending official schools at
secondary kvol, comes flow the lower-middle dass and the working dass as most
parents from the upper-middle class and above prefer to send their children to
private schools.

Many children in seiondary are inadequately nourished and may not get
enough sleep. The students' academic background is rather weak and the com-
mand of their own language is fllost of the time poor and limited. The attitude of
their parents towards education is not an encouraging one,as some of them have
hardly managed to go through the basic cycle of education -themselves and,
therefo4, are unable to offer adequate help or motivation to their children at
Mime,

ot,
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*hoot conditions aren't perbto either. The teacher of English has 1..o tyer
come handicaps such ache following: --.

1... MoZschools are iin noisy arras. .
.., ..

2. The elassrixnns are rut adequatt. Theretis 1,2Ldinigh lig* or vend-
&ion . . . . ...

. #
3.. In many schools the chairs are nailed to the floor. .

4. There. is hardly any plertrkal equipment, .as school budgets are barely
stAlleirnfto meet the moss essential requirements.

5. There is a great lack of visual aids ,. and the few that do exist are those
prepared by the teachers themselves with their own moneand are,
therefore, their propert

6. The number of students in k-ach group is generally between'50 and 60
children per group.

7. There are rules in some schoqls obliOng classes to make as littk noise as
possible so as not to disturb classes going on next dour, below or above..

Coune ontent
' English is a required subject in the publk school system. This means that the

childre!-. cannot .pursue any studies in higher education unless they have been
sfedited with three 'years of English . Given the conditions mentioned above, the
course aims at helping teachers funelion more eiliciently;.therefore, it orcene
trates on the folhiwing main areas:

1. Anaiyo"s ot the structures in the secondary school English syllabus with
special locus on improving the teachers classroom English, based on the' Euglish in the textbook theY will be teaching with. Fortunately, a general
program of English for secondary was put into effect in 1974, to which all
textbooks have Lb CM :form, `Miners are made to nntlerstand the multiple
usages of the langwge structures, and to confine themselves to the one
the textbook provides f.vt presentation to the students.

2. Trainees are taught techniques which will enable them to organize
'different language practice activities in groups and to use every minute of
class time profitably. that is, they ire asked to plan their lessons logically
and realistically.

1 On the praetical side pf the course, trainees are given ample opportunity
to practice under the supervision of a trainer,

4. On the theoretical side, trainees are given: a) basic principles of educa-
tional psychology including such notions as attention span, motivation,
rewarding techniques. correction techniques, suitability 8f materials ac-

. cordingto age Ind interest; b) disciplinary tactics; c) languageacquisition
theory; d) structural gramm-,r; e) recognition of phonetic symbols.

The course 'consists of 118 hours. It lasts for six mqnths and mi. ..yts three
times a week tOr two hours. Students have One hour of practice followed by one

NI
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hour of round table disCussion every'wrek and thry have to attend two 45-minute
sessiOns at the language laboratory per week .

in order to he arceptvd.for this course, the candidates must .tneet the follow-
ing requiCentents: 'al he A pr'articing 'teactinc..b) pass the institute's Englisk rn-
trams- exam -showing that the apelicant has reached a level equivalent-to 300
howl of dassroom instruction.

The cOurse certificate is only awarded to trainees win, attend at .kitst 90% of
ihe course and satisfy the instructors in workshops and Yyritten pipers that' th4

. _

are Tinnpetent in the ntethod and the teaching techniques dealt with in the
mane. They indst Aim) prove that they are abk so plan classes eflkiemly 'and ap-
propriatelyjdemonstrating their understanding of the language items to be
taught and the problems involved.,

4. Course design
In thr first dams, of this h.:idlers' course, trainees are given a Russian

demtmstration of tile method with trainees acting as students. There air four
main purposes in doing this: firn. for trainees to see what the methodology looks
liki!;.,second, for them to feel what -it is like to learn by means of thF structural-
snuational method; third. tin diem to see how different types of visual aids are
used; fourth, for tliem to ser hotY wearing is conveyed without the use of Lt.

After thealemonstration, trainees are asked to fortn groups to analyze and
discuss what they have lust seen. Later, they are askedto discuss it with teacher
trainers.

- During the sentml clIss period, trainees are' given a second Russian
dernonstrat vith an overload of vocabulary and at an overly fast pace--4hat is
to say. a den .tratiSmoia b.adlylaught class. 11w purpoSe in doing this is for
trainees to. see ..tat althoughThe same- method and techniques are firing used, the
result js ntainly frunration. This again is discussed with trainees; they are asked
to criticize the demonstrator'and give suggestions for impiovetent. The purpose
in doing this is to show them".that constructive criticism\should always he
welcome. At tk sante time the way is.heing paved so that when they are in Pim
criticized after their own practices, they 'll.he able to accept and profit by it.

In the tollowing classes. mini-demonstrations on kow to teadi the first eat-
terns in th secontlary sctfaol syllabus are given. They are immediately foltdwed
by a workshop. use class is split into small.groups of five in which trainees do
peer teaching. °

During the following two 'weeks trainees are prepared for theirafirst real
practice.with "guinea pig students." who are students from nearhy'wundarias or
students from the institute, who feel they need or want the extra practice.

in order to prepace tgainces for this "ordeal they are given irginsive peer
practice workshops. wir.Vich enable them to practice their newly acquired ttkii-
nitiues; they are also ftitroduted to the use of the chalkboard (mainly stick draw-
ings) and prikably' the most iniportailibf all. they a7.e introditi ed to pattern
analysis. $

4-4.)
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Column one of the sionpk pattern tutalysis deals with the structure itself and
the logical sequence of it 4 transforms In the sample given, for example, the next
transform dealt with will be:

Are they hooks? Yes. they are. / No, they aren't.
Phonetic representations given wider each tranifonn and simple symbols for
Ames and intonation (not indicated in the samp!..) are included to heti the
teacher give natural models.

Colutun two deals with the concept or usage of each structure. There are
usually ihree numbers in., cthitrin!: twa, three and four. In column two. number
one attempts to clarify the idea expressed by.thci structure; number two points out
the problems o concept or usage which may arise either because of a similar
structure in English or because of firstt language interference; number three lists
the possiblesohnions to such problems.

Column three deals with the form of the structure. In this column, number
one tells the teacher in ..,1-atotnatical symbols what ekinents the pattern consists
of. The number two in this roltmin presents possible pnthkms Sof form, pronun-
ciation, *Ilress or into t: tat ion As before, number three suggests solutions.

The fumtion of the tiwirth column is to ..offre situations (tontexts) for the
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.presentation of the structure and smile suitable aids for practicing it , Problims of
finding suitable situations often arise and these Are pointed out, as well as their
possible solutions,

6. Laboratory
While aft this is happening. trainees are already attending the laboratory

outside their regular class hours. where they are listening to tapes which are
closely related to the pattern they are going to teach. It is hoped that .by having
these laboratory sessions, trairees will improve their pronunciation, stress ind
inteinat ion The laboratory sessions are a requirement of the course: Trainees are
required to attend 18 hours of laboratory.

7. Practices with guinea pig students
Finally, at the beginning of the third week the trainees practice with real

students. They et".\ put into four groups functioning simultaneously. There are
seven trainees in.eh group and Ow class period is divided into seven parts. Each
irainee is told he has to teach .a set part of a class.

Such a class will normally consist of: 1) presents':. An of a new structure; 2)
choral and individual practice; 3) substitutions; 4) group work; 5) reading and
writing; 6) personal examples where appropriate; and 7) songor game.

The teaching thne per trainee increases during (he course until each teaches
30 minutes anti etmducts several of the above activities in succession and without
interruption.

While their peers are teaching. the remaining six are observing and taking
notes. The teacher trainer is also taking notes. At the end of the class and after
students leave the room, a round table discussion is held. First, each trainee: is
asked to evAluate his own performance; then.his peers do likewise and at the end
the teacher trainer adds any points which might have been left out and makes
suggestions for improvement . Trainees are individually given a carbon copy plus
a mark. This gives the trainee-s the opportunity to go over their mistakes and to
keep a record.ot what they did and how they performed.

6. Lesson planning
About half way through-the rout*, lesson planning is introduced. Student

'teachers are shown how .to plan presentation of a new pattern And change ac-
tivities using the same potern; sonic further practice activities such as oral corn-
position. games, songs and dialogues may be included.

In these plans they are asked to consider such thiligs as: 1) age and sex of
group, plus areas of interest; 2) size of group, quantity of material for a 60
minute class: 3) the lexical, phonological and structural problems which the pat-
tern and the model sentences contain; and 4) textbook material which can be
used for classroom practice or set as homework.

In order togive trainees practice in making lesson plans they are required to
write one betore each practice with "guinea pig students."
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The lack of visual aids in ratia secondary schook has already been men-
tioned. Therefore. trw.inees are taught how to make tlwir own materials such as
flashcards. wan pictures and. puppets. takmg rare to ensure that these aids are
muhi-purpose whenever possibk.

Other aids such as tape recorders, slide projectors, and:overhead projectors,
ace mentioned and their use Shown in the course, but not much emphasis is
placed on their use, as student teachers have found that they are not at their
disposal, in the schooli where they teach. Great emphasis is given to the
blackboard as the lc acher's most useful. cheap and versatil aid..

Student teachers are-taught to handle and adapt official textbook materiil to
the structural-situational method they arr learning. But they are encouraged to
use textbook material as often as possible.

9. Test ing

Testing is confined to diagnostic and achievenwnt tests. Because of most
trainees` hnnted knowledge ef the language, only two types of test items are dealt
with: multiple choke and fill-ins. Validity and reliability art- discussed. Sample
tests are given out and trainees are asked to produce parallel items

10. Condusion

The authors by no means pretend that this course is a panacea or that it has
covered all the needs of the student teachers. Changes in its original design have
been made and will cominue to be made so as to serve the teachers it wardevised
for. tintil such time as a need for "hasic" teacher training no longer exists in
Mexico.
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An Immersion Program for
the Professional Imtirovement

of Non-native Teachers of ESL*

Georgette Buell
Ivan de Bagheera

This paper tiwuses on a retraining program for Fit teachers in the Canadian
primitive of Queber. It iipmisted of two Oases! a five-mont h schedule of inten-
sive university courses; then a return to the field for a ftve-month practice
teaching period.

For those enrolled at the Universiti. de Mont thd, all courses were given in
English. All einnmuMrations in and out of the classromn were conducted in
the target language from the first day to the last . Emphasis was placed on im-
ploring the teat lwrs' mastery of English.

.l'esting Was condurted upon enrollment and on completion of the univer7
sift course work. M TEL P., MA-. free Style writing and tape-recorded in-
terviewlesi (were administered and analysed to assess the results obtained by
this types,if immersie.n program for iton-native teadwes of PSI . Tape rec.:sod-
mg's. video tapings auct personal visits vivre tused to assess their ability to
transfer new skills to the lassroom.

. The paper provides a critical assessnient of this model for teacher r rain-
ing based on the resulti obtained at the t tniversit dr Mont rtlal.

The teaching of French and English as second languages has been a recur-
ring problem within the province of Quebec's educational System. Constitu-
tionally divided along confessional lines, there have been relatively few exchanges
of teachers between the French-Catholic and the English-Protestant sectOrs.

The adoption of the Official Language Act in 1974 (a forerunner of Bill 101
of 1977) was aCuompanied by the impletnentation of a province-wide program for
improving the qualificat ns of second language teachers. The avowed aim was to
ensure that children enrolled in either the French br the English school systems
would Ix- assured of effective instruction in the corresponding second language.

This paper thus focuss on ihr retraining of ESt. teachers and constitutes

We u e ateful ct, Or A d'Anglejan not only for reading this paper and giving us
thehenetit of her miggestions. but also, for prOviding the help needed to compile our sta-
tistical data

tL
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somewhat. of a prelim inary. report on the said improvement program which end-
. ed only last January (1)78).

it is much too early to have gathered all the loose ends togetherr and tà hive
come to some. hard conclusions; however, it is pernnssible to attenipta descrip
don of the prOject 'or program. the participants. ,the procedures used, the
Pkmenc.ation, and from there go on'to the immediate results, the tangible ones
-that CM be measured objectively. It is also proposed to have a look at what might
be called tlw subjective aSpects, in other worda.. the expected long term .ac-
iatinPlishments as perceived by our former students. Finally, taking into account
What has been done and what remains to be dime if the requirements of Quebec's
society at*, to be fulfilled, recommendations will be made endeavouring to match
future teacher-training with societal reality and student needs.

In order to place the results obtained in the proper perspective, five aspects
of the program will be dewribed; they are 1) the rationale for the improvement
program; 2) the institutions respoosible for its implementation; 3) the Program
acrepted by the Minim!) of Education,. Quebec (M.E.Q.); 4) the teachers as.,
.sigoed to runiersite de ..Montrt'-al (U. de M.) for retraining; and 5) the im-
plementation procedures at U. de M. These five points will then be followed by a
report of the immediate results as measured by testing. An evaluation of expected
long term mults as described in a questionnaire.answered by 70% of U. de M.
former retrainees will come next. Finally, taking into consideration the nature of
.Canada's political set-up, recommendations will be formulated.

1. The rationale

Briefly let us establish the background history dour program. For our pres-
entpUipme, may it be simpb, stated that because ofa battle in 1759 on the plains
of Abraham (near Quebec City), between the respective troops of the Kings of
France and. of England. zve art- now beset by constitutional peculiarities hard for
outside-Vs to understand. One-stiehaaddity is that although in Canada there is no
state religion, the responsibility for public education is divided along religious
lines. Two systems co-exist: one Roman Catholic and the other Protestant.
Traditionally. before die coming of the Irish, Roman Catholic meant French and
Protestant meaot English. This being the ease it was natural that very few ex-
changes of teachers or students were ever to take place across the confessional
lines.

Until quite recently, within the Anglo-Protestant system, French as a second
language (sst ) waci taught at the elementary level by Protestant Anglophones and
at the secondary level by French Protestant teachers hired directly from Europe
or native speakers of French originating from North Africa. Now however, quite
gradually, Francophone Quebecers are starting to cross the line to teach in the
Pl-otestant school boards of the province. ,

Wain the French Roman Catholic system of Quebec, EST. was-and still is
taught mostly by Quebec -born Francophones. Acheson et nI. (1977) established
in their sampling that among the teachers taking part in the Government retrain-

0. 114
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ing program, 93% were of French Canadian origin., Efforts by Anglophones to
enter the system as teachers of Est. are being thwarted by the unilateral and rigid
enforcement of antiquated regulations establidwd by the Catholic Committee
Superior Council Of Educati,m:

DIVISION r '3

MANAGEMENT AND PROFESSIONAL STAFF
Ankle 21. Every person in management:, teaching itnd other educational

servkes in an institution is required to respect the confessional
rharacter thereof.

Article 22 The members of the staff of an institution must be- Catholk In
the event of difficulty in retaining the services of a competem
Catholic person, the services of a competent nott-catholk may
be trtained provided such person binds himself to mpect the
confessional character of the institution.

However, Catholic religious instruction shall only be
given to Catholics.

Having established or desCribed what has been a long-standing situation, let
us proceed to what could be called factors of change. Geographically the small (5
million t) French speaking community of Quebec is surrounded on three sides
by the English-speaking world of North America. Quebecers kel threatened in
their cultural and linguistic heritage and quite righdy ao. The French language is
losing ground to English. not only in the whole of Canada as documented by
Lieberson (1970), but also within its home province according to statistiis by
Caston.guay and Marion (1974). Within Quebec until quite recently business, in-

--dustry and sciences were dealt with in English. To skak English was seen as a
basic requirement leading to material progress"; however it was a skill seldom ac-
quired at school, but rather on the street or on the job (d 'Anglejan 1978). Thus if
at long last English was learned, it was Mostly as a means of Communicatioa with
superior's and rarely did it, lead French Quebecers any further than positions of
minor authority within industry or business.

. Gradually. after 1960 and what was called the "Quiet Revolution." French
Quebecers' political and business aspirations grew. Adesire to take their destiny
in their own hands became a driving force. They felt that the erosion of the
French language, symbol ortheir identity, had to be stopped and that access to
high pnsitions must be opened to Francophones regardless of their knowledge of
English. E*rentually they became convinced that their objectives could be reached
only by making French the official language of Quebec.

It is thus that the Official Language Act (Bill 22) was enacted in 1974. It
designated French as the official language for communication within and with the
Government of the Province of Quebec at every level of business activit#.

This new law sponsored by the Minister of Education had already during its
elaboration period led him to reassess the language curriculum established by the
Ministry.. If French was to become the official language of the Province, then
measures had to be taken to ensure that. its teaching be not only of high quality,
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but also pure and Untainted by Anglicisms. .Moreover..if French was to be the
wudiing language in industry and business and French children could no longer
attend English schools. English as a Second Langnar would now have to be
Mastered within-the khool-environment. Faced with the foregoing iniplicatiOns,
the M .E.Q. elaborated a prOvince-wide program 4:alkd "Plan DEL" .(Language
Teaching bevelopment Plan). This Plan DEL was to provide for improvemems
in the teaching of French as a t.iative language, of itsi. for, the benefit of
AnglophoneQuebeeers, and finally of ESL for Quebec's Francophones.

2. The institutions

The M.E.Q. and the various universities of die province of Quebec had to
work hand in hand on this wide-ranging program. From the stan the M.E.Q.
established the basic framework and time scheduling for the program. All the
practicing teachers selected to attend this program, meant to qualify them as
teachers of ESL,. would have to. adhere to the established time schedule, that is,
five months of academic studie's intramural, five months of practice teaching ac-

ding to the new methods or theories in their home school, and finally a six-
week stay, back at university, for two final courses.

There -.:onld be an intake of teacher retrainees in September for a period of
five months and another `one ;.ti February which would last until the end ofjane.
Roth groups would thus meet for the summer session. Those were the broad
guidelines established by the M.E.Q., along with a final directive making the
universities responsible for establishing a 30-credit program to be covered within
the period available. All teachers selected were assured by the M.E.Q. of their
full salary and all their expenses, including tuition and an increase in remunera-
tion upon their return to the classrooM that had beep safeguarded for them. Im-
pkmematkm of the Plan DEL was then turned over to the various universities of
the prOmince, consideration being given to location, clientele, and normal outlets
for the Afinished product .".In this way the phase of the progrim assigned to us at

facuW des.. sciences de l'iducation" dealt with the retrainitig of teachers
already certified to teach other subjects. These teachers had become involved
with ESL at the high school level, in many cases due.to the lack of an opening in
their own discipline .

3. The aceepted program of U. de M.
With the exceptihn of the guidelines outlined above, the currirulum struc-4 r lure was left entirely to the responsibility of the teaching pehonnel. Thus,

*hough U. de M. is a French-speaking institution, eight of the nine academic
courses were to be given in English by native speakers either already lecturing at
U. de M. or brought in from McGill University. The titles of the courses selected
for our particular program are as follows: Descriptive Linguistics, Enoe
Analysis, Interaction- Analysis, Measurement and Evaluation (in French),
Micro-Teaching, Practice Teaching (under supervision), Psycholinguistics, Sec-
ond Language Didactics, Spoken English, and Written English:

It should be snentioned that practice teaching had been designated as an im-
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iterative by the. M .E.Q., although the supervisitm and evaluation aria( activity
temained the responsihihty of the instructor in charge of teacher practkum.

Testing procedures weir established on a pre-course and post-courm basis
using the Wowing four instrUmetni: a) the Mir lfigan ,Teit of English Language
Proficiency Form A; h) a f ;lore test including 50 blanks (Stubbs and Tocker,
1970); c) a..free-style wrifing test containing two paragraphs of 70, words eath
covering two subjects; and d) a free.style taped interview. The purpose of these
pre-tests was to help us orient the courses offered according to.the needs of the in-
coming teachers. The post-tests hopefully would tell us the measure of success
achieVed by 'the program. Correction of both the pre- and post-tests was carried
out by an outsider to the program, who was a native speaker of English. teaching_
at the College level.

f. The teachers under retraining
Four groups of teachers were thus .accepted and pre-tested at U. de M.

Table 1 below shows their results. on the Michigan Test, prior to starting the im-
provement program tWirfies,

TAM F. 1

Michigan Test of English Language Proficiency; Resas obtained by teachers
upon their admittance to the improvement program: Equated score.

nate Gmup Teachers Average 9 I

ep 75 A 24/23 74.5 2
Feh 76 , 8 I8116 80.5 0

C 17 90.1 8
leh 77 1/ 14 90.9 4
Tot.11 73 teat her*
t;ener.11 .n.rrage 82 94
SuiwsnA 91 iw above 19 teat hers. 2( I 7-

The results shown above might very well lead .us to ask who were these
teachers of Est According to the survey by Acheson et al. (1977) cited previous-
ly. Quebec's French high school students are being taught English in 97% of tilt.
rases by Francophone teachers. These teachers n 93% of the ca.ses are:French
Canadians. 01 thr group surveyed, only two teachers (2%) indicated that they

. were native speakers of English. Furthermore. only 21% had ever received F.S1.
teacher training.

3. Implementation

'As stated previously. it was decided to implement the program entirely in
English. Thus, the first intake of 24 teachers on arrival were addressed very brief-
ly in French by the director of the departMent who immediately handed over the
proceedings to the professor in charge of the progream. From there on in it was
English morning to night, day in, day out, in the lecture roorn, during spare
time, and at play.
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Non-native Teachers

In the case under review., Engtish as a Second Language is a compulsory
language for erench Quebecers. ,It thns itwolves sociological itnpliciaions for the
students forted to learn it.' The push 'and pull caused by the amtlis dent fet4ings
mated n thii partictilar SituatiOn affect nofnnly the students of English hui also

. the teachers. The attitudes ofone towards the other, the sociologkal needs of the
students and finally the professional needs of the teachers all impinge on one
an- other.

As a result, the pnigram of U. de M. was.centered around three interrelated
courses, namely Didactics of Second Languages. Interaction Analysis and
Mkro-Teaching. Although these three courses could have been dealt with in any

*language, they were carried out from start to finish in English, in an immersion
'situation. Immersion, for our purposes, means the exeltisive use of the target
langnage. not only to master it aryl to learn about it;but also to acquire the skill
needed to teach it as a-compulsory second language.

One !mist recOgnize that fur non-native speakers of Est. to follow an im-
pmvement program including Didactics Of English. Interaction -Analysis (of the
teacheFin interface with his students) and of Micro-Teaching, where his teaching
skills are analysed under what might be called the eye ofa microscope, involves a

learning situation. Under the circumstances deirribed, the target -
language yeas used at all times. Whenever the teachers talked together of their
Own discipline, when they recalled problems encountered in the field, as they
reviewed past experiences, successes or failures, when they debated the-validity of
certain.procedures or argued-against the theories to which they were exposed as
being far removed front classroom reality. English was spoken. If one is objective
about it the brand of English to. Which they were exposed did smack of profes-
sional jargon.and as such might fall into the category of English-for special pur-
poses. One advantage of this procedure was that they all knew their subjeet -and
all they had to do was to express their ideal.; or their feelings in the target
language. Communication ss Is the aim of the exercise. The students were pro.
tected from the traditional classroom danger where the teacher of a language is
faced with a crowd of students whose native languagele.ds the teacher to accept a
somewhat pidginized form of the target language, where both vocabulary and

'syntax show evidence ot simplification -(d'Angkjan 1978). For the Orst time the
teacher trainevs had a chance to use English within their peer group. The level of
proficiency, as was rioted in Table 1. varied considerably. High inputgenerators
as described by Seliger (1977) helped provide stimulating in`Put for the Jess
talkative participants.

As stated above, three courses were interrelated to the utmost; the tech-
niques and ti."ocedures taught in Didactics were put into practice in Micro-
Teachitig, a video-taped i nurse, where the teachers *ere required to exercise
specific skills in a micro-situation (Brown 1975). -

Interaction Analysis (Flanders 1970;. Moskowitz 1968; Lemire 1977), was
alSo tigfuly interwoven with Micro-Teaching. For example during each micro-
kieon one spectator trainee was responsible for carrying out an intc-aCtion
analysis directly from the video monitor. At the end of the lesson the trainee was

11 l
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given 40 audio-tape of hts micra-lesstm for interactitm analysis at home..Finally,
in every case there was a meeting to review the results obtained thnmgh observa-
tion of the video Monitor and the result* obtained through listening tO the audio7
1,APe. An additional, featore in this case was that the two-retrainees involved had
an occasion to listen to the errors they hadmade while using the target language.

Tlw person in charge of Micro-Teaching had previous qualifications in both
imeraction analysis and sectmd language didactics. The same applied in reverse
order for the instructor responsibk for teachisig the .sociougy of language. Thus
dow liaison was. nutintairwd between the -professors responsible for the three
courses. The collaboration took the form of passing on to each other the errors
committed by the students, in such a way that it permitted each pufessor to use
exampks describing properly the desired skill, the desired interaction or the
desired application of meihodology.

It is important to state that by. common agreement between prosors and
rainees, only positive criticism %mould be used in the three courses underreview,

Only the .good-rmints accomplished or offered by the students were brought tp the
attention carrying this practice even further, the teacher trainees were alsv
required to single ont the good points brought out by their colleagues in any of
the three' courses, The theory behind this practice was that once something
worthwhile has been pointed out by a teacher trainee there is no psychological ob-
jection for that person to use what was put forth by a colleagUe who otherwise
Might even be on occasion seen as a competitor.

Focusing on the form rather than on the communication function of
language does not appear to encourage language acquisition (Cazden 1965).
`therefore, mntAtion, identification and empathy, procesies which according to
Mead (1964) are evident in infOrmal learning, were emphasized in the classroom
situation, for tn second language learning one can surmise that a parallel exists
and that these three processes would be equally efficient and successful.

With the above reasons in mind the professors themselves conducted their
lectures mostly Aiong the lines of seminars rather than in the usual more formal
manner, attempting to fulfill the role of perfect or at least ,near-perfect models.
Errors of syntax, vocabulary, and pronunciation were corrected not by address-
ing the particular teacher trainee at fault, but rather by carrying on the subject
with the group at large or with another teacher irainee and using the proper
fierm, the required Word, or the desired pronunciation. This procedure ensured
that no member of the group was singled out for his errors. The group therefore
was confident and uninhibited in their level of profiriency in ES . They felt en-

.-,...couraged to participate, in exchanging and communicating within their peer
&troop. The process of iiccommodatimi normally present in a clvsroom, where
the teacher lowers his style to approach the one used by. his students, was taking
4ilace herein reverse order,. Within this peer group the high input generators
were brings,* up the low proficiency trainees.

We might certain way concur with Ferguson (1975), who has shown,
that native speakeiristinctively direct a simplified form of their language to
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non-native speakers. )n this sense oddly enoogh, one might say that in. our int-
pkmentation of the psogram the only losers Might have been The .sctual pm-
Inssors iit charge of each course. fiir vame did become: a,ccusttinird to this un-
rphisticated style.

. . .

Outside of the trichOnintiV Of CaOrses. cOnsidered AN the central wire of the
irograsn, two Instructors tutiii privileged and disci.. etc access to teacher trainet
recordings. 1"he instructor cf Written English was.giveo private viewing of the
Video-tapes taken during microtteaching, the adVantage ofthis procedure being
that grammatiCal errors evident on the video-shown chalk hoard or transparen-
cies could be mited and toady. in au unobstrusive .fashion, the subject of the
_subsequent Wrinen English class. Similarly in the case of spoken English the in-
stnictor was given private auditions of the audio-tapes used for interaction
analysis. Once again errors of spoken English could be readily detected for inclu-
sion and discrete remedial action in the course of further sessions dealing with
spoken. English.

Two other aspects of this program shouldthe h.rought to- light. First,' i.yithin
the course of Didactics 4-Second Language. a great emphasis wai placed on the
sociology of language. Kink (1973), piitupan (1968) and many others sifere
studied., Ankks by these Aithors werZ hii*Ikd out 'for group discussion andped
as subjects of group reports. At all times it these discussions and reports commu-
nicative competence (Savigoon 1972) waseemphasized and encoura*d. Scgtood,
as indicated previously the theory oP interaction, analysis was lea6ed in one
course and put into practice during micro-teaching. The program however, went
Ofte Step further: during their practicum. lasting some 16 weeks, all teacher train-
ees were required to inrward a fifteen-nlinute audio recording and the interaction
fnalysis of what they consider:id to he their best lesson of the week. The teacher
trainee analysis was computer-processed at U. de.-M. and the multiog printout
cortnerited upon hy the instructor as he listened to the actual tape recording.
This procedure encouraged the teacher trainees to maintain a high standard dur-
ing their practkum. It also gave the instructor thOpportunity to ensure a high
level of quality control over the brand of ESL being used in the actual classroom.

6. Objective mults
As already stated, die program for eachof the four noups started wl'ith a bat-

' tery.of tests and was terminated by a similar procedure. Basically the tests were of
the same nature, with only some minor changes in the topics of the five-style
writing test, these changes being Made to obviate the effects of possible research
into the meaning of the-original topics offered as subjects to write upon .

In the results below we will first report on the objective testssArting with
the Michigan Test of English language Proficiency Form A.

The t of Student -shown in Table 2 was cakulated according tO the following
formula, Fergusim (1976) ,
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(roups A, /I aitcf 1) show significant improventem in performance, A)5ui better.
Gi'ouR,,C has Unproved also, but only to the .1. level. The twerall average of ihe
four grimp l. taken together is extremely encouraging, with a significance level of

. .

'Thr.next three tables show the Clow, Free-style writing and Free-style in-.
tervirw results on the basis of pre-test and post-test.

TAN E 2
Michigan Test of English Language Proficiency; Compared results with

levels of significance. ,

6 Pretest Post-test
(roup Date Resuks Results'. -Date N t ,..4

,
A Srp,,;5 74.5 77.7 Jan. 76 23 2,50 .02

8 Frli 7b 841.5. kt 6 Jun, 76 16 2.41 .05

C sep 76 90.1 , 92,9 Jan. 77 17 , 2.08 .1
i

1) % Feb. 77 90.9 94.1 Jun. 77 If 3.68 .01

Orrra11 82 9 87 2 70 4,94 .001

TABLE
Clime Test results: Improvements expressed in terms of percentage

(roup

I)

Pre-Test Post-Test Improvement

38 8%. , 39.8% 1.0% .12765 N8
18 31111 45.9 7.1 ,3588 'NS

In 55o 61.2 6.2 .65891 NS

13 57-0 '62.2 5.2 .75029 , NS

five/71E1 68 46 1% .8397 NS

TABLE 4
Free-style writing resuhs: Improvements expressed in terms of percentage

Group

A -
B

Pre-Test

21

17

17

14,

S5 2%

62
74.3
74

Post -Tcst

67.0%
70.1

77 2

81.0

Improvement

11.8%

2.9
6.2

.39048"

.34786
37662

.28823

NS
NS
NS
NS

(ker411 69 ni 71% 73 12% 7.4% .71259 Nt
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TAKLE 5'
Free-style interviews. Impnwernent

.
Group

sN
Pre-Trst Pt nn -.Test

in terms of percentages

113 .

, a
10.1Pro.

A
B
C.
. ..

Li

.,,. 21

- LS

16

tl,

44`. 5% -.

34 1
50 8
52 3

51 1%
16

, 57 0
61.3

10 b%

ti2
911

Ow rail 4:1.45 511 6tg 7.2%

7. Piscuuionof objective results.t .

The Michigan est of English Language Proficiency (M .T.E.L.P.) is a
oidely recognized well-validated instrument; as such we have used it as our basic
test to measure impnwement in our teacher trainees. Significant changes have
been noted, except perhaps in group C. The overall impimement for the four
groups taken together reached the .1101 level of significance. It should be noted
that, in iiider to use Ferguson (1976) t of student formula, each subject .hastto be
compared to himself in the pre-test and post-test performances. This requirement
meant that only the teachers taking both pre- and post-tests cotdd be used as. sub-
.jrts: We have thus followed the same procedures as far as subjects are concerned

trqor-the Cloze, the Free-style writing and the Free-style interview tests.
Group A, the weakest according to the M.T.E.L.P., benefited most from

the program in their writing and speaking skills. These were improved by 11.8%
. and 106% respectively.

In the ethse of the Cloze test groups 'B, C and D showed a remarkable im-
provemim compatiWe with their scores on the M.T.E.L.P. The low 1% im-
provement of group A is difficult to explain unless one is prepared, to accept that
they had started from too low a level to be able to show a marked imProvement
on.a test such as the Clcize,

In the free-style writing test groups B and D.show-ed a similar level of im-
provement' on s parallel with the M.T.E.L.P.'Group C was the lower achiever as
far as.free-style writing was concerned, while groin) B exhibited the same low.in
the case of the interview test. We have no readily available' explanation, other

:than possibli psychological differences among members of the two group6.
One final consideration should be cited; group C was post-tested prior to

their five-month practicum in the field. 'However the field of education at that
time in Qiebee was in a particularly pet tutbed situation: labour disputes,
-teacher strikes, union-supervised contracts; working conditions and lockouts
tcer all part of an unpleasant situation for our teacher trainees of group C to
return t;ii. Thisimay account for their dismal performance on the M.T.E.L.P.

iitest. Furthermore, on Novenbel 15, 1976, the "Pani Quibecois"pos was
elected in a landslide victory. This is the separatist party advocating French only
for Qsebec, an idea actively supported by Francophone high school students. No
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great imagination is nek*.led therefore to we another reaSon for get up C to wail
in a dispirited way when faced with more trting.

8. Evaluation of subjectwe and longterm results
CoMpletion of the whole Plan DEL in January 1978,-A questionnaire was

sent to all our fiirmer traineei. To our great pleasure smnr 70% of them respond-
iszl and offered their views, evaluation and recommendations. What will inflow is

sutiimary of all the opinions expmsed.
. In section A of the questionnaire. 10 questions were to he answered on a

svak of 1. to 5. 1. indicating, a little. and 5 a great deal. These MI questions were
preceded by a statenwnt bringing. back to mind that the students had been in a
state of immersion in the target language during their five-month stay at U. de

, M. and that all questions were to be answered from the standpoint of Ibis nuttier-.
won procedure.

8 LVIttun .4 ., ,..
-

"Q. 1 Kis your comrol of English improved,' '4 85

Q2 Has vc mr primunciat non become easier' 3 70

Qi fias sour accent m English become more like the one of Qembee's Anglo-
phones' .* . s. 3 25

Q4 Do vou feel !Mort' at im%erspres%ing yourself in English' 3 66

Q 5 Has thr qu.dity of English at your command improved through your exchange*
#
in that language ssith your prrrs and your pnifessors? 3 38

Qn As a teat her. Nave vott acquired more assurance.' 4 22
Q..7 As a teacher. are V,,u more at rase" 3 95

- Q 8- 4:an you he a model tor your students? . . 3.82
Q to Ar you noire M e Mt' teat hing oral English to your pupils? 4 18

.Q111 Misr sou increased your communicative competence" 3 93

We Wel that our tiirmer students when completely free to express their opin- .

ro . with regards to the immersion process have given it a high degree of ap-
ival .

,. Sic tom If I In this section of th questionnaire the subjects were asked to,
tell us in their own words what the program brought to them as an overall under-d.
taking. Regrouped under broad headings their answers are presented in order of
recurrerue frequeni-v .

I Assurance, conliderwr and ease
2 A bettei knocssledge of the pedagcigical methods available.
3' An imprmement in the quality andfor-t (*intent of their courses.
4 An mew (wed relationship with their students.
5 A better knt;iskdgr of the English language

8.3 Sormin It 2 This section is aimed at obtaining a rating for each of the
niurses, according to the preferences expressed by the individual respondent .

1
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helically ordered list of the ourses has I, reviously beet. given. The
fv&luwinKlit elicits the courses in order of imponance ti; the students:

klicrc.'rea'4hing
. .

2. lide'asisre aod.Evaivation (given in French,
3.. Psycholinguistits. 8

4. Didact Ws
Interaction AnalYsis

b. Wriorn English
7. Spoken English
a Practiconi
9, Error Analysts

Descriptivr imgnisties.

8.4 'Sedum G. This section deals with the future outlook for the tiEL
gram. The first question Asked was:- would you like to go through an immersion
program again? Out of a total of 48 respondents, 47 answered yes and one did
nrit :ansWer the question. The second question aiked was: should it be recom-
mended that all teachers of FSL be given a chance to go through an improvement
program. The answers were 45 yes, two no's, and one nil answer.

9. biscnuion of the subjective reSults
From the answer's given by our former students it is:obvious that the immer-

slim procedure has been most profitable to them where they needed it most . Since
in many rases they were teachers Ai* FSL who had never been offered a methods
tburse, they felt that they had gained considerably more assurazwe ip the
teaching of their discipline. especially in the spoken aspect of the language. Also,
as teachers, they were more,at ease, having increased their communiz ativc com-
potence; because:of an improved control of the target language; they i I I tad .tt.t as
'models for their students.

Reviewing and 'Comparing the information obtained from seen, B -I
8.2, 4ve find confirmation by the itudents of our selection of the di
established as the main streicturr of the program. In section B. I assurazi. z., con-
fidence and ease are given top priority just as in sectiiint,8.2 micro-teaching is
given the same privileged Rosition. Next, in IL 1 a .better knowledge of the
pedagogicil methods available and an improvement in the quality and the con-
tent of their courses as a direct result of our other main focus, Second Language
Didacties.

Once again in section 81.1 It can be seen that our respondents gained an im-
proved relationship with their students thanksi to, in this case, both Imeraction
Analysis and. Mem-Teaching. Finally, our former teacher trainees recognized
that they now have a better knowledge of the English language. This can be
traced back to the interaction of both written and spoken English, with the
original trichotomy indicated as the core ofour program structure.

Alf

4;
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. Finally, section C approves overwhelmingly the idea of an immersion pro-
gram for themselves again or for other teachers of ESL.

Recornmendations

Both from the objective testing and from the subjective questionnaire we can
draW some conclusions and sonw recommendations.

We feel justified in having established a very tightly knit inner core .of ,
coorsesf where 'feedb.4ck and exchange `of information was # required procedure

, for the pmfessorsilecturers responsible for the curriculum. The insistence on the
use of the target language. to learn not only about it but also ,how to teach it. and
how to heinx about a change in pupils' attitudes towards their second language,
are likely reasons for the increased confidence and assurance of these teachers
wben using the language of their new discipline. Extreme discretion in the Use of
infintmation obtained from colleagues is of the utmost importance. This and,a
eo.nittuctively critieal approach to the perfbrmance of the students are absolute
:ticqdrirements if some measure of communicative competence is to be achieved.

. AMOng the reconimendations we wish to make there are three that could be car-
ried out readily. First, teachers that have gone through the Plan DEL.should bç
encouraged to spend some of their vacations in, other 'provinces of Canada in
order tit benefit from cultural immersion. Such an endeavour could be funded if
necessary by the M E.Q Second, the Plan DEL or some improved version
should be reinstated tOr the benefit of all teachers not having reached a sufficient
level cif proficiency in Esc Third, the M .E.Q. should attempt to reach 'some form
of. understanding between rival unions, in order to foster the exchange of '-

teachers, who would 5e able to teach their native language as a second language,
regardless ot rdigious drown Mitt it)111

Finallv. as a sullies. t for future research, we would like to suggest that an at-
tempt 'be made to measure :n'the field the effects of our program on the attitudes
of pupils towards their senmd language.

LI



Considerations on the Inclusion of
Translation Skill Development in EFL

Pr?grams

Diane E. Foltz
Robert T. Henderion

t.
The development t ,ftranslat ion skills has received little serious attentitm as-an
instructional concern, in vite 4.1t: the fact that translation represents one of the
principal uses to which a knuiskdge of a ft;reign langnage can be put. Since
itatislation, by definition. involves the use of two languages in rAution to each
other, it is obs ittusiv mon- complex than the use of either language by itself.

Kaman 44,01 ti.e of commercial translation is the clear and complete
transfer.of inlOrmation anti in this regard. words rd structures must he
viewed as wizan used to ctlect that transfer, rather than as end' in themselves.
The catureot word-concept lutnds, especially i these are connotative, requires
that an abstract level of com eptualization be maintained; translation thus
bet tun* a two,step Kneels: Concept ---40 L. If the conceptualization
step is missing, Certain tOrins annot be adequately transkrred. Among these
are context pet iflt tieregular. genera/ usage: withiti a determined field) and
context-44mnd (irregular, resin( led usage within a deter mined field.) terminol-
ogc*, and rebounding i tint 1-4Ntiggestive) t t ignites Spes i.tkril training, which
mans language programs di, not include, should be developed in order to
equip students with the skills required to handle these and similar transfer
prubleinis

The'development of translation skills has received very little serious atten-
tion as an instructional concern within the methodological framework of any of
the popular modern.approaches to languago teaching . In part, this avoidance of
such an important aspect of bilingual ability has come about as a result of the
nsative image that translation acquired inits. role as a teaching activityand
not necessarily an obirctivein the so-called Grammar-Translation school. The
Direct Method and some subsequent approaches have considered that there
should be no use of the students' mother tongue, ana hence no*translation, in the
foreign language classroom, with the consequence that training in translation has
been euluded from most programs. The rationale for this prohibition on the use
of the studeius' native language has been that such activiti4N would hinder the
learners' ,whievement of an ability to communicate in the new language without
first having to think in their native language about the message they wished to
convey. .
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Whde we are by no nwans advocating a return to the methods of grammar-
translation, and tertainl,- cannot argue with the princifile that realistic use of the
target language in natural conversadonal situations is necessary in order. toi
develop linguistic amr;coluntunieative ceimpetence. we (Jo mn cmnpletelyagree
that 141 .coMParisOn hetween the native and target tanguagei is tieressarily
detrimental to the acquisition of an active control of the new language.. To the
contrary, we.heliece it essential ni reconsitkr the .importance of helping.students
develop this .Yery 'Useful skill. in addition to basic comnumicabve ability in the
finvign language,

Is it not the ultimate- cibie.coye or the language-teaching profession to help
bridge the. gaps in mutual-understanding that exist between Ow peopks of the
workl? We ittuSt recognize.thAt unfortunately, only an extremely small percent-
age of a given population is going to learn a foreign language; and thit even those
who do know ony or.more foreign languages will be capabk of direct commiinka-
Min with only a small percentage Of the people with whom we might wish to share
our thoughts and ideas. or from whom we might wish In learn. Thus, the only
way that the majority is going to he able to participate in the flow of communica-
tion with other linguistic groups is through bilingual Mtermediarkstranslators.

.
In the interest, of the essential improvement and intensification of interna-

tional and intercultural communication, we must design a way to incorporate
translatil'in skill development in programs of foreign language study. Many have
mistakenly assumed that anyone who possessed proficieency in two languages
coal auttnnatic allY fulfill the function of translator. But since the translation pro-
cess, hy definition, involves the use of two languages in relation to each other, it
is Obviously num. compkx than the use of either of the law ors by itself, and
requires spec IaI training . Translators have been known to lure awkward,
even ungrattuuatical sentemes in their own native languageunder the imertering
pressure- of the source language. The special problems that arise when dealing
with two languaos together surely deserve our attention.

Another very practical reason lilr recognizing translation skill oevelopment
its a valid instructional nbjectiye derives from its potential ufefulness 'for the
students, especially for those who do not, and probably will not, live in a com-
munity where the language they are learning is spoken. Of those who do put their
knowledge of the foreign language to some use, it is likely that at least as many
will use it for soti t irm of translation as for direct i'ommunication.

Inc identalh- would not be surprising to discover that, for many students,
the attention to comparative analysis ['hat would be invoked in the kind of train-
ing we are proposing would actually prove to be beneficial in their efforts to gain
an understanding and more complete mastery of the foreign language. Con-
sideration of translation equivalents might he a valuable nail in bringing par-
ticularly difficult patterns to die students' attention, and in clarifying their use
and waning. Accepting the fact that the native language- habits arc present and
are 4,Imost certain to be used, whether by design or not, we can attempt to
capitalite on this linguistic base as a means of helping the students gain a better
understanding of what is happening in the new language.

/ A
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1. Language anct translation

Before. considering principles of translation or propoSed methods for
teaching trauslatio Adis, weshould reach a-bask understanding about language

pur working, definitiOn of language wotild have to be based on itifunction,
which.ii to. allow one person-to communicate with another. Cotninunication, of
course, involves Entire than the purely linguistic forms; but for onr purposes we
will caticentrate on'; the fitiguistic code that Memberri of .a speech commtmity
share. Snch a cOde can be analyzed as being-made up of meaningful speech units,
or .words, thi r. speakers agree to use in reference to certain objects or concepts,,
and a formal system Of putting these units together in utterances.

As we grow up, we are exposed m a set of objects, feelings, ideas, etc., the
exact composition of sthich is to some extent determined by the culture to which
we belting. For any eletnem which is impOrtant to a givencuhure, there is a cor-
responding. vocabulary \available to talk about it. In the native speaker's mind,.a
bond is created between the:word and. the .concept to which it refers. In any

,- -language, a given kxicai word may be used to refer to a number of distinct
referents; the English .plane" can mean a flying machine (clipped form of
"ait-plane") or a flat _surface. It is highly improbable that the translation of all
possible tneanings.of a giVen word will be the same in another language.

In addition to the lexicon, languages possess systems for putting woids
together in acceptable (i.e.\ grammatical) Waysthat ii, there are morphological
and syntactic components:. Although it is theoretically conceivable that all such
systems are related in a universal deep structure, we are confronted with widely
varied surface structures with which we must deal.

2. The nature and objectives of translation

The term ''translation 'encompasses many types of communication, each
of whkh has its own degre or.ff-xibility or lack thereof, and each of which has a
slightly different set of ob. tives.

Literary translation, f r example, must take into account not only the sub-
ject matter, but also such .onsiderations as style, mood, and tone. Whenever
possible, it must seek to r reate specific literary techniques like alliteration or
onomatapoeia. These cons derations serve to limit the translator's choices of
vocabulary, and to establish structural parameters wiithin which he must confine
his work.

Legal translation is per aps the most. restrictive in terms of both vocabulary
and syntax. Specific traditio al forms and conventions, often unused in normal
conversational situations, rn st be observed in order for the document being pro-
duced to be valid and bindin

Realistically, however, he kind of translation with which most translators
work can be classified as co imercialftechnical in nature. The objective of this
kind of translation can be sta ed quite succinctly: the clear and complete transfer
of infiirmation. In this kind 1 translation, the source word has no value what-
soever, except to- the extent hat it represents and conveys a concept; and the

2
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target .word has no value Whatst.tever, except to thr extent that it succeeds in re-
cifating that concept. AccOrdingly. the coilimereial/technical translator Must be
prepared -to .occasitmally sacrifice style in favor of a 'rendering Which leaves
nothing-tti doubt and Virtually cannot be misunderstood. While the 'literary
translator'also serves..to sonar small. degree, aS editor, the commercial/technical
translator must resist the impulse to abridge, condense, revise, or oth&wise
moditY his original. And where-the legal translator is constrained by the liniita-
tuins uI. 'accept able!' form and vocabulary-the. commercial/technical translator
must engage in extensive decision-making in order to achieve the clarity and
completeness his work must have.

3. Translation awarencss.The first step
.

In a generalized way, preparatim for this decision-making process can
begin at the earlirst stages of foreigt1 language learning. In fact, the idea of.
translatiim is more predominant th the beginning phases of language study than
at any other time. The beginning student has a natural tendency to translate, in
the sense that he will be acutely aware of similarities and differences between the
target language and his own', and will instinctivdy seek to maximize the former
and to find ways.to bridge the latter. He it:4, in short, and almost inevitably, at
what we may call the "translation awareness" stage; i.e., that point at which
similarities and differences arr obvious, relatively concrete, and usually iden-
tifiable by the student himself, without the necessity of the teacher's calling atten-
tion to them.,

To some extent. the student's ability to idemify and cope with differences
tfrpends on his communicative ability-in his own language, and on the word-
nincept bonds he has .dready assimibted. lf he encounters a word which would
have no identifiable loncept attached to it, even if expressed in his native
language. it will be extrenwlv difficult , if not impossible, for him to assiMilate the

ssord in the new language t Foe example, the term "sprocket wrench" for this
author at leastis linguistically recognizable, but conceptually vague, and would
therefore be difficult to translate.) Conversely, , if the"student is shown a picture of
some object which is new to him, the function of which is described to him ade-
quately for him tO conceptually i:omprehend it, but for which he has nolnown
word in his own native language, he will also have great difficulty translating. If
either element of the word-bond configuration is missing in the mother langtiage,
this gap will cause difficulties for the student.

Consequently.. When the structute of the language program is such that it
purposefully seeks to eradicate, or at least to deny the student the use of, that
essential bond. it may be causing more problems than it solves.

In order to incorporate translation awarenek.s into foreign language
teaching. then, we must begin by admitting the existence'of the mother-tongue
himds, and by allowing their apparelled use in the classroomnot so much for the
purpose of contrastive analysis as for their value as a lingMstic base from which
the individual student an work.
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Specific among the kinds of4wareness which the student can acquire.at this
early stage is ,an understanding of the difference between connotative and
denotative bonds, since the points at which Omit oCcur will almost certainly vary
-frtim cate language to 'another. At this leVel, the difference Can.he.explained very
sintgly: does the word really "mean" what n says? When we say, fpr example,
"I have to Tun to the store ,7; du we really mean not? if so, we are dealing with a
denOtative bond; if not, with a connotative bond.

What is the purpose of making the student aware of such a differentiation?
Qin! simply. it is to make him aware of the fact that he will be wasting his time
and effort if he searches for a literal equivalent for a connotative bond. He must

- learn to look, not for the word he needs, but rather for the kind of word he needs.
And he mUst train himself to trust the concept the word represents in preferenc;
to reliance on the word itself.

'At these early levels of foreign language study, then, much can be ac-
complished which .will be of great value to the fijiure translator. While specific
translatinn skills cannot he introduced yet, aw of linguistic similaritks and
diffoences between the two languages 'can certain a nteful and natural part
of early language training; and will provide-the,necessary base on which transla-
tion skills per sr will be built .

4. Training at the intermediate a,o1 advanced levels
. At the more advanced levels of foreign language instruction, as the students'

: mastery of the new language improves, more concentrated attention can be given
to the development of-translation skills. That is, exercises designed to give the
students practice in dealing with the new language in relation to their native
language can be introduced into the course plan. At intermrdiate levels, the
materiid to he included in-such translation exercises must be testricted to struc-
tures and vocabylary that have been- learned previousb.;.

The first kind of activity to be implemented could be the translation of
sentences. Word-translaiion exercises might best be avoided, since our goal is to
train studems to translate meaningful material, and language becomes truly
meaningful only at the sentence kvel. Furthermore, a given word in isolation
could have a number of translation equivalents.associated with different concepts
to which the source word is bound. Toosk students to merely list all such
eqnivalents would not represent *natural use of language.

If possible, translations in lxith directions should be included: from foreign
to native languaie and from native to foreign language. We would probably
begin with.foreign language to native language, so that the student will gain an
understanding of the translation process before being required to generate ut-
terances in the foreign language. Special attention should be given to pmdtving
sentences that sound natural

At this sentence-level stage of translation training, the students should be
made aware of 4he fact that the most precise translation of a lexical item is deter-
mined by context. The student should develop the habit of conceptualizing the
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entire' sentence and considering its eomplete meaning before beginning to for-
mulate the translation. Thisis in keeping with the principle that it is information,
and not Merely a string of words, thatcis being translated.

.
The exact content of the .excfritileS used in this level Of. translation training

cad be designed to give practice on specific points of linguistic contrast between'

the two languages, including a mixtufe of struenites; sante that are basically
similar to native language forins,.and others that present greater eontrast.

As the students progress to higherlevels of proficiency in their acquisition of
foriign language-skills, it is important that they begin to work with translations of
more extensive texts, in order to develop the ability to produee longer transla-
tions with a coherent end natural. flow. Again, the primary goal is to convey the

, exact meaning and to stimulate the listener/reader response that the original
author intended. In cirder to accomplish this, it is conceivable that the translator
may have to add explanatory material or in some way expand upon the original
devekiprnent of the theme. As ar the sentence-level stage ofactivity; it is essential

that the entire text be read and understood in conceitual terms before the actual
translatfon is begun. A useful classroom 'activity at this stage, where individual
differencein translations will iniwitably be found, would he a discussion of the

.viirious translations which have been produced, giving special Attention to
reasons why one translation might be preferable to another.

Eventually, the assignment of texts:for translation would have to become
more individualized, in accordance with.-each student8.'s particillar goals. While

,the bilingual secretarial student might choose to work with business cor-
resPondepce, the- future librarian might concentrate on the translation of

--abstracts and catalogue information, and those going into technical fields could
mirk more extensively with material in their particular areas of interest.

At this stage. students would naturally haye to be left on their own to some
degree, and the teacher's role woukl be that of resotirce person and coordinator.
Some functions included in this role would be to help students locate appropriate
textual .materials, in terms.of both content and complexity, through trade jour-
nals and library collections available in their specific fields of interest; to assist
them in pmpointing problem areas which they should concentrate on; to evaluate
the translations they produce in terms of the qualities wehave discussed' above;

and in general to guide them in translation procedures.

3. Problems and procedures: Some considerations
11w awareness developed in the beginning levels oftranslation training, and

the practical experience acquired at the intermediate and advanced levels, must
he understood as forming part of a continuum which should include the develop-

ment of certain basic perspectives abou.- the nature and function of language, and
exposure to spec itic processes which the translator will find useful in coping with,
problem situations .

The kinds of classroom activities mentioned here must be understood as
forming part of a problem-solving process. They are designed to equip the stu-
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dent with tite skills needed to cope with . specific problem situaticnr. Which islet
say, , they are to be considered as means and not as ends within the ,structure of the
program And aLcordingly, we must be concerned not only with whether or not
the, student can proiuce the tetight7! answei, but also with the process he
einployed to arrive at that answrr. .

. .

As has been pointed out earlier, sortie problem situations may be conceptual
in nature.if the translator is asked to work with subject nfatter which is un-
faMiliar to him, he may find it necessary to confer with the author or with a
slaccialist in that particular field in order to clarify-certain terms or ideas.

However, most translation pi oblems are linguistic, rather than conceptual,
in nature; and the good translator shouki be able to handle these situations on
his oWn .

With'the exception of advert isinr material "punch lines," "catch words,"
ird "plays:on-words"---which present a very , special and panicufarly difficult
set of problems and which almost inevitably force the translator into an editOrial
position. the most connnon linguistic problem faced by.the translator is poorly
written .original copy. Unckar antecedents, incomplete ientences, dangling
partiiiples--all of these represent flaws n the author's command of the source
language. And the source language is where the,translator must begin in order to
solve the probkms such flaws create.

The first step in the translation process, then, is the removal of
ambiguitiesboth conceptual and linguistic,from the source language original.

When the translator encounters specific problem areas which appear to be
'linguistic in origin , he will most often fall back on the cardinal rule of translation:
"judge from the contmit ." While this is certainly. a valid and usually productive
way of handling difficuk situations, there are occasions which will require a more
iruensive analysis as to what the exact relationship between the linguistic and
conceptual patterns really Consists of.

For purposes of clarification, we have divided context-related situationXinto
three basic types: context-dependent, context-specific, and context-bound.

The first, of these is the easiest to deal with, and 'ts usually the type referred to
in the judge-from-the-context rule. This is the case in which there is more than
one lexical possibility and ths translator, ginded by the context, must choose
from among them. Once the context is clear, the word chose!. is in standard
usage, is usually aenotative in nature, and accordingly should cause no further
problems.

The second type is somewhat more complex, in the sense that the tenn is ir-
tegular, though still in. standard' usage throughout a contextually determined
field or category. One such term is the word "run" as applied to machinery. In
:the sense that the meaning of the term in this context is not the first-choice dic-
tionary definition, it isat least to some modest degreeirregular. However,
almost any machine can bc said to "run;" so that this usage, although irregular,
is standardized and applicable to an entire category of context-related situations.

l'he most complex of the context-related situations, and accordingly ihe one

-
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which nitia ofien causes difficulty for the.,transiator, is the type we shall refer to as
catuixt-Nnotit. These terms are illoth irregular and restricted; i.e., they are not
first-dtoice dktionary definitions. and they are net in standard usage throughout
the entire fiekt. TO ttintinut79* example ist ntavhine-relat.ed terminoingy, %Ye
untiiitoffer the term "doWn." A computer Can ,be said to be "dosYn..".A heavy
press*can 14r 7a.low ' Rut A refrigerator (although it does "run') is nut referred
to as being "down." When the translator gets that l-know-what-it-means,-but-
there's-no-way-hi-say-it feeling, he is most often dealing with a context-bound
sitnation.

. It is in these latter two situations where the objectives of commercial/
technical translation must be reiterated.,In order to achieve the conceptual clarity
,
and completeness that this kind of translation requires, the translator may have
to reject the context-specific ur context-bound terminology in favor of a denota-
tive bond which. though possibly %less authentic or stylistic, will sutressfully re7
create the information.

finat-lexical phibknt. which occurs with higher frequency in -those
languages closest to English, but which must be considered a pmatibility in any
language, is a-particular kind of interference which wik.shall refer to as the re-
bounding rognak The rebounding 'cognate, briefly described, is a false. cngnate
which acquires contra-stiggestive value because of its similarity to a word with
different meaning in the source language. For eXample. coming from Spanish in-
to English vie look up the word iiodad in a bilingual dictionary. and we finchyrn-
pathy. This term then rebounds through the Spanish simpatia, which suggests
different meaning in conflict with the concept the translator wishes tti reproduce.

. As a result, the translator hesitates to use what is, in reality, the correct word,
siniPly because it sounds wrong to him.

If the student is made aware 'of this kind of -possible interference, he will
karn to use dictionaries, instead of depending on them. Tile use of the plural
here is quite significant . No good tr-nslator works with one dictionary, but with
several: a source language dictionary, for clarification of the concept itself; a bi-
lingual dictionary. which will lead him to (but not give him) the term he needs in
the target language; a tatArt language dictionary, to differentiate between-muhi-
pie possibilities and/or to clarify the rebounding cognate; andas needed
special fiekl-related dictionaries (,.iedical, engineering, etc.). ,

6. Conclusions
' l'ranslation training must be viewed as a process which includes several

distinguishable stages. First, the student reaches language awareness; he trains
himself to notice the many kinds of similarities and differences which exist be-
tiveen his own language and the foreign language. He learns to use this
understanding as a means of furthering his active control of the new language.
I-le learns the points at which major differences are likely to occur, and 1-.3w to
deal with them.

Next, the student practices transfer techniques. He learns the importance of

I. A
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placing .conceptual (Uri!, above any and all other considerations. lie kains to
Select the best equivalent Imm a variety of correct equivaknts. And he learns the
extent..-to which the product he generates is dependent on the pmcess he uses to
generate U.

Finally, the student will 1.)cl:exposed ttl certain !pecific probleni situations iti
whkh the'peculiarities of English can cause uniquely, confusing, transfer prob-
lerni. And Eu t,he specialized vocabulary peculiar to his own area of interest

.Add thmughoui the entire foreign language acquisition process, the. student
is made aware of the fact that his primary, if not his only, concern is to convey in-
formation, and that the words and structures.be uses are essentially little more
than vehicks used to facilitate that taSk.

4.
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,The Shape They Are in Now and
the Shapeof Textbooks to Come

Fraid* Dubin

Textbooks are a basic ingredient in language courses: they should reflect what
is mowcurrent in language pedagogy*.,Akhough many.suggestions have been,
made for expanding second language programs to include topics derived from
saitilinguistics, as yet our texts have nor incorporate(' much of this subject
matter...Textbook authors need to find ways to fuse syllabuses bawd on func-
tionsur notions with sociolinguistic features: rules fur appropriatenen, straw-
gies for talking. and awareneu of registers. An important develiipment.in text-
books whict present language for use will be to foctis on activities (or doing in
place of the more familiar 65164. Furthermore, there are differences between
the constraints on tnaterbils writers as contrasted with those on textbook
authors. Textbook authors can draw on the suggestions of materials writers
but their sepearate outputs are not judged by the same criteria.

"Open your books to page
Few phrases giye specialists more cause to grimace with 'disdain than does

this schoolroom cliche. Hearing it reminds us that the, field of asOt. has grown
quite sophisticated in adapting and altering published materials to fit particular
groups of students. It reminds us, too, that a great many experienced teachers do
mit rely solely on a classroom textbook. Teachers often use their own ideas for
conducting language activities. But look around once more. Although there is
lively interest in teacher-created materials, for reasons of economy of time and
energy the backbone of most language courses is tied to a textbook. The teacher
may modify and augment, but the textbook is still a basic ingredient.

Some may 'argue for teacher-prepared materials exclusiVely, but anyone
who has slugged his/her way through a semester of relying on self-prepared hand-

, outs knows that at some point the teacher's good judgment must -interrupt the
whirl of the ditto machine to declare:

"I've had enough. I've purpled my fingers for the last time. It makes sense
to produce something tailored for mysroup of studentworrapecialoceasions7-Ger--------
tainly most quizzes or course tests should be written for a specific group: But
given the array of commercial products available, there must be something on the
market to keep my class going:"
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Students, too, particularly thine from name conversative educational wadi-
tions,.tend to see the textbook as the central element in.the course. It is something
to tookat, to work from, tu take homd. For many ESL students the book spells
knowlOge. -Somehow the teacher's smudged'handoutir do not carry the same air
of authenticity, despite the hours pi best- intentions that were poured intolhein.
The textbook gives individuals a link between themselves and other members of
theeinst. It affords security to thoile who need it. both learners and wachers.

ThO, piirpose of this paper 4 to explore some of the current 'problems of
writing textbooks' for teaching second languages. During the late sixties and
Seventies the field hi language pedagogy. began to embrate a larger scope. As our
insights into the natute of language huve changed through the investigatiops of
linguists and sociolinguists, the curricula for language courses have grown. Snce
language itself is now seen as being more complex, textboOks must deal with an
expaoded subject matter. Today, texthook writers are faced with making deei-'
sions about content, organization and range that they have never dealt with
before. .

. .

..At-the srame time, modes of teaching have shifted. There is a clifferent at
mosphere in many classrooms. A humanistic approach casts the teacher in a new
mle, that of facilitating someone's growth rather. than telling a student what to do
next . 'Because of new, relationships which hold lgetween teach*r and students as
well as between student themselves, textbookamust serve different functions in
the language classroom.

.Curiously enough, despite the pisiminence of the textbook in most language
dassmoms, little attention has been paid to its construction by the people who
write journal articles and give papers at conferences. One could conjecture that
the dearth of writings dealing specifically with textbooksjs sign that the topic is
amtehow taboo. Perhapi it is considered too commercially tainted to be accept-
able. Instead the euphemistic terms "materials" and "materials Preparers" or
"materials writers" are employed. It is important to rplize, however, that
materials writers and their productsteaching materialsare not the same as
textbooks.

Materials writers have the luxury of producing for a special group.. Their
Gicus can be extremely narrow. They know from first-hand experience the needs
and goals of the students they are writing for. It has been said that the best class-
room Materials are those which arr prepared for the most specific audience. This
vhsdom may,, indeed, hold true for preparers of materials. But textbook writers
can never expect to interest a commercial publisher in their work if the intended
audierwe is highly limited.

More often than not , materials writers work hand in hand with syllabus
planners. Or, they themselves are the syllabus planners. If the materials people
do work in tandem with the syllabus writers their collaborativeoutput is bounded
by the same temporal framework. Because of this factor of chronology, the tasks
of the materials writer and the syllabus planner. are much closer to each other
than is either one of them to those of the textbook writer.

:41
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,While the inaterials person and the syllabus preparer are in control of the
time framework which organizes the vourse, the textbook writer, on the other
'hand. must work without any time framework whatsdever. The textbook writer
is bound instraitlay a spatial framewOrk. The book will his'iv so many pages. so.
many iVpters.. so many lessons. Perhaps the book will be expanded into a sO-
called ilurse, or a set of books. Whether or nOt this inner, spatial ,organization
fits well with the aims and constraints of the syllabui planner is 4question which
is dtlt w4h.auuch later, after the. book is in prim-. At thr outset, the only thing
the textbook writer can do is to make some.calculated gueses balled on hunches
and periumn,eiperience.in the classoxim.

The phices where there are suffitietil time and resources for 'producing
original Materials:are few and far between. Even tlyingh we look to materials
writers for showing us innovative techniques, most teachers must rely on com-
mercially product:d textbooks. If 'they .are to meet the expectations of a lively,
growing field of professional teachers, second language textbooks Must begin ta
incorporate,.an expanded subject matter. In'recent years, materials preparers

ye offered suggestions fur presenting topics of language use: rules for ap-
ipriate language (eg., telephone talk, the difference between "I'm sorry" and

Excuse me." using litles and first names); strategies for talking with people
e.g., making apnklgies. giving excuses, keeping conversations going, getting
ind giving adviee); awareness of registers in language (e.g., formal and informa)
myles, talking with steers vs. others, meWs and women's stiech). But these and
many other sociolinguistically derived topics are yet to turn up in comprehentive
textbooks.

In asense, the expansion of the moment of language courses reflects growing
siieciinization. It indicates that the traditional AWN, livening, speaking, reading
and writing. are taking on some new dimensions. In the area of reading, there
has been a great deal of discussion of the need for students to be able to read par
tivular types of material and to be able to understand the vocabulary in particular
fields of knowledge. Scanning the lists nnew titles, it is possible to find recent of-
ferings for special purpose reading. the listening skill noW -encompasses far more
than discriminating between sounds. It entails comprehending die whole stream
or speech in natural contexts. It includes.listening to and understanding specific
types of spoken language: formpl lectures, informal talks, radio and TV
language. etc. Similarly,, speakink embodies interactional skills as well. In the
coming period. teachers and murse planners will tx, looking for textbooks which
span a more finely detailed index of language skills..

Looking back at the output of past decades, one is struck by the fact that,
even though styles in language pedagogy shifted. seriously. die turn from a
grammar-transLuion to an audio-lingual approach didtlpot produce any serious
change in textbooks. A grammatical framework supplied the ba!t,k foundation for

' texts of both schools. Language strixture was subdivided into units, cffgpters,
and lessons. Books associated with both points of view basically followed the same
internal design as well. They both set out tokens of language which the student

10.
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wasexpected to master, In the case of the grammat-translation boolphe tasks ftir
the studem were more likely to be analytical io:nature, while the audio-lingual
look depended on repetition of the text . .

Itt the.granunar-translation book a chapter usually began witka vocabulary
list and then prewnted. nirrative bOoki turnCdninund
the. format by introducing the narrative. first , or that favorite of the periodthe
dialague,: and the listed "new vocabulary." the important innovation in the
audio-lingual book was the inclusion 'of, phonological information with the
vocabulary list . Often .employing a phonemic transcription, some texts' marked
intonation contours as well. Though they utilized different exercise types
(grantmar-trandation liked, to test for comprehen4ion of meaning while audio7#
lingual tended to drill.segnit-nts of the initial presentation), both genres stopped
`at the point where the student had committed the material of the lesson io

In audio-lingual books particularly, memorization was aided by an array of
oral.drills. in was aft implicit yet unstated'guaranteethat somehoW audio-lingual
textbooks would take the studenefrom mechanical practice to spontaneous use of
the new language. Although the grammar-translation warranty was fOr a
_farm goalmiderstanding the text through the learner's native, lanKuage
representathre textbooks ofthe two: schools had much incommon considering the
quite different typeloCclessroom activities they fostered.

Grammar-translation and audio-lingbal textbooks 'have a country cciusin,
the situation-based book . Quite without scholarly or linguistic pretensions, it
.dependlt not on a grammatical framework but simply on a tableof contents made
up of practical situatkms. The situation-based textbook consists of single word*,
short phrases or even whole sentences. Sometimes the, situatkm-based book is
organized under topics or themes of everyday evOnts (arriving at the hotel, eating
at a restaurant, etc .). Typically the situation-based boa is a survival manual foil
people intending to make short visits 'to foreign lands. Most situation-based
language texts are usually devoid of pedagogic device; for either analyzing or
practicing language.

Interestingly enoughk the situation-based text is now re-emergiiit in a far
more sophisticated form ,lor while American textbook authors have been con-
cerned with recent Years with producing specialized texts for specific needs
listening comprehension, study skills, reading for special parposes-rBritish
authors have taken the lead in utiliting the frame of reference pfovided by the
Council of Europe's Council for Cultural Cooperation (Van Ek 1975). Instead of
a table of contents bawd on discrete granimatical items, the emphasis has turned
to the semantic component of language. The basis of an English lafcguage course
is now to be a taxonomy of notions or a list of the ideas, feelings, desires, needs,
etc. which the learner requires to get on in the new langtiage. In effect, textbooks
are to be built on a thesaurus of ideas. The cats/0g is available to textbook writers
to choose from, even while the experts are debating the merits of such an ap-
proach.

,
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Merits aside, the proponents of a functional-notional syllabus have lieu. to
say about ways to orgaMze textbooks either thematically or topically and they
hitve, given even less attention to pedagogic considerations. It is up to textbook
writers to provide the props.whirh will turn otherwise doll lists of ideas ioto, in-
tetesting:claismom experiences. Hopefully, we can look for imaginative text-
books that will do more Thin attach the hackneyed'format of dialague/vocabu-
lary/driLls to a table of contents built upon a notional syllabus. 0

It is excitingto anticipate the textbooks which will find ways of synthesizing
4,t notional UMle of contents with 'classroom activities which emphasize doing _in
place of drilling, the style that has prevailed for so long. A drill has a static nature.
It constrains learners to remain within a very limited range, both intellectually
and physically, Intellectually. drills are restrictive. If useful at all, they belong at
the earliest stages of language learning. Physically, drills are confining. They
.force. students to sit in their seats. Doing. on the other hand, means that students
gtissip, converse, complain, ask each other questions, look for answers, and
tIngage in a variety of other simuhitioni of real language beloiyior.

Suggestions fin- classnioin lessons built on doing have been offered and er.-
empllfird during n.S-ent years (Dubin-and Margot 1977; Kettering 1975; Olsen
.1977). Called communication exercises or communicative activities, the writers
of texts and materials who have produced them often turned away from the
model: mechanical drilling moving to controlled communication. Instead, they
have chosen fo plunge directly into freer communicative experiences. However,
in effective communication activities there are still contmls..although the controls
are probably not grammatical ones. They can be participation controls: students
interact in pairs, small groups, in front of the class, with native speakers in and
out of the class; they can be task controls: telling others about personal ex-
periences. interviewing, asking for information, creating stories, solving prob-
lems; they can be toped or otuational controls: home And family life, the media,
community and neighborhood services, national and world issues.

Along with a wide repertoire of communication activities, textbook writers'
can draw on another classroom activity Which has been tried, tested, and certified
effective in many settings. The role-play is a powerful classroom tool whiCh can
be mile:rd. among other things, for presenting sociolinguistically derived topics
such as breaking into conversatiims, Making introductions, offering to help,
making requests. etc. In fact, role-play is really a cover term for a variety of
types: directed responses. socio-dramas, situation role-plays, stagings. scenarios,
simulations have all been nemtioned by materials writers (Logan 1977; Paulston
et al. 1975; Scarcella 1978). Yet these suggestive fragments by themselves do not
make a textbook: They are like stuffing without a cover.

Some role-plays such as the directed response technique are more neutral in
character There is no inherent irony in the situation. But the directed response
does take an important step beyond the dialogue by giving directions to students
for re-enacting short 6-8 line interactions betWeen two or three people in a line;
by-line fashion. Other role-play are of an ironic or problematic nature. There
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--are situation -role-plays between two antagonists: for example role-plays between
renter and landlord, shopper and merchant , caller and telephone operator,
policeman and driver, citizen and clerk; or the socio-drapia which has richness of
both pint and character development .

It. remains, however, the job of the textbook writer to pr?vide a shape for a
mriad isf,role-ptay ideas. The job will consist of selecting appropriate rok-plays
to fit topics, providing variety. and most important, allowing for suitable
preparation so that both students and teachers enter into the role-plays without
hesitation.

. Itauthor;tollostittCooks of the ,future 'MT to resPond to all of the significant
changes , taking plact in language pedagogy, they cannot overlook the social
climate in which learning takes place. In humanistic classroomsand there are
More and more of thempeople take responsibility ior their own learning. It
may even be the ease that at some future time leathers in second language
anuses will tell teachers what they want to be able to say in the new language,
utilizing their teachers as native speaker sources of information.

A inoVe in this direction is already evident in the increasing use'of examples
of natural language as part of second language programs. Students speak with
native speakers outside of class; they listen to tapes of natural language in class.
These activities can certainly be tied to a textbook if the book is designed to'give
instructions for doing. In this case, doing would take the form of field-work exer-
cises such as "gnestions to ask a native speaker," and **points to listen for when
you hear a conversation ."

A trictbClok cast in a humanistic mold might be a place for students to set
duwn their goals for their own learning, or for them to comment on their own
learning. The textbook could guide students to comment on their own participa-
tion in the class and on their feelings towa0 what took place in class.

Writers of language textbooks, along with materials, preparers, have always
faced a vexing dilenuna: textbooks, and materials, are finite, but language is not .
The proceis f making choices, of selecting elements for inclusion, always results
in omitting someth;ng which is vital. But writers of the textbooks to come also
face other difficult problems. In order to produce books that reflect what I% cur-
rant in both language scholarship and language pedagogy, they will have to deal
with the relationships between the form of meaning (semantic topics),.the form of
structure (grammatical topics), and the functional use of language (socio-
linguistic. topics or how to use language for commonication). Moreover, they will
have to make decisions regarding these issues at a time when theoreticiansare on-
ly just formulating the questions.-

Above all, designing any textbook should be a creative process, one that is
both as complex and as satisfying as plotting a novel or a short story. The finished
manuscript shonld have internal consistency. It could take on various shapes,
depending on the author's taste, sensitivity and inventiveness. But ultimately
there is an overriding criterion by which to judge its effectiveness: it must be suf-
ficiently engaging to justify its users' buying it.
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Adapting ES1. Teaching Materials

Harold S. Madsen
J. Donald Bowen

After briefly presenting the iationale for carrying out adaptation of Elt. texts,
this paper discusses and illusuates techniques of adaptation including modifi-
CatiOn for artistic realism and adjustments related to language deficiencies and
variety, A summary of administrative matters concludes the snick.

While every teacher is an adapter of the textbook he uses, the good Est.
teacher strives for congruence among related variables such as teaching
materials, course objectives and teaching style. Illustrations in the section on
Artistic Realism point up waye in which language instruction can be improved
by striving for more liklike situations, believable language and' native-like
speech in ESL instruction. Paraphrased excerpts from Lsi. textbooks are cited in
the wynon on Language Detkiencies to demonstrate how .the teacher-adapter
can improve his lessons in arms ranging from linguistic arcuraty and cultural
akiropriateness to language variety and pedagogical efficiency.

A capable young FM teacher recently observed to us that to date she hadn't
been able to use any textbook without extensively modifying 'or complememing
it . She wondered what our experience had been. We assured her that we too have
had to itchtpt every text we have ever used. Every teacher is an adapter of the text
he uses. The more experienced and sensitive the teacher, normally the greater
the adaptation. A puzzled expression signals that a rephrasing or additional ex-
ampk is required. 'A restricted time limit surgests that we telescope an exercise
by selectrng only representative items from a drill. We're adapting even when we
refer to an exercise covered earlier or when we complement the lesson with realia,
music or unpresaribed student activities.

1. Principles of adaptation

There seem to be three kinds of textbook adaptation that teachers need to
-perform. The first. we have already suggested: tailoring the text, personalizing it
for our specific group of students, interpreting the meaning, providing an oral
model. If the text is supplementary, it will need to be integrated into the course,
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\ collated with our other materials. A second kind of modification is required when
we use a book in ways for which it was mit initially intended.. A balanced four-
skill Luiguage hook may require supplementary exercises if used, in a class con-
centrating on oral comm`unication. A text for adolescents may require some
social modification if used in an adult education setting. Still a third form of
adaptation is needed when we encounter flaws in our book. These may range
from implausible situations to strained or.unidiomatic language representation. .

In dealing with these neetls, we can marshal a variety of useful techniques:
we can supplement, edit, expand, individualize, sunplify, modernize, localize or
modify the cultural-situational content. Some modifying and personalizing of the
text will take place while the lesson is being covered in class. But careful editing
and strategic supplementary aids will obviously need to be taken care of well
ahead of time .

Effective adaptation, we have found, resillts from achieving what we call
"conkruence." This is in fact, a rather universal principle: a speaker adapts is
rate and volume to the size of his audience; a poet matches the meter of his poem
to his- theme. the,composer his lyrics and melody; the farmer plants a crop
"congruent with" his soil, climate and.market; the industrialist develops a pm-.
duet compatible with his physical plant and the public demand for the product.

'The good ESL teacher likewise strivei for zongruence among the variables in
the teaching taxonomy: the text and instructional materials, methodology,
students. tourse objectives, the target languageEnglish, as well as one's own
personality and teaching style. Our discussion will focus initially on textbook
congruence with borta fide cultural situations and convincing representation of
the languageor on what we might term artistic realism. Then we will examine

_. ways to rectify deficient linguistic presentations, and conclude with some ad-
ministrative ar -dagogical applications.

Implicit . , approach to adaptation we recommend are two basic assump-
tions. One is that the teacher take a positive attitude towards _the textbook he is
using, dealing construdively with needed modifications. Constant critki;m of
the teaching materials tends to destroy student confidence in anything the author
has to "say, without necessarily convincing him that the teacher has anything bet-.
ter to offer. It doesn't require much more effort to enter int) a type of teaching
partnership with the author. This cooperative venture concentrates on modifying
or enlarging rather than criticizing or downgrading. .

The second assumption is that as teachers we will constantly evaluate the.
text presentation relative to our students and what we need to accomplish. The
teacher who blindly follows the text largely abdicates his responsibility. In corn-
menial air transportation, the human pilot interacts with the automatic pilot or
electronic guidance systems'and at crucial times such as when guiding the aircraft
to a safe landing he assumes full responsibility for coping With the local terrain in
order to deliver his valuable.cargo. Ideally, the teacher's input begins with the
selection of the text and general decisions as to whether it will be used as basic or
supplementary teaching Material. He then lays plans for whatever alterations and

1



aiditionsimay be needed. And finally, in the classroom the dynamics of the
presentation dictate still further adjustments and fine tuning. ,

With these assumptions in mind, we, will. consider a few ways of adapting
trans for classronm use... IR, doing:SO....We will examine. a .variety of examples
paraphrased from contemporary Ek texts.

Astistk realism
A popular wordis extensively used these days in discussions about the best

way to teach a second language; that word is "contextualization." This is an idea
that we read* accept, because it suggests real communication.. "Context" is a.
word we inherited from Latin, referring to the prucess of "weaving together" so
that tlueads become fabric, with both design and function. We want our speech
to be similarly construae0, so that.the words and morphemes are woven together
to produce a fabric Oat has form and function, which together carry a messar
that is related to what precedes and to what followi.. ..

"There is no difficulty because the form and meanings of X are without in-
auence upon the schema and conversely, so that, the surrogate X is all that is
needeti in the base poSition and its actual value can t;ie dismissed."

The immediately preceding sentence probably makes no sense to theNeader.
little Wonder. It was taken at random from a book on the English verb. In its
original context it communkated; transplanted here it is meaningless, since it is
not articulated with what precedes or what follows. How often we feed sue; un-
commuthcative, disjointed language to stadents.

Language practice, just as language use, needs a context. Otherwise it is vir-
Nally impossible tq produce a realistic example' of speech communkation. But
providing a context -proves to be-anything but-simple. One couktsay, collect and
use real honest-to-goodness speech, caught and recorded as people actually talk.
But unfortunately real speech samples can be inefficient and confusing. The
sentence partials. thoughts switched o4, not .completed, the filled and unfilled
pauses, the fumble words, the shifts of formality or register, the nongrammatical
siquenees, etc. cannot tolerate the repetition and practice that language study re-
quires.

No, we must have realistic samples. not real ones. The artistry necessary to
provide realistic speech for teaching purposes is extremely difficult to provide. It-
requires writers of imagination and talent. Observe the following sample and
judge its effectiveness:,

Who is this man ?This is Fared. Farid is it student in this university.
And who is this woman?This is an employee (feminine) in this university.
This girl is a secretary (feminine) in this university .-4Where is Mustafa?
There is. with tlassan. And there is Layla, next to Samirti.What's this
(masculine)?Thi s. is a chair. And this is a briefease.-0.K., and what's
this?This is a lamp. Where is the ashtray?There it is. under the lamp.
Where is the door'There it is, next to the window. What is this.
Haitian This is a picture. Sir.
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The only 'useful sentence in this artificial exchange is. Where is the door"Wç
Want to use it as expeditiously as possible.

. In our search for liedagogical realism, ave ran divide, the area of concern into
-three parts. which we will call: situatianal realism. linguistic realism, and inter-
pretational reahsm Situational realism involves the selection of realistic people

. and events in a compatible setting.
In a recent text, we find'a dialog involving a prank in a loan office, where a

mini attempts to frighten some womenemployees witha mechanical spider and is
scolded by his superiors tor his misconduct. The prank is hardly believiable, and
the reprimand even less so, being reminiscent of a scolding by a humorless
primary school principal. Anothir widely used contemporaty Est, text portrayS an
incident where a middle-aged man begins crying aficumissing an important ap-
yrtintmem. Clearly, these need to be edited ote or reVised. If used, the characters
,cOuld be recast as childrenthe first set interacting in a clasroom, and the sec-
ond at home, with a birthday party as the "missed appointment."

Situational realism may be difficult to achieve in dialogs, but it is even more
difficult to arrange in drills and practice ixercises. We remember one course that
took the backward-build-up too seriously, and the resuh was a practice exercise to
learn the numbers. It went as follows.

five.
four, five.

three, four, five.
two, three, four, fivr.

one, two, three, four, five.

'Rarely. can the backward build-up be justified, under any circumstances. Using it
in this number-practice exercise violates every principle of contextualization:
nail do these particular numbers occur in the order that this drill specifies, so the
student is practicing a totally nonexistent sequence. This exercise completely
loses all touch with reality.

Situational realism deals with appropriate settings, in which human interac-
tion can take place. But having a realistic situation is not -enough. The par-
thipants in the setting must use language that is compatible with the dramatis per-
sonae and the locale; in carrying out their roles they must select and use language
that is natural, relevant, realistic. Consider the artificiality of these lines from a

..text published in the second half of this decade:

My name's Frank Adams. My first name is Frank. My last name is
Adams:: I'm a professor. I'm Professor Adams.

4
in another text appearing a bit earlier in the decade, we have a dialog in Which a
person named Tom asks Nick five consecutive questions, with Nick then taking
the initiative and firing a salvo of four consecutive questions at Tom. Between
them, they force haw, when, where, why, how much, and who into the conversation,
but at the expo.- nse of linguistic realism. Yet another problem is full-sentence
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answers. , required by many teichers who want their students to learn sentence
patterns rather tharysvntence fragments. The result is most unnatural:

"What is the name of that boy)"
"The name of that buy is Tom Raker."

Finally note the following excerpt from a language team :

The pupils could hardly wait for their teacher in sell them to get ready for
+soother visit. Finally. Charles. patik to rontml himself longer, asked "When
as e.we going to pay our "other flower friends a 4Sit I Miss Smith r

We don't need to do any visiting just now," ansivered Miss Smith,
'Will imr flower 'friends visit us instead?" Margie asked, with a tight af

hope in her eyes.
"Oh, no. indeed, We shall neither visit th,em nor will they visit us," Miss

Smith said.Then she waited expevtantly to hear what the children might say.0
"ikies that moan we shall not see our other flower friends at all?" a little

girl wilted, with a look of disappointmeA on her face
Miss Smith chuckled. She oould just imagine . they felt at such news.

"Well; well, my dears! You must love our flower friends a gri-at deal or you
wouldn't be so diiiappoimed." she laid with a sniik.

"I have a surprise for you, however." she continued.
"Mat surprise do you have for us, Miss Smith?" the little twi.ns asked

eagerly.
"Well, well, well. What curious link children." Miss Smith answered.
"What is the big surprise?" the children begged again.

. "You'll meet our bush flower friends from, a gardener's diary," Miss
Smith answered . "Do you wam to read it ?"

"Of course we do. Miss Smith." the children cried joyfully.

This sample frcmva lesson on flowers is as phony as a three-dollar bill. It comes /-
from a *goodie-goodie world-7-an unreal teacher talking to unreal children
seriously violating our criterion of linguistk tzealism .

In coping with dialog and exercises that violate expected norms of realistic
language, we can edit, supplement and amend the original. The king "flower
children" passage would best be deleted. But the others could be modified. For
example, ash- questions can be answered in phrasal responses instead of full
sentences. And long sequences of questions can easily be brokm up by inserting
replies that ask for clarification or elaboration.

With a satisfactory setting and a selection of utterances that appropriately
and Convincingly develop a lesson, the next requirement .is a classroom per-
formance that meets die standards of realistic oral interpretation. By remaining
safelY with standdrd orthographic representation, the text author can shift the
major resPonsibility for appropriate oral interpretation to the teacher. The
author can be helpful, however, by using contracted forms of words that normal-
ly contract . Nothing destroys the illusion of reality more quickly than hearing
school children consistently using uncontracted formi. Here's an example from a
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cootemporary text: ."Mary is a sttsct. She is absent. Is .she sick?" "She is

Rut since oral interpretation is dw special responsibility of the .:eacher, the
Mom important ii is for .44 quatt...teacher preparation and perliirman4.

. special impimance are sach.details as the [eduction of unstressed vowelse, the use
of normal assimilativa pa.terns and contractions, even such details as variam
vowels in related word Ita.ms, such as the /es,/ and It/ in wy, sgys, or the law/and
/a/ in protiouno, promoirianort The teacher- should certainly present some of the
patterns that are usually left rut of a textbook Very importam among these is the
patternof vowel reduction . In A sentence like **Let 's go for a walk ," consisting of

,fiye syllables, the third and fourth are property reduced to schwa, We say /far a!,
not /1 ir eV: "I.et 'it go, 'far al walk" not "Let 's go /Or ey/ walk." Consider the
phonological problems imrodUced in this 1,973-Est. text for Latin American:: in
which. English pronunciation is represented by applying Spanish orthography:

Wr had strak and black ttrans with rice.
(IA jad-strik and black bins IAA rais)

2. Y. otioursr. Nty wite is a good cook.
(Ves.ot Lors. Mai Milt is a gud cu-uk)

Another arra of interpretation usually left to the teacher is contrastive stress,
with all the clues for understanding an utterance that are carried by this special
marker if prominence. Eastern Russia is known by the name "Siberia;" and we
normally pconflunee this word with the middle syllable stressed: /saybirya/. Rut
the syllable stress shifts to the syllable that needs differentiation, if the context in-
chides a word which overlaps phonologically. For examille:

goinieto
"No. no. I didn't sa. 1.birya.i. I said Is4bIryaf."

If these signals are ignored by the speaker, confusim will reign.
One other e sample : consider the following two sentences, made up of iden-

tkal words, bin expressing difkrent meanings carried exclusivdy by the stress
patterns:

4
Thr snudy was what one would expkt from a min of Worcs.

. .

2 The studs was what onr would expstct from a min of letters.

In sentence ( I) we are talking about a man of letters; however, in sentence (2) we
refer to someone else, but compare him to an archetypal man of letters. These
differences, as anyone who has endeavored to teach English as a second language
well knows, do not teach themselves. Too often they don't get taught at all,
because the teacher does Mit present them in a way that students are able to pro-.
duce appropriate suprasegmentals. this area of perhaps the greatest complexity
that English offers.

These, then, are samples of the problems associated with adapting in order
to provide suitable realimi in ksson presentations. But realism in its various
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'Vises, though tiecessary. is not suIlkient. Other areas of suncern are language
usage, language variety, and the principled modification of texts for special pur-
poses..

3. Language dificiencks
Every teacher needs to be alert to possible linguistic deficiencies in his text-

book. To the many who rely heavily on the text for grammatical explanations
and presentationsthis may seen) an impossible and presumptuouy task.. for:-
tunately, gramMatical misstatements Are not frequent., lhe place they ocCur moat
ofteteis in drills and exercises where not etpugh lime has been taken to .prepare
vital, idiomatic language '.context:... Felf' example, even in practicing a
phonological contrast we might not be satisfied with 'Why do you seek the
sick?" or "How did you pick that peak?" (found in a recent textbook) when we
could easily have "He'll be here at six." This is not to say that one should be
unalterably opposed to nonsense or to alliteraticm or rhyme. "Peter Piper pkked
a peck ots pkkied peppers". may have some utility, and it 's fun. In aildition, a
well-done farce or melodrama, it . tsn't pretend to be tht, real thing. Outlandish
language, like some of Alexander Lipsop's communicative situations, can in-
struct and delight simultaneously.

What we need to be on the watch for are dialogs with unidiomatk represen-
tations such as "Whcim does she take after?" and "Whont,is she fixing dinner
for?" gvans and Evans claim that such sentences are "unnatural English s.nd
have been for at least five hundred years." They add that "to most of their coun-
trymen, the unnatural whost's sound priggish or pretentious" (Evans and Evans
1957:556). There are basically two alternatives here.. One is tn delete the un-
satisfactory item: the bther is to demonstrate how who's» ca.) be-used on the for-
mal level ("To whom did the ambassador address those remarks?") while recom-
mending that who (as in **Who were they talking to?") be used generally. Level
of formality would alse need to be introduced if the exercise in a 1975 ESI. text
were retained:

1. Must ',Int leave tomorrow ,

2. Must wr go now '
3. Must I tell ham

The occasional Alice-in-Wonderland language of exercises is sometimes the
result of an 'euthor's stretching the language to In some rule, real or imagined.
For instance, subject-verb concord requires that "two or intim singular subjects
joined by or or nor t.Alte a singular verb, agreeing in person with the nearer sub-
ject ." this rule results in virtually unheard of langu:.ge such as "Either she or I
ans going." Native speakers avoid this construction with

"Either she's going or I am ;or)
"Une t!t. us is going .

The teMptation for an author to follow a paradigm is Aen too great"
resist. In a 1974 text we have:
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"vois!rr not goIng to be all right "
"Ain I not going to he all right "'
"No, yoo're not.-

The initial sentence is weak, though:it is idiomatic. And the inquiry is dearly
woicceptable. First, there is no context to generate its iitteratiCe. More impor-
nate, it is wooden, stuffy, and unidiomatic. Fairly advanced students might be
.exposed to the colloquial alternative "Aren't I going to br all right?" But the
more conservative teacher might prefer the rather netittal "Won't I be all
right?" or "Don't you think I'll be all right?" True. the paradigm is disrupted,
bat it deservses to be, in favor of lik-like utterances. t e would do well to adopt as
standard practice a careful advance proofreading of all drills and eserdses that we
plan to.assign. Sentences containing strained or unnatural English can.simply be
eliminated without comment .

tkcasionally even a basic presentation can be modified in order to prevent
nfusion. An immigrant from Germany once told us she seemed to be per-

ntly handicapPed in the use of "push" and rpult," having learned them at
.the time. Sometimes temporarily postponing one will enable the other con-
cept become firmly established. One widely used ,ss.t. text presents two con-
trastin uses of "going to" at the same time: "Mr. Adams is going to work"
(where represents the present progressiveMr. Adams walking to his place
of emplo nt). juxtaposed with this is the statement , "He's going to get there
at eight o'cli Here. of course, going to is a flume tense indicator. In this case,
it would be si pie to modify the first going ta. The revised sentence would read,
"Mr. Adams is\walking to work" or "Mr. Adams is driving to work." This
change also elimi\hates the possible aMbiguity in the initial Pentenee. One does
not have to subscribe to the audio-lingual requirement of a tightly sequenced
grammar presentatioit to see the value of partitioning certain easily-confused
graMmar items

Of course it would tiave been just as easy to alter the second sentence. "He's
going to get there at 87tHrKould read. "He'll get there at 8:00." But here a word
of caution is in Order. Severalcomemporary Est. texts.suggest that milland going to
can- lx freelv interchanged. ACtoally their distribntion resembles tWo overlapping
circles. There arr situations where going to cannot substitute 'for will: "Will you
have somi. more ix names?" (an offer) and where will cannot substitute for going
to.- "She's going to have a baby" (a pregnancy). To present these verb forins as
iquivalem can therefore be misleading.

3.1. Modifying the inexentaiion. The creative teacher can sometimes assist
students in assimilating what Appears to be a wide variety of separate rules. One
1977 Est text provides exaniples of indiVidual nouns associated with much and
man, but does not enter into the count-noncount distinction which could help the
student generalize this principle. Another situation is the inion contrast in con-
junction with transportation. Rather than simply providing a host of examples, it
is possible to generalize. A colleague suggests that the use of in and on is a matter
of routing. A conveyance such as a bus, a ship. or a commercial airliner (even a

1
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Milk truck) requim ex, whereas nonniated conveyeanres (such as a taxi, rowboat
or small airplane) require in. We recommend a double rule for on and in with
'travel: the fina .rule is that we wean with. a means of transPonation which in no
sense can contain _a person (such as a bicycle, mule, or raft). If avehicle ;an eon-
tain or surround's passenger, we apply the seamd rule, which specifies mobility.
A:vehicle where mobility is possible and nortnal will usually take the reference on
Asueh as, n train, airliner, bus, or ship). ,But where mobilit9 is restricted, the
ieference will.usually be made with in (as in a car, small plane, taxi, canoe, etc.).

. Sometimes we encounter a presemafion that istoo.compact: A protninent
1973 text. introduces cver 250 two-word verbs in a 20-page segment of the text,
together with rules and exercises for separable and inseparable two-word verbs.

-The teacher ad`apter, having surveyed this feature before beginning to use the
book, would undoubtedly select the most frequently Used verbs from this list and

' then space them throughout the semester or school year. He would' probably ..

annbine related two-word verbs in semantic clusters (such as wake ofr, get tip, put
on axes clothes, set outfor work, etc .).,

Difficulty is sometistm encountered with explanations :and definitions, the
atithOr inadvertently providing complex explication. One contemporary texr,ex-

'. plains to Iota at as to 'direct the eyes toward;' to sit down as 'tit take a sitting posi-
thm after standing' to fus away as lo set aside, return something tO its proper

IA place.' Here We have "explanations", that are more difficult than the phrases
needing clarification. ,A similar difficulty can be seen in this "explanation" for
beginning studefits: " . . answer in .the affirmative. Use only pronouns in the

- answer. You will bear the correct response. Remember, use the subject and els=
ject pronouns in Our answer." And thefirst lesson in another recent beginning ESL -

WS, Inca phrases such as "to converse rurther," ',to present," "executive,"
"background," etc . When tearbers ena.... !aer low- frequency words and phrases
used in directions and explanatory material, they hate several options: they can
paraphrase. pantomime or 'act out a phrase being introducedprovided it is not
too abstract. Our first inclination would be to determine whetheror not even re
or two of the students knew the meaning; if some did, we would let them convey
it. As far as directions are concerned, even during the heyday of ihe audiolingual
era, it was permitted to use the vernacular-to help facilitate some activity. Many
of us today wOuld feel quite comfonabk with occasional judicious use of the stu-
dent 's native language .

3.2. Cultural *appropriateivss. We have considered needed modifications
ranging from faulty or unidiomafic English to presentations that peed syntbesis,
assimilation, or clarification. Another is the language presentation which nerds
ample comextualization, explanation, or caution regarding the circumnances
under which the expressiun might be used. For example, one text introducei
"Hold your horses" without any precaution. Another glosses "conic off it" as
10 adopt or take a more humble or conciliatory tone.' but does not hint at the
slangy rudeness of ihe expression. Still another introduces "What the dickens
*yes he want here1" along with "Where in the world" and other such expres-
sions, but without any mention of the emotional attitude expressed. Similarly, a
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prominent contemporary text presents the expression "Well, what is.it?" as an
example of contrastive swiss. but without teaching the full implication of an-
miyance assoriated wnh the phrase...Another teaches "Don't imerrupt me" and

't smoke ih here" simply- as- negative requests. in contrast with the 'af-
firmative request "Please close the chair." Introduced also is the tequest "'Would
you'mincl not smoking in here ?` :4Sime the tone of voice is not taken into. account ,

it would naturally he possible for offense to be taken if these were not phrased
properly.

Sonwtimes the context that is provided may be somewhat misleading. For
example, in one text when Helen spoke to the saleslady abpm an imperfecticm in
a dress that had been sold to her, the clerk said.."That's not my baby. See the
61fiimpkiint Department ." That such an expression is flippant and inappropriate
in this situation is not mentioned. For those of us interested in facilitating genu-
ine communicative competenceand that probably, includes virtually all
teacher; todaywe cannot be satisfied with our studentssimply arquiring addi-
tional grammar. vocabulatty. and idiomatic expressions. We must help sensitize
students to the social appropriateness of what they say.

3.3. Language variety. Fortunately the subject matter and language- of
'many contemporary Esc. texts avoid the bland, inane characteristics of earlier
books, but sensitivity i? required on the part of teachers in presenting sonic of this
material. For instance, some explanation would probably be needed on variant
norms for comniunicaiing with parents, when rodents encounter this dialogue:

$

'%Watch it Here come,' war cad !adv.'.
Pete. I'm telling svo the:hist time. Get in here and eat"

" A'right . a'nght . I'm co ..ming. ,It better be fast "
Yeah! Sure. Take it easy ."

Appropriate adjustments will generally need to be, made when using
overseas texts prepared by British.oe British-educawd authors. In one:such text,
fier instance, we read "Are those ice creams?" where Americans, would say. "Is
that ice cream?" and "Go pliiy houses" for "Go and play hmise." If American
English is to be taught . then 'i-fave you Mr. Benn o's addresii?" and "I haVen't
any money" will become "Do you have (or e you got). Mr. Bennett'S ad-
dress :.- and "I don't have (haven't got) any mone." We can only teach effec-

,tively , of course , that vocabulary, granuninr, and punctuation which is already
part of our own linguistic repertoire. .. .

Sometimes adaptation iti temporal. A book published early this decade
s

leads. "We have jiarkmes of thirty-six air-mail stampi. They cost $3.60." Later
on we read, "Candy barsthree for a quarter." One can handle this easily by
simply inquiring about the cost of airmail stamps and candy bars today. In
another selection, we reair1 about a girl named Susan who goes shopping for
groceries: she reads the likt to the grocer, who gets everything together personally
and then has them delivered to her house. A more startling anachronism at the
beginning of the decade was a dialog in another Est. text representing the visit of a

Lij
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phySkiiin 10 4 patient in the patient's home! Without \ 'wing disparaging, one
could easily intnithice a brief, interesting cultural note on \v-entis away from (ami,
ly doctors. house visits, etc. to medical specialists and dMics where patients go
for tneatment . \

. There is likewise a need for the teacher adapter to help students ofpe with
the increasing variety of language they are exposed to. This includes the
som&rnes salty slang of teenagers, which may need interpreti4 ami which adult
!at. learners may be cautioned.to avoid. It alio includes the slightly archaic and
metaphorical language found in an occasional ESI. reader: "Out`of the character
of the things he would say at these periods in question, an exam* will best give
the idea." The tearher will also need to he prepared to adapt_bAef selected ex-
cerpts in literature so that advinced ES1 studentscan understand the nonstandard
speech that can be encountered in a bestseller stich as Alexitialey's

"Keeps trvin' tell you it's some good white folks!" sh exclaimed. "net
of de matter, lw heared a whole heap ol'em wfas 'ping e firs' ;hips ever

any y '411 African tuggers here!" it unto wondered here rm earth Hell
thought.her Own grandparents had come from, hut she was so wound up thtu
he let it paw - 'Co.%e. anytime somethin' like dat he's in de paper," she went
on. "de massaft gits riled up rantin' an' holkrin"bout enemies of de country
411' sich as dat . but, what's 'portant is de mit' of dem massas git to wonderin' in
dry secret heart is dey right sir not". She stared at Kuma. " 'Specially dem
callin' cleYselves Christians." (Haley 1976:377)

And vital to the imany who are 'about to take the giant step from simplified to un-
simplified technical prose is the assistance of the teacher in bridging the gap.'

Whether it helping bridge the gap to unsimplifted prose, proofreading exer-
rises for tmnatitral Eniaish, or stnsitizing the student to situations appropriate
for the idiotns.that his'students hai,e 'been exposed to, the teacher plays an ab=
solutely essential role as adapter-partnermith the textbook author.

4. Administ;ative considerations
As indicated 6rlier,, we have accepted as an organizing prince le the concept

olcimgruence, ;'hrough this concept %ye apply our theoretical assumptions as
educators and language teachers. The rault is a flowing together of streams from

_

i
1 Sehnker And whets in din us.ang tin hniqiws used in teat hing English for science

and In hm clogy (pit )ren\Ind*II, hid students "(then seem ail& to comprehend the total
"mulling let Est disc-nurse Men- 4 en they understand all of thr words in each sentence

Sk.

AM all of the sentences that 'make up the discourse.- tor they fad to grasp clause relation-,
ship14 and the implicit nature ot supptirting information (Sehnker. Trimble. an.i .fritnble
197h281-290) lionevtieho : ertheless, %slims os from simplified English which can
generate reading stratek! . approprtate for coping with unsimplified prow (Honeyfirld
1977 411-440). Elsewhere we recommend techniques for toping with unsimplii`ced prose;
these include v.us mg levels of regularizing or simplifyitig depending on reader
faiphistuat ion. the use when appropriate id: illwdratfons or graphs. and focussing on key
paragraphs rather than simithlving the entiretext (Madsen and Iktwen 1978).

a
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theoretical and practical sources. We have examined a variety of instructkiaI
considerations in adapting sat. materials. And now we conclude With a b ef
survey ofsume administrative concerns which also require the appliCation of con-
gruence. Prior to amending or adapting comei the evaluation and selection of er
proposed textbook. Some of the principles of adaptation may be employed in t

t
e

analysis, but the process of evaluation has its own rationale. 2 1

k

An intermediate step consists of planning and devising a curriculum that
harmonizes teaching materials and instructional objectives. 3 i

Themin athieving congruence between text and ESL course, adapters need
ansivers to a variety of questions:, How long is the course, in total length and ,in
hours per week? What teaching methodology is predominant? Which mode is
favoredrspoken or written? Or will both be attempted? Is there a stms on pro-

, nunciation? On spelling? On vocabulary? On grammar? On meaning? Are all
skills to be provided ,. with the student choosing and internalizing as his own
wishes, interests. and experience dictate? Will the language material be. presented
ill small graded steps. in situational chunks, or in notional syllabus form? Is the

'objective limited English or full English? Is the course linked to subsequent tests,
or is communication to be stressed quite independent of examinations? Is it

. planned to make extensive use of graphics to complement the language presenta-
tion? Or is it felt that langoage study per se can produce its own abstract systems?
la colloquial usage to be taught, or is the emphasis on the more formal delibera-
tive levels of speech and writing? Also, howide a band of register and usage are
students expected to master? Are there to re any real concessions to the realities
of interlanguage. knowing some students will probably fossilize along the way?.ls
granimar to be taught as a subject apart? Will teacher performance be super-
.
vised, or will each teacher follow his own lights? Is this a transition program that .
anticipates the needs of a student with integrative goals, or will students' needs be
satisfied by attention to-the more limited needs of instrumental motivation?

While we may not be prepared to provide an answer to every question prior
to initiating instruction, we certainly take a significant step in the right direction
when we recognize them and strive fair adaptation congruent with them. Until we
know enough to move ahead confidemly. we will proceed somewhat cautiously so
we can retract more easily when we have selected the wrong step. And as eflective
adapters, we wtill need to monitor our progress carefully, in order to harmonize
our instructional aterialq with the practical, pedagogical realities of our
clatiaottm

. ,

'4. Others have written on thy stair( t of evaluating textbooks: we refer you
specdkalh to Mars Newton Bruder and to C Alkn Tucker (Madsen a d Bowen,
197.8:Appendm)

3 '..or suggestions on t.si ulum development. sce the article by Ann Hilferty
(Madsen and ssowen 147HAppendix1.

G.
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Verbal Strategies, Scripi Theory and
Conversational Performances in ESL

Robert J. Di Pietro

Notions about what is to be acquired by ES I . students have been heavily influ-
enced by trathtional interpretations of languagi as a formal grammatical sys-
tem. Testllook writers Arrange their coverage according to what they see as
essential patterns of phonological and syntactic structure fleshed out by key vo-
cabulary. While sut h an orientation to language has been productive, several

.inatters p1 significance have either been igntired or treated offhandedly. The
interplay between culture and Janguage has been one of these slighted matters.
Now the situation is changing. due to the attention paid to "communicative
competent e." This newlfilund dimension Of speaker competence stems from
fhe work of several sociolinguists and atuhropologists. Among those applying
it to est are Christina Paulston and Florence Stratton.

In this paper the notion of communicative competence is taken one step
further, incorporating what must be learned by rat. students, beyond culturally
constrained speech protocolsj to the personally selected verbal strategies need-
ed to shape English conversations to desired outcomes. Starting with the inter-
pretation of the speech act as a dramatic episode and 'ming elements of script
theory, we can icolate convermitional strategic* and make them available to the
various personalities of our students.

.

i

What does it mean to learn a\ second language? This question has been asked
many tintes throughout histoty and t4any answers have been given. In recent
years. the issue has her-. embodied in the term "linguistic competence." This
term gained currency largely thro gh the work of the theorist Noam Chomsky
who used it initially to characterize vhu the idealized native speaker must know
about a language (see discussion in ç4omsky 1965). In Chomsky's application,
linguistic competence was realized as t e abilitY to generate any number of novel
but correct sentences in a language aI3J assigri a structural explanation to them.
Thanks ts.) the pioneering work of Chocnsky. language teachers came to interpret
their task as helping students to acquirEr a sitnilar ability with the grammar of the
second language. The associations lan uage/competence and competence/gram-
mar became so persuasive that some praVtitioners ofEst. methodology (Dulay and
Dun ( 1978j for example) refuse to find 4.ty differences between learning the first

1 rt) 4
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and the second language. 11w association of competency With grammar has also
led to the' flowering of an pproach known as "error analysis" whereby the stu-
dent's` progress in 1.1 is ieasured in terms of grammatical mistakes nut& at
various points in time. Pt ( :order, one of thr nape* outspoken advocates of error
anal)rsis, adheres dosely qi the view of language as "ruk-governed behavior."
Only three years ago he stated that language learning is no different in kind
from any other sort of cognitive learning" (Corder 1975). Although this ap-
proach makes an admirable attempt to take into consideration actual student per-
teirmances, its advocates view of competence is severdy limited to matters of'
language him.

With the articulatiem by sociolinguists (e.g. `Flymes 1972a) of the many
sociological and cultural constraints on language, the inadequacies of the original
Chomskyan Immulation of coMpetence have become apparent to some ESL
methodologists When we realize that languages are spoken in societies by real
people of different sexes. ages and socio-economic standing, the "idealized native
speaker" could never be anything more than a grammar machine. Christina
Bran Paulston (1976) and Florence Stratton (1977) are two Est specialists who
have grasped the significance of expanding competence to include what peeple
actually sav to each other under various social conditions. There is no doubt that
sea his. dictate's both the fOrm and use of much of what we say. Even a simple.

dialog containing greetings such as "Good Morning!" or "How are you?"
reflect the skaker's knowledge of the-circumstances under which such salutations
are transae led, the, sequencing and societal function of the transaction and the
age; sex and sol i,d standing of the individuals involved in the transaction. Due to
different es in funne Ulture. the ist student may err in the use of greetings long
after he or she has mastered their' fOrm. In exercises centered on the teaching of
expressions like 'Excuse me!** and ''l beg your pardon!' it is important to point
out that ape ilogies lie along a spectrum of social indebtedness. At one end of this
spectrum would he an expression like "Oops!" representing the acknowledg-
ment of having (unlimited a relativdy minor infraction. Moving along to in-
creasing degrees Iti verbal compensation for social infractions we find "Fairry!"
and "Sorry about that' (perfeirmed with varimis intonations)_Somewhen\near
the heav% end of the itukbtedness spectrum is "My God! Did I hurt yo*"
Greetings and apologies arr only small parts of the full range of communicativ
(limpet' nce As Stratton ( l977) reminds us, we are still groping for the' best
to sYstemat)te our knowledge of language use so that it can be taught effectively./
Esyn so. the little we now knowcan help us to create realistis- instructional mate- N
dais and Imo% acne lassn tom activities.

maior portion of this paper will be devoted to the verbal means by
whit h native speakers mould conversations to the ends they desire. These verbal
means or ,tratevek are basic components of a speaker's communicational com-
petence nes are wnditioned in their hirmat by both culture and society but
they also represent the extreinelY personal aspects of creativity with language.

It unth.rst.md how verbal strategies work it is necessary to abandon the
belief that language is only (or even primarily) ft ir the transference of informa-
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tion. Among the many other uses of language is the avoidance of confrontatitms
'which might be unpleasant. As Charlotte Olmsted Kursh (1971) has indicated,.
the so-called "white lie," among other verbal ploys, 'can be used very creatively
and often with great social benefit. Indutied among useful verbal strategies air
durk devices employed to complain. seduce, flatter, bargain; criticizr and
apologize. Since people have different personalities, these devices are enacted, in
a variety of ways. Applying for a job, for example. may 'inspire one applicant to
be forceful while ancither might be more reserved. This difference can be con-
veyed by comparing the following inquiries:

lu applying tor the. position you have in programming.
I'd like to apply tir your position in programming.

Opening the inquiry with "I'd like'to . . can have a blunting or toning down
effert on the personnel officer. Recognizing the strategic funct km cif "I'd like
to . . is not tantamount to suggesting that job-inquiries ought to be blunted,
tally that diflerent strategies fit different personality types. Part of the ESL
teacher's job is to learn dis.much as possible about each student's particular com-
munivational style in order to provick the choice of strategies most suited to him
or her. Since communicative competence also involves the ability to interpret the
intentions of other speakers. tlw Est teacher will alsO have to supply a range of
strategic& expressions which the student might not use personally but woi.ild
have to recognim when they occur in the speech of others. Indeed, one of the ma-
ior achievements in learning a second language is being able to discern the per-
sonality types of natives with whom one comes in contact. Obviously, the Est
teacher Will need to adjust c lassrcann techniquvs in order to bring out the various
strategies.

If we teat hers c an manage to go beyond the ialormaticmal and grammatical
content of conversat um, we might be able to develop anew "mind set" vis-a-vis
dialogs. Rather than look upon dialogs as language philosophers who seek out
their logical bases as "speech acts." we can think of thc tic as conversational
episode% in a continuing life di ftEttel- In this way, dialog participants emerge as
role-player% engaged in adv,anc mg the action of a script. A script in the sense
employed here is a long-term plan involving preconceived intentions on the part
of the Players Unlike stage plots, real-life scripts an. cksigned by the participants'
themselves and reflect the personal desires of each. There are other differences
between the-awn-id .md real-life scripts. In the theater it is customary for actors to
rehearse their parts several times. The playwright may even make changes as
rehearsah continue .11ir collaborative eflect of theatrical scripts does not always
find a counterpart in real-life scripts,. People with whom we come into contact are
sometime, unwilling to plav the roles we would like to assign to them. Interac-
tional mib: , abounds in real-life scripts. For example. the person who feels
philanthropic .0 donating large sums of money to a university may be perceived
.t.s a crass materialist by .tuthorines at the university who rec rive the donation
with Nowt( icm% .1% to the unitive
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The complementary nature of role pairs is evident in real-life scripts Which
to do with biiying and selling. A person cannot be ayendor if the intended

buyer will not perform his complementary role. In American English we have
verbal strategies like "Just ktoking" with which to fend off an overzealous sales
clerk in a department store. Sisme roles become so institutionalized that we give
them names. The per-n wandering about a store without the imenhodofbuying
anything is called. a "window shopper'." Playing the, window shopper role
changes from culture.io culture. In MikroCco, for example, window shoppers
avoid becoming the recipients of ardent 'sales pitches by not expressing an interest
in A specific- item on display and not establishing eye-contact with the vendor.

Scripts, whether they are theatrical or real, have two kvds of structure
beneath the surface or "informational 'exchange" kvel: (I) the transactional
level, im which are identified the various verbal strategies, and (2) the interac-
tional lvet. whih establishes the roles being played. In the following brief
episode, the basic transiiction is that of request followed by fulfillment of request
and sign-off:

(istimier Please give me 4 ticket for New York,
Agent Here you arr. Su.
Customer hank vim.

The interaction in this exchange is conditioned strongly by the framework of
society. The ticket agent and the customer are performing roles which are public-
ly recognized and hilly complementary. The ticket agent's iiervices are available
to all persons willing to play the customer. In the next illustration, below, the
transaction is also ime of request followed by fulfillment and sign-off. The
players. however. are interac ting as intimates and the services are not publicly
available:

A S4 rat( h nis hai k
R Right here
A f teek good!

Roth ot these episodes are life-events. Fach has its place and each is engaged in
with its own degree of commitment. The surface structure in each can be varied
considerably without affecting either the transactional or interactional levels. For
example. in the first episode. the customer might say only "Ticket for New
York . to which the ticket agent need not even make a verbal response. in such
cases, the absence of verbalization dors not impede the enactment of the script.
Instead. the action of the plot is achanced through some other channel of commu-
nication te g.. the ticket agent hands the customer the ticket or B simply scratches
A's back without saying a word).

Not enly can silence he ,very communicative but also body langtiage,
gestures and facial expressions can become the principal conveyors of transac-
tional strategies. In fact , when the kinesic and verbal messages coming from .an
individual are contradictory, we are liable to place greater truth in what is being

1.
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eorneyrd kihesieally. One who Mears an oath of allegiance to a cause but winks
while doing it cannot expect the verbal part of his performance to be believed.

Several factors Meet the playing out of.scripts. One Of these factors is the in-
fiirmation shared or thought to be shared by the players. The kst. student who has
developed great fluenci with English should be forewarned that he will also be ex.-
pectic& to have the sugehouse of cultural information shared by the native
speakers. To show how the lack of such infoematkm can Cause difficulty for the

, fluent speam r, I can cite the case of one of Puy students Who WAS born to Dutch
parents living in South America. This mar, grew up speaking fluent Dutch which
he. learned at home. However, when he first visited Holland-('s an adult), he had
very Little knowledge of the countq. A; a result, he was rebuked or snubbed
whenever he asked .ch "obviOus" queitionx as the cost of bus face, the starting
times for movies the location of well Inown monuments To defend himself,
he decided to ail an accent in his speech. In this way he was able to signal th.at
he wal a foreigner and unfamiliar with Dutch society.

Other factors affecting the content of scripts derive from the natureof corn-
mtinicatiOn space. Young adult males in the U. times engage in
making. What -are called in Spanish "pi s" to young wom Although
English-speaking women traveling in a Spanish-speaking country mi think
that Latin maks are far more flirtatious than males in English-speaking ds,
the Major difference is to be found in the setting. The street commentary made
by Males toward femaks in the United States appears to require a physical bar-
rier of some sat behind which the male may take psychological refuge. While
Latin mlles may stand very cloke to the female and even follow her down the
street- .as they make their comments. English-speaking males usnally locate
themselves at some distancesuch as tin a scaffold at a construction site or in the
cab of a passing truck. These differences in physical space may account for the
frequently great vulgarity' of the English comments. Since many communica-
tional episodes are enacted in the street, both males and females from Latin coun-
tries should be prepared for these differences 'when they come to the United
States. Di Pietro (1976) takes up other factors which affect conversational per-
fOrmances

How can we utilize strategies. roles and conversational scripts in the
classroom? Modeling an Est application on what Bosco and Di Pietro (1976) have
suggested for teachers of Italian, we must recognize first that our students-are not
necessarily interested in playing out roles assigned to them in pre-determined
dialogs. Since few people seem interested in reciting language which is not mean-
ingfol to them, We might search for'a theme which is likely to involve our learners
in real life. For example, we might choose from the inevitable cultural clashes
which come with fisid choices and meals. An invitation to dinner at the home of
an .Asnerican friend carries with it a great potential for realistic script-writing and
tole-playing Suppose, fortexample, that one of our young Spanish-speaking
students has been invited to the home of a Texan friend fOr a holiday dinner.
Since the bccasion is a spetial one, the mother of the Texan has gone to great

1.
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pains in preparing a delk acy from her home region. When.our student arriyes,
he (or Slie) discovers that this delicacy is rattlesnake meat. It is not difficult to
imagine that'sueh a dish tiamlit evoke less than great enthusiasm in someone- who
is not act ustomed to it. The conversation that ensueS lx:tween the host's mother
who proffers the food and guest %ihoi tries to demur could go in several direoiong,
depending cm the personalines of both participams, the verbal straregies they
pick, and the style with which they play out their respective roles. The first reac-
tion of the student-gurst in Aich a situatkm nigiit well be panic. What .do I do?
How can I save mv friendship with this 1441-intentioned but misdirected Texan?
I can't rat this tood but how can I avoid insulting his tatnity? A. major step in the
educational process has hern achieved in thr classmomthe creation of corn-

., petetwe driveif the teacher can simulate panic in the students by pro:letting
them into,suctrkt situation.

.
Assured of the students eagerness to participate in the learniny process, the

teacher mav launch into se.eral routines. As a start , the, st udents ean be guided to
explore the ptitms that would be open to them. These options could be then
sketehed out in the torn) of a inultiply-branched diagram (see p..155).The dia-
gram picks up the episode at the point where the student-guest has fralized what
is being served. .The teacher can -ask .the questions that lead to the various'
branc hes, e g , di, you like the food? If you do, will you,eat it with enthusiasm?
The actual dec isions lett to the students. Once they deckle what they, would
do themselses. thr teacher c an supply the appropriate verbalization. For exam-
ple, it one- ot the students dec ides to rat it , he or she might inake one of the- follow-

.

ug remarks,

NEN I omplunelusi4mou. Mrs ann. You ate a fine took .

just stnaH pin e, plc.t.t. I'm Hut

c out se the second Verb.di;tation is tar less enthusiastic than the first. While the
cultural implkations of a, h strategy can be explained, it is important not to in-
&rent r the students aloft e. Otherwise, the important bridge between personal
style and its em,ression in English will not be established. We must remember
that the v.si teacher is not in the business of personality .shaping. Helping
students express their attittuies and feelings through the medium of a second
lanizitagr is the main task ot ,d1 language teachers.

The numt prodm nve aspeet of building a conversation around strategies and
odes in the t lassioom canes when the players choose to write scripts which are
not compatible Suppose the student -guest in the above episode decides ,
rating the ranlesnake meat and the hostess insists that she will not take no' ."'or
an answer the student-guest will have to pic k an avoidance strategy which will
be most.coos ifiling to the hostess who, in turn, will try to counter with a ploy of
her ott n If tht-,t student-guest alludes to a tuedic al reason, the hostess might
counter with a ;rimu k that her was. of preparing snake meat takes all the harmful
gents out of it A rebuttal Pithy religious ex( use might invf.lve,a suggestion that

15 0.
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the rattlesnake is exempt from any association with real persons. To a claim that
the student-guest has already had it and does nin care for it the hostess might re:
spond tbat her recipe is a very special one that everybody likes. This last-
mentioned 'ploy tends to place the student -Furst in the unenviable position of
challenging the hostess's reputation as a cook and therefore heaping 4 serious in-

, sult cm her.
Another pedagogical routine is u; explain the scenario and then assign the

roles of h`ostess and guest to different students for the.- next day's class.. The
stndents can be instructed not to discuss the strategies they would employ with
any of the other students. After the dialog is played out the next day. its transac-
tional and interactional structures can be discussed by the entire class. How suc-
cessful were the players in their roles? How would the other students play these
mles?__

There might be some questim as to what level of instruction would be ap-
propriate for this kind of classroom activity. Of course, the more English the
student; know, the easier it is fisr them to create scripts and perform them in the
classroom. however, we should not rule out trying brief and strategically simple
scripts even in the first year of instruction. ESL students, especially those who find
themselves kwated in an English7speaking country, encounter communicational
situations for which a minimum of verbalization is needed, such as the following:.

First Est student . Is this History 302?
Second Est student: No. it's English kir forPign students 101.
First Est student Good, this is what t want .
Sri ond ES1 stUdtqlt Why did you ask about History 3024
First Est student Because I can't say. "English for fureign students."

The,strategy of phrasing.a question so that the difficult part is placed its someone
else's mouth is a useful one for the beginning student to learn. In fact, all good
second language karnrrs know that if they cannot say what they want to say, they
can get someone else to my it. The above dialog is grammatically simple. It con-
tains only five sentences, thre." of them simple declaratives and two, inter-
rogatives. One of the ilterrogatives is ayes/no type question and the other a 0:-
type. All of these in:liters are touched upon at one time or another in a typical
fust-year text in ;,.se.: With just a link more effort , the teacher can address the--
strategical signi!icance of putting them together in a ciMveisation.

There is no doubt that a course in ESL should do many things. To achieve an
adequate degree of competencegrammatical, transactional and interactional
the student needs to engage in a vast assortment-of learning activities What re-
mains at question is how these activities should be sequenced. As lam as thi.
author is concerned, scripting and role playing through communicational
strategies should stand at the very core of the Kst_ curriculum.

I 5d



When Yqu're Outnumbered 100 to 1:
Effective Teaching in Large Classes*

Betty K. Taaka

One problem facing teachers in the En. classes which are burgeoning
throughout the developing world is the sheer number of students per class they
are required to teach. These teachers are often afraid to experiment with group
Work or other techniques which they think might result in loss ofcontrol in the
classroom. The problem is particularly acute for teachers whp are non-native
speakers of English. As a result, students, espvially at the lower levels where
class size tends to be largest . rarely have the opportunity for any meaningful
practice of the language. Rather. they are restricted to regimented oral drill-
ing, rote memorization, And tedious copying of matcrl4wriuen on the black-
board .

.flecause lack of space limits movement and lack of Inaterials limits work
activities. the predominant pattern is a teacher-centered lassroom. Neverthe-
less, a number of possibilities exist for varying the. us quo. Following an
analysis of the size problem as observed in a nu r of African classrooms.
this article consider% certain of these possibilities. Adaptations of some of the
approaches used in individualizing tbe language classroom are discussed.
along with pnwecitires which will allow foi a more flexible approach to the
problem of large classes.

Throughout the developing world EFL classes are burgeoning. In many
schools the number of students per class hie increased to a point where effective
teaching is being seriously impaired. Put yourself for a moment, for example, in
this hapless teacher's shoes . .

It was nearing eight o'c lock The new teacher smiled nervously as for the
final time she ran over in her head the little imroductory ipeech she had pre-
pared tor her first clasimeetmg. She shuffled the payers on her table, looked
expectantly at hei watch, and stared, first in awe and then in mounting horror,
as the studeni% filed into the classroom. Thcy kept coming, like a never-ending

K alr T1 indebted to the ideas of all my colleagues of the English Teaching Division c:f
Ow International Communication Agency, and to the many dedicated teachers all over
Mrica with whom I have worked and from whom I have karat much.
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%Ur Sillt)1; ewers atiattithir Spittre was rifird. and still they t ante. The noise its
they scraped hesiches and desks to tonvel thrtirtehes iluser and chatted'
anintatedts among thentsekes seethed to engulf her Then they were looking
expectantly at her. pairs iieyrs lot used with interest on this representative
id' the Enghsh-speaking world who would now unlock for them the mysteries of
that language whit h promised at tevt to alt the wonders of tnodern life. tier
hands7filt clay/tom. What t ouki she say ? What could she do? Fainting would
A4(4)1;114841 nothmg Summoning her t ourage, she cleared her throat and . . .

Woke up? No. for this nightmare vision is real and actually happened to me as a
Evi teacher over ten year-Sago in Africa. It is sti1141 too real in parts of the

devdoping world Wtwre school attendance and the expansion of the ..urric,ilum
have (ar surpassed the number of teachers available to do the job or the facilities
to acconmiodate the classes.

My own experience was in a teacher tr.aining college and was, I confess, a
disaster, But it provided the background for a continuing preoccupatfon with the
prOblem of large classes which many teachers face. abroad. In most of the nations
of West and Central AfricZa where French is the official language, for example,
English is a required subject throughout the six or seven years of the secondary
school curriculum. At the lowest levels, before the high dropout rate takes its toll,
dasses of 60, 70.,80, 90. even 100 pupils, are common. What's a poor teacher to

'do? Many teachers resign themselves to being effective drill masters at best and
rigid disciplinanans at worst . There is lit.le latitude for meaningful practice of the
language. largely out of fear of the chaos that might develop if complete teacher
control were relaxed.

1. Condit. s
Some.of vou have visited:as I have, classes in Africa or other parts of the

world where the student/teacher ratio is such as I describe. Some of you have
" taught in' such classes and will he only too familiar with the conditions. But for

those of you who have had no experience of this sort , let me catalogue some of the
problems:

I School population is outgrowMg The ehpitrity of existing facilities to
accommodate pupils Factors contributing to this problem are
a. In the countries with which I aM concerned. 50% or more of the total

ipulation is lei years old or younger. .
b. '25 to IV; of a poor nation's annual budget is being spent on educa-

tion
c Building costs have skymcketed, and maintenance costs have always

N..

been high.
2. Teacher training institutions are Unable to supply qualified teachers in

sufficient numbers Factors contributing to this problem are
a. Teacher pay is low. .
b. Many teachers look on teaching.as c.mly a step to a higher paid, more

prestigious civil service job, so teacher turnover is rapid.
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c. Expatriates (Peace Corps Voltintee4, etc .) still _teach a large: per-
centage of the ilium ry's English classeS.

d. Para-professionals, teaching assistantS. mechanical teaching aids and
. machines do not exist -

1

1

3. The physical aspect of the classroom is not supportive of the progran
Aniting the conditions are
a. Bad lighting.

{ I

!

'4

c Benches and desks in poor condition and often fixed to the floor..
d. Students three to a bent h And frequently three ui a book (when there

are bixiks),
e. PoOr quality blackboards.
f. No fixed English classroom. The teacher mnves to the students, so no

e
maps. pict um, colorful aids or charts O( available) can be permanent-
ly fixed to walls, to give some illusfon of an English-sptaking environ-
ment. ;

.... . /
4. At certain leveks English is not weighted---does not have the same co-

efficient ....41.4 other core subjects. StudentS may actually refuse to study,
since a failing grade ililes not necessarily Mean they won't pass overall if
grades in the more heavily weighted subjects are high. .

5. Classes are homogeneous and lockstep. There is no possibility for self-
pacing or individualizing instruction. ,

_.
Conditions such as these are already enough for a teacher to cope with,

-without also being hit with four or more classes that number sixty or more pupils
each. 1 chose the title of this article to dramatize the situation'. Let me say that
classes of 100 or more, while they exist, are the eiception rather than the rule.
However, 60 or 70 pupils in a class is usual and there is very littk difference, real-
ly, between singlehandedly managing 60 or 100 thirteen-year-olds. What's
another 40 more or less?

0

2. Solutions

In a few schools in Africa a partial solution was found by dividing classes in-
to two sections. This doubles the teacher's work load, but still only one prepara-
tion per class is necessary However, scheduling the use of classrooms was a prob-
lem. Another even less satisfactory solutim observed in Africa had half of the
pupils coming for half of the class period. The half that wasnl.in class loitered
around the school yard until their turn came.

One of the most effective ways to handle large classes, as Ann Barker
(1977:11) has suggested, is through a well-paced and variee series.of oral drills
Jone independently of a textbook. A large class can be contmlid through choral
drill and such drills are essential in the teaching and fixation phases of learning
new languagr material. Continued choral practice from 60 or 80 small bot strong
voices might. however, draw protests from Mr. Math Teacher next door, and
even masterful orchestration by the teacher in part choral or tow7by-mw repeti-

164
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Mtn wilt Ma alleviate the noise that much. ! have heard a suggestion that drills
might be whiwered or even Just mouthed. Wr subycnalite and "say thi4s over
in our heads" all the time when learning materiaLindependently, so perhaps en-
tire dames could be conducted this way: I have nothing to prove the contrary.

It 'drills, if well-defined. CAA also be done independently, in small gniups, with
student leaders taking tunis. The normal ccmfiguratnth tit' a classroom is
sOmething like that in Figure I. If row one turns and fares row two, row three
turns to row four, and so forth, groups of six. are formed autotnatkally. Drills to
be practiced can be mimeographed, with only the group leader having the paper.'
Repetition. lubstitution. transformation, and question/answer drills and dia-
lognewcati be prat in ed. Students may prompt each other, correct pronunciationt,
demmil clarification as they move through the drills. If a question aris,?s, the
groop leader pms tiphis or hrr hand fiir teacher attention.
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More significant pragice and reinforcenwnt beyond drills can be achieved
alsc through s arm:loons on the jump work approach. Michad H. Long (J976,
I477) has pointed out the advantages of group work in engaging students
simultAneously in language activities that will increase not only the quantity and
variety of language produced, but also improvelts quality. Group work breaks
ttw tradition.d pattern of a lockstep. teadwr-centered classroom, and paves the
way for more individu.dized attention. more communicative use of language in
personalized peer-centered exchanges. If the teacher has carefully tailored the
language items to the level of the class, successful perfiirmance can havt: an ex-
hilarating effect on the students.

tfere are a few techniques used by %nine of the more inventive wing)
teachers in Africa with whom I have worked, along with other ideas m*
colleagues in the field The teacher who tries these will have to keep in that
it frequently takes tone to get a class, used to having the teacher as the aroiter of
all activity and the focus of all attention. accustomed to the dynamics o group
work If the arrangement into groups involves any movement other than that of
turning to face one's neighbors, it will take a period of trial and error before a
irnooth flow, can he established. Begin with the easiest arrarigement at first and
have dl groups working on the same task. You may experiment ssiith varying
group stir and membership and with assigning a muhiptietty of tasks later.

AB of the language skills can provide activities for group work: for example:
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2.1. tiltrningiSpiimg
a) Students work with lists of minimal pair words pnivided by ihe

teacher Jilt- group leader says each pair in this sentence:
said ' 'cat " not "caught ."

I said **bor.' not "'who."
. . . etc.

(ther students in the group write down the two words. When the list is
complete, students contpare their spellings. The student with the most
words spelled correctly "wins .'

b) Spelling bre. The group trades gives a .word from the list to each
stunenttin turn who 'must sprit it and use it in a sentence. The other
students ih the gioup listen fiir errors.

2.2. Speaking xi

,a) Dialogue work in beginning classes. A teacher in the Ivory Coast has
*, her students work in pairs, though this could also be done in groups.

. -Three (le-lour topics are written on the board, along with the vocab-
Wary and structures neededfor them. Each pair writes an original dia-
logue which the teacher ciirrects..Students then present their dialogue
orally betOre the teacher only (all pther students are-working on their
own dialogues, not listrnink). The teacher gives two grades, one for
the written work ant: one for or.al presentation, to each pap-.

b) For hey advanced awes, the same teacher has devised a discussion
approach in groups of six. Students are given a choice of topics from a
list on the blackboard, and the teacher cOnducts a full class discussion
-on what discussion is. Each group Chooses a chairman and then there
is a week's-preparation. kioth in and out of class time. When each
group'; turn comes. Ole chairman gives the opening expose and then
guides.the disculision during which each.member of the group sets
forth his opinions. These may he his own or may be set by an assigned
role Which the student is to play. gach of the rest of the students of the
item is given a grading sheet (see Figure 2) on which they record
grades for the members of the group giving the discussion. They are
graded individually on grammar, vocabulary, oral presentation,

..newpt tr.
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group partie ipation, coherent e of ideas. ete : An average is taken of all
six members at the encLand a group grade is assigned.

) hi Upper Volta. one teacher groups his class hy finirs The pupils are
told to trpse another dialogue related to the one they have studied
in their kssor. Then they act out what they have created. Each group
of pupils presents its dialogue to the class, who watch, listen, and cor-
rect performance. The teacher marks on the way the dialogue isk
played. not on how it is written.

el) From. Senegal comes the idea of using the interview in group form.
Each student asks two gut-lions of every other member.The answers
are taken down in note form and assembled to make a "biography."

e) Students can work in groups of three in a variation of the interview
used in Senegal which involves translating and interpreting. Student A
is supposed to speak only English, B speaks both English and the
native language (in this case, the official language, French), and C
speaks only :he native language. Various situations and roles are prac-
ticed. at the hotel, the supermarket, the airpen t, the hospital, a
business meeting. et(. B acts aS interpreter, translating A's English m-
to Frem h (or the native language) for C, and C's French into English
tia. A. Roles can be exchanged to give all students practice in playing
the mterpretel

2.3. Reathng
Group reading i effective only if students are reading at approximately the

sante level. Occasional!% it may he useful to assign a strong reader\ to a weak
group to monitor and guide the weaker readers. But generally it is better to
chvide the class into groups according to ability, with the poor students together.
Then tasks c an he assigned within the range of each group's ability. For example,
in an eight paragraph passage

Gremps I and 2 (weak)read first two paragraphs and answer two to
five questions
Groups 3, 4. 5. 6 (average)read paragraphs one to five and write
five questions and answers.
(roups 7 and 8 (strong)--L-read all paragraphsesdisruss, and write a
short sununarv

Ainlitv grouping should never lx rigid, and the teacher should he constantly alert
to signs thds indic ate a student should be moved to a higher (or lower) group. For
more he terogeneous !,teneral work with reading. Kohn and Vajda (1975) have
suggested that the class can be directed\to read a passage in a specified 'ength of
time and then divided into groups where they will mediate each other's work on,
exercises related to it

2.4. Wrrtmg
a) In Sierra Leone. where an Est rather than an EF1 situation prevails,

English IS a service activity for all other academic subjects, and corn-
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position skills are especially important . One teacher usvs a guided ap-
pro.uh to enable student, to write correctly. A topic is chosen in class
discussion . An outline oil ideas is prepared on the board, and some
vocabulary and useful steuctures given. Then the studeuts work in
groutn to prepare a first draft . Each group's composition is read aloud
anti commented on by tt4sntire class'. The best elements from each
group composition are retained anti combined. and written on.the
blackboard. Students copy this final version 'which is the result at total

-ti

class effort .

b) A related approach involVing group rewriting of gmup omposition
was arrived from Witbet.-It's ideas (1976) 'on peer cor rction pra-
redures in composition The class is divided into gmupsiof ftve to six
students each. Each grouil writes an essay on a differen topic. They
must first d.scuss the topiti, outline ideas, and organize the paragraph.
Then the groups exchange paragraphs and try to find nd zorrect er-
rors of grammar and vocabulary. improve construetioci. rhetoric and
style, etc., and rewrite the essay. The rewritten versio0 is returned to
the original group whii.h then discusses the changes anti may challenge
any .

2.5. Oral and Wratem Wort
a) I have had considerable siiccess in large teacher mai ing seminars for

non-native speakers in Africa with the "Strip Sto " developed by
Robert E. Gibson (1975)l The procedure involves the oral organiza-.

tion of a paragraph froM individual sentences m morized by each
member of the group. The experience of taking 4ctation from each
other, which conies as a ilast step in organizing tie material of the
paragraph. was especially lively. Teachers demaxded of each other
that they speak up. spell dubious words, and otterwise clarify the
language they were using.

b) Picture comp. I saw an idea mentioned by Darlene Lrson (1977) used
successfully in Cameroon three years ago with a class of low in-
termediate level high school students. Each group of students was
given five or six completely unrelated pictures and a ked to create a
storv that would incorporate each of the pictures in s me way. Each
picture had to illustrate some aspect of the story. The students were
fascinated by their task, and they came up with somk surprisingly
oriimal notions. The story was written down as a !Troup composition
a;iti then presented orally to the class complet- with illustra ions.

*

3. Other w k
The nu rt. you do, the more it o&urs to you that you can do. umerous

other ideas suggest themselves. Among them let me mention peer-grou correc-
tion' of homework exercises. conversatior groups of the supportive CLL pe sug-
gested by L Forge (1977:376) where "the whole class, including the tea her, is

',/
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thvided into pairs tOr tunt -limited periods of English conversation, and
thr drama techniques of Ric hard Via (1976). Vi a. suggests the use of group itn-
pro% isations and ''tailt .md listen rinds as well as plays :mil skits. For these lat-
ter, in large classes, tw says, You t an do fOur instead of (me, selecting a "direc-
tor.' for each group, .ind you can do double or even triple casting of the roles.

Mobility And flexibility re two neglected features ot successful teaching in.
large dasse s. it goes without saving that the teacher must move. but it would also
he useful to move ttw students around, to rotate them periodically so that the
tut k row citifies fOrward and the rest ot the class moves back caw,. For sonw
reason this suggestion is greeted with cries of horror in African school systems
where fixed seat assignments Are as holy writ and some students spend their en-
ure lives in the back of the t lass Also. I have nowhere seen an .ittempt to haye
qudents from tipper level classes assigned to help layer ones or to serve as
teaching aides m gronp drill work. dialogue or reading practice. Some oki
assumptions About what can and cannot be done nerd to be discarded.

The teacher who attenqns any kiml of change from the status quo nerds to
bear in mind these things.

I ) Can groups be formed efficiently with a minimum of time lost ?
2) IS theinask clear " 1 studeMs understand what they are expected to do?
3) Can the situlents work effectively without a lot of supplementary

materials '
4) Can the teacher control the ac tivities if necessary and move from group to

group:"
5) Is the task mcaningful? Does it relate to other. classroom activities and

ontribute to overall learning? Students can br ferocious in refusing to do
any work they c onsider frivolous. demeaning. or childish.

One need not be terrified of large classes if student coopi-ration is gained
from the tititset Students detest boredtnn and inactivity so they become un-
numageable chiefly out ot sheer resentment toward a system that has them locked
into-an improductive situation. The teacher who tries to break this pattern will
experient e imich frustration , but when it can tw done. the rewards are great. For
then the English class comes



Aiding Second Language
Reading Comprehension

Howard R. Scirkman
Howard H. Kleinmann

The parti.tipation ot second language learners in communit mice interaction
activities has been re, ogmeed s a necessary step in developing learner corn-
iiitunt alive or sts icilinguistic competence in speaking a second language
(Paulson' 1974) Few suggestions, however, have been offered as to how sec-
ond language learners iiri effet tivrlv deal with the socio-cultural content of
reading man-hal. whit h oftentimes is thr source and :ause of misunderstand-
ing and nwiinterpretation

The present paper dem Ow% a technique for facilitating reading compre-
hension in a set mid language at the internwdiate and advanced levels. Rooted
in the theoretical framework tit Goodman (1971) and F. Smith (1971), who
emphasite the important ot categorial organization 'and prior experience in
reading omprehension the present paper suggests the inclusion of a commu-
nu Jove interat tion at ti itv uO which the crucial underlving sof io-truhund pat-
terns ot the reactmg passage are .ntively experienced by students prior to the
reading attivio. The paper also reports 011 the application of this technique in
an F si class i omprised lit native speakers lit Russian.

In this paper we review much of the thinking that has been expressed in the
literature on second-language reading comprehension in the 20th century. We
argue that while much has been said and written about the comprehension of
reading material on the word and sentence level, the probkm of how in-
termediate and advamted second language learners can effectively deal with the
Socio-cultural content of reading material, which oftentimes is the source and
cause of misunderstanding and misinterpretation. has generally been over-
looked. Our thesi.i. which draws on insights gleaned from some of the psycholin-
guistic literature on reading. is that learner participation in a pre-reading com-
municative interaction activity, in which the crucial underlying socio-cultural
patterns of the reading passage are actively experienced, can facilitate learner
comprehension of the reading material. This paper describes the proposed
technique and reports on its application in an ESI. class comprised of native
speakers of Russian.
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Reading material whkh not only demands the student's ability to com-
prehend factual. material, but also the labifity -to (lraw inferences. opinions, and
understand intentions, is by definition not readily identifiable by a perusal of the*
text material alone -Material eontainMg sociocultural information falls into this
catekiry of reading requiring inferential cotnprehension, the very area in which
many teachers note a breakdown in the success of their reading students.

Scholars in thr first half of the 20th century oftentimes equated infereni.ial
and suppositional comprehension in reading with word identificatkm, as ev -
domed by the techniques they suggested for facilitating comprehension. These
tivhniques depended ahmist exclusively on word recognitiem. This is apparent in
Hagboldt (1926), whose nine-fold classification of inferqnce is primarily
Yoe abulary oriented. as well as in later authors such as Elliot (1972) and in Burl-
ing (1968). who calkd few dictionary exercises, the use pf context clues, and
granunar practice to aid.reading comprehension. Reichmann (1962) suggested
that reading comprehension could be facilitated by exercises in paraphrasing,
substitution eel synonyms. and simplification of complex sentences. West (1931)
too emphasised word meaning identification, with even class discussion directed
toward student hypotheses as to word meanings in a reading passage after it was
completed. In his proposed lesson to improve comprehension in silent reading,
Blayne (1945) suggested that students be introduced to an "enabling. vocabu-
lary .- again the emphasis in the pre-reading activity twing on vocabulary.

In the literature that attempts to make suggestions fir improving com-
prehension not just at the word and sentence kvel but at the level of Ole entire
passage. oral reading or a qUeltiOn and answer session feellowed by a pieYiew of
the reading has been recommended. Mueller p 974) suggested that students first
be presented with a sununary of the reading passage in skeleton sentences, fol-
lowed by more embellished .1-sions until the original was reached. Not unlike
the previous studies cited above, the difficulty perceived by Mueller is again at
the word and sentence level, the- idea !wing that by holding these elements in con- s
intl throngii successive stages of increased compkxity, students wouki have an
easier nme grasping the full meaning of the reading passage. Saville-Troike sug-
gested guidelines "me luding questions to be answ-red and points to look for"
(1973 405) prior to the. reading. and Young (1969) proposed reading aloud in
class, as well as oral disc ussions following the. reading passage. Norris (1972) pro-
posed a pre-reading preparatiim stage geared toward the. introduction of new
socalnilars ss max, and unfmniliar ultural meaning. lie also listed five types of
questions that should follow the reading, the. last two types requiring inkrence,
evaluation, ti udgment in the answrr.

A body of literature that needs to have more attention paid by foreign
1.mguage and vsi -iethodologists is that 4ich deals with the psycholingoistic
nature. of the- readmg process, for within it are cues for building better reading
omprehension As has been already stated, where there are suggestions for pre-

reading ae ti% toes. oral reading, questions and answers, and guidelines have
osuall% been the techniques offered. An understanding of some of the cognitive

1 6j
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&weds of learning. however. sheds light on possible ways ofa-iding reading com-
prehension, especially regarding material containing socio-cultural information.

Smith (1971) suggested that the cognitive aspects of learning involve the
employment of two kinds of rules: those that deal with allocating information to

---raliegortes. and those that deal with rdations among categories. Reminiscent of
linguistic retativists such as Whorf (1954 Smith stated. "The way in which we
organize our categories clearly reflects ourpersonal interests and experience as
Well as the way in which the world is constructed" (1971:73). our experience
plays a cruvial role in deter/inning our network of categories. In terms of reading
comprehension. (Nose passages which deal with experienced and flied categories
will be understood more readily, while those offiTing information and cultural
patterns with which the student has had no experience and has had no chance to
Idea category will provide a stumbling block to comprehension. This is also true
if the information has no significant leatnres relatable to a previously established
category. Goodman (1970). too, emphasized the importance of prior experience
to reading comprehension, stating. "At any point in time, of course, the reader
has available to him anti brings to his reading the sum total of his experience and
his language and thought development . Skill in reading involves not greater
precision, hut more accurate first guesses based in better. sampling techniques,
greater control over language structure, broadened experienees. and increased
conceptual development (p. 111). .

The importance of experience development or enhancement has been
recognized by sociolinguists in the area of listening and speaking skills. This has
stemmed in part from the important and im-reasing awareness that lack of com-
prehension an result from underlying socio-cuhural patterns that may be con-
fliding or just incomprehensible to the student. Paulston (1974) argued for the
overt teaching of sociohnguistic patterns in all areas of foreign language instruc-
tion. stressing that; unless these underlying mai:4 patterns were dealt with, the
student would develop linguistic- competence only. rather than a flexible cont-.
immicative competence

Davies and Widdowson (1974) noted that suppositional information is going
to be difficuh for the sec ond language reader to extract because "writers do not
always say exactly and fully what they mean. Most writers are not fully explicit.
and to understand what .k passage really means, the reader has often to supply
what is left to be 'understood' from his own knowledge of the world, or his
knowledge ot the conventions or communication which the writer is using."
They go oc. to point out exactly what syt have found to be the case in our own
reading classrooms namely that "the foxign learner often finds himself in dif-
ficulties because such knowledge is very often culture dependent (p..174). What
is sail overtly may hw well-umkrstood; the underlying intention may not be.

How then can we help second language learners come to grips with socio-
cultural I. mitrnts of reading material? Transcending such techniques as explana
non and post reading disc cession, our proposal is to allow students to ac tively cx
pet lent e the c ruci.d underlying sot to-cuhtsnd patterns of the material prior to its
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reading bv al!comang them to participate in an appropriate communicative inter-
ation

In the dist ussien of out proposed technique it is wurthwhile to keep in mind-
a number ca key ptoints duct ussed um Gusalman*s "Psycho linguistic Universals in
the Reading Pre( ems." Eu st. the hocus in the reading class should be on cmn-
prehension strategies Second. the more semantic input the student has, the
greater the ease of at qMring comprehension ccniqwtencies. This semantic input
is the crucial variable in (;entiman's disrussion, for in his analysis of comprehen-
sion strategies "the km question is how much bac kgrmmd the reader brings to
the spec die readins'{'' (1971 140).

The concept of c ommunic ative-interm tion has been much discussed of late
in nunwrous articles attempting to clarify the difference, at the technique level,
between appropriate teaching-learning behaviOrs for "skill-getting," and those
ler "skill-using. to Use Rivers' (1973) terminology. Interestingly, though, such
discussions have typically plac ed t commuMcative-interactiOn activities in the con-
text of grammar .md speaking skill classes. It is our contention that such activities
are also properk placed in the reading class. What we are suggesting is that.sec-
ond language readers becotne involved in a peer interaction situation typically
through role play, so that foreign and/or contrasting socio-rultural patterns
ccovertly present. but imoortantly part of the writer's message, are dealt with
overtly betere the student is asked to read. We arc focusing on the imennediate-
ads anted reader. seller it may not be Geir to burden the beginning second
language reader with assignments laden with new sovio-euhural information at a
tmw when granimat a al id lexical cue foe us should be paramount .

;rneral prm-eduies hor impkmenting the technique are ms follows.
I) 'Hie instrm tor shoold inspect the ncw reading ;.issignnwnt determine'

%chat it ,mv underIving socio-cultural patterns are pre-supposed by the
%At art to a way lundament.d for graspinghis message or intent

2 11w instructor should map out an interaction happening whose purpose
es to.. have students overtly confront the new and/or conflicting socio-
tiltural patterns extracted in Step I .

) mst rut for shoulu work out the dynamics of the interact iodect ivity so
that it tan filet. plate in a relatively short period of time, and with
minimal preparation On the students' parts. We are, after all, talking
about a pre-reading activity. and thus, only one portion of, say, a typical
litiv-minute reading class.

4) The instrut tor should allow time ter student feedback and discussion of
the sex io-cultur,d information hollowing the interaction activity itself.

5) Rehire this portion of the reading class terminate's, the instructor should
make.sure that the new scwio-cultural information has emerged clearly
and without distortion.

For con( reteness we will use two reacting sdectiens designed for intermediate-
mivanted students learning English as a Second I Anguage as the springboards
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(Or possibk interaction at tiyities. The interaction acovities suggested for the sec-
ond selection have itiluath been tried out with a group of Rtissian inunigrants.

Dale .md Sleet 147+) Oi the intermediate portion of their Reading and Eire,-
oe erie$ spin a ftituristic tale of a grui it) of Amencan astronauts hying on the

moon The story is ultnnatek tine ofttaieliness and alienation, as each astronaut
mounts those ASEWCts of the United. States that he yearns fin- most. One of the
astronauts in fact has been on the moon longer than the others having been a
metnber of the preceding party Ironically, he is the one fOrmally requested to
stay yet a third term on the moon. Money, prestige, and other material benefits
are used to t. ajole the officer into remaining. He is not moved until he is
presented with a I liear John letter from his fiancee. The binernes f the incident
is heightened by ihe ret elation that the fiancee has been red into writing
thr letter by the spate projett director who has told her t at the gt.xid of the coun-
try depends upon her sacrifice -

The story is potentiallY rich with unknown or conflicting socio-culturai in-
fOttnation for the second Luiguage reader, For example. the particular remem-
brances of the astron.uns are obviously highly culture dependent: Christmas
shopping in a bustling New York department store 'and memories of typical
Western I.mdst apes to n,une but tiko. In addition, the idiosyncratic procedure for
persuasion mas be signitie atitly different from persuasion tactics in the reader's
home ulture. Comprehension of such informatim is assumed by the writer, and
the abseme of such comprehension on the part of the reader may impede his
retognition ot the writer's psyt hologkal mood painting. In other words, the
author never writes directlY X is lonely, or Y is depressed. In fact, those features
which define loneliness. trust rant mn, and depression for human beings will he in
pan cultmalls detet mmed. Iii Smith's terms the story may require the reader to
establish new psychologica1 categories or establish new defining features for
already established umegortes The possibilities for pre-reading interaction ac-
tivities ale mans . and we otter only two esampks

interaction ( )ie
1) Ask two students tit on the same country to role play the following

situation Two friemls learning English as a second language in the
United States sit down and talk bout all the things they miss most about
their home t ountry

2) Following this. ask the same two students to "become American
students learning some ttireign language in some foreign country. Now,
the players. haying to put themselves in the shoes of Americans, are asked
to discuss those things that the American stinfents would probably miss
most being away from iheir home country. It is entirely reasonabk for
the teat her to give the players a list of such items to ponder over a few
see onds before this part of the role play begins. It is not our intention that
these nth. plass he lengthy problemsokMg activities: rather, they are
designed to .01:ands. bring potentially tun% cultural infmmation, critical
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to the understanding of thr new story. to the conscious attention of the
second language reader while at the same time not sacrifiCing eflkient use
of (ime.

111 Following both role plays, a brief discussion can be opened in which the
audience can pankipate by adding other items that Americans might
miss when they are away from their home country.

4) At this.point the- instructor puts closure on the activity by previewing
how thr role play will relate to the new reading.

Here is another possibility foe:using on persuasion tactics:

Interaction Two
1) Two students are respectively given the roks of an employer and an

employee. The emphwer has become dissatisfied with his job because it
rcquires tuuch traveling and therefore much time away from his wife.
The employee tommunicates this to his emphwer who tries to persuade
the fornwr to remain on the job. The employer tries to convinr.e the
employee hi lay on the job, although he will not change the nature and
responsibilities of the iob. Again, it is entirely reasonable that the instruc-
tor give the "employer" a list of enticements: more money, a new and
bigger car equipped with the latest accessories for shorter trips, first class
.ur passage for longer trips, bookings in luxury hotels, a new job title, and
so forth

') The "employee" is given a choke. He can change his mind on the basis
of the new material hencfits, and this ends the role play, or he can refuse.
If he refuses. the employer is directed to allow the employee to take his
wife on any business assIgnment requiring travel, all expenses paid. This
is'ac t eptaile to the employer..

11 Following the role pla:s. there is a brief discussion where the audience
can also common wate its reactions to the persuasion tactics observed.

4) losure ( an now be pm on the activity with the instructoi relating the
pc dint ddf the odic play to the new reading.

Ag.nn. what we te trying tee do is operationalize at the technique tevel Good-
man's kev variahk in econd language reading comprehension----"how much
backi,.round the reader brings to the specific reading." Our assumption is that
the c dtmmunicative-mteramon activity is one means of bolstering that back-
ground. and that mach cli wtivity may make suppositimddly dependent meanings
more readdv accessibk to the student .

This ted hmque was field tested:on a group of Russian immigrants studying
t.st two evenings per week, two hours per session, in the summer of 1977. The
ta...get article for the reading lesson was "The Role df Women in Anwrkan Life"
lw Gladys Dotv and Janet Ross (1973). The nonfict ion article's informative style
makes it quite different from the imaginative Dale and Sheekr material. (:onse-
quenalv, it is not as laden with suppositional infOrmation. Nevertheless we felt,
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that the overt content itself might be sulticienth' t-onflicting or just plain uns
fatniliar to the students, and thus dmidrd to use a pre-reading conununicative-
interaction activity ,

Two related role plays were enacted by the Russian students. In the first a
%%minis being interviewed for a job as an accountant by a nude interviewer. He
tells the applicant that although her qualifications are quite good, the job has
been typkally filled h a male. However, since the applicant's resume and
recotnmendations are exemplar the firm wilt hire her if she is still interested. but
Ai a lower salary. Tim, applicant has been primed to respond in anger. it-forming
the interviewer that the decision should not be resoked on the basis af sex, and
further that the salary scale should ant be determined on that bar:s either. The
two players have been told to argue back and forth, each maint: Ming his posi-
tion. The tifilowing is an edited tr.Msiript of the role ply:

Female I am hard esprreent NI in the field
Male I would prefer .1 man

I'm sue-timed
M: Prohahls sou base a taunts and a husband and You can't afford tcs spe.id

the time on sour lob
F. My husband has a 14,6. ens hildren are at day school; I have enough time to

work
M OK lit hange reek mind, hut if I lure you. You'll have to worlf for less

F Why .1 b )41q- s.dars ' I'm profit-tent m my field. I want a salary tonanensurate
wtth Iiiv rye, lent r
NI% previous espy arm e %s un a woman AC«mmant was not so good for the

Mat sad stosat ion won't be with mc. I feel that my experience is close to your
IsFilt IOU , And t 401 agree with Your salars YuPti t an c Illy chief and ask
kiln about me I hat r 4In id revelment., On MY lob

I said I would like to have man in thissposUion It you want to. I
An t ii. Inn I III old% pav you

!: It 's impossible' It leans dist rmitnat ion ( VIM sav whs vim prefer a man
rt. a 55tiftl.itt and %we Cmit. whi. do you Nam to pas tete less ter*tleV ? CACI yflu tell
me it ins to.ddirat ions and esperient e are suitable for vim.'
Yrs

F ls nes espertent e 141 11 (114.1igh tot the chines tit slow nib"
NI Yrs, Iltit I folif il.ts that ill might have to interview salesmen. nd this is not

woe k tin %omen
But I %,intlet tir milt ant Witold I have to inters irw as an at u ountant
Yr

F %Nell. I would be able- to deal ss ilk this position
F. a one month I II goy too a lob tor less flU 'ties It son show me you're ()K.
I 11 gise Slit flhtlr Ile5t month

F It 's titip, .siIt!t' It , I work III Int, tiltispany h tieals with
III tquittni4 put,hlems Ill 551de tiebi MAI. I sk sou In t ill% i%itlt '
Ai term' lt man who %sot tied fiery !Nanny
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F Well, I Imow this man, and I have wen his +Lahti :mons. He is ma so

M He has a very good t h.srai ter. mid doesn't sped!, mu. h!

F. Well, you said this posnum TrIpth d !went talker'

M Well d vou Amu! ow dec anon .

While we were Aware that :Mlfix4. play wali rrall}: not representative of a
typie interview situatron, since we hail forced the issue of discrimination, we #,
;limn the ensuing discussion to 4114 for darifwation, In this post role-play
phase, the'student who had pland_thel,part of job apptcam labeted the inter- .
viewer's tactics as "impolite" aiick"illegial,- and made the point that bias is not
ordinarily exprewd even if it is genuine. If sexual discrimination is a reality in
the Soviet Union. it apparently does not surface as overtly as it did in .the rile
play. but inaead is realized in a much ttwre subtle manner. The instrudor noted '
the similar ease in American society. The class agreed that it would tw highly
unusual tin' an employer to cimduct himself in this manner in the Soviet Union.
but there was heated disagreement over whether job discrimination on the basis
of sex exists there, the males generally denying it does and the females angrily in-
sisting just the opposite. Commenting further on the role-play's reflection of
Soviet society, several students pointed out that the job interview. s Arnerkant
'know it. II nor the usual mechanism for obtaining employment in.the Soviet
Union. A phone call to the employer recommending an individual is frequently
enough to secure a job for hmi,ber.

The details of this role play aside. what we believed is a significant result of
this activity as the tremendous amount of excitement and interaction it generated.
The emotional itiviilvement i il the students through communicative interaction
was an important objective of the activity, and it was accc,,iiplished, as evidenced
by tlw intense discussion of the enactment.

The second pre-trading interaction activity assigned a male to be inter-
Oewed by a female fipr consideration for it position as a postal worker. In this role
play the femak interviewer tells the male candidate that his qualifications are not
as good as those or other applicants, and that the decision has been made to offer
the position to a more qualified. female applicant. The following edited excerpts
reflec t the respec dive positions of the players.

F out Isis's ion is a little differrin from the duties you are used to. I chose a
wommi %fhb has hard and oncrete experience. Your experience is a little dff-
teient . " I see in your resume:. Your experience is not quite enough fin' this

position It requires a person to communicate with peoria., and this is a new
din% tor von. and we want an exprrient ed person. Sti we chose a woman
whit Ii uuirress,nds to all our requireinent s.

M I think m.nbr my experience is a little different from what you want. but I
have my head .md I think I will he itble to do the Job. In time maybe 111 be

to speak with people I understand them and like them.
F It 's to the interest ot our ci nnpany to hire people who don't require training.

Ilus woman us, untortunatrly for iot., better than you are. She already has
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the, xpel tetkr to moututtit Alum with ropk And we tion't have the potion
It4 Ita 1,011 i'M %off.%

...M A woman has hrt t.t0311. maybe vane I hildren, nd thashe. she couldn't
4 Oilte to wink it something happens IbIS toll be had tor you and your tom-
tuns- I, as 3 MatilhaVe a tatntl and !use tu work and tirMg tmtitry hume
think I will work good enough .1 don't see win you should at tept a woman
itser a M3I1

Mae% title Wu 11111.4 support a tantdy Rut pb& e your war M this tattuaum
tot 3Im111%11144 hit- a IL lb 1 I.:yet-sone of its c an he k. It 's not a (legitimate) rea-
son u.-r s'a wevM,t/I a lob Therr arr other opetungs and you shtmld try
there Btu ati IN kstetott . I prefer to give m thts wunnan.
I dun't believe a woman 4 An Up a/the iob better than aittan. Man has a Lundy

hs must work A woman takes& are of her finiIv A man must support his
intik

r are not interested in other reasons. We want good workers. The best I can
do son is keep your resume and it wr have an opening according to your
es tertent e and bat kground we will call you

'Me arg mem that a woman cannot be depended upon because of family
iibligatiotis. s ch as taking care of children, was repeated by some of Ihe male
students in the discussion that fiiflowed the role play. This generated a good deal
of debate, the own and women taking opposite positions. The point was made
again that the \interview,, as .enacted in the role play, is not the custotnary
mechanism fi it. !Acing iob apphcants m the Soviet Union.

Several of the students commented that a male's losing the competition fora
job i9 favor ot a woman would not disturb him. According to the students, he
would only feel bad about not getting the job. not that a woman was selected in-.-
stead of hun At dr same time, however, sonie of these students made serious
referem es to the i\atural superiority of men, and the greater importance Of
employing men as (»pont to women. which generated another round ilf debate.

The female stu ents were asked to evaluate the women's mcivement in the
U.S., and in particular, give their opinion of the public protesting fiu equal op-
portunity and pay. Akhough general comments supporting the principle of equal
rights for women w'ere made, students seemed to be avoiding the issue of public
protest t hie might infer that this reflects on the sensitive issue of public protest in

viet soctetv In virw.of the Cul that most of the students had only been in the
U.S. less than a year, tills reaction is not surprising.

Following the interaction activities, students were assigned to read at home
4 -The Role of iVinnen in American Life** and come to the next class prepared to

answer questions on the sekction. In preparing for the lesson, the instructor com-
ix.sed three types of quAtions: those that could be answered by repeating ver-
batim material from the sdectiton (type I); those that required the student to draw
inferences from the selertion (type 2); and thoSe that required the student to
relate information in the text to his/h -I- own experience (type 3). The question
types were presented in this order. Of interest to us was how students were able to
deal with these last two types of questions.

re

1 ">.1 %)
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Lni exanipk. a sinvessitil lespntise to the first tvpe 2 question depended
upon making the appnoprtate interent Ircnn the first four paragraphs of thr
sekttion 'The patagraphs 'tell about an American eschange.pridessor and his
wife who are living in Europe For reasons of 4. tonyeniente, the Kuressor's
ghtes him a bundle (d asftmg tii take to the laundrotnat on his way to work. Thr
wife is approachnl by (me of fiet European neighbot4, who tells her that other
neighbors Am t.dking About what they consider is her inconsiderate behavior:
"When he is going to a hard day of work, he shouldn't have to carry the washing
first That's Your pth"(Ifot ahd Ross 1q73:112). .

When pre.iented with the tvpr 2 question,' "What does the opening of the
story say about the note of wonwn in the U.S. one of the students responded as
follows (edited):

0
St e le tent %Nennen h.A r equal rights m the house Why. (hies the woman 'w.f to take

eh...the, to dee laundi y: Whs . dors this kn.* tip Ire the wolihtH s tub'
be dune fe tier Man

This .niswer t !early shows that the stiulent has been ai-ife to extract implied
meaning front the selection. Furthermore. it is quite plAusible that the decisive-
tiess and clarity of the answer was fat ilitated by the stUdern's involvement in the
prr-reathng discussions 4 tt the interaction activities, whicb were rdatrd to the
reading selection

There is additional evidence to indicate that thr interaction activities had
more than an incidental effect on the students' reaction to the selection. On more
than one occasion students math lined points they had made in the rok plays (and
ensuing discussions ) in the post -reading activity. Thks occurred even when the in; s,

strut tor posed 3 type t question Seeing an opportunity to editorialize on some of
the fat tual Information in the selection dealing with the rang of jobs wonwn hold
in the U S., one student adroitly manipulated the instructor as hillows:

\Au,. Are there women the' U S. fur example-. who are sheriffs.'
dtac'T . their Arr JIM', and II there are. (only a few. Du you Mein

Pi
Yak, o% Yes, pull, mitten who chi st anything
I nic itu tur Yes, there at r mune liar statism s are small What are velte trying to

sa% '
Y,440,s It pr. ,ses vbisinen ala 1 du the same thing (phi

\.
Anothei student promptly challenged Yakov. rekmdlIng atrtzxt hange they

had in one ot the role play.;

Iikc Var eThe ag.unst flu m Russia was nhede by a woman at the Ii.ningrad
Nrurnhazu al Institute

Yak( A I know Rut she as nut a we aman, she is 11111V

At this isnot, two of the women entered the discussiortwhen the instructor
noted that if Vakov had made such a remark to a group of American wothen,
thes would be very angry..

Vt6
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Instructor How do you (women) ferf (about what Yakov wet said)?
Victoria: lot him talk To me it depends on how a wmnan feels about herself. I

am sure of myself. and what he says doesn't bother
Helen We are tired of Mitumg with men

'The relationship of comprehension question responses to points raised dur-
ing the interaction activities is striking, and we hrheve can be interpreted as a
non-accidental reflex of the interaction activities themselves. This is again
notkrable in the student responses to the following type 3 question:

Instructor We have seen that Arnericao women hold many different lands of jobs.
Based on sour experience and our dist uSition. what evidence can you
give to agree e.r disagree with the idea that women can do as wen at a
job .ts

Mark- (Relates personal experience of going to school with a woman who was a
hence student than he When they both received a job at the same com-
pany. he was promoted instead of her because. he did better at the job.
Concludes that "Men usually do the job better than women."

Mike- I disagree, I wvrked with many women anesthesiologists, including
intensive Carr, and a lot of wnmen were excellent And this speciaky rer
quires quick decision. control of resption, a lot of things. Seventy-five
percem of these doctors re women, and many of them are chiefs
departments.

Similar response's and references to the role plays surfaced in the discussion of
other type 2 and 3 questions.

This paper has attempted to relate the concept of communicative interaction
to second language reading. specifically the kind of reading requiring recognition
of underlying sociolinguistic information. We recognize that the results reported
here cannot be attributed unquestionably to our technique in the absence of a
rigorous testing design. Neverthekss, we maintain that the use of such a tech-
nique with material containing underlying sociolinguistic information can
.facilitate learner comprehension of such material.

We look forward to further investigations of this technique by researchers
and practitioners in order that 3 greater understanding can be gained of its effect
on the ability of second language learners to deal with underlying socio-cultural
patterns in reading material.

ho;41
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Sorting Mt Writing Pirobientsl,
Barbara Kroll

/

This liaper attempfs to stimulate more a A dialogue between contemporary
rhetoricians and applied linguists who are concerned with the teaching of
writing inasmut h As both I., and I., students appear to need some kind of
training in writing to achieve effective performance, A major feature oft ureent
practices in teachmg writing to I., adults is an emphasis on a pmcess approach
to replate earlier approaches which emphasized the produrt This switch from
alsorithms (which 4tipu1ate how the product should appear) to heuristics
t winch help thc process) appears to have gone imoticed by those producing
materia4 for teaching l writing. In the meantime. unnoticed by writing re-
searchers has been krashen's monitor model (Krashen I977a). which provides
some important insights into the mental processes of thr learner/writer and
which help-sort out in.mv timi erns regarding what could or should be going on
in the writing t lagsroom

Though it might be convincingly argued that Chomaky's ideal speaker-
hearer does not exist , it is the case that adult native speakers of a language have a
competence which is not open to question. If we consider writing, however, no
one has demonstrated the validity of.an equivalent distinction for the written
tiode to parallel the competence-performance distinction in speaking. In fact , the
'performance of native speakers is vastly more variable in writing than in speak-
inig. Such variability in output by competent , indeed fluent speakers of the
language is one of the factors demonstrating that standard written English in .
many ways constitutes a second dialect for native speakers: some have mastered
the dialect and some haven't .

While L2 students frequently work towards a performance capability in
speer'l .vhich native speakers acquire without any teaching, it appears that both
Li and L2 students need to undergo some kind of training to achieve effective per*-

Thiti is an expanded version of a paper presented at the 1978 TESOI. convention in
Mexico City. The research was suppqrted in part by the Center for the Humanities at the
University of Southern California.
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formance in writing. Research (in written composition and the teaching of com-
position, however. only serves to reveal that no method cif traMing has been iden-
ttfted as a fail-sate way, to produce good writers. As any Est. writing teacher
knows,, the fullest rangetof individual variation in second language performance
is perhaps nowhere more evident than in thr compositions of advanced level
foreign students already engaged in full acacirmir programs in -English at
American universnies. The fact is that the standard freshman composition class
for American students exhibits no less a potpourri of proficiency levels.

In thi% paper I present an overview of some of the ways in which contem-
porary rhetoric examines writing problems as well as outlining dominant
pedagogical appnracheA to composition. Then I suggest thr csefulness or the
distinction drawn between acquisition Aid learning by Krashe monitor model !

(Krashen 1977a) as an organizing framework to provide *lie cogent explana-
tions to account for the difkring performance of individ-01 students. The profu-
sion of articles in both the popular and professional press on the "writing crisis" ;

in our schoolximderscores the fact that foreign students are not alone in finding
writing a particularly difficult task. I believe that rhetoricians and linguists have ;
much to leapt from each other's researth pursuits, even if they are ultimately
toncerned with rather different issues in writing. What follows is an effort to
stimulate the dtalogue.

1. The goals of rhetoric

The sorting out of writing problems is not Tade any easicy by the variety of
ways in which theoreticians and empirical researchers address themselves to the
issues. Yet I think that a schemanzation of the kinds of studies tying undertaken
helps us to place any specific concern within the larger conceptual framework
outlining what rhetoric is In Figure 1 I have identified four major rhetorically-
based sirays 'rf thinking about writing which include both very abstracfand very
n acme sc iols. (I would like to stress that there are other ways to "slice the
rhetoric pie,' but this will illustrate the range.)

Si 1

it'Au.Pior4 al girt( 4t1 frritinR

VeNtt.o< t mhe,ttitte, ' hethh-tti SIhttiskia
I tem et ii i.tti 1 hr..ter Idettlittet Merer.'

RINIth . I 'hi 1IvelI'll I Fit It I I( h Stet rigl.r.
But kv ? I I 14,1114t.1, Smolt
Prirlitt.tit IA lute! ,,, .1 "'"%omsolo"-"*".0'--"

%re ,Au I 11/111t Mr" 1V411Ir ot Collie,
r .,P,op..,ithm ,mtit'..t.novutIttattiot,a Cattree

. t ng/hh

"t It, nt I 0 i.,., tit. t 111,6, 01 01. l,011..gs pts.

For,the first category, under "abstract theoreticians," I :souk' include those
rhetoricians who attempt to account for all possible aspects of the written code.
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tonsidering the fit ilistit .uut th maim interaction of such fiu tors as writing,
message, purpose, mode t if dist ourse, audienc e, context to list some of the COM-
mooly urd (erms Next I wt add list rhetorici.ms whose t inwern is more in the
realm of applied theory The label "synthesizing theorist'. identities those who
are comet-nett with oang portions ot,the holistit 11 imeworks provided by abstract
thinkers as thr basis for de.ding with student writing. For example, in this
category we would find the names of those who have written textbooks as well as
-theoretical articles Gintlior books. whereas it would be hard to imagine an abstract
thecitetician podia tug a textbook. In the third grouping ("problem iden-
urters"). we find research whit h attempts to identify and label the aspects t
writing which t ontribute to success or failure. either fiir the.purposes of discus-
sion or for (he purposes of setting out prescriptive norms. For exampk, most
4andartPliandbooks on English rhetoric are based on this point of view. Last is a
related categorY ("solution offerers") where the rhetorician's concern as primari-
ly a practical one. Gis en a particular problem, the goal of a researcher in this
category is to suggest ways of solving that irmblem. Here we would Pace such
statements Gis. "Susie/ Johnnv can't s..eite la-cause Susie/Johnny can't read.
'Feach herrhini to read first attd thafwill solve part of the problem...

These categories c.m Iw vwwrd as forming a cominuum rather than four
riczat boxes, as it is not-always possible to-assign only one label tei every piece of
researc h Nonetheless. what becomes apparent from this kind of classific...ion
scheme is th.it differem approaches ail tress i.tdier different questions, and not

e'ry approach is equ.dlY useful fOr I .:ng us the specific information we may
be comerned with at any particula EN in time. Teachers are sometimes ac-.
cti,cd of falling into the trap of think!.., f at someone outside their field will pro-
vide eass n pat s'olutions to longtern ibkms, and what we need is a combina-
tion of the experience of tsith rhetoric and linguistics to work out the issues in
writing. I think it is important fin composition teachers to have a grounding in
com eptual theorv, but I gram that it is not the most immediately &Mani avenue
for a teacher to explore. Rather the discussion of student writing itself is more im-
mediately germane to a t onsideration of how to raise performance levels.

2. Pedagogics of writing
For many years, an emphasis on thr produit of writing fiistered a rule and

guideline approat h to students and the heavily corrected.. composition. The
teacher's in.un t tint ern was to examine the student GS weekly theme for adherence
to handbook print ipks (Squire and Applebee 114681: "For most teachers, cor-
recting papers is synonymous with teaching writing.') However, even a concern
for perfounance accuracy is complicated by the many levels on which writyipg can
be jadged. On the face of it it would seem that the analysis of a written composi-
tion can be oriented to accuracy in language on the one' hand, and
propriateness of orgatlization On the other. However, this simple di.0 stinction
oyerlook's a third and even more crucial consideration in writing, namely
whether or not the composition or essay says anything. whether the writer is
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transtnitting.something to the reader, whether, in short, it is a successful piece of
communication fisr the purpose at hand. Nor is the two or three-way distinction
all that easy to assess. 11 we consider organizaticm, for example, wr find that this
concept applies to two levek of an essaywhat wr might call the mat ro level and
the micro level. Many students seem quite capable of macro level control when
they write a solid introduction awl use In explicitly stated thesis sentence, but
they still might show no ability to handle' Micro level organization by producing
incoherent paragraphs and no logical progression from one idea to the next. (The
inverse is also possible , of course )

While it seems reasonable enough to judge perfOrmance on the basis of ac-
tual prrfOrmatwe. the teaching of writing and the judging of writing surely are
not the sante thing. A model of perfiirmatwet he product approachignores
the psyrhohnguistic re.dity of the human mind beyond the page. A major turn-.
about occurred with the publication of Janet Emig's monograph (1971) on the
c)mposing process of twelfth graders. Her interest in considering that a process is
at work before and during the actual composing (f e. paper started a trend which
has influenced both the teaching profession and the orientation of many text-
Ispoks. While product methods emphasize conforming to specified algorithms,
prewess methods place more vmphasis on such Aristotelian considerations as
discovery and invention (sre Koch and Brazil 1978). "Heuristics" has become
the word of the hour to emphasize the kind of mental creativity presumed to
tmderlie writing. To the best of m% knowledge, there is no real call for a process
approach in any currentb aikl textbook on I. writing. The closest reflection in
second language teaching of a process ori r. con is the problem/solution ap-
proach to writing (e.g. Arapott 1967) which tries to focus the student's attention
on writing as a means rather than an end. The aim is to create an interactive
awareness of the purpose of writing rather than a concern to "do what the teacher
says.

The kmd of creativity heuristic approaches attempt to foster is not to be con-
tUsed with an abstract grammar's ability to generate unique sentences, for ex-
amining the varied performance of native speakers reveals that even the com-
bination of the ability to generate unique sentences ("creative construction")
and correct standard writoli English is not a sufficient guarantee to produce that
amorphous entity "good prosril' which also requires mastery over discourse level
pritic iples (rhetoric.) I-fow the sttident is to 'Clam to successfully piece together all
of these manv components of the writing situation simultaneously is as much a
concern for psycholinguistics as it is for rhetoric. The "treatment" of writing
problems may he a standard classroom procedure, but the most viable
methodology ought to stem from an understanding of the mental processes of the
learner/writer.

I. Learning vs. acquisitin.
A psycholinguistie approach that seems particularly useful in identifying the

mental processes of the learner/writer is the monitor model (Krashen 1977a). A
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major feature of the model is the distinc tion drawn between possible paths nf in-
ternahztng certain language skills. One path is termed "acquisitnm" and mkt ti
to the natural internalizing ot linguistic abilities when there is no conscious focus-

ham. The primax v exanqile of acquisiticm is the way children gain
kitmailedge of then. first language. In contrast to cquisition is "learning," the
second path, which is ytewed as A conscious process. Learning occurs in formal
language learning situations in which feedback or error correction focuses the
student on.isaued rules whir h capture the systematicity of the language.

The moMtor model proposes that language perfOrmers have in theirlinguistic
data bank a theoretkal deyn e which can examine an utterance for grammaticali-
ty and appropriatenes.s. krashen (1977a) posits that in second language produc-
tion the acquired system initiates production. and, when conditions permit. the
consciously learned system can nett& and alter the shape of an utterance, often
befOre it is actually uttered Thus one cannot correct what one doesn't "know"
on waste level, whether such "knowing" be the result of rule storage or un-
conscious feel .

In schematizing the writing process in terms ronsistent with the monitor
modd. the obligatory first stage (which initiates production) is the process of
learning to n.ake niarks on a page in a particular code. This stage is often pro-
longed in second language writing courses where the students spend a lot of time
copying over written passages for the purpose of making some change in a syn-
stactic feature, such as changing the narrative point of view from the third person
to the first person. At the next stage, when the writer produces sentencesA his or
her own cmtst ruction. these sentences will approximate standard written English
in direct pniportion to the Writer's mastery over the morphosymactk rules of the
language It is important to stress that such mastery can be conscious or un-
coils( ious, that is. masterv c an stem horn an acquired proficiency or a learned
one. What I have found AS a, teacher to be the c ase is that when students think
their writing is going to be judged primarily for its adherence to form (as in pro-
duct approac hes), they are quite likely to rely heavily on what they see as their
leIrned systems, trying to follow "rules" cif discourse which they may have in-
correctly or incontpktelv learned. Many more errors may occur than might be
the case if their acquired mastery were being called upon. This interpretation can
account fin- the results of Brii-re's study (1966) on quantity vs. quality, as well as
explain the eller tiyeness of nwthodologies which stress a lot of freewriting (e.g.
Elbow 1973) or daily iournal keepingmethods which appear to reduce rather
than increase the percentage of timrphosyntactic errors even given the increased
amount of writing. Vet, bt-cause teachers frequently feel more comfortable
teaching morphosyntactic rules which lend themselves to discrete rule isblation,
classrooms frcquenth are arenas for monitor-building lather than acquisition
building Not every student , however, is able to use the sorts of things tradition-
ally taught in classrooms in the saint. way.

Various case studies of second language learners seem to support the
hypothesiii that there are three types of monitor users: overusers, underusers, and
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optimal users (Krashrn 147hb) )verusers are t haracterized by hesitancy in their
speech and attention to tortn Foe native speakers. the ertlectimi of monitor
~rim wining is rigid, stilted English whit h tries to imitate a textbook. and
often represents the studein's attenqu to match all of hisiber maims to a learned
system and not rely on at quired masten at till At the tither extreme of 1,4
monitor userS are underusers, who seem to have an aggresSive perstinahly type,
anti whose focus in speaking is on tiintent anal cotnmumcation. Among native
speakers, we can assume. for exampk. that writers whose written style appears
rather close to spiken English are nut unlinng any kind of inonitur system to
oversee the apptopriate (hour of form Lasth, th... 1,2 optitial monitor users
seem to appeal to a learned system when this does noc-itc+P+4244 with tommunna-
tinn, so that different types and numbers of errors 1M cur under different condi-
turns. For writing. we might sav that the opnmal user is an efikient ethtor or
reviser who knows when and where and how to use the -full resounrs of karried
awl atquirrti systems.

4. Pedagogical implkations

The psytholinguistit model we have been discussing suggests that language
performance results from a combination of learned and acquired systems The
tompositum teat her has"traditionally Wowed the approach of devoting his or her
attentions to what appeared most teachableresulting in an emphasis on
mrchanual skills and on algorithms for fOrm714ut too many of the skills required
for writing are not "skills- at allthey are creative processes which must be ac-
quired if they are to tw trulY in (he students' atmtrol. ClaAsrooms need to
4imulate at quisition througl! suth devices as peer gnmp interaction, the
workshop appro.*, h. and ma r..ased exposure to reading.

Fortunately, it is not the ase that only children can acquire. Studile% have
shown at least a minimal .tdult quisitinn capability in some L situations (see
krashen 197611 tOr a brief iv*. tem.- of the literature). For I., a somewhat amusing
case in point is discussed by Degnan (Mb) who is disturtwd by what he t ails
"straight-A illiterater,- wtai poin. ate graduate schools. After citing smne ex-
.unples of the tYpi, al academic jargon which he calls "gibberish,- Degnan goes
on to say

the map or ( .ttise (a .ti b dhtetau v is the stidlthe texttexiks and prears
sionA ii(tirtl.ds .11w sitaight A Mart alt Is hat VIII to lead dining his vrars of
higher mini anon Ile en i. tt, wine gibierrish bv reading It t I )egn.m
197n

To develop rife, live ix-dagogical materials anti devices tor increasing stu-
dent Mastery over written language, several research stitches in empirical rhetoric
suggest themselves Let me t ite just two:

I A (lam-uncut espr; mien? lU tnassive reading Writ massIve exposure ni leading
interesting matenal in i hr absent r tit having ni write ev enntally lead nittnpnwed
writing" h. Is input stdrii
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2 Isolating chscourse level strategies m such a way as to allow teaching, so that
these strategies tan enter the monitor through learning where acquisition is ar-
resmi eir absent

Whatever thr outcome of these .and other studies, the writer in the pnwess of
writing will never have act tits to more than these two paths to production: !earn-
ing and acquisition. As teachers of tomposition, we must do all we can to place
students in the position Of maximally utilizing both these channels.

I so



Future Shock: A Pedagogical
Analysis of Will and Be Going To *

Marilyu Martin

One of the niost nusunderstood arras of English is the so-called future in its
many ttiamtestations Pedagogit al materials in current use are virtually unani-
mous in sowing t onfusion among learners, and consequently actually "build
in errorserrors which are not grammatically incorrect but rather context-
ually inappropriate .

Ati understanding lit the inanv semantic categories involved in thr choice
Veit) ti)flt serves to explain why learners so often produce utterances whit h

ollow the rules but which nevertheless stand out assymomahms Analysis re-
veals the semantic concepts whit h must be understood by the materials writer
arid the teat her stela eon. prior de< ision or knowledge; sudden re-solve; and the
important urn ept of perfi)rrna rty Contextmal factors also influence verb
fierm the previous establishment of a future context died the presence of an
adverb of pissibilut or probability

In some r.-sprets. A grammar text for Foghsh as a Second Language is
similar to a cookbook. lake a cookbook. the granunar text offers rules and pro-
cedures which, if Wowed ac curately. yield a desired result . On the one hahd, the
cookbook produces palatabk edibles; on the other, the grammar text guides the
consumer to the production of what have come to be known as well-formed ut-
terances. Moreover, the well-formed utterances which are thus turned out have a
further requirement : they must be appropriate for the contexts in which they are
uttered or written (Hvnies 197?b).

Few if any existing pedagogical materials offer a foolproof recipe for the pro-,

duction of the various futures in English. As a result, the ndes which do appear in
texts, particularly in regard to will and he going to. actually induce errors in both
speech and writingutterances which, though grammatically well-formed, are

Iihis is 4 revised version of the paper ''l:uture Shock. which was pre: ented at the
1978 mot. convention in Mexico City. Warm thanks are due to Carol M. Sparhawk and
1) R. Ladd for valuable «num-m.4 in the preparatiw of this paper. A special debt of
gratitude goes to Charles E. Elliott for inn-odut ing the author to the world e 1 speech acts.

18
woo."
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nonethrkss mtextually inappropriate. By bringing to bear t more thonmgh
syntactic ad semantic atiah sis on this area if the graoiniar, we can aspire to pro-
duce materials which will Yield eksired outc owes rather than unwelcome sur-
prises

A typical rule tor the fortuation ut thr so-called futures in English reads
sotnething like. "-lbe future is formed with either alit or be gomg to plus the base
form of the verb. as in Right 427 mill be an hour lam or I 'm going to moor kra lager

.apartment A frequent type of exert ise consists of thr conversicm of sentences
with mill to sentences with be gotng to The few texts which recognize other func-
tions tOr triq. I r volition. usually give vague descriptions and no explanations.?

The experienced -teacher knows that there are various ways besides will and
be going to to express.a future vont ept in English. In certain circumstances, the
simple present may he used. as in

(1) Ne h(ne hmch at I in todav

An utter.mce such as this wouls1 be natural coming Ire im. for rxampk, a tour
guide. but would tx- out of plac corning front a wife to her husband at Wine on
the weekend. For the same reason. it would sound strange to hear something like

c2i x.14 h atter tinnier tonight

COming from a Inend. With some effort sve could (reate a context for this ut-
terance, tor instance:a penitentiary inmate describing his current regimen to a

I Most linguist% .fgrer r !ix there is no ,rue future tense in English in the %ante sense
that th.ere is .4 oast and a pi esent tense As in mans languages, Intim, onuepts tend to be
expressed more as tnod.dities or ,ittitude% of the speaker toward the ideas he is expressing.
Evon% t l'177 1410-81.7) mates that Tht oughout the histors of the Indo-Europr.us lan-
guage% what ate ft .014 1480.1114, des( tilled as future terews have nivariahls hem e reated. in-

in ddlerent langhages. nom wordforms or phrases that were ,,riginallv med !

to espies., tiot nitwits as so, h. but v.nious kind% of non-fai . Thew is a demon-

strahk histonit tonnei tion between referent r to. the future .md non-fartivit in too
mans languages tot it NI !n. eg.erdeti as a matter of ai utent that languages should rarely.

it ever. dist hugtit sh ssstematit Ms between statements of tat t about the funee and stlhiee-

tis-ek predn titnis
2 Behar pro' reeling Wither, the (perm oi thatl must he fated. In American

English tand liii reasingls in British English4 thatl it. statements is restrnted to formal

register luring in as adettur, si !entitle-. tri miii al, md leg.d writmg as well as in ser-

miens, %pert firs, .md +Owe fiirmal varieties tit spiiken language In ontrast all other

spi ken uses sof %hall my in question fortit, as in
a Shall we dance
b Where shall we has e dinner tonight

Shall I ss au tor 54111 OM gt> home)!
d What tone shall 1 pit k you
In ail t hrsr 4srs the speaker is granting to the hearei a measure of author.itv eitlitu

KS ept .1 suggest um or help shape i C ourse of action Mall will therefore not fw onsidered

in the arras of verbal hums whit li -ntrr imo expressions of the future

1
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visitor. Byt the key to the use ot the simple present to express the future is 'the
"unaherable" (Wekker t9$6: Voi nature of the artist... It is restricted to actions
which are scheduled, as in

(3) Classes begin Sept 9
(4) We play Harviu'd two weeks from today

A form of much wider applicability in expressing the future is the present
progressive, as in

(5) Our team is playing Yale this Saturday.

In grteral, with this film, a future adverb such as Mis Saturday, next week or
then must also be used, although when the action is clearly not being performed at
thy moment of speaking anci consequently must refer to the future, the present
provessive may stand alone, as in

(6) Guess what! I'm getting married (quitting my job, leaving you).

Moreover, the future action must not depend on chance or luck; hence this
construction cannot serve as the vehick' of a prediction, as in

*(7) We're beating Yak nexi Saturday..

The verb phrase, therefore. must be amenable to phoning in order to be ex-
pressibte in the present progressive.

r-Wc now come to the two major carriers of fitture concepts: will and be going
,to. it is the application of ths. textbook rules governing these constructions that
has such unpredictable consequences for the learner and that leads to the produc-

t,tion of grammatical but contextually ill-fitting utterances.
To be sure, in many cases, application of the textbook rules does prlduce an

acccptable utterame, as in

(8) I'm going to graduate in June
(9) IT graduate in June.

Equally acceptable as futures are

( 10 ) I'm going to know the restilts of the tests soon.
( 1) I'll know tne resuhs of the tests soon.

Even with these two verbs, however, one can perceive a slight difference in
meaning, but they nevertheless do refer to the future and do express some kind of
expectation.

But let us consider the difference between the following two conversational
exchanges:

(12) A- What ahout your mother's!): .hday
B: I'm golng to get :ler a new mop.

1 s
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t 3$i A. What about your nwthres thday '11

l'H i4et her nett mop

In (12), speaker B is reporting a prior decision, while in (13), he is making
what seems to tie a spur-of-the-moment decision as he speaks. In order to test this
Intuitive judgment, however, let us consider the-conversation one could have

*Oh oneself, as in

PO What An I iiet tnv mother for her birthday Oh, I know' I'll get her a
new mop

't Xi, I know' I'm giong to get-her a new loop.

There emerges here the impression that the be going to future carries a sense
of prior dri plum that ts lacking in trill In this regard Wekker (1976:127) states
that ''The difference between I will and I'm going to amounts ow the differences be-

ti:evn sudden resolve and premeditation."
The sanw dist int tion holds tOr the third persi.nefas in

( 151, a Poo 't gt% r up Your ship will come in
h Don't give up Your ship is going to onar in,

In (15a) the speaker is expressing an inner conviction based on simple faith, while.

in (15h) he seems to have read d shipping notice th the local newspaper. Again
con'sulting Wekker (1976!127)," we find that "Sentences containing be going to
always carry the implication that all conditions for the future event have been
met

It is important then for the learner of English to become aware that tIgo-
mg to-tOture works for concepts of which the speaker has some objective evlinhce;
and in the first person represents a previously taken decision and not a sudden
resolve.

Now. what about The functioning of will cannot be fully understood
unless we turn to thr ordinary-language philosot.aers, and in particular .to

J. 1. Austin. It was Austin in How to Do Things with Woe& (1962) who provided
the major clue to the mysteries of will. According to Austin, the utterance

(Ito ill bi- there at three o'clock

may be any number of things, including a promise. If the context in which it is
uttered is appropriate tOr a promise to be made, it then can count as a promise
and is called by Austin a primary performative, as contrasted with an explicit perform-

olive, as in 5.

( I 7 ) I promss, to be there at three o'clock.

A performatwe, says Austin, is an utterance that does not acted that something
is so, but that does somethingperforms an act. If (16) toas uttered in the ap-

3 Charles F.. Elliot t is responsible for this striking example.

1 8
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propriate circumstances, And if the speaker subsequentlY fails to appear at three
o'clock4the hearer can reasonably remonstrate with him, saying, "But you pro-
mised tei be there at three o'clock." In other words, given the proper cir-
curnstinces; the use of will (or '11) in 171 br then. at Mr r o Work makes the utterance
a promise.

In a similar vein, the utterances in (18) constitute various kinds of primary
eerformatives:

(1H) a. get you a doctor.
b I 'H take you up on your otter.
c. break every bone in your body

(18a) is an offer: the speaker is volunteering his services; (18b) is an acceptance;
and11,8c) is a vow or perhaps a threat. In each case it should be noted that the ut-
terances are in the first person, and that the verbs involve the speaker as agent of
the action represented in the verb.* Now let us contrast these with the verbs in
(19):

(tV) a. hear trom them soon.
b. I'll know the results of the tests tomorrow.
c. I'll have A miserabk time at their house.

Here the speaker is not promising. offering ,. accepting, vowing or threaten-
ing. Why not? Because these are verbs over which one does not have control.
They are verbs of experiencing, not of doing, and are not subject tojtheveaker's
will. Hence they may occur with will in the first person with the force ofa predic-
tion or expectation; they iannot be interpreted as performatives. Whereas the
verbs used in performatives are volitional those used in nowperformatives (with
trill) are non -vob t ional .

- It is tempting to conclude that the volitional/non-volitional distinction is
nothing more than .the traditional diehotomy between stative and non-stative
verbs. That this is not so is evident from the utterances in (20), all of which con-

.tain stative verbs and wh:ch are nevertheless performative utterances:

(20) a. I'll be ready at eight o'clock .

b. Ill have the money for you tomorrow. .
c. I'll know the material by next week.

These are, or can..be. performatives 6} virtue of the fact that Ipramise can be
appended to each of them:

(21 ) a. be ready at eight o'ckick. I promise.
b. have thr money tOr you tomorrow, I promise,
c. I 'II know the material by next week, I promise.

4. Insofar as a speaker can commit himself to the actions of a third person, we can
. consider as perforthati% es utterances such as My chauffeur will call for you al arm o 'clock In

general, however. third-persoriutterances with it'll/ are not performatives.
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It can be seen that ;mow in' (21c)- is volitional:while knew in (19b) is non-
volitional. On* cannot decide or promise to know the results of-some tests, but
can decide or prot*se to know tertain,matirial, pi'rhaps in preparation for an ex-
amination'. It is-thus not merely the vet% which is involved in the volitional/non-
volitional contrast but rather the verb phrase as It whi ile.

lite absence of this same feature of volition leads to anomalies, as m

. (22) A: Hello. Philippe, is Rafael there?
B: Yes, he is. I'm going to Call him to the telephone.

What was called gr in B's mponse war an expression of volitiona volunteering
expressed with tnit:

(Tarlics, he is. I'll caIl himeto the tekphone.

. Conversely, this same feature of volition in will causes utterances commonly
pnaduee'd by non-native speakers, to,sound strange:

(24) a 111 visit Niagara Falls (this weekend).
rti sell my car (next iveek).

t I'll get a job in the library(tbis summer).

The native speaker notices soniething odd in these, but can't put his finger

on what it is. we can now selt gom the foregotng discussion of performatives that
tAcsesotmd like promises or agreements rather than simple expressions of expec-

.

By the same token, a at:it-native attempting to express a negative expecta-
tion may say

visit Niagafa Falls (this weekend).
b. I won't sell my c-ari(next 'week).
e I won't get a job in,the library (this summer).

Though the speaker -loci not realize it, he is performiqgjan acta refusal. To be
sur`e many texts recognize the "refusal-coloring" of Evan% but their coverage is
skimpy pt best and generally no activipractice in refusing is given.'

The question now arisels whethei the' volitional/non-volitional distinction
holds in the secood person. [Aft us look at anOther example:

(20) Clergyman. Will you take this man/woman to be your
lawful wedded husband/wife?

Prospeetive spouse: 6111.
*I will tomorrow.
Yes, I'm going to.

. "Yes, I fully expecato.

5. Two wekome cxci'ptionj to this statement are Linda A. Ferreira's reb in Adion
(Rowley, Mass!, Newbury Hciuse, 1978)' at* Polly Davis, English Structure in Focus

(Rowley, Mass., Newbury Hluse, 1977). Both texts give practice in various per-
formatives with
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Again we see that in seeond-person questions the auxiliary will carries a veli-
tional meaning when the v,,rh phrasr is volitional. This is why thr English
teacher smiles when an anx.ous student approaches to ask, "Will you give us an
exam tomorrow?" Th.. temptation iststrong to say, "All right, if you really want
rue to."

In the third person, utterances v4th will iirri iit subiect to a connotation of
willkngness except with animate subjec. For example, there is no ambiguity in

(27) Flight '327 will be an hour late_

But there are two possible interpretations for

(214 Amalgamated Fuels will accept your offer.

1111

In the one rading. the utterance is a prediction , while in thr other, it is a repon
rantof the company's accept' (hence volition) of the offer. The non-native must

be aware of the powntialtfo ..year here as well.
.

At this point it shiitillI be evident that follow.ng the traditional grammar
rules for the formation Alio future can have unforeseen and unintended conse-tquences. The learner of ghsh needs to karn that will 0 sensitive to features of
its environment, and shot; ' 1ie used with caution. But, since most texts teach the
formation of the future with wilt, what is the teacher to do? There is, fortunately,
a simple and obvious answer.

In American and even in British English, there is a growing use of the so-
called 6iture progressive. i.e. 171 be marking at home this evening. Any news broad-
cast oeialk show will confirm the ubiquitoPsness of this form, as in

(7.9) The President will be k.sving tomorrow for a seventeen-day visit to
nine countries. lqc will be stopping in Brussels for two days for con-
feremys with NAT() staff . He will be holding top-level meetings
with the heads of state of each of the nine countries; on his itinerary. .

lee01 '. 1971:62) speculates that "this mage has grown up through the need
to have a way of referring to the future uncontaminated by factors of volition,
plan, and intention which enter into the future meanings of will/shall + Infinitiv
the Present Progressive, and be gotag to + Infinitive." Put another way, the pro-
gressive form neutralizes the verb phrase, su that the utterances express a "pure"
ftuurr, as in

(30) a ni be visiting Niagara Falls this weekend.
b . I T be selling my car soon.
c. ru be getting a job in the library this summer.

Now, of course, the restrictions we have just: finished putting on will are too
severe. In certain casts andfcontexts it can do no harm. The first and most im-
mediately apparent case is With stative (non-volitional) verbs such as need, want,
and MISS, as well as with non-stative, experiencer verbs such as graduate, hear from,
receive, and see (in the sense of perceive).
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Arother **safe" use. of will is with adverbs of possibility or probability:

( .41 1.11 probably visit Niagara Fails this weekend
I'll most likely sell my car soon .

I'll pin;sibis- get a job in the library this summer.

Here the advetbs of possibility or probability do the job of making it perfect.,
ly clear that the utterance is not to be taken as a performative. Interestingly
enough, with the 'adverb, the verb phrase can even have an experiencer
reating-:--describing something which may happen to the speaker rather than
Knnething he may do. This reading may be seen if each of the utterances in (31)
is prefaced by "With a little luck. . . .

Finally, the learner should know that he may use will with a relative degree
of impunity ilia future context has already been established, as in

(32) Cuess what! My old roommate Leslie is going to come to my
wedding! He'll stay at my parents' house for,two nights, and then
he'll drive home the next day.

Notice that the future context is established with be going to rather than will,
the use of which would suggest agreement or capitulation (e.g. "after all"). After
the establishment 4- the future context, the speaker is free to use will without
volition-coloring .

We have now seen that the semantics of will are sensitive to three things in
the environment: the person of the subject notm phrase; the nature of the verli
phrasewhether volitional or non-volitional; and to the presence of an adverb of
possibility or probability. In addition, we see that once a future context is
established, the volitional force of will is attenuated.

In an ideal syllabus. the teaching of trill as a future would be delayed until
late in the course. Its Wit's as a carrier of performative meaning, on the other
hand, would be taught systematically. Learners -would practice using will to
agree, promise, offer, threaten, and so on; won 'I would be practiced for refusal.
Such practice would have to be contextualized in order for the learner to realize
not only what he is saying but why he is saying it .

With more careful attention to the semantic subtleties of the expressions of
the future, we will be able to shape instruction in such a way that leafners will
make the choices they nerd to make for the meanings they wish to express.
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Strategies For Solving Leiical Problems
'Through Discourse and Context

Guillermo Alcali Rivera
Margaret Best

Recently vsr has become an interesting and challenging field in ELT. Many
researchers in the field of theoretical and appliec1 linguistics have devoted long
hours to the planning and designing ofprograms related to this subject .

Reading is one of the skills which has been most highlighted, as far as
teaching EnFltsh fir academic purposes to university students is concerned.
However observation has shown that university students, in spite of the fact
that they have finished the reniedial introductory English course and are well
advasu-ed in the further course for reading. still have serious problems when-
ever thin, come at. ross an unknown lexical item. They tend to either ask the
teacher or use a dictionary, Mien regardless of the obviousness of its meaning
which t an often be grasped through context .

This paper is intended to help teachers by demonstrating a series of stra-
tegies we have been using to help our students to understand lexis thrnugh dis-
course and t tmtext

One might think that tOr any given reader a particular word would be just
as easy or difiknit to read in whatever circumstances it occurred (provided
such tat tors as type size and lighting are unchanged of course). But this is not
the case. Ease in ioentitYing a word depends very much on the words around it
and on our prior kno-wledge .

Frank Sinith
?nderstanding Rrading

At the Xochtmilco campus of the Autonomous Metropolitan University in
Mexico City, the undergraduate students follow an interdisciplinary modular
system of teaching-learning instead of the traditional discipline by discipline
system. Therefore, the students in this institution are seen as active participants
in the learning process rather than passke receivers of the teaching process. Fur-
thermore, they do a great deal of fieldwork, so teaching must be oriented towards
developing copitive strategies for the solution of problems rather than the
transmission of knowledge in the abstract in the hope that at some point in the fu-
ture students will be able to apply this kind of knowledge to practical situations.
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In order to fulfill the requirements of their researth projects, the students have to
read an extensive bibliowaphy. In some areas it high percentage of this is in
English, as much as 70% in the case of the biological sciences.

Given this situation it was decided that the specific 'goal of the language
courses totie offered withm the university should be to enable the students to get
to the intOrmation contained in theit- English bibliography. Accordingly the
courses were developed along notionallfunctional lines rather than struc-
tural/behaviourist ones. They were intruded to help the students develop certain
reading strategies so that they could extract information from texts in English
rather than merely learning the structures of English.

The initial course an the students follow is called /Iasi, English far Academic
Studie+, designed to enable the students to deal 4;th the rhetorical functions of
English in academic written discourse. Once they can do this, usually after 120
hours of (lass, they move on to the second level course called Reading Skills in
Englith for their specialized area. Authentic texts are included throughout this
course. which consists of eight advanced units of functionally-based material in
their area. a

Because authentic texts were used in this second level course, the vocabulary
content was not controlled and the students freqi fitly came across unknown lex-
ical items. Their first reaction wie; one of panic; tory immediately feh the need to
have the direct translation of the word. Th was usually obtained by asking the
teachers, one of their classwates, or consulting a dictionary. Initially, traditional
devu es were used to help students understand unknown lexical items e.g.
synonyms. translation, and paralanguage devices. The result was that the flow of
information whih the studen: had been abstracting from the text was stopped
and as everything came from the teacher, students were not encouraged to
develop an .wt ive attitude towards solving this kind of problem . The outcome was
even worse when thr students were encouraged to rely solely on the dictionary
because it was, on the one hand such a time-consuming activity and on the other
hand, it often did rait nelp them since they did not have the linguistic expertise to
deal with the information they found there. Some kind of working solution to this
probkm had. therefore, to be devised.

Th.- traditional approm hes to the pot-tient of unknown vocabulary had often
involved. for example. the memorization of word lis6 through rote learning,
repetition and drilling, with the student providMg inert responses to the stimulus

4 of the teacher-selected environment. This might have helped the student with a
specitk word on a specific occasion but it did not help him develop ways of attack-
ing the probkm by hitnself. ;This approach is, of course, totally out of line with
the way the students at this institution carry out their professional studies so the
purpose of this project was to give them tools for dealing vith the problem so that
they t ould rrly on themselves without the necessity of an outside source. The pro-
ject was based on the following p( stulates of the cognitive approach: i) the need
for experience as a pre-requisite for learning, and ii) assimilation and ac-
tommodat ion which according to Piaget are two-way, i.e. the organism assimilates
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information and then accommodotes itself to nesv kinds of experience. In other
words, accommodation involves making available information previously not
understood. It was hoped to get the students to induce ways/strategies of getting
to the meaning of unknown lexical items -thnitigh tertain developmental stages.
The explanations given are intended, then, to help the students organize their
kn-owledge of the world by directing their observations.

Student reaction to this approach is varied and, at present a research project
is being carried out to test a hypothesis as to why this is so. The authors' theory is
that because of traditional academic finmation which measures academic success.
by the qpantity of data stored, i.e. student output should equalize teacher input,
any thinking process which students might have wanted to develop has been
crushed by thr type of examination they have been confronted with. Sinte,the
amount of knowledge to be stored is constantly increasing they have to devote
most of their time to mechanical learning of data. They are also indoctrinated in-
to asking immediately if they do not understand something, and are consider.xl
"good" students if they do this, even though this means by-passing completely
any kind of thinking procesti on the part of the students. They thus become
dependent On an outside source for all interpretation and explanation ofmaterial.
The student who responds positively to this kind of situation and sees the educa-
tional process as a series of examinations to be passed, is often the student who
has problems adapting not only to.our way of dealing with lexical problems but
also to the modular system, liowevet, the student who wants to obtain tools that
will eventually help him to successfully solve real problems is the one most recep-
tive to our approach.

Figure 1 shows in a schematic manner what has been done with the students
and the chart is.therefore intended for teachers and not students. Discourse as used
here has to do with the ability to recognize how sentences arc used in the per-
forniatwr of acts of communication and the aiility to understand the rhetorical
functioning of language in use" (Widdowson 1978:58). Context here is used in its
widest sense and includes the students' knowledge of the world.

The first column refers to the forms the unknown item can take. ilere
neither connectors nor structural words are dealt with as the students have
mastered the majority of these in their basic course. The remaining columns refer
to the strategies to be developed for guessing the unknown item. In the lira col-
umn of this second section the role of the discourse with regard to the unknown
item is discussed. The next column shows general exercise types which are in-
tended to give overall orientation for the students, and within which the specific
exercise types can be used. The next two columns refer very broadly to the func-
tions, exercise types and cognitive processes to be developed which might provide
the students with dues as to the meaning of the unknown item. This part of the
chart refers mainly to what has been called discourse. The :inal columns refer to
what has been considered in this project, in very general terms, the conteo since it
necessarily involves the students' knowledge of the world. It also includes specific
exercise types and cognitive processes to be developed.
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The first two columns are self.explanatory. Huwever something should beg
added about the informatiim in the third column, particularly the part called
Spanish context which is used in the earliest stages of the students' training in the
solving of lexical problems. Apart fmm the reasons given on the chan, Spanish
context is used }Trans(' the teacher should be prepared to accept that these pro-
cesses are carried out in Spanish in the students' mind. It is felt that advantage is
being taken of the -studCnts' situation because one of the basic principles of ESP if;
that what should be exploited is what the student knows =8 mn what he does not
know, As Ron Mackay says:

the asstaileti disadantages of using the student 's 1.1 as a teaching aid in
English language teaching are constantly being poMted out . It is argued that it
interferes with the .processes of at hieving fluency in English and encourages A
continued depeWency upon the I. as the mediaeor between the mental en-
coding or deco..iing of messages and the targrt language. However it is true
that whert. the role of English is that of auxiliary to special' studies. par-. _ .

titularly in tertiary education and in an EFI. situation, the infor tation the stu-
dent gains from reading English texti is required to be at his disposal in his Li
only That is. although the information presented to him is in English when he
is required to ref all or produt e it. he does so in his mother tongue. In EFL
situations, tutorials. discussions. examination questions add dissertations are
written. not in English. but in the student's L. (Mackay 1978:12-13)

There is a great deal of overlap both of exercise types and functions, and
there is no one-to-one correspondence between the meaning of a word and the
strategy a student might use to arrive at this meaning. The intention is to orient
each student towards finding for himself which parts of the information provide
hitv with dues that could help him understand the semantics of the unknown
item. Initialh' students_were told which parts of the information to use but this
was later found to be disadvantageous as the student was merely responding to a
teacher-given stimulus. He was not therefore developing strategies, so needed the
stimulus in order to be able to get at the meaning of the unknown item. This was
confusing for the students because it was impossible to predict which elements in
the information each individual student vas going io use. If a student was told,
for example. that there was an apparent cause/effect relationship, through which
he couhl get to the meaning of the word causing him problems when, in fact, for
thr student the more apparent relationship was one of manner, then this would
he confusing because his own strategies were being distorted:Also, it was noi al-
ways possible to predict which words the students would have difficulties with. It
even happened that words the teacher thought would provide dues, were, in fact
words which presented difficuhies for the student . For example, in the one article
the students came across the- word "goied- in the sentence:

llThe enad ot some inset ts us used to inject milt substatwes into its vict im'E body.

Some students arrived at the meaning of goad because they saw a manner rda-
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tionship i.r. how the insects inject the toxic substances; others by purpose i.e.,
what is the purposeOf the goad; others by definition i.e., an implicit definition of
goad is given in the sentetwe. Different strategies were also applied in the folkiw-
ing instance:

(2)i-egetat ion reduirs solar r Alai Ran minimize% 1111w-rat tire extremes and rnottterti
the attnosOere by trannfelrit.g humidity from the soil and the leaves of plants
through t ranspirat ion .

Besides the obvious manner and purpose relationships seen by soni'v students,
some of them felt that maistirtA had been defined by the informationin the second
pan of the sentence. Others said that the), had used their previous knowledge of
.the subject matter. And finally some said that ma itetti was included in the .
broader concept ,if humidity (hyponymy).

The above ace exampks of the kind of responses the students give when they
have been.trailyediu deal with lexical problems. Of course the type cif strategy
(rhetorical function or application of previous knowledge) is inferred by the
teacher according to the response given by the student. Perhaps here it should be
pointed out that the overall approach to the text is a global one. Students are, re-
quired to read all of the text Icing drab with, initiallyounderlining words they do
not understand; they are not allowed to ask their classmates the meaning of e

unkhown items, nor can students volunteer explanations. Once the text has been
read, students having lexical problems have to deal with them by referring their
teacheT and das,mates to the context of the unknown item, never the 'Word in
isnlatiot4

In the following paragraph one of the words the %Indents had problems with
was mob.

(3). Many ilk are percekeci only by the person himself, as a sense of "not reefing
welL" the. a annot be olipt tivdy determined by the physician eyen with his
numlern diagnostic £tuia. nor c an they be labekd as Vdiseases" with classicid
physiologic ii. mehabolic, structural or pathologic symptoms. Other
course, cari be diagnosed as well-known and well-described diseases or syn-
dromes. (ar as new or neisls- re( (ignited disease states.

Because the students are still in the early ,stages of this kind of traiMng, toots was
placed in a Spanish context which is not intended to be the exact translatioh of the
text. Rather it aims at the transfer of the idea id 1,2 to a similar context in the 1.1.
It should he stressed that, at this point, this is a teaching and not a testing situa-

.tion. The Spanish context is used therefore to:

i) brigs the mudent's attention on the semantics of the context around the unknown
item !iv having thr student% deal only with the information and not with L.
help the stiment realize that it is in fact the Context which g;ves the word its
meaning It is the authors' belief that ii is easirqor the student oi come to this re-
alizanoh at this earl% stage through I., rather than L. This is, considered as a
pteparatot stage to enable the student to understand the importance of context

leet
.*
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through l. once hi? is condOrtable dealing with context throta L. An example
of Spanish context in this case could be: los doctmws fretuentemente tietwn

parachagnostuar cirrus enfermtdades a pesar de ses ruodernas tools
Carr should be laken so that tlw unknown nem tomes at the end of the informa-
tion when dealing with Spanish context. The student's suggestions in both Li
and l. included methods. ti:cnicas. and herransietftas. For the information the
students were required to extract from this paragraph, these semantic interprey-
nom were quite adequate In later stages the students are the ones who give the
context . m L or L. soJiiihever they feel more comfortable with, and they are re-.
quired to otrer a meaning f ior the unknown tem.

.
Obviously this is not intended as a total solution for all the lexical probkms

th,, students might meet . There will be cases when the student will have to ask or
consult a dictionary. This has most often been the case when the unknown word
occurs in lists of iharacteristics, properties, etc. In a survey done on sevtral scien-
tific articles and chapters front biology books which the students are required to
read, it was found that this occurs only once or twice in an average of ten pages.
In all other cases students work on the semantic level and are made aware of %Ault
Charles Alderson calls "a tolerance of vagueness." He spates that "Most of the
time .,. . we are happy to operate only with the vaguest notion of the meaning of
mony words, simply because greater precision is not necessary for the under-
standidg of a particular text" (Alderson 1978:5-6).

2 4
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Eialuatisig Stu.d;ilits' Progress.

1

Caleb Gatteguo

In the book rhir Common Sem of l'eachiag Fortga Lamp:yes a whole chapter, ia
devoted to evaluatkm Of students' progress by an approach that is equivalent
to continuous feedback. Rather than using existing tests or examktation pa-
pers, the suggested approach can give teachers an immediate grasp of where
their students are and what their needs are. In this way'ilte feedback from the
situation in the classroom can guide a teacher in what steps to take next, and
how tong to work on a skill, a structure or an activity to generate the required
mastery and understanding.

The question I want to look into in this paper is one that I consider far from
being answered. In fact , I fed that we still have aUto do in order to be able to.say
that we are concerned with its content .

Let me begin by examining how many components are part of the situation
we find in our classes. Of course there are the students but there is also myselfas
the teacher, the language we are working on, the curriculum I (or someone else)
have selected 4.fid the appmah I shall be using. Can we really assess people's
progress with.)ut finding out what weight all these factors have upon the evalua-
tion of our stud-nts?

Another important consideration is that we rarely focus upon our students'
'actual progress and instead measure their distance from &pre-established end
where they "should be" presmably because ofour means and approaches. This
measure is useless objectively since it relates our students' work not to their own
difficulties, the actual.demands of a language or what we do for them and how,
but only to an abstract level 61 achievement confructed using work of students
other than ours.

It N difficuli to give up views held for a long time and somany of us believe,
through standardized testing, we 'can meet an objective assessment of our
students when hi fart they do something very different. Can we do a better job, if
needed, and find out what our students do actually do up to the point they have
reached in their studies -if the new language? We should also find out whether
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15-te assessment 'is not henry :Ma at all times ratheethatvat a specific time:. thosat.
by the examiners e -

in chapter, of my text The Common Sen,Af. Teaching Foreign Lori/pager I
fooked at both AAiects orthe theme raised in ttie lines above. &rause of tbe .,

s techniques and matirialslif The Silent Way, it is now possible to really knotir
where each of our students is rig hir road to progcess.

Indeedt in,my classes I say nothing; all the sounds heard arisounds made by
myjtudents. Therefinir,, if the sounds are correct it is because the students make a.
them so. They have therefore acquired the discipline which permits them to take
responsibility for their utterances. Since such responsibility is a-necessary anti
suffOient condition for freedom in the use of the oral language, it counts first
among the components tie tibing progress of the students. It is therefore very
easy to evahiate seudents' progress in this area, let them hear thernsehres and
work on their utterances rather than hear their teacher and attempt to produce
what they heav withoin kniewing how to. In our experience not only does this
represent the only way of being clom- to our students when they ate working on
their utterances, but it also shows exactly what they have mastered and on what
to spend the time of the lesson .

In The Silent Way we work on utterances so as to produce a conscious at.-
quaintance with the sminds: their duration and the energy distribution on each
word and on each group of words which leads to cormt phrasipg and stressing.
Then we work on the melody and the intonation, another overall energy distribu-
tion along a hengish statement so that it sounds as close as what natives would do.
This allows us to know, the students' progress in that basic activity of sound pro-
luction needed all through one's usepf the spoken language.

To give practice on that we invite the students to assimilate the system of
enyeration as it appears,in that language. There too we can be silent and let the

students utter the name of each of the bask numerals which together allowone to
read and write an i. siring of figures. Progress in this area Can be easily measured
sime any random string of figures read aloud with proper sounds, pauses, run-on
utterans, and breathing must be made into one integrated flow of words as
good for testing as any other As a bonus students own a' very important chunk of
the language. they are suding, which has a number of applications.

Continuing id our systematic approach as our students progress we avoid
demanding ntiemorition by carefully,inserting only one new 'word at a time, in-
tegrating it with previously mastered utterances and extending the field toy snipe-.
ting functional words needed at all times. We introduce action verbs by using the
imperative that will lead to an action which everyone in the dass can witness and\
control and therefore test at all tinies. Because of our use of the rods ao form
linguistit. situations and the restricted vocabuLry that is on every chart, we can
blend perception-of meaning with combinations of a small number of words
displaying grammatical structures to be practiced. We therefore remain in
tact with out students' progresi and know all the time how much they kxvr
mastered and on what we hai:e to work to lead to further mastery. Our siletiee

2 0j
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here too allows us to say that wh.:: is heard has its source in the students and that
what their utteram es dispia, tells whieh structures are spontaneously used and

4 where they are on the rcetiet to masterN, needing more work, or a move forward.
We knnw retention 74v. place because the words return and are used spon-

taneously in difierem ticr. rehned sauations. We know that fimetional mastery is
, available by the tram te rs doae 1511 new challengr o material studied.'Th

transfers are the best measure we have of mastery and we do not need to measure
whether students remember ens or that. It ikolwious that memory is working in

4he new language as it Joe, in one's previous ones, in that it automatically offers
what is neeciect to express whatone intends to.

Far a wod number of lessons we add functional words and introducenew
structures, c.ne at a time, perceptively. because of the rods, and clearly, because
of the pointer on p4ored words on the charts that remain available for some time
on the classroom walls. Having avliided confusing the students and having given

a them in the beginning the material strictly needed to make correct statements in
the new language 1:not more than say 400 'ids), we can make sure that the
sUidents' progress is in how they use the Anctional vocabulary of the new
langnage. l'his we can measure precisely by 1 ing them produce as 'omplex
statements as the 44 words and structures permit with a close relation to situations
that illustrate-the ul unequivocally and unambignoUsly.

Breause e daliberatdy remain in Antact with what the students conscious-
ly do, we newer concern ourselves with what is being forgotten and measure all
they have retained. Generally this yields the'positive, true rmtent of their minds,
indeed their progress. h so happens that working in that way the triggers of
things past function well. automatically indicating a much greater retention than
can be expected a priori.

The three lavers we work icith in that way concern themselves with 1) pro-
nunciation and smooth flow of words, 2) grammatical correctness, and 3) corn-
prehnsii'm of the vocabulary and structures that can he exemplified with the very
versatile set of olored rods. The content ofahese three layers is what iI teachers
wish to set ure tor their students. In The Silent Way this is not only possihle but
also assessable pinpointedly all the time. For us, this is called continuous feed-
flack, the backbone of correct assessment and evaluation

The expansion of vocabulary beyond the functional is also done syster
rally in The Silent Way and allows continuous evaluation. The instrument ot
work sheets that go with the picturescarefully measure progress in vocabulary re-
tention. They also measure the involvement of students in the formation of seri-.
Lewes conceived and insepire'd by the content of the picture. But in addition,
worksheets allow the.assessmem of the sense of assimilation of the new language .
'as a tool for imaginative expression integrating the backdrnp of the dynamic
functional vocabulary on the charts and the set of special words dictated : y the
sit uat; m objectified in the pi...tures.

(:learly we are concerned with specific,aspects of our students' progress and
we can say will) precision what they can do and to what extent it approximates

,
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what native.. would have done in the %nue circumstances. Because the mtrrial
produced by the students is their own and displays all they have karned it
measures their progress. A teacher may see in the remaining signs of weaknets
what there is to do to reach mastery and work on that, Phus serving the students'

progress rather than estimate only that i is still this far from perfection and count,

k against the student .
We thus restore fairnes r. to the modem. What he produces is looked 'at for

what it is, not what it shooli have been. What it is counts for the work done and
tells what work remains to be done which is now the teacher's proyince and
msponsibility.

TIns short summary may suggest that el,ery teacher has the personal job of
karning .to be fair to one's students by counting in their column 'What has actually

been achieved, and putting in his own column the exercises that needTo be gone\

through in the next lesson to confirm progress, to furtl*r it o'and to lead to

mastery.
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Approaching Native Speaker Proficiency
from Two Differpit Directions

Teresa E. Kounin
Stephen D. Krashen

This paper IS a report of two advanced vst. studems. "K" and "M," who rep-
resent an interesting nunimal pair with respect to Monitor use. Their study
confirms ar,d extends previous work in individual variation in Monitor use
(krashen 1978h and has important implications for teaching. "K" is a Moni-
tor under-user, he attributes his English fluency to practice "on the streets"
and shows no interest in the study of grammar. K studies Business Administra-
tion at CSC and, after orgy two years in Los Angeles, has opened his own
business. "NI," a music student is an over-user of the Monitor. He has a pro7
finind knowkdge of the grammar of his first language as well a3 English, and
has mth been in the United States for a short time. K and M appear similar in
overall accuracy in English. but there are interesting differences in their
language behavior K appears to he more fluent and more informal, while NI. is
more tiirnial and hesitant While NI gives the impression of beinemore
educated, he is, in a sense. more difficult to listen to. NA is also far more aware
of his errors

K desires to acquire fOrmal English. Our approach has been through a
combination of subconsciow acquisition (reading and classroom input) and
learning (encouraging some Monitor use in certain situations). NI, seeks
greater fluency Our approach with him has been to provide interesting intake
and to inform him of the legitimacy of more informal speech styles.

This paper describes the characteristics of two students of English as a sec-
ond language, who trom one poini of view appear to have very similar abilities in
Englishthey make about the same number of mistakes in their spoken output,
and they can both be classified as "advanced." In fact, "M" and "IC were
placed together in a tutorial for advanced Est.. students at the University of
Southern California. After working with M and K for a semester, however, it is
dear to us that thi.y are quite different. They use different underlying
mechanisms for producing English and consequently need somewhat different
kinds of treatment .

Our paper is di ided into three parts. First, we briefly describe one facet of
individual variation in adult second language performance how performers vary
with respect to the use of the conscious grammar, the Monitor. Second, we give

20,
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case histories of our two subject s, NI and K, and desciihe how they fit into the
categories given in the first section. Finally, we discuss what happened to M and
K in the course of the semester, and suggest how acquisition and learning can be
utilized so that individuals like NI and K can approach native speaker compe-
tence from their current level.

1. Individual variationin monitor use
According to Krashen (1977a, 1978), adult second language performers

have two independent .means for "internalizing" rules of a second language.
Language acquisttion is a subconscious process, similar to child language acquisi-
tiim. When pertbrmers acquire rules, they do not 'necessarily have a conseious
idea of what the generalization is, but develop a "feel" for correctness. Con-
scious language karning, on the other hand, is "knowing about" language, hav-
ing explicit knowledge of the rules of a second language. It has been hypothesized
that conscious rules are available only as a Monitor: performers can use con-
scious rules to inspect and alteethe output of the acquired system. Thus, the ac-
quired system is responsible for fluenc"y, while the Monitor "edits" output.

At least three conditions need to be met in order for the Monitor to work:
performers need to have enough time, they need to be concerned with form
(Dulay and Burt 1977), and they need to know the rule.

Krashen (1977b) has also suggested that when adult second language per-
formers are asked to produce utterances in a second language when they have not
yet acquired enough to do so, they fall back on the first language as a substitute
utterance initiatorthis is the cause of first language influence, an idea first con-
sidered by Newmark (1966).

. One of the many advantages of these theoretical constructs is that they suc-
cessfully describe one aspect of individual variation in adult second language per-
formance, individual variation in the use of the Monitor. There seem to be at
least three clear types-f--144anitor over-users, Monitor under-users, and optimal
Monitor users (krashen 1978).

The mrnitor over-user refers to his conscious grammar all the time when us-
ing his second lanpuage. This may be due to an over-concern with correctness.
"S," an over-user described by Stafford and Covitt (1978), who admitted that "I
feel bad when I put words together and I don't know nothing about the rules," is
dearly this sort. Mr. 4., described by Nida (1965), also seems to be an over-user
of this type. Mr. J.. a missionary, became an expert in the grammar of his target
'language but never spoke it. Nida suggests that this may have stemmed from his
early use of a non-prestige dialect of English and his efforts to learn the prestige
form ("he felt he could not dare for a minute to make a 'mistake,' thus evosing
hisbackground and running the risk of losing the position he had sought so hard
to win," p. 53).

Over-use of the Monitor can also stem from a simple lack of acquisition.
Those trained only in foreign language classrooms, where the emphasis was on
conscious grammar, may develop extensive formal knowledge of the target
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hinguage, with very little acquisition, and consequently have no choice but to be
over-users. Such performers may utilize the first language as an utterance in-
itiator when forced to speak, since they lack acquired competence in the second
language.

Over-users, regardless of type, will iypically self-correct "by rule," that is,
when correcting errors, they will often be consciously aware of the rule that was
broken and be able to verbalize it. (Such reactions are documented in the
literature; Cohen and Robbins 1976; Krashen 1978; Krashen and Pon 1973;
Krashen, Robertson, Loop, and Rietmann 1977.)

Over-users also typically have a hesitant, over-careful style of speaking,
thanks to their over-concern with correctness and constant rule-searching and
lack of acquisition .

The Monitor under-user does not seem to use the conscious grammar at all.
The under-user typically judies grammaticality "by feel," thai is, he uses his
subconsciously acquired system, rather than a conscious grammar. Several per-

'. finmers described in the literature appear to be under-users, such as Hung,
described by Cohen and Robbins. Hung was quoted as saying:

1 never taught any grammars. I guess I just never learned the rules that well. 1
know that every time I speak it's pretty correct. so I never think about gram-
mars. I just write down whatever I fed like it. Everytime I write something I
just stop thinking. I don't know which (rule) to apply . . . (p. 59).

The under-user may be living in the country where the target language is
spoken or may be exposed to frequent use of the second language in his own
country. Many immigrants who haphazardly attend adult second language
classes are typical of this type. It is interesting to note that under-users may con-
trol impressive amounts of the target language without the benefit of conscious
rules

Perhaps the best performer is.the one who has both systems available, and
who uses the Monitor vhen it is appropriate, when it does not get in the way of
eommunication, as in writing or prepared speech. Krashen and Pon's subject
"P" (Krashen and Pon 1975) is an example of such an optimal user of the
Monitor. Her written output was nearly error-free, while her casual speech con-
tained some errors. Krashen ind Pon hypothesized that P was able to achieve the
ilrusion of native-like performance in writing in the domain of syntax when she
was able to use her Monitor, which supplemented her acquired competence in
English.

The case histories of M.and K fit neatly into this schema: K is an under-user
and M an over-user of the Monitor. They are both "advanced" ESL students,
and were 1-4h excused from the USC Est. requirement. Both were interested in
further improvement and both signed up voluntarily for an advanced ESL
tutorial. Analysis of their behavior, however, reveals that these two use
somewhat different mechanisms, different proportions of acquisition and learn-
ing, producing English.
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2. K: The under-user aid= monitor
K. a Saudi Arabian business student at USC, had already been studying in

the United States for two years prior to this study and had previounly completed
an intensive Est. course at USC, A former syntax teacher of his reported that K's
ittitude in class was uninterested and his grammatical performance was careless.
K had recently opened a small boutique in. Los Angeles and hoped to maintain
his business with frequent trips home to purchase merchandise for his sfore.

What was at first most striking about his second language performance was
his obliviousness to the fact that he even made spoken errors. When this was
shown to he the case, he confessed that he never paid attention to what he said.
Although he had ht.en exposed to English grammar in class, he professed no
Wniliarity with the nomenclature, commenting: "1 hear it, I speak it. I used to
take some schooling. 1 don't know much about rules."

K's spoken sentence structure was simple and his sentences were short.
When asked why, he responded, The more you talk, the more mistakes you
make." Unlike M. K spoke rapidly and fluently, and rarely self-corrected. When
at a loss for a word, K chose the quickest word which came to his mind and on he
went, with no further concern as to the word's appropriateness. His casual, con-
tracted style was easy to listen to, and communicated hir messages effectively.
However, due to morphological errors and deletions, K gave the impression of
being uneducated. His reawakened interest in English seemed to have been
motivated by his bbsiness interests. According to Gardner and Lamben (1972),
such motivation is termed "instrumental .

3. M: The over-user of the monitor
M. a Gernian graduate student of Music, had just arrived in Los Angeles to

study piano performance at USC. He had studied Medicine in Germany, and, as
a result, had done extensive technical reading in English. He had studied English
for many years in Germany by a grammar-translation method. His speech flow
was hesitant, due to obv0us pauses for translation. His word choice and syntax
gave his speech a stilted, overly formal tone. He was extremely concerned with
..torrectness, and his constant self-correction attempts were often accompanied by
quoted rules. When his knowledge of English grammar failed him, he employed
his knowkdge of German grammar. He sought a rule-governed explanation for
all aspects of language, self-studied a TMFI. preparatory book, and criticized
himself tOr not thinking before he spoke. When presented with a sample sentence
which comained an error that he had made, NI commented:

I did not reflect upon the whole question when I asked it. Now, when I know
thr Wliok sentem e I have all the words and I could put them in the right posi-
tion But when I asked this question I think I had not the organization of the
sentence. of the words

M knew no one when he arrived in the United States, but sought American
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wmpanionship, and viewed his immersion in Americsai culture as exciting and
rhallenging, &cording to Gardner and Limbert, his mnivatior was at least in
part "integrative."

4. Procedure

One of us (T. k..) had responsibility for tutoring both M and K for one
semesterand it is the results gained in this experience that this report is based on.

Both students were enrolled in an advanced tutorial in conversational
English, and for convenience they were placed together. What was extraordinary
was that each appeared to possess what the other lacked in ability in English.

The "treatment" was a combination of interview and intensive correction-
of spoken errors, presented in writing. The students met twice weekly for 14
weeks, for one fir two hours per session. Topics for conversation varied from in-.

dividually prepared reports to planned debates and free discourse. Many of the
conversations and debates were lively and even heated, as K and M often
clisagreed with each other. This guaranteed a focus on content rather than on
form. Several sessions were tape-recorded and errors were transcribed by the
teacher and presented to the students at the next session. M and K were given
copies of their own and each other's transcripts, and they attempted to correct
their errors in class. For many errors, they were asked to explain whether the
recognition and correction of the error was made "by rule," that is, whether they
violated a known rule that they could state, or "by feel," when the correction
"felt better." Each student was also permitted to attempt to correct the other's
errors should he be unable to doSo. If neither student could discover the error or
correct it, this information was supplied by the teacher. These Sessions were
tape-recorded so that data collection would not interfere with the lesson.

3. Error analyses

M and K's self-correction behavior for the errors they made during the ses-
sions conforms to what one would expect from a Monitor over- and under-user
respectively. M reported that he never relied on "fed" in self-correction, and of
his 26 self-corrections, 23 were in fact done "by rule." Of K's 45 successful self-
corrections, only six involved a conscious rule, or 13%, the rest involving his feel
for grammaticality.. (See Table 1:)

t
T km.E:

Error A nafrwis for M and K

curt esshil mrrel twin
by rule 23/26 (88%) 6/45 (13%

feel 3/26(12% ) 39/45 (87% )
reported source of error es

first hingthsge 1 6/53 (31%) 4/58 (7% )

One would also predict greater use of the first language for M. Since M has
less "acquisition." Krashen's posnion predicts that he will show more first
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language influence, that is, he will use the first language to substitute for English
competence to initiate his utterances. Our error corpus was not large enough for
a detailed contrastive analysis:- nevertheless there are indkations that this was in
fact the caw. When asked whether thr source of his errors was due to the use of
the first language. M answered "yes" for 31% of his errors, while K. said that the
first language was the source for only 7% of his 58 errors. The hypothesis that NI,
the over-user, will use the fast language more than K finds clearer support,
however, in the statements of the two performers. When asked if Arabic caused
interference in his English prqduction, K responded, "Not any of these mistakes.
from my native tongue. I think in English and say it in English." In answer to
the same question, NI said "I don't reflect in English. I alWays tianslatr what I
want to say.

Examining some of the actual errors made gives further confirmation of the
differences between M and K. Approximately 25% of K's errors were deletions
of various sorts (e.g. omissions of grammatical morphemes. as well as occasional
omissions of subjects, objects, and cmuplementizers). When made, these errors
gave K's speech a telegraphic flavor. NI made practically no errors of this sort. M
made few errors in domains that appear to be easily monitored, such .as simple
hound morphology. The third person singular ending is an instructive example:
it is rdatively easy to consciously learn, but is acquired late. One would expect an
over-user to get this morpheme right more often than-an under-user. Of K's 58
errors, eight involved this late-acquired morpheme, while only one of M's errors
was of this sort. M's errors, rather, seemed to be in those parts of language where
rules are not easily statable, suat as word choke and choice of preposition.

6. M and K's progress
We turn now to how it all turned out, what the teacher's reactions to M and

K were, how they reacted to each other, and what progress they made. From the
beginning. T.K. found herself reacting Ignite differently to NI and to K reactions
based on her devehiping assessment of their styles of language performance as-
well as their needs. T.K reported that she gave M more casual input, and pro-
vided him with the means of filling un gaps in his casual speech style. This includ-
ed not only vocabulary, idionis, and routines Fut information as to their usage.
K, on the other hand, was given more format input, as well as explicit informa-
tion about formal speech, the mirror image of what was provided for M. This
was done without pre-planning, and T.K.'s assessment of her own behavior led

to the insight that K and NI had different needs.
At first. NI and K were put off by each other. M constantly questioned K's

idiomatic usage and K appeared to regard M as excessively format. They did
help rat h other in several ways, however. First, they provided each other with in-,
put that fell in domains (Adhere the other had gaps. Also, there was an exchange of
infOrmati,m about language, all of which was; in the domain of vocabulary and
usage (e.g. K's explaining the use of an idiom to M). There was liteeor no error
correction in the conversation/debate sessions from one student to the other (in
agreement with Wagner and POrter 1978).
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We have no pre- and post-test data on which to base serious claims of pro-
gress for K and Nt. Nevertheless. both students seemed to progress. K developed
a sense of linguistic meta-awareness; he became aware of some of the errors he
made through the error correction sessions. Ile understood that this knowledge
was to be used when it was appropriate, not necessarily in ca,Stlid speech, but in
writing and prepared speech, or whenevet it was to his advantage. K also Rained
in knowledge of vocabulary and expressions that helped to make his English
sound more educated.

M appeared to use both acquisition and learning to add another register.
There was undoubtedly some acquisition from the "(onside world," from T. K. ,
and from K. There was also some conscious learning of the casual speech style,
e.g. how and when to use contractions. M's speech in casual conversation
definitely appeared to be more fluent and less hesitant at the end of the semester.

7. Implications and conclusions
Our experience with NI and K has led us to certain conclusions about how

over- and under-users might be treated in general, the goal being to encourage
the development of optimal users, second language performers who use the con-

., scious' grammar when it supplements acquisition and does not impede com-
munication. These are post-/we suggestions: we did not follow all of them with M
and K. The suggestions cover out-of-class as well as in-clais activities.

For the over-user likc. M. the student with a great deal of foreign lAnguage
learning but little experience with acquisition, the Fst. program might take the in-
itiative suggesting and encouraging participation in environments outside the
classroom that will promote language acquisition (see e.g. Hale and fludar 1970).
The classroom can also be a valuable source of input for language acquisition
(Gales 1977; Krashen 1976a), as provided by the teacher and other students, es-
pecially when communicative activities are emphasized. For the foreign language
student, the beginner who is not ready fin native speaker input, and for the shy it
may be the only place.

As we have. seen with NI, the over:user may have another problem. While
there is no necessary theoretical connection between over-use of the Monitor and
a limited range of styles, our guess is that many over-users need to add the casual
style for use in approoriate situations. At least some classroom language from
teachers and students will provideintake for the acquisition of a more casual style
for performers like NI. Rok-playing, films, tapes, plays, etc. could aid in the ac-
quisition of the ability to use each style appropriately.

The over-user may also profit, from some explicit information. First is the
..fact that language acquisition is a reality, and one can often trust one's intuitions

about a second language without constant checking against a conscious rule.
Also, many over-users, such as M, need to be told that register differences exist,
..id that there is a place for casual styles even among educated people.

As- for thrNunder-user. the classroom has the obvious role of providing a
grammatical MOnitor that can be used in certain situations. Under-users will
vary with respect ni'ihe amount of learning that can be tolerated, and with
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respect to the difficulty of the items that can be learned. A goal of Applied
linguistics might be to determine empirically just v tv:t aspects of language are
most learnable-4n the meantime, we suggest that late-acquired bound mor-
phology. clear punctuation rules fr.g. it 's versus its), and spelling might be most
learnable by many under-users and may help to boost performance in writing.

Our impre.sion is that many under-users have register pri.bkms as well: K,
for example, needed to add «- more formal code to his repertoire. Learning may
help, as those items' tha. are learnable, while perhaps adding little to com-
municative effectiveness. may help a great deal in projecting the image of Ft
educated person. Acquisition may also be harnessrd to help iolve this problem.
Formd input in the Ibt in of guest speakers, lectures, tapes, film dips,. 7:ays etc.,
may be made available to encourage the acquisition of the formal ( :hie and its ap-
propriate use. Outside the classroom, we might suggest extensive reading in
areas of interest to the student. In the case of K, this might include business
magazines and journals.

M and K indeed appear to be approaching native speaker proficiency from
two differem directions. The Est_ profession can offer some help to both kinds of
performers. For the under-user like K. who desires to acquire formal English, the
approach can be through acquisition (in the form of reading and formal input in
the classroom) and learning (the optimal use of some conscious mint). For the
over-user like M. who needs to, add a more informal style and greater fluency,
both thr "outside world" and the classroom can provkle the intak,. necessary for
acquisition .
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ESL and EFL Learning:
Similar or Dissimilar?

Ann K. Fathom)

ssi (Informal') anti F.FL (*formal') learMng environments, learner attitudes
and goals are described in this paper. Various aspects of the English oral profi-
ciency of ttst. and EFL students are compared to determine how second Ian-

,.

guage oral ability is affected by different settings and karner variables.
The English oral ability of Approximately 50 ESL students learning English

in the ti.$ in an 'informal' setting and 50 EFL students learning English in a
'formal' dassrotnn setting in Germany WAS examined. The oral ability of these
learners, t 2-14 years. was assessed by the administration of tfie SLOPE (Second
Language Oral Production English) Test and by the analysis of speech samples
collected during conversation. The order difficulty and kinds oferrors made,
as well as differences in conversation ratings and test scores, were compared
for the two groups. The results suggest that there are some similarities between
est. and EFL learners in the kinds of errors they make and the difficulty they
have in producing certaii grammatical structures, but that certain oral compe-
tencies and strategies used in communicating differ.

The identification of similarities and differences in formal EPI learning
and informal ri. learning will provide further information on the second lan-
guage acquisition process and a better understanding of the possible applica-
tions of current research for the classroom.

The, terms Englislras a second language (Esi) and English as a foreign
language Ann.) have been used to refer to many different kinds of language pro-
grams and learning environments. An exact definition of either is difficult io
give, for there are so many student, teacher, and setting variables involved. Fre-
quently when teaching methods, curricula, or applkatioqs of Fsearch are
discussed, there is no distinction made between these two ty0s of English learn-
ing.

Robinett (1972) has ciudined differences between ESL and EFL in defining the
domains of TESOL. She has suggested a continuum where EFL is for "those whose
purpose in !earning English is cultural and their native language remains domi-
nam," while Est. is_for "those who have a functional purpose in learning English
or the need to join an English-speaking communifyr."

In this study, those learning Anglish as a foreign language (EFL) were study-
.

tfa

21.,i
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ing English "formally" in the classroom in Gertumy; while those learning
English AS a Secol3d language (EsL) were learning English "informally" through
exposure arcl use in daily life in the United States. Thus EFL is used synonymous-
ly with.:1'ormal" language learning and ESL with "informal" language learning.

Theoexamination of differences and similarities in formal and informal
language learning seems particularly relevant for the teaching of English to non .

native speakers for two reasons:
1) Many aspects of the informal language learning setting (e.g. emphwiis on

meaningful communication within specific contexts and situations) are being in-
corporated intg classroom teaching, hut still very little is known about how see-

- ond language proficiency is affected when the setting, teaching emphasis or
learner goals are varied.

2) Much current reseanh has studied sectmd language acquisition in the in-
formal or naturalistic setting, and it is unclear what kinds of applications can be
made from the results of this research to formal classroom teaching.

Few studies exist which have comPared the slcond language abilities of
students who have learned English formally and informally. In studying adults,
Upshur (1968) and Mason (1971) found that second language formal instruction
may mit be as effeetive a means for increasing proficiency as language use in in-.

formal settings. The results of a series of studies of adult language learning
(Krashen and Seliger 1976; Krashen, Sdiger and Hartnett 1974; Krashen,
Jones, Zdinski and Usprich 1978) suggest , however, that formal instruction is, in
wneral, of more benefit for adults learning a second language than is exposure to
the language in informal settings. Krashen (1976a) has suggested that informal
and formal environments may contribute to different aspects of second language
competence: that inforinal exposure affects language acquisition, while formal
exposure affects primarily language learning.

Pulitzer (1977) found persistent errors remaining in the speech of children
who had learned a second language primarily in informal settings. He suggested
that if a balance of formal instruction and informal learning is used in a program,
these types of problems might be overcome. HoweVer, it has been noted that for-
mal instruction dors not alwys insure correct usage.,(Fathman .1976; Turcer
'1978).

Since it is unclear what the relationship is between language.proficiency and
language learning setting, in this study informal (F.sL) and formal (EFL) learning
environments are described, and differences in the learners' attitudes and goals
in these environments discussed.

The English oral proficiency .of these Est, and EFL students is examined to
determine how second language oral ability is affected when setting and learner
variables are very different .

This examinaticaof EsL-and EFL learning isjciased upon: 1) observation of
the students approximately 3 times during the year in their schools and classes, 2)
informal conversations with teachers and students, 3) scores received by students
on the %topic Test (Second Language Oral Production English Test), and 4)
ratings given utstudents bized upon an oral interview and picture description.

u
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1. ESL and EFL learning environments

The observation of Eat and EH students in their schools revealed many dif-
ferences between the kind of linguistic input available.to the students. The Est.
(inforNal) learners (12-14 years) were students attending U.S. public schools
where nu or very minimal special English instruction was offered. The ESL
students within the rh.e schools studied came -from many different language
backgrounds and 13,a1 to communicate among themselves in English. Thus their
inotiels for English were teachers in various subject-matter .classes, native
English-speaking peers anti other non-native speakers. The Est. students were ex-
posed continually to Faiglish used in nteaningful communkation, whether in
class, in the cafeteria or on the playground, and rarely heard or spoke their native
languages dUring school. The English they heard was often t (4loquial and rarely
simplified in airy grammatical sense. When a native speaker realized he was not
being understood, he weuld most often raise his voicespeak more slowly and
after two or three attempts give ur. Thus, the English input available to these Est.
students Was unsiMphfied, constant, meaningful and varied,

The EPt (COMA!) leArtiers (12-14 years) were students in four different
liduptschule in southern Germany, who were studying English for one hour each
day in English classes. The methodology used in the classes consistkl of the pre-
sentation of grannnatical structures in controlled dialogues or readings, oral pat-
tern practice drills, written grammatical exercises and careful adherence to the
texts.

The students' English practice was limited primarily to answering short
questions, usuallv concerning a story, doing grammar exercises, reading aloud
and repeating phrases in unison. The EFt. students' models for English included
the English teachers (all of whom were native German speakers highly proficient
in English), the taped voices of native speakers, and fellow students. An analysis
of classroom speech showed that teachers spoke English to the students approxr
imaiely 9O ot the time during class, and only 10% of the time outside of class.
The content of teacher speech in English focused primarily on short instructions,
grammar explanations, and modeling for exercises. During English class, the
students almost 'always spoke German between themselves, and teachers resorted
to German when there were time 'constraints on getting information across or
wht:n students obviously did not understand an English rxplanation. Thus. the
English input provided for these EFL students was, in general, formal, structured;
grammatically simplified, and limited in both content and context.

2. ESL and EFL learner attitudes and goals

Classroom observations of student behavior and informal conversations
with students and teachers provided information on student attitudes towards
learning English. Some of the responses given by the FSL and F.Ft. learners during
conversat ions are summarized in Table 1.

The Est_ stadents were, in general, more highly motivated to learn English
than the F.rt. students, but seem to have had a lower opinion of themselves and

21. ,
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TABLE I

nengage of Est and CPR Studenti G,tang &molar gem to Qurstions Concerning

Atntad, towards Eng.tish

(.uestion
EU

Restrinse
eel

Respotive %

13o you want to yea !TR 50%
karn English? don't can. 30%

Why are you learning: to understana 65% reciun;d in school/ 80%
studyinit English' in school by parents

to make friends 25% to travel 10: .
to get A It'll ' 5% to understand 10%

songs/movies

1)n you like to no,people caii't 40% no, it's too 40%
speak English? uirderstand, laugh. Jiffirult
Why ' etc

.. yes. to make, 20% yes. to talk so 10%
friends my friends can't

....
understand

yes. to get good 20%
grades

Are you good at
speakmg English'

no

- I don't know

60% no 40%

. 205 1 don't know 23%

their English abilities. The Est. students were concerned at not being able to speak
fluent English and, in many cases, threatened at being alone,and not accepted lap
peers. Among thy FFL .students, it was often toore acceptable by peers not to at-
tempt to speak English in English class. The study of English was regardod as a
gime by some or purely an academic discipline others, hut not as a necessity
for survival or acceptance, as among the Est. lear, ,

S. English oral proficiency of ESL and EFL I

With so many obvious differences lzetween ti. ,, it mal and informal learning
settings and the attitudes and goals of Est. and EFL learners, differences in English
abilities might also be expected. To examine the oral ability of students in the two
settings, the SLOPE (Second Language Oral Pçduction English) Test ( Fatlunan ,
in press), an oral interview aind a picture desc tion task were given. The SLOPE,
Test measures a student's ability td produce cert n grammatical* structures and
has Wien shown to be a vali4 indication of oral proficiency (Fathmin 1976). The
test consists of 20 subtests, each representing a different grammatical categoryl.

. such as articles, prepositions, pmnoun's. and questions. There are three items
within each subtest which represent variants of the structure being tested; for ex-
ample, the Protioun subtest tests masculine, feminine and plural forms; while the
DI- question subtest tests thc production of "what," "why" and "where" ques-
tions. Most items contain two pictures; the examiner gives a description of the

21,
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first picture. and the student is required to complete a description of the second
picture. (For example. "Here the cat is by the table," "Here the cat is_," and the
student should complete the description with "on the table.") Each itati is scored
airrect (1) or incorrect (0), with a total possible score of 60 points.

The oral interview and description of a picture were given to individuals
when the tett was administered. The interview consisted of approximately 12
questions, such as: "How long haYtt you lived here? How old are you? What do
you hate to do after school? What did you do la.st night? What would you do if it
were Saturday r. The picture of the members of a family working and playing.
was then shown, and each student was asked to describe it or tell a story about it.
The interview and description were recorded and ratings later given by two
fraine4 linguists on fluency, grammar, and pronunciation.

These data were.used to analyze the fbllowing aspects of each individual4s
oral proficiency: 1) the relationship between oral proficiency and years of ex-
posure to English, the order difficulty of certain grammatical structures, 3) the
kinds of errors made in the production of certain structures and 4) the ability to
speak fluently and grammatically. -

4. Relationship between oral proficiency and years exposure to Etiglisli
The mean st OPE' Test scores for students who had been learning English for

one, two, three, and four ycars were computed. These scores are reported for the
r-st. and EF1. groups in Table 2. There are no mean scores available for fourth year
KM students nor for first wear En udents; the fiwnier were ,nnsidered too profi-
cient and the latter of too low ability to make testing worthwhile. Students who
had been exposed to English tiir longer periods of time scored higher on the mom
Test, as tnieht he expected The E-st. students did obtain higher scores after three
year: than the EtFt students after tbur ycars which is undoubtedly related to
amount of exposi!re and ditfrrences in kinds of exposure to English during that
time.

Ttii t- 2
Ahan SLWI: ift .Siore ttor t st anti FF1 At:Admit I.:A-posed to Ettgitek tOr 1-4 Fran

Vrrr., Itt
rl tll 41 II ill .4 41

4f1 2ta 41 :ft t ..

2 I 't 44 8 111 f 19 27 7 7 7
4 12 12 (i 7 4 I I 45 2 7 2

4 18 4 I 7 7 7

-r0 further examine t he relationship between English oral ability and years
of formal anti intbrmal learning, correlation coefficients were calculated for:
st (wt.,. Test !wows and years studied; fluency ratings and years studied; grammar
rat nigs and years studied.

There is strong relationship between oral ability and years of informal or
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formal learning. However, as shown in TAW 3. the number of years that one has
studied a larignage torniall iii the classroom is a better predictor of Enghsh oral
proficiemy than time spent in an infOrmal learning environment. There was
more variation in Fmglish oral proficiency among the intiirmal t..st. learners after
one year tkm among thteie who had steadied English only in the classroom, sug-
gesting that Mimie werr very successful at learning informally, while others had
difficuhy. These results are consistent with the results of Krashen rt al. (1974.
ON in stinhing adults who had learned Frighsh in hirmal and inforina/ en-
vironments,

TAM F 3

Couriahan beta fen Year, ert Erigthh Erpip$ure and Ord hoficumcv &ore.%

NICAMICe i Si 1.1.1

St .1 WE Eric '44 t.te ltt

Illtirm % it, .4,mrs '4.0111r1 ratmg 4t) .73

I 4.11mnati, A , t frt tlwe. in "flut el%.till in rating 43

5. English structure difficuhies for ESL and EFL learners
The si cwt. Test subtests were ordered actording to mean score fOr the ESL

3nd 141 groups to deternune which grammatical structures were the easiest and
whit h were the most thtticult tor rach group. In Figure 1 the nwan subtest scores
are reported tin the Esi and t tt learners. A Spearman Rank Order correlation
showed ordering. to be similar tin the two groups (r .62, p < .05). The Im-
permit e. Affirmative -Del Plural-reg., and Subjer t Pronouns were easy
for both groups, while the Present-3rd reg., and Past-irreg. were the most dd.-

in tilt
The t it students thd have less diffit ultv than the ESL students in producing

orret Articles. the Comparative. Superlative, Prepositions and Past Parti-
ciple-regulu These different es may be rlated to teaching emphasis or back-
gromul different es in the populations. A pilot study done examining German
nd non-Germ.m students studying in the 1.;.S. showed similar differences in the
ptoduct nm tI Artn-les. Comparative and Superlative, suggesting that these dd.-
feretwes 141.re due to language bat kgroutul. rather than setting differenceS.

The iii students had. More difficulty than the hsi. students with the
Segall% i tilt questions, Present-irreg. The negative and question items re-
quired th production of entire utterances, which -teemed to by more diffkult for
the Et I leaf iwrs hinwevei , in spite of these isolated different es, the overall order
diffit ultN of the 20 structures tested was very similar.

It nught have been expet ted that the structures that had already been taught
tOrtn.dlv in the ttr t lasses would he those on which the EFI students scored
highest This was not always the t ase. The Present -3rd reg. and Plural-irreg.
forms had been presented dining the first and second year of study and were
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drilled frequently in class, but they continued to cause difficulty for the EFL
students. There appear to be certain English structures which are inherently
more difficult , and even formal instruction does not insure correct usage.

Items within subtests also tended to hare similar difficulty for the ESL and
EFL students. Some of the structurfs for which order difficulty was very much
alike are listed in Table 4.

TABLE 4

Drffiadtp f !term within Certain SLOPE Test Grammatical Categories
for Est and En Learners

(:ategort Easy

Affirrnative?Dri tar.atl%r ubject verb subject + verb +
object + indirect object

heohe they. them
him. her

Preposnion on. III under

Present & reg ts/ tzr

Past. reg rdi tri

14b-quentiimit where-Q what. why-Q

Prom Plin

,".
6. The kinds of errors made by ESL and EFL learners

The incorrect responses given on the SLOPE Test were categorized as omis-
sion, substitution_addition, and word order errors. The number of 'individuals
making a specific kind of. error and the number making other errors were
counted. Only those categories were examined where errors had been made by at
least fifteen individuals. A Chi Square Test was used to determine if the number
of ESL and EFL subjects making a 'specific kind of error varied significantly. The
results are reported in Table 5.

Signitica t differences were found in the kinds of errors made in the produc-
tion of the P st -irreg. , Plursl-irreg. and 41- question structures. The EFL
students appe, nvergeneralize rules to a greater extent than ESL learners: they
frequently addl-ll the regular plural and past morphemes to irregular forms (e.g.:
"childs." gied") and inserted "do" when unnecessary in questions (e.g.
"what do you 1rTiting?"). The fact that the EFL students had learned grammar
rules formally ilnay have influenced the extent to which they overgeneralized the
rules. .

7. The ability 1,f ESL and EFL learners to speak fluently and grammatically
The fluently and grammar ratings given to each nudent based upon the oral

interview and ipicture description were compared. A significant difference
- p ( .01i) was found between the grammar and fluency ratings received by

the F.si student's. Among these students, the fluency scores were consistently
higher than graimmar scores. However, among the EFL students the grammar
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.$

Companion qf the. 'Viral of Error% Mae by Est. and EF1. Learner.% on the SLOPE Teo

Subtest

Super !mole

Ert-or

pmisskm
-Aix( -est )

subsntutton
-word .

Present, 3rd mit tsston
irreg. -pres

morpheme

Negative word order
-Incorre-ct
placement of
!rept we

CI Past Part . additton '
-trrrg. -ing

subsittut ton
-reg past,
(-ed)

Iliassessive iultastitut ion
Pronoun ...,_ -pronoun

-4 - addttion
's' to pronoun

Plural tmussitm
-irreg plurai morpheme

substitutam
mg plural

( 'I)

KA-Question word order
-rut inversion
mhinton

p <

No. of Errors ot
a given type

Number of
ntudents

rst r rt. X"

0
1-3

0
1-3

( 20
14

12
22

11

5 ,

6
: 10

13

.03

14
1-3 31 25 2.15

0 20 5
1-3 36 19 L 11

0 26 16
1-3 , 14 30 6.669

0 29 17
1-3 11 29 9.48'

0 18 9
1-3 - 21 21 1.24
0 19 23

1-3 10 7 .43

0 16 31
1-3 17 9 5.43'

.
0 8 5

1-3 15 35 3.17

0 11 24
1-3 24 13 6.76'
0 28 14

8 23 10.3"

scores were consistemly higher than the fluency ratings. These ratings were also
found to br significantly different (1 1.7, p < .05). Thus, a learner's fluency and
grammar in English does seem to he influenced by whether he learns the
language formally or informally. Fluency skills seem to be better developed
among informal learners. while formal classroom learners speak more gram-
matically.

8. Impression's of ESL and EFL learners during interviewing and testing
A number of diderences were noted between the ESL and En learners as they

were interviewed and tested. The FM learners were, in general, at ease in conyer-
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sation and seemed less inhibited by the fact that they might make errors. They
frequently attempted to answer questions not completely understood, and seldom
made self-corrections. They were either less aware of errors they had made or
wrre not as concerned in correctness as in getting the message across. When
presented with something unknown, they attempted re-wording or re-phrasing to
avoid the unknown structure. Rarely did they not respond to an answer or at-
tempt tcrspeak their native language.

The EFL students talked less and seemed more reserved in speaking to a
native English speaker. They rarely used avoidance strategies, but rather were
silent or answered in their native language when uncertain of an answer. In
general they. seemed hesitaM to answer questions unless they were totally certain
of the meaning. They were more at ease when focus was upon the test booklet,

s' than duiing conversations and interviews.

9. Discussion

This examination of ESL and EFL learning settings and the analysis of the
English oral Oroficiency of karners in these settings revealed both similarities and
differences between learners. Similarities were found primarily in the kinds of
linguistic forms produced: the structures that caused difficulty for tearners and
the kinds of errors that were made in the production of certain grammatical struc-
tures. Differeni es were most often noted when general oral proficiency or
abilities and strategies witnin the context of communication were examined. The
following observed differences between ESL and ER learners are most likely
related to differences in attitudes, goals and learning settings:

1) The ESL (informal) learners' oral proficiency tended to be higher than the
EFL (formal) students' proficiency during the first four years of learning.

2) The relationship between the number of years of formal instruction and
proficiency was stronger than between the number of years of informal exposure
and proficiency. There was not as much variation in oral ability among EFL
students who had studied English for siinilar periods of time as among ESL
students who had similar amounts of exposure to English .

3).in the production of some grammatical structures. the EFL students, who
had had formal instructicin in English grammar, made more addition and
substitution errors (apparently caused by rule overgeneralizations) than ESL
learners.

4) The ESL learners' six ech was rated more fluent than grammatical, while
the rr. students' speech was rated higher in grammaticality than in fluency.

5) The ESL learners tended to be more productive and use avoidance
strategies in English more frequently than the EFL students, who were. more
reserved., less spontaneous and resorted to their native language during conversa-
tions.

Since similarities do exist in the linguistic output of learners in both formal
and informal environments, results of naturalistic research may be generalizable
to the- classroom setting when purely linguistic analyses of structural difficulties
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or errors have been made. However, generalizations concerning oral proficiency
or communicative competencies and strategies should be made with caution since
many differences appear to exist between formal and informal learners in these
respects To insure that results are correctly interpreted, researchers arr en-
couraged to describe very carefully the populations they have studied in terms of
the many variables involved. Teathers are recommended to critically examine
naturalistic second language studies and consider those studies which have been
replicated in formal learning environments as having the.greatest potential for
classroom application.

There seems to be merit in both formal and infOrmal learning, although cer-
tain second language competencies may vary depending upon how the language
is learned. Aspects of hoth environments should be,abk to be incorporated effec-
tively intO a language teaching program (see Krashen l9763). Informa/ langtiage
use in meaningful communication might be used to develop fluency skills and
help students focus on the content of a message; formal presentation of rules may
help students develop a better conscious knowledge of English grammar,
although teachers should be aware that formal presentatim does not always in-
sure correct usage. If a language program balances the formal and informal
aspects effectivdy , the result may be betier-rounded English speakers, able to
communicate in different environments and under varying conditiorps.



Language Skills and the Learner:
The Classroom Perspective

Ellen Bialystok

The main findings of a study investigating the relationship between learner
characteristics and second language achizvement for 'high school students
learning French are reported. The results indicated that achkwement was pri-
marily influenced by language learning aptitude and the use of the language
for communication outside the classroom. Different measures of achievement,
however. were not differentially constrained by these factors but showed simi-
lar patterns of behaviour regardless of the language skill being tested.

The non-differentiation of language skills according to the predictor vari-
ables is interpreted in teorns of a discussion of the pragmatic uses of language in
the classroom. The implications for language learning both inside and outside
of classrootns are discussed.

A perennial problem in second language learning research has been to iden-
tify the relevant factors of-language nuistery which determine to some extent the
degree of success that will be attained by the language learner. The search for
these decisive variables has explored factors both inside and outside the classroom
(Krashen and Seliger 1976; Macnamara' 1975), aspects of program and
methodology (Scherer and Wertheimer 1964), and characteristics of the learner
himself (Naiman et al., in press; Bialystok and Fröhlich..1977a). Similarly. profi-
ciency has been assessed by appealing to a'variety of skills developed by second
language learners. Researchers have examined Rroductive competence, Written
ability, comprehension, and so on, although it is not clear how any specific test
relates to general language competence. Larsien-Freeman and Strom (-1977) in

- fact describe the difficulty in producing a reliable measure of general proficiency
and report an attempt to develop such an index. The problem in interpreting the.
findings of studies exploring predicting variables, then, is that It is sometimes
unclear which aspects of the set of factors under examination are responsible for
particular types of achievement. Large sets of factc;ers may be related to vague
measures of proficiency, but specific contingencies may not be obvious. Local
relationships between discrete factors and analytically-defined criterion measures
need to be examined. Different patterns of variables should be maximally effec-
tive for the development of different language skills.

A *udy which attempted to examine precise relationships between predictor
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vitriablei and achievenient measures in a particular context (Bialystok and
Frahlich 1977b; Bialystok and Fröhlich, submitted) did provide information
about some of the relevant variables, but led as Well to a series of implications

A concerning classroom language which may undermine the enterprise of discover-
ing such relationshipi in_that context.

The study was conducted in high schools in middle-class neighborhoods in
Toronto where students were examined who were studying French as a second
language in a 40-minute-a-day program. There were 157 students in the study;
of these 82 were in grade.10 and 75 in 'grade 12. These grades correspond to the
fourth and sixth years of French study.

The factors seket"ed for study were those which had been found in the
literature to be reliabl, contributors to second language mastery. Four such
variables were exaniinedthe extent to which students used certain learning
strategies (Rubin 1975; Stern 1975; Bialystok and Fröhlich 1977a), language
learning aptitude (Carroll 1962, 1966; Smythe, Stennett and Feenstra 1972;
Wesche 1977), attitude and motivation (Gardner and Lambert 1972; Gardner
and Smythe 1974), and field dependence/independence (Tucker et al. 1976;
Naiman et al., in press).

For the purposes of the study, language learning strategies were defined as
the conscious attempts made by language learners to improve proficiency
through a variety of means (Bialystok, in press; Bialystok, submitted). Four
distinct strategies were identified for assessment formal practising, functional
practising, monitoring, and inferencing.

Formal practising and functional practising are the attempts by the learner
to increase his exposure to the language for the purpose of either increasing his
awareness of forms (formal) or ability to use the language communicatively.
(functional). Thus, practising would involve reading grammar boolts for the
former and novel's for the latter. Novels, of course, may also be used for formal
purposes if the learner so intends.

The monitoring strategy is derived from monitor theory (K.rashen 1976a)
and describes the conscious attempts of second language learners to improve,
modify, or correct a response by directMg attention to form.

Finally, inferencing is the strategy described by Carton (1971) in which
language learners exp! av'ailable information to arrive at hypotheses about
unknown linguistic material. The information used in inferencing may be taken
from the kituation, front other languages, or from other features of the target
language itself.

Thus the first learner variable examined in the study was the extent to which
individual second language learners use thetie four strategies. Different degrees of
impkmentation may be associated with different levels of overall or specific
achievement. Assessment for this study was achieved by self-report question-
naire (described in Bialystok submitted).

Language learning aptitude, traditionally shown to relate to achievement on
a variety Of language tasks, was measured by the short form of M LAT (Carroll
and Sapon 1958).

2 wo
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The measure of attitude, the third individual factor examined in the study,
was orovided by thi- test developed by Gardner and Smyite (1975).

Finally, although the role of field independence in second language learning
has been somewhat elusive and inconsistent, it was included among the predic-
tors in the present study in order to better understanAts effects and assessed by
the Hidden Figures Tett (1962).

Two telated considerations may be addressed to classify these factors into
two groups. First , the factors may be described as belonging to domains which,
are essentially cognitive or affective. In this case, the cognitive variables are ap-
titude and field independenceboth provide measures of a relatively fixed
learner ability. Attitude and strategy use describe an affective aspect of ,the
learner and are retiec-ted-irr-farta-s such as motivational intensity. Gardnef et-417
(1976) have argued attitude will determine the extent tO which language learners
engage in particular supplementary 'activities; for our purposes, these activities
are represented by the degree to which the learning strategies are employed. Fur-
ther. Gardner and Lambert (1972) claim that intellectual and motivational
learner factors (cognitive and affective) are independent .

The second discriminating feature of these sets of factors is their relative
trainability. While cognitive variables are assumed to be generally unmodifiable
by instructional intervention. affective variables are considered to be more
amenable to pedagogical modification.

Achievanent .was tested on four types of tasks described as formal/aural,
functional/aural, formal/written, and functional/written. Differences between
tasks in terms of their formal/functional and aural/written demands should be
reflected in the learner skills which best facilitate their performance. The func-
tional/aural task was an adaptation of the I.E.A. Listening Test (1970) Winch in-
cluded airily the longer, contextual passages and required students to answer"com-
prehension questions. Similarly, the functional/written task was aceommodated
by the sections of the I .E.A. Reading Test which contained long,, cohesive
passages. The formal/written task was created by adopting the formal discrete
poim items from the I E. A. Writing Test . Finally, in the absence of a standard-
ized test of formal/aural proficiency, a test was _developed by the researchers
(Bialystok and Fröhlich 1978). The.test presents snidents with isolated sentences,
some of which contain a grammatical error; the task is to locate and identify these
errors

All the students in the study were given all four criterion tasks and similarly
provided information thr all four independentlearner characteristics.

Two hypotheses motivated the examination of the data. First , the individual
learner characteristics could.be described in some systematic way; that is, they do
not operate as four independent factors hut interact with each other in predictable
relationships. The primary expectation was that the cognitive variables (aptitude,
field independence) would act conjunctively and the affecfive variables (attitude,
strategies) would exert different patterns of influence.

The second hypothesis concerned the effects of these characteristics, or pat-
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terns of chAtterigics, oo at hievement. The,groups of factors identified b'y the
examination.of Hypothesis One were evicted to difierentially faiilitate pçr-
forrn&nte on Yarious language tasks. Specifically, the aptitude factors were ex-
pected to be impurtant kir formal achievement tasks and the attitude factors
crucial for more funtliotial tasks. The setond hypothesis examined this possi-
bility

The data analyses examined rdationships between independent variables
for particular students in order to test Hypothesis One, as well as the rdation-
ships between these variables and achievement, in jrtordance with Hypothesis
Two. The former data were derived from multiple correlational analyses and the
latter from stepwise multipk regression analyses,

A summary of (he results is presented in Figure 1. Significant relationships
are represintrd by solid lines joining the rekvant factors.

The results from the muhipk correlational analyses of the independent
learner characteristics identified tisP pairs of tactorsaptitude/field indepen-
dence (r 0.43, p < ,01) and strategy use/attitude (r .0.66, p< .01)..Correla-
tionk across these pairs weVe not significant. These groupings are consistent writh
Hypothesis One and may be explained by the superordinate categories of cogni-
tive and affective variables. .

The regression analyses showed that only one member of each pair
significantly contributed to performance on achievement tests. For the cognitive

' variabks, aptitude accounted for 15% to 32% of th... variant7e on the criterion
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measures and was always a signiticam predictot of success (p < .01). Similarly,
strategy use explained 5% to 6% of the variance and it, too, was significant

( .05). Attitude and field i'ndrpendencei. although they correlated with these
factors, added nothing to the explanation otkhe variance. That is to s4, although
both factors in the cognitive pair and both factors in the affective pair measure a
common ability, only one of the pair uniquely contributes to achievement.

While thetwo major hypotheses of the study were confirmed by the data, the
underlying assumption was not. TA. factors found to be relevant for achkvement
displayeti similar trends across all criterion measures. Language karning ap-
titude and usr of strategies, particularly functional practice, consistently ac-
counted for stUdents' perforMance. What does this consistency reveal about the

laUguage karrnnithat iS being tested by these measures?
The lack of differentiation among tasks according to the predictor variables

allows one of two interpretations. First, it is possible that the assumption was
wrong; learner variables are not differentially associated with different tasks but
are equally rekvant for all language learning ens, rienres. In this case, high ap-
titude learners fbr example would consistently have an advantage over lower ap-
titude learners regardless of the learning circumstance's. For low aptitude learners
language karning'in even ideal conditions would be constrained by an ability
limitation. The second possibility is that the structure of the tasks did not ade-
quately reflect the formal/functional distinction. This explanation is more plausi-
ble wid conveys more optimistic pedagogica/ implications.

Let us. then, examine the language of the fbrmal classroom and the
language being tested in these tasks. The context for this examination will be pro-
vided by current research trends in two traditions. First is the study of first
language acquisition which has recently come jo acknowledge the importance of
pragmatic fundtion in child first language learning. Some soidies have demon-
strated the preverbal existence of these functions in the child's earliest communi-
cations (Rates 1977) and others have traced the development of their verbal rep-
resentation (Bruner 1978; (iarnicka 1978). These studies are important in their
insistence on .1 prerequisite role for communicative intention in first language ac--
quisition.

Second language acquisition has recently undergone similar analysis
(Ikirnes l97n; Wilkins 1976) The pragmatic force of an utterance is recognized
its an essential aspect of the langUage ;end consequently an important determinant
in masterv of thr language

What is signific ant about most classroom language is that its use is essential-
ly restric led to onlY one purposeto learn the language. While structural and.
semantic features mav be identical to those used in language outside the
classroofn, thr pragmatic foil es reflected in behaviours such as requesting, in-
dicating. denying ( Austin 19b2), are not . This stripping from ianguage of its
tunc tional intentions mas have profound conseywnces both for tlw nature of the
language learned .md the contingencies which facilitate that karaing. It is
possibly not sufficient to construct fUnctional language paradigMs in the
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classroom; functional use may require that the language naturally encompass a
pragmatk intention expressed by the speaker.

To illustrate, consider an identical utterapte which is spoken under two
amditionsnatural and classroom. A visitor t France getting ready to go out
for the day may need to know about the wea4i1lr in order to dress appropriately
and so ask, "Quel tetnps aujourd'hui?" Similarly, a studcnt in a classroom
instructed to formulate a question regarding the weather may also ask, "Quel
temps fait-il aujourd'hui?" The two utterances, although structurally identical,
are motivated by different intentions and possibly require different abilities and
imply'different consequences for learnini. These relationships ate not entirely
clear and no evidence directly addressed the relevant distinctions, but intuitively
the similarity between the two utterances ends at the surface level.

To return to the results of the experimental study, it may not have been
possibleto provide an assessment of functional language use by means of a paper
and pencil classroom test; While correct responses were determined in these eases,.
primarily by meaning rather than linguistic form, the test nevertheless tapped in-.
to the same underlying knowledge of language that is reflected in classroom
situtations. The correct response is provided by certain cues in the sentence and
the detection of these is the means by which the problem is solved. The difference
between the formal and functional tasks used in this study may simply indicate a
difference between which cues are relevant; syntactic cues lead to correct
repponses in theOst case and semantic ones to correct responses in the second. In
no test was the language placed in a pragmatic context, and assessments of the
syntactic and semantic functions alone fail to satisfactorily approximate natural-
language. The implication is that a test of functional language is not possible in a
usual classroom situation because only one function motivates the use of the

alanguage, that is. to learn the language. ,

The conclusion from thik line of argument is that the non-flifferentiation of
criterion tasks according to predictor variables occurred because all tasks shared
an essential commonalitV reflecting classroom language. What 'do the findings
from the regression analy-sis tell us about the nature of that language and the
learners who are most likely to master it? That is, how do we interpret the con-

e*tributicm of aptitude anti functional practice to achievement on the four criterion
tasks?

It appears intuitively comradictory- that the two factors predictive of
classroom achievement are formal language learning aptitude and functional
strategy use. If language in the classroom is strictly formal, as has been argued
above, then language learning aptitude sliould have a primary and possiblyex-
elusive role in at hievement . Further, practice ol any type but particularly formal
practice .woulti contribute to achievement . Formal practice, however, had almost
no role in acrounting for success and in fact exhibited a negative relationship with
proficiency The important role for functional practice found in the data appears
to be anomalous; the conim unicat use of the langauge should not %according to
this argument implove performance withthe formal aspects of' the language.
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The role of functiondepractice in classroom performance may be explained
by appealing again to the pragmatic functions of language. It may be that when
language is used communkatively, proficiency with even the formal aspects-of
language improves and is consequently reflected in increased performance on
classroom tasks. To divorce language from its functional component is to reduce
it to qn arbitrary system of symbols and rules. Language must consist of a syn-
tactic structure, a semantic reference, and a pragmatic intention.. When only the
first two are involved, as in some classroom situations, greater ability is needed to
learn the system. Placing the language in a context, as is done during functional
practice, facilitates learning. Hamayan, Genesee and Tucker (1977) similarly
report an important role for experience in using the language outside the
chissrootntas a predictor of classroom achievement of.zarious kinds.

The argument may be further elaborated to assikn a compensatory role for
language learning aptitude when language is reiived from a natural com-
municative environment and becomes instead an object of formal study.
Where;41. experience with communicative language, that is, functional practice,
consistently contributes to mastery of the language becauseit taps into an integral
aspect. that is, its pragmatic function, language learning aptitude may be
necessary only when the language is deprived of this cpmTunicational force.
Stated as an empirical hypothesis, language learning aptitude ,is relevant for
situations only in which the language is not used for communication; functional
practice is always essential.

A laborltory in which formal language study is coupled with purposeful
con'imunication is provided by 'second language immersion classrooms. The test
of the hypithc-sis would be to assess the role of language learning aptitude and
functional practice on proficiency in these inmwrsion situations. The prediction
is that the effect of aptitude would be minimal but that functional practice would
continue to be important. Some evidence in this direction showing the greater ef-
fect of attitude far tors than ability fiir French immersion students is represented
by Tucker, Hamayan and Geneseec(1976). Further, they demonstrated as well
the importance of outside language exposure for proficiency, although the effect
was far less salient for immersion students than for re4lar program studems
(Hamayan. (enesee, and Tucker 1977). They argue, nonetheless, that such e,
'insure remains critical even for these immersion students.

Although others have argued that language learning. aptitude should be
more important for formal learning thanSm functional use of a second language
(Gardner et al. 1976; Krashen 1976a), the relationship being postulated here is
more specific. Language is distinguished not only by the surface formal or func-
tional use, hut also by the underlying pragmatic intAtion. Usually, these are
congruent; functional language exploits the range of pragmatic functions while
formal language restriets them to only one. It is sometimes the case, however,
such as in language classrooms, that the formalffunctional distinction does not
adequately distinguish the types of language in that language which may be
described as "pseudo-functional" may be used. In this case, functional language
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is devoid of pragmatic intention, the argument herr IA that real intention must be
involved.

What are the impItcations of this distinction for language learning in other
settings or for other types of language learners? Two contrasts which are Wien ex-
amMed tor their differences are adult versus child second language learners and
second language learning that occurs either in or outside of the community in
which that language is spoken. According to the present analysis, these distinc-
tions could be explained by the same parameterthe presence or absence of the
pragmatic fum.tion. Child language is nearly always associated .with intention;
the desire to express intention is a primary reason children learn their first
language at all (Macnamara 1972). Similarly, children learning a second
language usually do so in a context in which they are required to express meaning
or intention in the second languaiie, Thus the pragmatic. force is inextricably tied
to the language striicture.

Adult second language learning may proceed for a variety of purposes and
the relationship with function is not entirely pr-dictable or consistent. Adults
may learn a language to gain reading knowledge only, to become fluently &din-
gual. to receive a course credit, and so on. in each case, a different set of
pragmatic functions is implied, and the hypothesig is that the role of factors such
as language learning aptdude and functional practice, and probably the nature of
the language learned, will varv as a function of these pragmatic relationships.

The difkrence hc tween learning a language inside or outside of the relevant
cinnmunity may he described in the same terms; language learned in the context
of its use woidd provide the means for representing all pragmatic functions in the
language while language learned in an insular environment would not necesiarily
do so. 'Thus aptitude should he involved to a greater extent in the latter case than
in the fOrmer

The implications concernmg the role of language learning aptitude and
hanctiomd practice to situations other than the language learning classroom from
which the data were originally derived are highly speculative. But the empirical
facts remain that some people learn languages more successfully than do others,
that sOme situations induce greater mastery of a second language than do others,
and that differences exist between child and adult mastery of a second language.
The suggestion is that all these difference-8 may be part-: attributable to a single
dimension of languagethe degree to which a range cif pragmatic functions is in-
volved. This postulatton points to a a field of study which second language re-
wan hers sheitild expkire



The Given-New Strategy:
Testing Presupposition and

Assertion in 1.1 and L2

Patricia L. Carrell*

The theoretic al lingui'ecc distinction between presumxisition and assertion was
empiric ally tested with two groups of subjectsadult native speakers cif En-
glish and-adults acquiring English as a second language:The distinction wax
tested a,- an instance of the given-new strategy of Clark and Ilaviland (1977);
specifically. it was measured in terms of subjects' judgments of the appropri-
ateness of answers to questions they purport to answer The task was for sub-
led% to chtose one of two possible answers to 3 given question as being more
appropriate Results indicated that on a statistically significant basis, subjects
.chose as more appropriate those answers whose presuppositions and asser-
tions. if gis en and new intiirmaticin, matched those of the question. These
findings of the dist mcnon between presupposition and assertion, or given-new
information. ci aistitute not <wily linguistic evidence for a theory ot
romp-tem r. lost also import.mt psychological eviden, e for theories of first and
se old language pilot essing

Research in second language acquisition has focused primarily (in the ac-
quisition of structure. Relativdy little attention has been paid thus far to the ac-
quisition of pragmatic or communicative competencethat is, to the process by
which the learner comes to know how to appropriately use the structures being
acquired This paper reports the findings of a research study investigating the ac-
quisition of one area of pragmatic competence: the distinction between presup-
posed or "given" information, on the one hand, and asserted or "new" in-
fin-mation , on the tither .

Conversations are a cooperative enterprise. Speakers and listeners engaged
in them must adhere certain conventions to ensure the sniooth give and take of

The author wishes to thank MU-C's Office of Research Development and Ad-
namstration, which provided financial assistance for this study, including support for a
irsearch assistant. Sally Chai, whosehelp is also acknowledged. Thanks are also due to
those oil .tnipus who gr.mtrd thr author access to the subjects used in this study, in-
dudmg the Center tOr English as a Second Lnguage (cF.si
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information. The imPortant question is. then, what precisely are these convell
tioniC According to Grice (1975), the overriding convention ir what he calls the
Cooperative Principle, which consists of the following simple precept to the
speaker: "He cooperative " A speaker may bc cooperative by following four
general maxims. which Grice calls the maxims of quantity (make your contribu:..
&ion no more and no less informative than is required). quality (say only what you
believe and have adequate evidence for), relation (be relevant), and manner (make
your contribution easy to understandavoid ambiguity. obscurity and prolixity)
(Grier 1975:45-46). The cooperative principle, together with these four maxims,
constitutes a type of social contract. The speaker agrees to follow thes'e maxims;
the listener agrees to assume they have been followed.

In Grice's scheme, the four maxims are not merely guidelines for well-
Mannerrd speakers; they influence the very interpretations the listener makss of
what the speaker has said. The maxims are normat,ve, attendant rides, but do
not themselves constitute the cooperative principle. Under special circumstances
a speaker can intenrionally violate a maxim without violating the cooperative
principlehowever. the listener must be aware of the speaker's intent to violate
the maxim. In these cases, the listener assumes that the speaker is still being
cooperative and that the speaker meant for the listener to draw a conversational
implicature by violating the maxim. For example, assume it is clear to both
speaker and listener that a party they are both attending is a crashing bore, yet
the speaker says "This is such a fun party.;',0,The listener would assume the
speaker was still being cooperative, and that her intentional violation of the max-
im of quality was meant to have the listener draw a conversational implicature,
namely that the utterance should be taken as an ironic comment on the party and
not as a purely informative communication. On the other hand, covert or
unintentional violations of the maxims can lead to a breakdown of communica-
tion

Clark and Haviland '(1977) have.described the distinction between presup-
posed or "given" information, on the one hand. and asserted or "new" in-
formation, on the other, in terms of Grice's schema. "As part of the cooperative
principle, speakers and listeners have an implicit agreement about how (a) in-
formation that is known to the listener, and (b) information that is novel to the
listener are to appear in sentences." (Clark and Haviland 1977:3) This they call
the given-new contract That is. the giv..n-new contract concerns, among other
things, syntactic distinctions the speaker is obliged to make between given and
new information. To ensure reasonably efficient communication, the speaker

land listener adhere to this contract; the speaker tries to make the strurtures of her
\utterances agree with her knowledge of the listener's mental worldshe agrees to
structure information she thinks the listener already knows as given information.
and to structure the information she thinks the listener does not yet know as new
information. The listener, in turn, makes use of this tacit contract by using a
given-new strategy in interpreting the sentences he hears. Therefore, the given-
new contract, or presupposed-asserted distinction, is claimed to be present in
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language to serve a mutually beneficial communicative function between speaker
and listener

Like its parent. Grice's cooperative principle. the given-new comract con-
sists of a normative maxima precept to the speaker of what she should ideally
do. The central maxim of the given-new contract is the maxim of anteadence.'13e
sure the listener actually knows the information being cnveyed as given" (Clark
and Haviland 1977:4) Violations of the maxim, like violations of Grke's max-
ims, can lead to differing consequences. ranging all the way from the listener
having to draw inferences or implicatures. to the listener judging the sentences as
bring unacceptabk. awkward or inappropriate in context, to a total breakdown
in communic-anon.

I.

judgments about the appropriateness of answers to the questions they pur-
port to answer Can provide empirical evidence for the given-new strategy or the
presupposition-asserticm distinction. KV questions provide both the presup-
posed or given infitrmation and a request for new information. Their appropriate
answers share the presupposed or given information as well as assert the new in-
formation. For example. the question "Who kissed Oscar?" presupposes that
someone kissed Oscar and requests the new informathm in place of its wh- word
"who." An appropriate dilswer would be "It was Olivia' who kissed Oscar,"
which shares the given information of the question, and asserts the identhy of the
who: who Olivia Any other answer which also structured the presupposed in-
fin-mation as "given" and which asserted the new information would be ap-
propriate (e.g. "Olivia kissed Oscar"). However, an answer that did not struc-
ture the presupposed information as given and the asserted information as new
would be inappropriate. e g "It was Oscar who Olivia kissed," or "Olivia
kissed Oscar."

Therefore, one way of testing the psychological reality of the presupposition-
assertion distinction via the given-new strategy is by constructing sets of clues..
tions and purported answers and seeking listener judgments about the ap.\
propi lateness of the answers.

Earlier smdies (Hornby 1974 and Carrel 1977) have shown the presup-
position-assertion distinction to be empirically measurable in the competence/
performam-e of adult native speakers. of English, of young children acquiring
English as their first language, and of adults acquiring English as a second lan-
guage However, none of these studies have investigated the distinction in terms
of the given-new contract and strategy and none have tested for it via measure.:
ment of metalmguistic judgments of acceptability and appropriateness. As Clark
and Haviland argue:.

linguistic Intuitions of acceptabili, and appropriateness have always been a
legitimate source of evidence for theories of linguistic competence. But they
are also 4 potemialls important source of evidem-e fiir theories of language pro-
crssmg Pro& come to their judgments of acceptability and appropriateness
through a mental process that is part of comprehension It is quite natural,
then, for thrones ot comprehension to predict which sentences are acceptable
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and which are not The theory of mterest here, the given-new strategy, hap-
pens to make such predictions,. antis() we have appealed, qinte kgitimately. to
judgments of appropriateness. The point is, a judgment of appropriateness is
just as much psychological evidence as it is linguistic evidence. (Clark and
Haviland 1977:16)

1. Method

1.1. Subjeas The Li subjects tested in this study were forty-six under-
graduate students at Soutfiern Illinois eniversity at Carbondale, primarily fresh-
men and snphomores. The Lz subjects were 145 foreign students on the SIU-C
campus. The L2 subjects fell into two sub-groups. Forty-six of them were inter-
rilediate and advanced students enrolled in the intensive Center for English as a
Second Language (CM). These students had not yet reached a level of English
proficiency sufficient to allow them admission into the university. Ninety-nine of
.the L2 subjects were undergraduate foreign students who had been admitted to
the university (TOEFI minimum: N5). All of these foreign students came.from all
parts of the world and from a variety of native language backgrounds; they were
predominantly from the Middle East, the Far East, and South America.

1.2. Procedure. The subjects were presented with a twenty-eight item ques-
tionnaire. Each item consisted of a Wit- question and two answers which con-
veyed the same factual information and both of which were cooperative responses
in terms of their relevance to the question. In fact, the only difference between
the answers was the difference between their given and new information. The
given-mw information was exactly reversed in the two purported answers. In one
answer the given-new information matched that of the question, in the other
answer the given-new information reversed that of the question Subjects were
asked - choose the response which better answered the question, the more ap-
pro' Answer.

i.an of the 28-item questionnaire involved questions whose answer-choices
ainsisted of cleft structures, the other half involved pseudo-deft structures. In ad-

. dition, the test items were systematically varied so that half of the questions inter-
rogated the agent or subject noun phrase, half the object noun phrase. The inter-
'relationships among these two types of cleft and pseudo-cleft structures make
them an ideal paradigm for testing the difference between given and new infor-
mation. First, the difference between given and new information is dearly, struc-
turally signalled. lf, -for example, a speaker describes a simple action like a bird .

eating a worm, with a deft or pseudo-deft structure, she is clearly signalling what
she is presupposing and what she is asserting:

Cleft
( l)lt is a bird that is eating the worm.

Presupp : X is eating the worm
Assert X a bird

(2) It is a worm that the bird is eating.
Presupp. the bird is eating X
Assert X - Vo,tt
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Pseudo-cleft :
(3) What is eating the worm is a bird.

Presupp: X is eating the worm
Assert: = a bird

(4) What the tiird is eating is a worm.
Presupp: the bird is eating X

'Auert: X 4. a worm

Second, it is easy to ret -se the given and new information, keeping everything
dse constant. The NP which is asserted in (I) is presupposed in (2) and reverse,
the NP which is presupposed in (l) is asserted in (2); the same is true for (3) and
(4). Third, one,can presuppose either the agent or object noun phrase while
asserting the other. Finally, in the cleft structures the asserted noun phrase is the
first noun phrase (the presupposed noun phrase is second), while in the pseudo-
deft structures the asserted noun phrase is the second noun phrase (the presup-
posed noun phrase is first).

Examples of each type of item follow:

(5) What is the cyst chasing?

a. It is the rat that
the cat is chasing.

b. It is the cat that
is chising the rat .

Given-new strategy predicts a.

(6) What is chasing the rat?

a. h is the rat that
the cat is chasing.

b. It is the cat that
is chasing the rat.

Given-new strategy predicts b.

( 7) What is the cow eating?

a. What the cow is
eating is grass.

b. What is eating
grass is the cow. .

Given-new strategy predicts a.

(8) What is eating grass?

a What the cow is
eating is grass.

(Given: the calk chasing X,
Intermg: X what? object.)
(Given: the cat is chasing X,
Ncw: X = the rat.)
(Given: X is chasing the rat.
New: N. the cat.)

as the more appropriate response.

(Given: X is chasingthe rat,
Interrog: X = what? agent .)
(Given: the cat is chasing X.
New: X = the rat.)
(Given: X is chasing the rat.
New: X = khe cat.)

as the more appropriate response.

(Given: the cow is eating X,
Interrog: X = what? object.)
(Given: the cow is eating X,
New: X = grass.)
(Given: X is eating grass,
New: X = the cow.)

as the more.appropriate response.

(Given: X is eating grass.
Imerrog: X = what? agent .)
(Given: the cow is eating X,
New: X = grass.)

2 Li
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b. What is eafing (Given: X is eating grass,
grass is the cow New: X the cow. .1

Given-new strategy predicts b. aithe more appropriate response. ,

2. Hypotheses

2.1. Null if)pothesis. There is no-significant difference between given and
new information; subjects do not interpret the appropriateness of answers to
questions in terms of the giverl-new strategy. If the bull hypothesis is true, sub-
jects' responses on the questionnaire would be totally random, there being no
other differences between the choices. Subjects would be equally likely to choose
either answer as appropriate:. they would be no more likely to choose one answer
as more appropriate.

2.2. Research Hypothesis. There is a significant difference between given and
new information; subjects do interpret the appropriateness of answers to ques-
tions in terms of the given-new strategy. If the research hypothesis is true, sub-
jects' responses on the questionnaire would not betotally random..The subjects
would choose more often than chance that answer which shares the presupposed
or giyen information of the question, the response predicted by the given-new
strategy.

3. Result.
The principle measure was the number of times each subject chose as the

more appropriate answer the one predicted by the given-new strategy. The
resulti are presented in Table 1.

TABLE

Descriptive Statistics
Responses to 28 Question-Answer Itenu

I., Subic& t% L 2 Subjects

CEsL
N 46

1.4 sat.
N - 99

Combined
N 14$

Win 25 34 23.50 24.71 24.32
t error St 4 1143 404 .345
st dev
var

3 4146,

I 2 OS .
4.360
19.011

4 024
16 189

4.156
17.276

range 12-28 15-28 7-28 7-28

Results indicated that all groups of subjects chose as the more appropriate
answer the one predicted by the, given-new strategy. Of a maximum possible
score of 28, the mean for each group is well above chance: 25.39 for the LI sub-
jects, 23.5 for the intensive cm sCojects, and 24.7 for the undergraduate zst.
subjects. It is highly improbable that these high mean scores could have resulted
if the subjects had been randomly choosing the more appropriate answer. If that
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had been the case, w; would have predicted mean scores closer to 14. Comparing
the actual mean of each group of subjects with the hypothesized mean of 14 via
one-sample t-tests provides us with a way of statistically measuring the im-
proliability of the obtained means by chance. The t-values obtained are reported
in Table 2.

TALtLE 2

Ons-samplet-trsts
Comparing Cakulcard Means of Each Group with Hypothesized Mean

1-14u.bizts 1,2Subjects

CES1. Ug FAL Combined
N . 46 N . 99 N . 145

t-values 22.16 14 78 - .26.50 . 29.92

di 45 45 98 144

significance p< 00431 p< .0001 p <Awl p< .0001

As can be seen from Table 'iances of obtaoing these high mean scores, if
the population mean were really 14. would be p< .040 . 11 other words, the sub-
jects were behaving as the given-new strategy pred;c,edthey chose as ap-
propriate the answers whose given information matched the given information of
the question. We may, therefore, reject the mdl hypothesis and are left with our
preferred ahernative, the research hypothesis.

A second result of this study is the similar behavior of the L2 subjects cam !
pared to the L, subjects. T-tests comparing the mean of the L, subjects with the
means of the two sub-groups of L2 subjects, as well as with the combined group of
all 1.2 subjects yielded the results shown in Table 3.

TABLE 3

i-tests for Independent Samples

Comparisons of LI Subjects with L2 Subjects

1, with LL with
LrCESE. LI-Ug ESL

1, with
La-Combined

t-value 2 297 993 1.575

df 90 143 189

significance p - c.)1 t p - .161 p- .058
onetaded one-tailed one-tailed

test' test test

el %N. toiled tett. 01 uttntru ant e are appropriate i.e./tow tole tftt mkt entet t aro dinners e I. be en one atm hon. mantel.. the lo subject,

romskt tie rape, red to perform better than the I a...thrift t

The only one of these t-values that even begins to approach significance, in-
dicating a possible difference between the two groups compared, is the Li with
L2-CESI- comparison. In the other two comparisons, the groups are so alike, the 1-

values so small, that we Must retain the hypothesis of no difference between the
group'

a.
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4. Discussion

These results demonstrate that the given-new strategy, and the presup-
position-assertion distinction upon which it is based, are psydiologically real in
the competencelperformame of both the Li and L2 subjects. The restilts provide
empirical psyt hplinguistic evidence lot such an interpretive. strategy. The given-
new strategy is atparently a significant interpretive strategy employed in the in-
terpretive competence/performance of both native sOeakers of English and for-
eign learners of English in the tar mai processing of language input .

In cotklusion I'd like to comment or. the relevance as I see it of this kind of
research to the teaching of English as a second language. If the goal of TESIAEFL
IS to prtdue speaker/listeners who are truly competent, this competency must
include mastery of the pragmatic, cirmmunkative aspects 7f meaningthe abili-
ty :o appropriately use the structures being acquired, the 1ility to correctly en-
code and to interpret presuppositi is, draw implications ai make inferencei.
Conversations are . a cooperative enterprisr. Speakers and listeners engaged in
theM must adhere to certain conventions to ensure the smooth give and take of
information. Theimportant question. then, is what precisely are those conven-
tions? A listener trying to understand a sentence does more tlian determine its
propositional content; his fundamental goal, rather, is to try to figure out what
the speaker intended him to understand by the sentence, and this may require all
sorts of higher-levd conventions or contracts and their derivatiVe interpretive
strategies, like the given-new strategy. In order td teach these strategies, if they
need to be taught, or in order to effectively utilize these vrategies and build on
them if they are universal, we must first understand more about what these
strategies are anti the extent to which they are present in nadve and ESI. speakers.
This study is a step toward that understanding.

-



Fossilization in Inter language Learning

Larry Winker
Jahn T. Lamendella

Since the permanent fossilization of non-Target Language fr. n.s my: nne a rec-
ognized aspect of adult (Selinker 1972) and also, under certain conditions, child
interlanguage arning (Selinker, Swain, and Dumas 1975), several competing
claims have Jeen made regarding`the nature and major source of fossilization.
For example. Vigil and 011er.(1976)claim that the general stabilization of bOth
correct and incorrect rules in second language learning results pragmatically at
the point when the learner begins .to receive a predominance of "expected
feedback on the cognitive dimension." Adjemian (1976) views fossilizatilm in
terms of a system-wide loss of the "permeability" he identifies as a unique
property of interlanguages. Schumann (1975b, 1976) has claimed that the
point at which an interlanguage system fossilizes is directly controlled by socio-
cultural variables'. Sctwel (1977) stresses the need to look for an explanation of
fossilization in maturational factors internal to the learner.

Arguing that each of these positions addresses a different facet of a com-
plex phenomenon, this paper begins a reformulation of the original notion of
fimilization presented in Selinker (1972) within the contexrof both a neurpfuac-
_anal and a mairabcharwral perspective (Selinker and Lamendella, to appear).

This paper is one, in a series in which we begin to reformulate the In-
terlanguage (IL) Hypothesis of Selinker. (1972). We attempt this reformulation
from two perspectives:

1) what we will call a Macrobehaviaral Perspective, a theoretical approach which
characterizes the systematicity attributable to publicly observable second
language speech data.

2) what we will call a Neurgfunctional Perspective, an account of interlanguage
(IL) learning based on a Characterization of the systematicity attributable to
neurolinguistic information processing systems (cf. Lamendella 1977a, 1977o;
Selinker and Lamendella 1978).

The present paper focusses on j.ssilizaeion in IL learning, where we defihe
fossilization tn a general fashion as a "cessation of further systematic develop-
me.nt in the IL." We feel that if a learner's first exposure to a second language
occtirs as an adult, there is a strong likellhocd that he or she will fossilize at some

'10
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point in the attempt to master a second language. If this supposition is correct,
then language 'teachers should be aware of the iinplications of this phenomenon
for their .classroom experiences with learners. They should also be aware of the
nature and sources of fouilization as they are understood at this point in time.

Our starting point is the statement of the conZept of fossilization as it ap-
peared in Se linker (1972), this is summarized in Table 1.

'roily.
Stunners of "hi atzatscns a w OttpuIty Sell;4,er 1971)

1. HYPO IIIESIZFIWONSIRUCT
A Data thsetUattost "Fultulitable linguistic phenomena are linguini!, items, rides, and

subsystems whnh sprakers of A particular NI. will tend to keep in their IL relative tip a par-
ticular 11., ni wanei whst the Age of the karner or amount of explanatum and imam-Hon
he receives r. the ri..*(13 .:15)

B. Eiptaliaratv ..Inenps hissdizanon is -A mechanism which is assumed . to exist in the
1atm roc holottt AI structure den ribeciabove. ' (p. 215) "We assume that there is such a
psychological mutton. (withm %huh we assume interlingual iderndkations'

structure
and that d is latent in thextbrmaatiron

(and that it lc)
(that it is a) genetically determined
whenever . . . (karners) attempt to

produc C C id the second language, that Is whenever they Attempt to express Wm).
togs, which they already have, in a language which they are in the process of learning"
(pf 211 and '212)

; Aukitodtag- "Fossaieable structures tend to remain as potenttil performance,
rerniergmg in the product iye pertormamT of an !Leven when seemingly eradicated." (p.
215) "Whateser the cause', the aell-obseryed pherionwnon of 'backsliding' by second lan-
guage leArnert from ,S 11. norm is not, all ha; been generally fxlieved, elther randompr

'ward the speaker's NI.. hut toward An II. norm" (pp. 215 and 216). "A crucial fact. per-
h the rnott uruui4 fat t which ami adehuate theory of second language learning will
hay esplain is this regular reappearanceor reemergence in II. prodintive performanc e
id lingutstic strui tures whit h were thought to he eradicated 'chit behavioral reap's-en-awe
is what luta led me to r,stulate the reality of tosidiratum and IL's" (p. 216) (Several pho-
nidogir at and grattimath al examples id backsliding ethenomena are presented on pp. 215
and 216 ) should be made, fear that the reappearAme of such behavior ts not limited in
the phlinetnIevel" (p 21h)

I) btu's:arum 4,14 this tt.ntwtliiufl (between fossihtatum and CCITnilt . Is
not intinded sit e ii twin out that %Jinni' things can also reemerge when thi night to be
erailil ated. especially if they are lamed by pnic rises other than language transfer" (p.
216)

II RESEARCH Qt '1..S.1 "%opt )SED
A "How i An we systernatire the notion Omsk:mum So that from the basis of theident at

fonium ts. %elan predni ahi. h items in which mierhngual situations will he le osselyed.'"
tp

B -Mot de, I rei *ignite tosnlixable strut tures In ailvame2" (p 222)
''Whi do Mime things hissiliie awl gdhers do not (p 2221

(An ritanittle ts gttett of the ''tuin,reyeis.ilidny hambeation effei is for nn pparent reason'.
ip 2:21

Since the original formulation of the IL hypothesis was completed in 1970,
several important proposals have been made concerning fossilization. We now
Welly review some of these proposals, hoping that we neither neglect nor
misrepresent the vies orany of our colleagues.

A.) Vigil and 011er (1976) have made explicit claims regarding the source of
fossilization , as well as the point at which fossilization is likely to arise. In their
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an emphasis is placed on external interaction factors that serve to either
"rein rce" or "destabilize" the currem rule structures employed by the learner
to exehange information (i.e. , what they call the 'cognitive" dimension) and to
express a notion of self in relation to "valued" others (i.e., what they rail the "af-
fective" dimension):

It is argued that expected negat:ve feedbac k on the cognitive dimension of
language usage is the principal de-stabilizing factor in the development of
learner grammars When the cc mfiguration of feedback to the learner becomes
predominantly expected positive feedback on the cognitive dimension it is
predicted than the learner 's level of proficiency will tend to fossilize. Thus, the
tendem y toward fossditation of either correct or incorrect forms is governed
4 feedback prim ipally on the cognitive dimension . However, if feedback on
the affective dimension is not predominantly as expected, and predominantly
p(Psitive. the feedbark on the cognitive dimension will hrse Much of its force.
(op. cit , p 281)

huntann (1975b), as an aspect of the "Pidginizatmn Hypothesis," ar-
gues that i pidgin-type system with a simplified grammar will tend to arise when-
ever thr only function served by the pidgin-type system is "communication7:'

Pidgmotanon occurs when a language is restricted to the communication of
denotative referential information and is not used for integrative and ex-
?restive functions Restriction to thr communicative function results from the
learner's social and/or psychological distance from the target language group.
(1975.p vul)

Schumann has proposed that for second-language learners, the point at which
their II. systenis fossil ic is directly controlled by the cessation of the learner's ac-
culturation into the target society.. Regarding the source of fossilization, he has also
suggested:

Within this framework'. pidginization in second language acquisition can be
stewed as initially resulting from cognitive constraints anti then persisting due
to social anti psychologit al constraints. Hence, early second language acquisi-
tion would be characterreed.4 the temporary use of a non-maiked, simple
code resembling a pidgin This code would he the product of cognitive' con-
straints engendered hs lack cf knowledge of the target language. Thc code may
reflec t a regression to a set of universal primitive linguistic categories that were

1 The term ''t omtmmo ation function" is used by Schumann in accordance with
the distinction proposed by Smith (1972) of three main functions served by a language:
the torromeneattre tunt.toon. thr arrow function, and the tetterahre function. Vigil and
Oiler (1976) use the term "cognitive dimension" in a manner most closely related to
Smith's commumcation fUnction Their term "affective dimension" seems to approx-
imate Smith's notion of expression function. Schumann's term "psychological distance"
seems to also relate to the affective.expressave domain, but also encompasses certain other
personality and attitudinal factors.
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realised in early first language acquisition. Thin. under conditions of social
and/or psychological distance, this pidginired form of speech wolald persist.
(1.976:406)

Central to Schumann's approach seems to be the belief that fossilization is a tem-
porary plateau in IL.karning which may be surmounted by the establishffient of
higher degrees of integrative social motivation and/or by a decreasr fi the
psychological distance between the learreeand the target society:.

C.) Adjemian (1976) in discussing th.. nature of fossilization views this
phenomenon in terms of a.system-wide loss of whit he calls permarbilily, stating:

S.

Perhaps Me salient characterhtt of II.s is that they are linetistk systeins which
by nature are somehow incomplete and in a state ofilux . . . The,pefietration
into an IL s?stem of rules foreign to its internal ssystematicity, or the
ewirgeneralisation*r distortion of an IL rule, is one of elw characteristics
which defined ILs as being dillirent.from at Other cultural laaguage systems.
The property of ILs which allows this penetration or generalization I will call
the pasttabilio, of ILL (op . cit. 308)

Adjeinian's view (as well as the original position of Selinker 11972)) seems to en-
tail a belief in the virtual inevitability of the adult learner's failure to achieve TL
norms and the probable persistence of fossiliied linguistic features as a perma-
nent condition. .

D.') Scovel (1969, 1976, 1977) has focussed on the source of fossilization and
has argued in favor of the view that, in those individuals who begin to learn the
TI after the time of puberty, permanent fossilization far from TL norms is in
fact inevitable. Scovel believes thc basic cause to be a loss of brain plasticity
associated with advancing a 7 such that , after the time of puberty, it becomes in-
creasingly more difficult to attain TL norms, particularly in phonology Scovel
stresses the inability on the part of all adult learners to overcome a foreign accent,
and convincingly argues the need to consider more than external variables:

. . the basic problem with environmental explanations is that they do not ac-
count kir the fart that the very best .oluh learners exhibit few, if any. syntactic
errors, while no adult learners, even the very best, es9pe without an accent.
In other words, why do it lc iocuhural or psyehologic'd variables intervene at
the phonological level but not at the level of syntax, which, in terms of
linguistic theory, is much more complex and abstract? For this reason, we
must abandon extilanativn founded on nurture and look to those grounded on
nature i1977 :1Q)

We can agree with Scovel that any adequate explanation of fossilization must en-
compass inherent learner characteristics. It must also confront the issue of
whether there is in fact a span of time during- which attainmint of TL oorms is
facilitated and lfter which complete learning is difficult or impossible. In our
wtmk, we follow the distinction of Lamedella (1977a) between a heuromatura-
tionaily based critical powd relevant only to primary language acquisition, and a
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inCilti-faceted iotsuut period during which ihe potential for successful second
language acquisition is enhanced, and after\which fossilization far from TL
norins is highly prohabk .

E.)Selicker, Swain, and Dumas (1975) have suggested that seine salient
, properfies of IL karning in adults may apply to child second language acquisition

as'well-Their data.suggest that under certain conditions the child's progress in a
sepnd language may be as susceptible to the effel ts.of fossilization as an adult*s.2
They state that.certain rules may fossilize

.When the second language acquisition is non.trt;licitarwas Iwith the acquisition
orthe child's first Lmguagel and also when it occurs in kle ablaue qf nattve IpeaA
itteptes of Ms gave fanguage (op ut 140)

Also drawing from the Toronto French Immersion data, Tarone, Frauenfelder,'
and Selinker (197 *) appear to address the source of fossilization, attempting to;
relate it to patterns f stability and instability over time for certain types of errors
and other surface fo s in child second language learning.

It seems clear ) many researchers that children learning second languageti
constitute a pivC) J vondition for gathering data which could help resolve mlny.,
important theo tical questions We believe that this is particularly true for the
issue of fossili bon if it is in fact the case that (all?) adults fossilize at some
(great?) distance min TI norms, and that some children do while others do not
fossilize before att in n tive-like TI.. cOmpetence. The dill' rence between the
two groups of children may from the interplay of variables which may be
productively studied in a panic ar piece of research on fossilization in child sec-.
ond language learning.

I We feel that some of the s mingly contradictory claims discussed in this
section regarding fossilization sho not be considered to be in comPetition, but
actually address different facets, of a very complex phenomenon. Some of these
proposals are primarily directed at the source of fossilization and some at the
point at which fossilization can be expelled to arise. None of the authors listed
are totally clear on this issue. Vigil and 011er ls well as Schumann seem to be
primarily concerned with the source of fossilization, as well as with the point at
which fossilization is likely to arise. Scovers interest (as well as that of Tarone,
Frauenfeldrr, and Selinker) appearitto be primarily the source, with Adjemian's
primarily the nature of fossilization. None of the authors, it is important to note,
address more than limited aspects of a very complex phenomenon.

In the remaindee of this paper we will outline some important factors which
shouid he considered in the study of fossilization by listing some possibly relevant
research problem areas. Table 2 presents our first attempt at such a listing.

- -swain (personal commUnication) states that some predictions made in Selinker,
Swann & Dimas (1975) about tile fossilization of these children for grade one seem to be
bolding for grade five. specifically some recent data have shown that the same kinds of er-
rors show up

2 4 u
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How can we systematize our theiketit al understanding of nonprimary language atquiitiu and ap-
ply this understanding to future en-pirical investiginSms so as to answer the folluwmg quest ii ns?
A. NATURE OF FOSSILIZATION

(I) hi husultitation a phenomenon pet uhar to mmprimary language acquisition, or is it a more
general clmditum also relevant to primary language acquisition, iSr perhaps also to more
gerieral tognatve leartung phenomena'

(2) la szabilitroveetime of a hnguistic (calms all that is At issue in understandMg fossillzinicm.
or is there a sense in which fossilization involves more than this?

i(3) Is fitudizat ion a positive prooesi which acts to halt further development of the 11., or is it a
way of looking at the absem.e of some positive fort e which when lost would tend to result in
the cessation of further learning) .

11. SOURCE OF FOSSIEIZATION .

(II Will the basic explanatorY domain in terms of which lOssiliration can be desilibed most
appropriatelv be (a) factors external co the individual learner? (11) factors internal to the in-

,
dividual? (i) extenud tat burr filtered through thecurrent information prot essing systems of
the individual ) (d) scime comhinat sin )

(2) Vor a given indtvidual. what are the relative contribunons of cognitive, affortne. food,
totnantaatatipe, neurtmutfurantortal, and .vartw factors in determining what will he fossilized,
when fossilization will tat or. how it will occur, how long it will last, and under which con-
chtiont might he surmounted and progress In It learning resumerP

1: OBJECTS OF FOSSILIZATION
lc'

( I ) Which aspects of a learner's 11 Are suscranible to fouilization? Single surface items?
Partuailar ruks Subsystems) The entire IL)

(2) Are sume lingtusto features more Cum cptibli to premature stabilization than others? In
parte( ular, is phonology in adults especially liable to hissilize before TI. norms are as-
tamed '

(1) Is it reasonable to view lotguisto features which are "cc irret t " (relative to the T1) as being
susceptihle to koixiheation. or ts it only "incorrect features which should be considered
tossilizahle '

(4) ( :an communic wive c ompetent e m TI. interactions fossilize independeiu)y of the linglic.u.
form ot thr IL ' (arolueguist a form hissilize indepemkntly of communicative competence'

I) MANNER OF Ft )SSILIZATION
(11 Are there partic au sequent Cs en whit h given linguistic features fossilize? Which of any

itli, h sequenc es Are unis ersal. language specific versus learner specific.?
( 2 i Is hoisdization ao abrupt event which happens suddenly? Is it a gradual process occurring

'over a span ot weeks.anonths, or years)
(1) Does hood itation ea( ur different tally-plor Foreign Language Iawning in t lassroom settings

versus Secimdary Language Acquisition in naturahstit settings?
E. FOIN.F AT WHICH FOSSILIZA FR )NI RH ;INS

(1) When, along the karning process, will lossihzation 'set in' for a given aspect of the
karner's IL ' ..

C2) is there any absolute toafr bourn-Ion when fiecsdiration could possibly first occur?
< (1) Is there an ahscaute son bound tit which fossilization necessarily occurs (e.g.. attainment

of 'It norms), or does the learner's interlanguage continueto be indefinitely permeabk?
F. PERSISTENCE. OF Ft /SSILIZATR 1N

(1) Can it be \ determened rk a given learner whether fossilizatiim is merely a temporary.
plateau or 41 rmanent i (*minion)

(2) What conait ons before, during. and after the period of fossilization would be necessary for
a given indiv dual to 'de fossilize' at some point )

(a) It there is A ile -fossilization Attempt made or if the general conditions under which the
learner operates hange drastically, does it matter how long the learner had remained fos-
mitred' Does it matter how old the learner was at the time fiessiliz mon occurred? Does the
learner's age at the time of the de-fossilization attempt matter?

1.;. CANDIDATES FOR FOSSILIZATION
(1) Which frame, s may be identified in advance as Jikely candidates for premature

fossilization at some great distance from TI. norms?
(2) Why do some child srt ond language learners appear to fossilize and others do not ? Why do

some adultslonsilite at a greater diatance from Ti .. iorms than others?
(1) What Are the relative i lint ributions iif variables such as age, sex. motivation, intelligence.

-forngn language aptitude." .ppornmity to learn and to practice in determining whkh
Igarners will fossilize when A
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The practicing teacher. by perusing this list, will see that we are still at the
primitive stage of lin mulating adequate questions. Moreover, it is not entirely
dear which perspectives on the problem would be the most productive for which

purposes.
In general, as one goes about studying second language acquisition, one:

could look at macrobrhavior, that is publicly observable second language speech
or writing data; or, one could look at microbehavior. that is, coven neurophysio-
logical behavior which is known through experinwntal or clinicopathologkal in-
vestigations in neurolinguistics a.nd netkopsychology; also, one could look at
both macrobehavior and microbehavitir in a neurofunctional framework. a
framework which attempts to characterize the neurolinguistic information pro-
cessing systems which interrelate both sets of behavior. A detailed discussion of
these three perspective# is impossible here; this we will attempt to do in Se linker

and Laniendella (to appear). . .

In considering the source of fossilizatem (Table 2, section A) we have to
state categorically that it is our belief that no single ontological faaceneithar feed-
back on communicative success, nor acculturation into the target society, nor
maturatitmal stagein and of itself could possibly account for more than very
limited aspects of fossilization in attempted target language (TL) learning.

(fh-Tiously classroom leachers have a vested interest in tht- types of
theoretical results that will come out of second language acquisition research. In
particular, it is unlikely that teachers would discover, from everyday classroom
observation, the nature and source of fossilization. However we. feel that, for
others of those research problem areas listed in Table 2, teachers are in an ex-
cellent position to develop insights into major facets of fossilization in second
language acquisition. For example, a very important problem fronipthe point of
view of the teacher is What type of student is a likely candicir for fossilization
hefore attaining Tl. norms?" We believe that it is precisely this sort of question
which teachers should become sensitive to in their observations of their own
students. Teachers cOuld consider frow their own experience whether certain
types or levels t)f lingttic features are mor- prone to persist in students' perfor-

3 Following Scovel and 1.1nendella (in preparation), we wish to make a firm termi-

whir; Al and comeptual distinctitm between two distinct phenomena: research variables

end eitteteCurd factors Ftese rch variables are those parameters encompassed by a paiiic-
War observational or expert nental research paradigm which may be correlated with each
other and with particular ot rt. data in ttrder to account for some percentage of the vari-

mice in behavior across &fie cm subjects or for the same subjects over time. Ontological
factors are of two main type (a) indieidual charaaertstirs, those inherent properties attri-
butable to pven individuals 44hich direcdy explain overt behavior, being not just corre-
latable. but causally connected with particular behaviors and with each other; (b) contex-

tual ,ondaton.1 are those t irninipntial features of the environment (internal or external)
, Ausallv t rinnet ted to ape% ts ott\ overt or I overt behavior. Depending on one's perspective
and goals. research variables Mav be viewed ei;her as ends in themselves. or merely as
turtht tdologie Al tools used to contdruct by pot he4es about ontological factors. .
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mance even in the presence of ample practice, or the ability to produce correct
TL. langu4e forms under conscious direction. Particularly, teachers should be
aware that among seWnd language researchers there are strong differences of
opinion. as to whethek there are only temporary learning plateaus which may be
overcome LT the appltication of appropriate pedagogical methods, or changes in
the internal or other ekternal circumstancewof the learner.

There are many reasons to believe that it is' the interactive needs of par-
ticular learners (both the need to communicate conceptual messages And the
sociocultural need to identify with,and acculturate to the target sbriety) diat may
play a determining role in the point at which fossilization is likely to occur.
Teachers could becane sensitive to the interacti've needs of the students they deal
with, perhaps by asking themselves and other teachers in their surroundfngs if

'fossilization in particular learners appears tO take prace within well:Wined con-
texts. Is time a crucial variable for some learners, with solne learners requiring
more time than others to accemplish the same learning °task? Does good pronun-
ciation on the part of particular sorts of learners facilitate or inhibit the acquisi-
tion of correct TL syntax? Just how does adequate TL sOtax appear to correlate
with fossilized pronunciations for particular sorts of learners?

Schumann (1976) 'has stressed the psychological distance of the learner from
the target society and many other researchers have shown that motivation, and
other variables play an important role in the level of success achieved in the
classroom. Dors the highly motivated student, in fact, appear to fossilize less than
other students?

It is impoitant also to pay attention to the same learner-in different contexts
and situations. Are. some students hardly indistinguishable from native speakers
of the TL when concentrating on highly stylized topics, seemingly relying heavily
on formulas°.. Whereas, in 'discussing or writing about highly emotional or, in-
deed, highly abstract topics do these same learners appear to produce more
fossilized forms?

If Table 2 proves to be unambiguous, it could serve as a possible checklist
for those teachers who may wish to observe their students from this point of view.
However, it is important to realize that there are complexes of variables which
cut across the categories we have set up in iable 2, such as the oppoitunity to
learn. In the remainder of this paper we will briefly investigate this one set of
variables to see how it can help with our understanding of the foisilization
phenomena.

Obviously a great many circumstances could interfere with the actualization,
of an individual's genotypically-determined capacity to continue progress in an \
IL. Someone with minimal, nonexistent, or negative motivation to learn will \\
most likely never come to communicate successfully in a second language, even
given a modest degree of incidental learning. Furthermore, Bickerton (1975:173)

4. See I. Fillmore (1476) for a disr ussion of the role of formulas in second hmguage
acquisition and their relation to social strategies.
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qaite right to woniler if a major, source of what has been called fossilization is
simply the fact that the individuals in question did not have sufficient opportunity
to learn, and arrived at a learning plateau principally for that reason. In fact, as
the U.S. inmeigrant situation has shown, it is possibk to exist for even 50 years
on the fringes of a target society, with resulting minimal occasion to use the TI.,
and a concomitant lack of oPportunity to continue learningin one's IL. To com-
plicate matters, there are surely idiosyncratic inherent differences between
karners such that some need more practice than others to accomplish the same
learning task. KegrettUlly, there has been no method established to determine in
advance how much a given individual would ideally need to practice in order to
hilly master given TI, linguistic features and adopt...them into his or her IL,
although perhaps such measures might be developed.

The attempt described in Bruzzese (1977) tojest the limits and persistence of
long-standing fossilization: that is. the conscious attempts to de-fossilize Second-
language learners should prove highly interesting. It is not obvious, however.
how from such attempts one could go about drawing valid conclusions leading to
predictions for other individuals encountered. Increasing the number of suck in-
dividuals studied couhl at best provide only a group average and/or the standard
deviation from the mean, both of which would still constitute inadequate bases
for rnaking realistic predictions about particular other individuals in advance.
Without some pnor estimate of how much practice would constitute a sufficient
amount for a given individual to de-fossilize, it is also not clear how one can draw
inferences from an unsuccessful de-fossilization attempt for that individual re-
garding whether fossilization is a permanent condition in some adults. Successful
de-fossihzation attempts, should they occur, Would post hoc indicate that enough
practice has been .whieved and that, for that individual in those circumstances,
hissilizatio, as not permanent . Be that as it may, it is most important to note
that there appear to he many cases-when individual learners have clearly had suf-
ficient (immunity to use and practice the Tl. in communicative interactions and
neverthdrss have persisted with an II. fossilized far from the V.. norms. For this
mason if for no other, fossilization cannot be disposed of as a theoretical issue as a
mere lack olcippirt unity to learn, as Bickerton appears to want to do.

A further complication in establishing whether an individual did actually
have adequate opportunity to learn is the inadeqtiacy of merely counting the
number of second language interactions that individual had had with TL natives,
with non-TI. natives, the number of hours spent conversing, the quantity of cor-
rective feedback directed at the learner, etc. More important in our view is the
actual use to which the neural information processing systems responsible for IL
learning put those inlet-a...lions. Whether the learner actively uses the verbal and
nonverbal responses of native speaker interlocuters as reflections of the (in)ade-
quays of the current II. grammatical rules cannot be automatkally assumed to
occur for all learners under all circumstances. Moreover, not just any type of in-.

teraction in thc is a fruitful basis for Secondary Language Acquisition, as
against the usually less desirable Foreign Language Learning (see Lamendella

2,;1.)
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[1977al for the distinction). If there is one lesson that has been learned by the sec-
ond language teaching profession, it is that in order fiir most students to thicceed
in learning to communicate in the TL, there must be some real-world
signifkance for a student itf'saying things one way rather than another.

It is our view that feedback presented by opportunities to learn cannot in
itself be responsible for the degree of IL learning which takes place nor for the
nature nor persistence of the fossilization phenomenawhich we discover in actual
learners. It is our.belief that feedback presented by opportunities to learn are rele-
vant vis-A-vis the existence of particular sorts of inherent learner characteristics
which we are only beginning to investigate.

Finally, it is important for teachers involved in the diffkuh task of daily
language teaching to remember that there is nothing to sugg.est that one cannot
achieve full communicative success in specific discourse domains. The existence
of fossilized 1L's for some "learners in some circumstances shoula in no way
promPt a pessimistic attitude on the part of classroom teachers. As we develop
our understanding of fossilization with respect to all the factors listed in Table 2,
it should become increasingly easier for classroom teakhers to compensate for the
reality of fossilization. This should be especially true if we are able to integrate
this understanding with such tools as a realistic needs analysis.
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